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Abstract
Active filament systems such as the cell cytoskeleton represent an intriguing class of novel
materials that play an important role in nature. The cytoskeleton for example provides
the mechanical basis for many central processes in living cells, such as cell locomotion
or cell division. It consists of protein filaments, molecular motors and a host of related
proteins that can bind to and cross-link the filaments. The filaments themselves are
semiflexible polymers that are typically several micrometers long and made of several
hundreds to thousands of subunits. The filaments are structurally polar, i.e. they possess
a directionality. This polarity causes the two distinct filament ends to exhibit different
properties regarding polymerization and depolymerization and also defines the direction
of movement of molecular motors. Filament polymerization as well as force generation
and motion of molecular motors are active processes, that constantly use chemical energy.
The cytoskeleton is thus an active gel, far from equilibrium.
We present theories of such active filament systems and apply them to geometries
reminiscent of structures in living cells such as stress fibers, contractile rings or mitotic
spindles. Stress fibers are involved in cell locomotion and propel the cell forward,
the mitotic spindle mechanically separates the duplicated sets of chromosomes prior
to cell division and the contractile ring cleaves the cell during the final stages of cell
division. In our theory, we focus in particular on the role of filament polymerization and
depolymerization for the dynamics of these structures. Using a mean field description
of active filament systems that is based on the microscopic processes of filaments and
motors, we show how filament polymerization and depolymerization contribute to the
tension in filament bundles and rings. We especially study filament treadmilling, an
ubiquitous process in cells, in which one filament end grows at the same rate as the other
one shrinks. A key result is that depolymerization of filaments in the presence of linking
proteins can induce bundle contraction even in the absence of molecular motors. We
extend this description and apply it to the mitotic spindle. Starting from force balance
considerations we discuss conditions for spindle formation and stability. We find that
motor binding to filament ends is essential for spindle formation.
Furthermore we develop a generic continuum description that is based on symmetry
considerations and independent of microscopic details. This theory allows us to present
a complementary view on filament bundles, as well as to investigate physical mechanisms
behind cell cortex dynamics and ring formation in the two dimensional geometry of a
cylinder surface. Finally we present a phenomenological description for the dynamics of
contractile rings that is based on the balance of forces generated by active processes in the
ring with forces necessary to deform the cell. We find that filament turnover is essential
for ring contraction with constant velocities such as observed in experiments with fission
yeast.
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Zusammenfassung
Aktive Filament-Systeme, wie zum Beispiel das Zellskelett, sind Beispiele einer interessan-
ten Klasse neuartiger Materialien, die eine wichtige Rolle in der belebten Natur spielen.
Viele wichtige Prozesse in lebenden Zellen wie zum Beispiel die Zellbewegung oder
Zellteilung basieren auf dem Zellskelett. Das Zellskelett besteht aus Protein-Filamenten,
molekularen Motoren und einer großen Zahl weiterer Proteine, die an die Filamente
binden und diese zu einem Netz verbinden ko¨nnen. Die Filamente selber sind semifexible
Polymere, typischerweise einige Mikrometer lang und bestehen aus einigen hundert bis
tausend Untereinheiten, typischerweise Mono- oder Dimeren. Die Filamente sind struk-
turell polar, d.h. sie haben eine definierte Richtung, a¨hnlich einer Ratsche. Diese Polarita¨t
begru¨ndet unterschiedliche Polymerisierungs- und Depolymerisierungs-Eigenschaften der
beiden Filamentenden und legt außerdem die Bewegungsrichtung molekularer Motoren
fest. Die Polymerisation von Filamenten sowie Krafterzeugung und Bewegung moleku-
larer Motoren sind aktive Prozesse, die kontinuierlich chemische Energie beno¨tigen. Das
Zellskelett ist somit ein aktives Gel, das sich fern vom thermodynamischen Gleichgewicht
befindet.
In dieser Arbeit pra¨sentieren wir Beschreibungen solcher aktiven Filament-Systeme und
wenden sie auf Strukturen an, die eine a¨hnliche Geometrie wie zellulare Strukturen haben.
Beispiele solcher zellularer Strukturen sind Spannungsfasern, kontraktile Ringe oder
mitotische Spindeln. Spannungsfasern sind fu¨r die Zellbewegung essentiell; sie ko¨nnen
kontrahieren und so die Zelle vorwa¨rts bewegen. Die mitotische Spindel trennt Kopien
der Erbsubstanz DNS vor der eigentlichen Zellteilung. Der kontraktile Ring schließlich
trennt die Zelle am Ende der Zellteilung. In unserer Theorie konzentrieren wir uns auf
den Einfluß der Polymerisierung und Depolymerisierung von Filamenten auf die Dynamik
dieser Strukturen. Wir zeigen, dass der kontinuierliche Umschlag (d.h. fortwa¨hrende
Polymerisierung und Depolymerisierung) von Filamenten unabdingbar ist fu¨r die kontrak-
tion eines Rings mit konstanter Geschwindigkeit, so wie in Experimenten mit Hefezellen
beobachtet. Mit Hilfe einer mikroskopisch motivierten Beschreibung zeigen wir, wie
“filament treadmilling”, also Filament Polymerisierung an einem Ende mit der gleichen
Rate wie Depolymerisierung am anderen Ende, zur Spannung in Filament Bu¨ndeln und
Ringen beitragen kann. Ein zentrales Ergebnis ist, dass die Depolymerisierung von
Filamenten in Anwesenheit von filamentverbindenden Proteinen das Zusammenziehen
dieser Bu¨ndel sogar in Abwesenheit molekulare Motoren herbeifu¨hren kann.
Ferner entwickeln wir eine generische Kontinuumsbeschreibung aktiver Filament-
Systeme, die ausschließlich auf Symmetrien der Systeme beruht und von mikroskopis-
chen Details unabha¨ngig ist. Diese Theorie erlaubt uns eine komplementa¨re Sichtweise
auf solche aktiven Filament-Systeme. Sie stellt ein wichtiges Werkzeug dar, um die
physikalischen Mechanismen z.B. in Filamentbu¨ndeln aber auch bei der Bildung von Fil-
amentringen im Zellkortex zu untersuchen. Schließlich entwickeln wir eine auf einem
Kra¨ftegleichgewicht basierende Beschreibung fu¨r bipolare Strukturen aktiver Filamente
und wenden diese auf die mitotische Spindel an. Wir diskutieren Bedingungen fu¨r die
Bildung und Stabilita¨t von Spindeln.
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1 Introduction and Overview
There is a biologist word for “stable”. It is “dead”.
Jack Cohen
The concept of the cell as the smallest living unit was a major advance of our
understanding of living organisms. Scientists have always been interested in identifying
fundamental units of structure, such as the atom as the basic unit of matter. The cell
is not only the basic structural unit of all living organisms, but also the basic func-
tional unit of life. In this sense the cell truly qualifies as the atom of biology (Nurse, 2003).
Besides identifying and classifying objects, we also want to understand how they work,
i.e. what they do, when and why. The range of actions biological cells can take is
absolutely amazing. Many cells are specialized to accomplish certain tasks, such as the
translation of acoustic stimuli into nerve pulses by hair cells in the inner ear (Hudspeth,
2005), the fast transmission of electrical signals by neurons in the brain (Hodgkin and
Huxley, 1952) and central nervous system, or the rapid contraction of muscle cells (Hux-
ley and Niedergerke, 1954). But despite such specializations, most cells are made of
comparable constituents and share common features, such as the ability to control the
directed intracellular transport of cargo, or to duplicate and separate their DNA and
divide their cytoplasm. Hence there are processes in the cellular world, which may be
governed by general principles underlying the diversity. All of the common processes
mentioned above are mediated by the cytoskeleton, an active material far from equilibrium
that consists mainly of protein filaments and molecular motors. Molecular motors are
proteins that convert chemical energy into directed motion and mechanical force. The
cytoskeleton is furthermore responsible for active cell locomotion and also determines the
cell shape. From the physical point of view the cytoskeleton is a paradigmatic example
of a novel class of active materials, that require a wide range of techniques for their analysis.
Cytoskeletal protein filaments are typically several micrometers long. Their persistence
length is often of the same order, making them semiflexible polymers. They are polymer-
ized from hundreds to thousands of polar subunits and are structurally polar themselves,
i.e. they possess a directionality like e.g. a ratchet. These filaments interact with
numerous related proteins that bind and cross-link them or influence their polymerization
dynamics. The resulting physical gel can thus be effectively polar and exhibit complex
dynamics. The polymerization of filaments as well as the action of molecular motors
takes place using chemical energy provided in the form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
or guanine triphosphate (GTP). The energy is liberated when a an inorganic phosphate
group is cleaved of the molecule. Consecutively the energy is partially converted into
mechanical work (Howard, 2001). The resulting aggregate is thus an active gel, that
provides the mechanical basis for many fascinating cellular behaviors such as locomotion
and division, that have captured the attention of biologists and physicist alike.
The action of molecular motors and their effect on the collective cytoskeletal dynamics
has been the topic of many physical investigations, see e.g. (Ju¨licher and Prost, 1995;
Ne´de´lec et al., 1997; Kruse and Ju¨licher, 2000, 2003; Liverpool and Marchetti, 2003;
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Kruse et al., 2004). Recent experiments have revealed that the polymerization and de-
polymerization of filaments also generate forces at the sub-cellular level (Dogterom et al.,
2005) and contribute to the observed cellular behavior. In this thesis we theoretically
investigate the ubiquitous process of filament polymerization and depolymerization and
focus on its consequences for macroscopic intracellular dynamics.
An essential cellular structure is the contractile ring that cleaves the cell during the
final stages of cell division. It consists of filaments of the cytoskeletal protein actin, the
corresponding myosin motors as well as many associated proteins. Together they form an
equatorial band around the cell. After the DNA has been separated and distributed to
the two prospective daughter cells, the band condenses into a ring and starts to contract.
This causes a radial movement of the cell membrane and finally cleavage of the cell.
Recent experiments have shown that this cleavage is slower when actin polymerization
is inhibited (Pelham and Chang, 2002) and that under certain circumstances cells can
divide even in the absence of myosin (Gerisch and Weber, 2000). How the contractile ring
forms in the cell cortex, is another open question at the forefront of cell biology.
The contractile ring forms part of the group of filament bundles in the cell. Other
prominent members are stress fibers, that are involved in cell locomotion. Theoretical
investigations have shown that the action of motor dimers bound to filament pairs can
give rise to stress in such bundles and thereby lead to interesting dynamics ranging from
bundle contraction to traveling density profiles (Kruse et al., 2001). Microscopically the
dimers induce relative sliding of the filaments they are bound to. Besides motors, filament
polymerization and depolymerization also contribute to bundle dynamics. Filament
treadmilling, i.e. polymerization of one end and depolymerization of the other end at the
same rate is a ubiquitous process in the cytoskeleton. We show that the disassembly of
filaments can also contribute to tension in bundles and rings. This effect is especially
obvious when this depolymerization takes place in the presence of cross-linkers that are
able to stay attached to filament ends.
Prior to cell cleavage by the contractile ring the duplicated DNA has to be distributed
to the designated daughter cells. Mechanically this is accomplished by an apparatus
called the mitotic spindle. The spindle is a bipolar arrangement of microtubules (another
type of cytoskeletal filaments besides actin) around the condensed DNA in its middle.
At the spindle poles there are microtubule organizing centers, the centrosomes. How the
spindle forms, how its length is determined and what precisely triggers DNA separation
are all open questions. Besides molecular motors and microtubules, many other regulating
proteins have been localized in the spindle. The microtubules are attached to the
chromosomes at one end and to the centrosomes at the other while undergoing so called
pole-ward flux (Mitchison and Salmon, 2001), i.e. a constant treadmilling motion of the
monomers in the microtubules towards the spindle poles. Filament polymerization and
depolymerization thus evidently plays an important role in this structure as well.
1.1 Overview of this Manuscript
In this thesis we consider two main issues that arise when investigating cytoskeletal
dynamics. One is the role of polymerization and depolymerization in cytoskeletal
systems. These processes provide a way of generating dynamics in cytoskeletal systems,
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as important as the action of molecular motors. But the effects of polymerization and
depolymerization on the dynamics of macroscopic cytoskeletal structures have been largely
neglected in theoretical descriptions of the dynamics of complex filament structures. Here
we investigate their role in the generation of stress and induction of dynamics in fil-
ament rings and bundles by extending a microscopic theory with the appropriate processes.
The analysis of cytoskeletal systems despite the fact that not all proteins involved
or the details of their interactions are known is the second big topic we address. To
this end we develop a generic continuum description of active cytoskeletal systems
that allows us to unveil generic physical properties independent of microscopic de-
tails. As the description is based on symmetries only, it is readily extended to higher
dimensions, making it applicable to a wide variety of biologically more realistic geometries.
The organization of the thesis is as follows: in chapter 2 we introduce the cytoskeleton,
its main constituents, substructures and functions. We also briefly discuss the dynamics
of polymerizing filaments as well as molecular motors. Our results are presented in the
following four chapters. In chapter 3 we present a description of filament bundles based
on microscopic processes such as filament treadmilling. Using this framework explicitly
discuss the contribution of polymerization of filaments to the collective dynamics in the
bundle. The following chapter 4 introduces a theory for the formation of the mitotic spindle
based on force balance considerations. In chapter 5 we then introduce the complementary
generic continuum description, which we use to analyze filament bundles. Furthermore,
we apply it to investigate physical mechanisms of ring formation in the cell cortex. Finally,
we present our analysis of the contraction dynamics of the contractile ring in chapter 6 and
highlight the importance of filament turnover for the dynamics observed in experiments.
The main part concludes with a summary and perspectives for future research in chapter 7.
Supplementary calculations and methods are presented in the appendices.
4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
2 The Cytoskeleton
Cells are the smallest units of live. This concept was a major advance for our under-
standing of living organisms. It allows us to ask more precise questions regarding how
cells work, what they do, when and why. Many of these questions involve mechanical
aspects, such as e.g. the division of cells or cell locomotion. All cellular mechanic func-
tions are based on the cytoskeleton. For a long time it was believed that the cytoskeleton
was exclusive to eucaryotic cells, i.e. cells that have a nucleus, such as animal or plant
cells. Then it was discovered that bacteria also possess cytoskeletal proteins and form a
cytoskeleton (Lutkenhaus, 2003; Moller-Jensen and Lowe, 2005).
The cytoskeleton is a complex system of dynamic protein filaments, molecular motors,
and other proteins. It provides the basis for many important cellular processes such as
cell locomotion or morphogenesis, i.e. changes in cell shape. While cellular motility
is important for example for wound healing, fertilization of egg cells, development and
plays a crucial role in cancer dissemination, cell division or cytokinesis is one of the most
prominent instances of a change in cell shape. Here one cell actively divides itself into
two. The cytoskeleton also enables cells to regulate the organization of their internal
components. Many cellular organelles like e.g. the Golgi apparatus need to be rearranged
e.g. when cells divide, react to changes in the external environment or simply grow. As all
of these processes depend on the cytoskeleton, understanding of these key cellular processes
inevitably requires a thorough understanding of the cytoskeleton.
Despite their apparently different strategies for life, animals and plants share the same
cytoskeletal proteins. Although they do make different use of them – their strategies for
cell division is vastly different for example. The cytoskeleton of bacteria on the other hand
involves different proteins, that however seem to be related to those found in animal and
plant cells. Until now no molecular motors have been found in bacteria, which poses the
interesting question how their cytoskeleton achieves the necessary forces and movements.
Polymerization and depolymerization as discussed in this thesis could give rise to the
observed dynamics. Moreover, while the biological details and functions of the cytoskeleton
may vary between different cells, the underlying physical principles are likely to be generic.
In this chapter we discuss the function of the cytoskeleton starting with a description
of its basic components: protein filaments and molecular motors in section 2.1. One of
the most prominent cytoskeletal proteins actin and proteins related to it are discussed
in section 2.2. Section 2.3 presents microtubules, the other class of cytoskeletal filaments
important for this thesis. The most important dynamical processes in the cytoskeleton are
movement of filaments induced by the action of molecular motors as well as filament poly-
merization and depolymerization. We discuss the polymerization and depolymerization
dynamics of biopolymers and the forces generated in these processes in section 2.4. Sec-
tion 2.5 concludes the chapter by presenting four cytoskeletal structures that are central
for this thesis in greater detail: the contractile actin ring that cleaves the cell during cell
division, stress fibers which are important for cell motility, meiotic and mitotic spindles
that separate chromosomes during mitosis, and the pre-prophase band, a microtubule ring
around plant cells that marks the division plane prior to cytokinesis but does not itself
contract.
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2.1 Filaments and Molecular Motors
The cytoskeleton is made up of different kinds of protein filaments, their corresponding
molecular motors and other associated proteins. Molecular motors use the protein fila-
ments as tracks along which they walk. In this thesis we will explore various processes that
rely on this kind of motility. The protein filaments themselves are also dynamic. They
are polymers made of many subunits that constantly polymerize and depolymerize. Three
different kinds of filaments have been identified: actin filaments, microtubules and inter-
mediate filaments. An overview of these three polymers, their composition and function
is given in table 2.1.
Eucaryotic cytoskeletal polymers
Polymer Actin filament Microtubule Intermediate
filament
Protein subunit Actin monomer Tubulin Various proteins
heterodimer
Diameter 7 nm 25 nm 10 nm
Persistence length 17µm 5mm 2µm
Structurally polar Yes Yes No
Polymerization Yes Yes Probably
Bound nucleotide ATP GTP None
Nucleotide hydrolysis Yes Yes No
Treadmilling Yes Yes No
Dynamic instability No Yes No
Track for Yes, myosins Yes, dyneins No
motors and kinesins
Electron micrographs
of polymers
Fluorescence micro-
graphs of cells with
stained polymers
Table 2.1: Overview of eucaryotic cytoskeletal polymers. Compiled from (Pollard, 2003;
Bray, 2001; Alberts et al., 2002).
Intermediate filaments are important for cell structure and integrity. They are rather
flexible and gels of intermediate filaments tolerate forces that cause actin and myosin
gels to rupture (Janmey et al., 1991). The filaments themselves seem not to be very
dynamic. They do not bind nucleotides and no associated motors have been found. In this
thesis we focus on active filament motor systems and the role of filament polymerization
and depolymerization for the systems’ dynamics in particular. We will thus describe the
actin-myosin system as well as microtubules with dyneins and kinesins in greater detail.
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Figure 2.1: Contractile bundles of actin filaments in cells. (a) Actin filaments in the
contractile ring of a normal rat kidney cell. (b) Stress fibers in cultured endothelial cells. (c)
Myofibril isolated from skeletal muscle. Actin is stained green and α-actinin, which localizes
to the Z-disks, yellow. (d) Electron micrograph of a myofibril. Figure modified from (Pollard
and Earnshaw, 2002).
Although they are frequently analyzed and described separately, there is growing evidence
that the actin and tubulin systems work together in a coordinated way in many cellular
processes (Kodama et al., 2004).
2.2 Actin and Actin Binding Proteins
Actin is ubiquitous in all eukaryotes. It is a small (43 kDa) globular protein that sponta-
neously assembles into polymers. The actin protein is ancient and highly conserved. Very
similar proteins to actin are found even in bacteria and sequences of actin isoforms are
generally more than 90% identical. Different isoforms are coded for by different genes,
e.g. 6 in Humans, 1 in yeast and more than 10 in Dictyostelium (Pollard and Earn-
shaw, 2002). The degree of conservation is illustrated by the fact that only 15 of the
375 aminoacids differ between actin of mammals and that of Acanthamoeba, furthermore
the sequence of muscle actin is absolutely identical in all endotherm vertebrates (Bray,
2001). This unusually high degree of conservation is often explained by the large host of
actin binding proteins that regulate actin dynamics (see section 2.2.3 below). A mutation
might have a positive effect on one of those interactions, but at the same time it would
probably affect many others negatively and thus be an overall disadvantage (Alberts et al.,
2002). Besides being highly conserved, actin is abundant: often up to 15% of all protein
in nonmuscle cells is actin, with actin binding proteins accounting for up to 10% on top
of that. In muscle cells actin and myosin comprise up to 60% of the cell’s total protein
content (Pollard and Earnshaw, 2002).
Actin filaments and myosin motors form together the so called actomyosin system, that
is at the basis of many cellular processes. One of the main functions of the actomyosin
system is the active generation of stress. Typical structures for stress generation are
contractile bundles, Fig. 2.1. Actin filaments and myosin filaments form stress fibers that
generate tension, which, transmitted via adhesive junctions, permits the cell to move.
Another linear contractile actin structure is the contractile ring which cleaves cells during
cell division (see section 2.5.2 below). While these two structures are temporary, actin and
myosin also form sarcomers, i.e. the repetitive units of myofibrils, the permanent, highly
organized, contractile apparatus of muscle cells. Actin filaments furthermore transmit
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Figure 2.2: Structure of actin filaments. (a) Electron micrograph of an actin filament dressed
with myosin II heads revealing the structural polarity. (b) Schematic drawing of an actin
filament, clearly exhibiting the doubel helix. Figure modified from (Pollard and Earnshaw,
2002).
forces and contribute to spatial organization in the cell by restricting the movement of
organelles. Networks of cross-linked actin filaments resist deformations: the cell’s plasma
membrane is reinforced by the actin cortex, a dynamic network of actin filaments that
can be up to 1µm thick. Finally actin structures facilitate cell motility by polymerization
and depolymerization of filaments as well as by providing tracks for the myosin family
of motor proteins. Polymerization and depolymerization of actin filaments e.g. drive the
extension of lamellipodia during cell locomotion or the engulfment of extracellular material
by phagocytosis.
2.2.1 G-actin and F-actin
The structure of the actin molecule has been solved by K. Holmes et. al. in 1990 (Holmes
et al., 1990; Kabsch et al., 1990). The 375 aminoacids of a monomeric actin protein fold
in two similar domains.
The whole molecule is globular and thus often called G-actin. Between the two actin
domains lies an adenine nucleotide binding site. The nucleotide stabilizes the two domains.
Actin binds adenosine triphosphate (ATP) or adenosine diphosphate (ADP) together with
a divalent cation. Actin has a higher affinity for ATP than for ADP. In cells ATP is more
abundant and thus unpolymerized actin monomers are saturated with ATP. The exchange
of bound nucleotides is relatively slow. Thus most actin in extract of Xenopus eggs for
example is in its ATP form (Rosenblatt et al., 1995).
Actin monomers are polar, i.e. they possess a structure that allows them to bind to
other actin monomers only in a certain orientation. Actin monomers may spontaneously
assemble to form actin filaments or F-actin, which is then also structurally polar. These
filaments are semiflexible with a persistence length of 17µm (compare with 5mm for mi-
crotubules, (Alberts et al., 2002), see section 2.3). They possess a double-helical structure
of two parallel protofilaments. The monomers in the two protofilaments are oriented in
the same sense. This is the basis of the overall structural polarity of actin filaments.
This polarity can be visualized with an electron microscope when the filaments are
dressed with heads of myosin II (fragment S1), i.e. fragments of the corresponding molec-
ular motor that bind under a specific angle with the filament (Huxley, 1963; Woodrum
et al., 1975). This results in an arrow-like structure as shown in Fig. 2.2a. The end towards
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Figure 2.3: Schematic time course of actin polymerization in a test tube. (a) Polymer-
ization is begun by raising the salt concentration in a solution of pure actin subunits. (b)
Polymerization is begun in the same way, but with preformed fragments of actin filaments
present to act as nuclei for filament growth. Modified from (Alberts et al., 2002).
which the arrows point is called the pointed end, the opposite end is the barbed end. This
structural polarity gives rise to the interesting polymerization dynamics of actin filaments
that is essential for many cellular processes.
2.2.2 Actin Polymerization and Treadmilling
Actin filaments self-assemble from actin monomers via a series of bimolecular reac-
tions (Pollard and Earnshaw, 2002). From in vitro experiments it seems that actin
monomers form first dimers and then trimers. These trimers consecutively serve as the
nuclei for new actin filaments. The reactions necessary for filament polymerization are
more favorable than trimer formation, so that nucleation is the rate limiting step in poly-
merizing new actin filaments. This shows up as a lag phase when filament polymerization
is induced, Fig. 2.3a. Cells use regulating proteins to overcome these limitations either by
severing existing filaments (e.g. via gelsolin) in order to provide several short filaments
as nuclei or by enhancing nucleation of filaments from monomeric actin (e.g. Formin,
Arp2/3 complex). In in vitro experiments the lag phase is eliminated when small filament
fragments are added to the solution, Fig. 2.3b.
Once nucleated, a filament starts to grow by adding monomers at both ends. This
process is reversible: filaments may shrink by loosing monomers from the ends as well.
Filament growth is determined by the balance of polymerization and depolymerization at
both ends:
dnb
dt
= kon,b c− koff,b (2.1)
dnp
dt
= kon,p c− koff,p . (2.2)
where dnb/dt and dnp/dt denote the rates of monomer addition at the barbed end and at
the pointed end respectively. The on- and off- rates for monomers at both ends are given
by kon and koff and c is the concentration of monomeric actin in the surrounding solution.
The polymerization rate is given by kon × c and depends on the monomer concentration.
Note that we assume that the depolymerization rate koff is independent of the monomer
concentration.
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When a filament polymerizes, it diminishes the concentration of free monomers in the
solution until the critical concentration cc = koff/kon is reached. At the critical concentra-
tion the growth and shrinkage of the filament exactly balance, the filament has reached a
stationary length. If one starts out with filaments and a monomer concentration c < cc
the filaments will depolymerize until c = cc.
Due to the structural polarity of filaments, polymerization and depolymerization occur
with different rates at both ends (Pollard, 1986). While subunit dissociation is relatively
slow at both ends (between 1 and 10 subunits per second) filament growth is diffusion
limited at the barbed end and slower at the pointed end (Pollard and Borisy, 2003). The
barbed end thus is more dynamic than the pointed end and grows more rapidly. That is
why it is also called the plus end while the pointed end is called the minus end. Nonetheless
in the absence of an external energy supply the equilibrium constant Keq = kon/koff = 1/cc
is the same for both ends, see Fig. 2.4.
As already pointed out above, monomeric actin binds the nucleotide adenosine triphos-
phate (ATP) and possesses the capacity to hydrolyze it to adenosine diphosphate (ADP)
and an inorganic phosphate Pi. This process frees about 20 kBT ' 20 × 4.1 pNnm per
molecule and is irreversible (Carlier et al., 1988). Nucleotide hydrolysis is slow for indi-
vidual monomers but accelerated in actin filaments with a half time of 2 s (Blanchoin and
Pollard, 2002). Phosphate dissociation is much slower with a half time of 350 s (Carlier
and Pantaloni, 1986), so that ADP-Pi-actin is relatively long-lived in assembled actin fila-
ments. Because monomeric actin in the cell is saturated with ATP, filaments will generally
incorporate ATP-actin. This results in a filament with a comparatively short actin-ATP
cap and an actin-ADP tail in which phosphate is bound to some actin subunits but not
to others. Due to the nucleotide hydrolysis it is energetically more favorable to dissociate
an ADP-actin monomer than an ATP-actin monomer from the filament, cf. Fig 2.4a.
Filament Treadmilling
In the previous section we motivated, why the equilibrium constants at both ends are not
equal in the presence of ATP. Typical values are c−c,ATP = 0.6µM for the minus end of
a filament in solution with globular ATP-actin and c+c,ATP = 0.12µM for the plus end
with ATP-actin in vitro (Pollard, 1986; Pollard and Borisy, 2003), cf. Fig. 2.4a. So for a
concentration of ATP monomers c+c,ATP < cATP < c
−
c,ATP, the filament will grow at the plus
end while shrinking at the minus end. This is often called the treadmilling regime (blue
range in Fig. 2.4c). Under these conditions a monomer of ATP-actin is incorporated into a
filament at the plus end, then its nucleotide is hydrolyzed. Some time later the inorganic
phosphate is released, and finally the now ADP-actin monomer reaches the minus end
and dissociates. While there is a whole range of concentrations for which the plus end
grows and the minus end shrinks, there is only one value for which these processes occur at
precisely the same rates. In this thesis we use the term treadmilling only for filaments that
polymerize and depolymerize with equal rates at both ends. Taking the values reported
in (Pollard, 1986) for actin filaments in vitro, we find a critical treadmilling concentration
ctm,ATP ' 0.14µM where the polymerization rate for ATP-actin at the plus end exactly
matches the depolymerization rate for ADP-actin at the minus end, taking into account
that in a cell monomeric actin is typically saturated with ATP, i.e. cADP ' 0. A filament
at this critical treadmilling concentration retains its length while continuously exchanging
monomers with the solution. The total turnover time for a 1µm long filament consisting
of 370 monomers is about 20min. This turnover time is greatly increased in lamellipodia
of motile cells or in the actin comets of bacterial pathogens where a 3µm long filament
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Figure 2.4: Actin filament dynamics and filament elongation rates versus monomer concen-
tration c.
(a) Elongation rate constants for actin in vitro. The association rate constants have units
of µM−1s−1 and the dissociation rate constants of s−1. The ratio of the dissociation rate to
the association rate gives the critical concentration cc in units of µM. Note that the critical
concentration for ATP actin differs at both ends while it is the same for ADP actin. Figure
modified and corrected from (Pollard and Borisy, 2003).
(b,c) Elongation rates of actin filaments in vitro versus concentration of free monomers of
ADP-actin (b) and ATP-actin (c). The barbed end (continuous line) is more dynamic than
the pointed end (dashed line) which is reflected by the greater slope. For ADP-actin (b) both
ends either shrink or grow depending on cADP. The critical concentration is cc,ADP = 2µM for
both ends. (c) In the presence of ATP-actin the critical concentration at the barbed end (con-
tinuous line) is smaller than the critical concentration at the pointed end (dashed line). The
barbed end may thus grow while the pointed end shrinks, the filament treadmills. The range
of treadmilling concentrations is marked by the blue rectangle. Data plotted from (Pollard
and Borisy, 2003).
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typically turns over in 1min (Pantaloni et al., 2001). This increase is attributed to a host
of regulating factors, see section 2.2.3.
Filament treadmilling has been demonstrated to occur in the bulk cytoplasm of cells
but it also occurs in the linear strucures of microvili, filopodia and stereocilia (Lin et al.,
2005).
2.2.3 Actin Binding Proteins
The concentration of free actin monomers in cells was reported to be around 100µM (Pol-
lard et al., 2000; Plastino et al., 2004), i.e. two to three orders of magnitude larger than the
critical concentrations measured in vitro. Furthermore cell movement, which to a large ex-
tend is driven by filament polymerization and depolymerization, can occur with velocities
up to 10µmmin−1 (Safer and Nachmias, 1994) and hence about two orders of magnitude
faster than filament treadmilling in vitro (Bray, 2001; Pollard and Borisy, 2003). The
presence of regulatory proteins explains these differences.
Actin binds a substantial number of proteins collectively called actin binding proteins
(ABPs). These proteins fall into more than 60 classes (Kreis and Vale, 1999) and recently
more than 162 distinct and separate proteins were counted, without including their many
synonyms or isoforms (dos Remedios et al., 2003). These proteins influence actin dynamics
in various ways. They can:
1. bind to G-actin (e.g. profilin, thymosin-β 4, DNase) sometimes sequestering it and
preventing its polymerization
2. nucleate actin filaments (Arp2/3, formin)
3. depolymerize filaments (e.g. CapZ, ADF/cofilin)
4. cap the ends of F-actin, preventing the exchange of monomers (e.g. gelsolin, CapZ)
5. sever actin filaments by binding to their sides and cutting them (e.g. gelsolin)
6. cross-link filaments, thus forming gels and bundles (e.g. Arp2/3, α-actinin)
7. stabilize filaments by binding along their sides (e.g. tropomyosin)
8. actively walk along filaments using them as tracks (e.g. the myosin family of motor
proteins, cf. section 2.2.4)
Here we briefly introduce some of the most common ABPs that are impor-
tant for the main part of this thesis. These include the five proteins that
can reconstitute bacterial motility in purified systems (i.e. ADF/cofilin (Bam-
burg et al., 1999), capping protein (Cooper and Schafer, 2000), Arp2/3 com-
plex (Pollard and Beltzner, 2002), an activator of Arp2/3 complex (Weaver et al.,
2003), and profilin (Schluter et al., 1997)) as well as formin, which binds to fil-
ament plus ends and α-actinin that cross-links filaments in bundles. Comprehen-
sive lists and descriptions of actin binding proteins can be found in (Sheterline
et al., 1998; Kreis and Vale, 1999; dos Remedios and Thomas, 2001) and also online
at http://www.bms.ed.ac.uk/research/others/smaciver/Encyclop/encycloABP.htm. Here
we stress the biochemical function of these components. Recent reviews highlight their
implications e.g. for actin based motility in cells and bacterial pathogens (Plastino and
Sykes, 2005; Rafelski and Theriot, 2004; Gruenheid and Finlay, 2003; Pollard and Borisy,
2003; Pantaloni et al., 2001).
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Figure 2.5: (a) Electron micrographs of actin branches nucleated by Arp2/3. Taken
from (Mullins et al., 1998) (b,c) Electron micrographs of actin filaments in the lamellipodium
of a keratocyte. The yellow dots in (c) mark the positions of the Arp2/3 complex. Figures
from (Svitkina and Borisy, 1999). (d) Model for dendritic actin nucleation by Arp2/3, adapted
from (Pollard and Borisy, 2003).
ABPs often possess many ways of interaction with the actin system. Gelsolin for example
has been shown to cap and also to sever filaments (dos Remedios et al., 2003). The
following list thus can only include some of the most prominent features of the selected
ABPs.
Profilin & thymosins bind and buffer actin monomers. Practically all monomers in the
cell are sequestered by thymosin and profilin which effectively controls their concentration
and prevents spontaneous nucleation of actin filaments. The competition between profilin
and thymosin-β 4 provides two important actin buffering systems. Profilin also works as
a nucleotide exchange factor for monomeric actin (Rosenblatt et al., 1995; Vinson et al.,
1998). Furthermore profilin binds monomeric actin at its barbed end. This allows actin-
profilin to elongate filaments at the barbed end at rates similar to those of actin monomers
but prevents binding to the pointed ends of filaments. Profilin seems to be expressed in
all eucaryotes. While the concentration of profilin and its affinity for actin are sufficient to
maintain the pool of unpolymerized ATP-actin in amoeba, in human platelets and leuko-
cytes thymosin-β 4 is necessary to control the concentration of ATP-actin monomers (Safer
and Nachmias, 1994; De La Cruz et al., 2000).
The Arp2/3 complex nucleates new filaments that branche off the sides of existing
filaments at an angle of 70◦. This leads to a cross-linked gel of actin filaments similar to
that found at the leading edge of fish keratocytes, see Fig. 2.5a. It is generally believed that
the Arp2/3 complex by itself is inactive and relies on activating factors such as ActA (Welch
et al., 1998), a surface protein of Listeria, or WASp/Scar proteins (Machesky et al., 1999).
Actin filaments are coactivators of the Arp2/3 complex (Machesky et al., 1999; Pantaloni
et al., 2000). Filament growth thus enhances the nucleation of new filaments and the
reaction continues autocatalytically.
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WASp/Scar proteins are activators of the Arp2/3 complex. They are usually localized
at the leading edge of moving keratocytes or on the membrane of bacterial pathogens such
as Shigella (Gruenheid and Finlay, 2003).
Formin processively binds to filament barbed ends and promotes filament elongation
(Kovar et al., 2003). Formins are nucleators of unbranched actin filaments and involved
in dynamic processes such as cell migration (Watanabe et al., 1997; Koka et al., 2003) or
cell cleavage (Pelham and Chang, 2002; Wu et al., 2003). Formin can increase the rate
constant for profilin-actin association at the barbed end 15-fold (Romero et al., 2004) but
differences between different members of the formin family appear to be important (Kovar
and Pollard, 2004).
CapZ and Gelsolin are capping proteins that hinder monomer binding and unbinding
at filament barbed ends. They limit the lengths of actin filaments and the number
of growing barbed ends in a gel. Short filaments are stiffer than long filaments, e.g.
making the resulting gel more efficient in pushing the membrane in the lamellipodium.
The concentration of CapZ in the cytoplasm is about 1µM (Cooper and Schafer, 2000)
and its rate constant for binding barbed ends accounts for a capping half time of about
1 s (Schafer et al., 1996). Filaments that grow at velocities of 0.3µms−1 for about 1 s
reach a length comparable to that of filaments found at the leading edge (Svitkina et al.,
1997). Gelsolin is found mainly in higher eucaryotes (Sun et al., 1999).
ADF/cofilin promotes the disassembly of actin filaments by several mechanisms. It
severs filaments (Maciver et al., 1991, 1998; Blanchoin and Pollard, 1999; Ichetovkin et al.,
2000), promotes phosphate dissociation in filaments (Blanchoin and Pollard, 1999) and
exhibits a higher affinity for ADP-actin monomers than for ADP-actin filaments. Fur-
thermore it changes the twist of actin filaments (McGough et al., 1997), which can induce
rupture and may debranche filaments (Pollard and Borisy, 2003). ADF/cofilin increases
the off-rate at the pointed ends of filaments 30-fold (Ressad et al., 1998) without changing
the rates at barbed ends. As dissociation at the pointed ends of filaments is the rate
limiting step in filament treadmilling, ADF increases the treadmilling velocity. This effect
is further increased in the presence of profilin. The rate of pointed end disassembly is then
increased 125-fold by the combined action of ADF/cofilin and profilin (Didry et al., 1998).
α-actinin cross-links parallel actin filaments. Filament bundles linked by α-actinin are
rather loosely packed, so that e.g. myosin-II can enter the bundle and contract it. α-
actinin is a major component of the Z-disk in muscle cells (Bray, 2001). Fimbrin is
another bundling protein that however forms tightly packed filament bundles that are not
contractile (Alberts et al., 2002). Besides these proteins that link filaments parallel to each
other and thus promote the formation of bundles, other cross-linkers such as spectrin or
filamin or the Arp2/3 complex discussed above, link filaments at an angle and lead to the
formation of gels. A review of actin cross-linkers is given in (Revenu et al., 2004).
2.2.4 Myosin: The Actin Motor
Besides the cross-linkers described above, myosin motors can also bind to and cross-link
filaments. The cross-linkers are passive, i.e. they do themselves not consume energy.
Motors on the other hand possess the ability to convert chemical energy, freed by the
hydrolysis of ATP, into directed motion. From a physics point of view, molecular motors
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Figure 2.6: The Myosin Tree. From (Hodge and Cope, 2000).
can e.g. be understood as machines that rectify Brownian motion (Ju¨licher et al., 1997;
Duke, 2002a; Reimann, 2002). The dynamics of many motors acting collectively as is
frequently the case in the cytoskeleton displays a variety of surprising phenomena (Ju¨licher
and Prost, 1995, 1997; Duke, 1999; Badoual et al., 2002; Duke, 2002b).
Here we will concentrate on the effect of molecular motors on cytoskeletal dynamics. The
intrinsic activity of protein filaments (i.e. polymerization, depolymerization, treadmilling)
as well as the action of molecular motors are crucial for many cellular processes. Both are
active, i.e. energy consuming, non-equilibrium processes. Gels of filaments, cross-linkers,
regulating proteins and molecular motors are hence called active gels.
Myosins are motors, that are able to move along actin filaments. They are ubiqui-
tous and new members of the myosin super-familiy of actin motors are constantly discov-
ered (Hodge and Cope, 2000), cf. Fig. 2.6. Myosins are large proteins that bind actin with
a globular head, possess ATPase activity and move along actin filaments by coupling ATP
hydrolysis to conformational change. The most studied myosin is the two-headed myosin
II, also called conventional myosin. It was renamed myosin II for two-headed after the
discovery of a one-headed myosin, which was called myosin I. The numbers of the other
myosin subfamilies roughly reflect the time sequence of their discovery. Myosins perform
a multitude of functions in many different cells. They are involved in vesicle transport
in the cell (myosin V), in hearing (myosins VI and VII are present in the stereocilia in
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Figure 2.7: (a) Schematic representation of the structure of myosin II. (b) A myosin
molecule can be split up into Heayy Meromyosin (HMM) that is still an active ATPase and
Light Meromyosin (LMM). HMM can be further dissected into subfragments S1 and S2, of
which only S1 is an ATPase. (c) Electron micrographs of of myosin II. Figures adapted
from Alberts et al. (2002).
the inner ear, the graded distribution of myosin XVa seems to be responsible for length
dependent treadmilling rates in stereocilia (Lin et al., 2005; Rzadzinska et al., 2004)) or
in vision (myosin III). Myosin I is able to link actin filaments to phospholipids such as
those in the cell membrane. All myosins are unidirectional and move towards the barbed
(plus) end, except for myosin VI which moves towards the minus end. Here we focus on
myosin II, the member of the myosin family involved in muscle contraction, cell motility
and - generally, see discussion in section 2.5.2 - cell division.
Myosin II molecules are made up from two identical heavy chains, and two identical
pairs of light chains. The N-terminal of the heavy chains folds to form the globular head
that binds to actin. The C-terminal halves of the chains assemble into a ca. 150 nm long
coiled-coil rod of α-helices, see Fig. 2.7. These coiled-coils feature binding sites that allow
myosin II molecules to form bipolar filaments. These so called thick filaments were first
discovered in muscle cells, where they interdigitate with the thinner actin filaments. The
heads of myosin II can be isolated and still glide along filaments in vitro, which proves
that they contain the mechanism for force generation (Toyoshima et al., 1987). Each head
is associated with a pair of light chains. Each pair consists of an “essential light chain”
and a “regulatory light chain” that is the substrate for several kinases, which regulate the
activity of myosin II.
Myosin proteins generate force, e.g. to walk along a filament, by converting the energy
from ATP hydrolysis into conformational change. In order to advance one step, the motor
head has to let go of the filament, undergo a conformational change, rebind to a new site
on the filament and generate the force in order to get back into the old conformation.
Figure 2.8 elucidates these basic steps of a myosin head in greater detail:
1. Attached In the absence of a bound nucleotide, the myosin molecule is bound
to the actin filament in the so called rigor conformation (named so because it is
responsible for rigor mortis, the rigidity of death). In actively contracting muscle
this state is relatively short lived, because of rapid binding of an ATP molecule.
2. Released An ATP molecule binds to the myosin in the cleft and causes a slight
change in conformation. This reduces the affinity of the actin binding site and allows
the head to move along the filament.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of the working steps of a molecular motor. See text
for explanation. Figure adapted from (Alberts et al., 2002).
3. Cocked The cleft closes around the ATP molecule, causing a big conformational
change. This causes the head to be displaced along the filament by 5 nm. ATP is
hydrolyzed but ADP and Pi remain closely bound to the myosin.
4. Force-Generating The head binds weakly to the new site along the actin fila-
ment which causes the release of the inorganic phosphate Pi. This induces tighter
binding between head and actin filament and triggers the power stroke, i.e. the force
generating conformational change in the cycle. Here the head regains its original
conformation albeit linked to a different site on the actin filament and looses its
bound ADP.
5. Attached The myosin head is again locked tightly to the actin filament in a rigor
configuration and the cycle can start anew.
Individual myosins are not processive, i.e. they only bind briefly to an actin filament
and detach after less than 20µm (Finer et al., 1994). They generate forces around 3-4 pN
independent of the ATP concentration. When assembled in filaments, on the other hand,
heads of myosin II collectively can become processive as is for instance the case in muscle
fibers, where thick filaments of myosin slide actin filaments with respect to each other.
It was shown in the 1940s by Albert Szent-Gyorgyi et. al. that myosin can contract
artificial fibrils. This gave rise to the filament sliding hypothesis, in which a myosin
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Figure 2.9: (a) The polarity of actin filaments determines the direction of movement of
myosin motors. Myosin II moves towards the barbed or plus end (indicated by the wide side
of the wedge). (b,c) The direction of relative filament motion depends on the orientation of
filaments. Myosin II always works to align the barbed ends of filaments. For parallel filaments
(b) this means also aligning pointed ends, while for anti-parallel filaments (c) pointed ends
will move to maximize their distance.
simultaneously binds to two filaments and induces relative motion in the pair. This hy-
pothesis has been proven right subsequently by electron micrographs of muscle cells that
feature polymers of myosin II molecules, so called heavy myosin filaments. In vitro studies
have shown that Heavy Meromyosin (HMM), i.e. a myosin II molecule that has lost most
of its coiled coil and thus cannot form bipolar assemblies (such as e.g. thick filaments,
cf. Fig. 2.7), also leads to contraction of bundles of filaments (Takiguchi, 1991). Thus
neither aggregation nor processivity are necessary for an ensemble of myosin motors to
induce filament sliding. The direction of filament sliding generally depends on the relative
position and orientation of filaments, see Fig. 2.9b and c.
2.2.5 Actin and Cell Locomotion
Cell locomotion is understood as a three step process. A prominent example is provided by
thelamellipodium as found e.g. in fish keratocytes, Fig. 2.10. The figure shows the dense
actin network that is involved in pushing the lamellipodium forward. The lamellipodium is
extended mainly by the polymerization forces generated in the actin rich region (Plastino
and Sykes, 2005; Rafelski and Theriot, 2004). This part of cell motility is called protrusion,
see Fig. 2.11. The next step is attachment, i.e. the actin cytoskeleton connects to the
substratum, forming adhesions. The subsequent motion of the cell body, called traction,
is driven by stress fibers, i.e. bundles of actin filaments that terminate in focal adhesions,
see section 2.5.4.
For many years the main focus was on molecular motors to drive motion. In recent years
however alternative concepts of biological motility have received some attention.Molecular
motors are certainly involved in the traction phase of cell locomotion. Cells deficient
of myosin II move slower while still protruding their lamellipodium at the same speed.
Myosin could furthermore weaken old focal adhesions by contraction of the actin cortex at
the back of the cell. Myosin II could then transport components of the cell body along a
polar array of actin filaments. For cell migration the focus has widened to also include con-
trolled polymerization and depolymerization of filaments as a driving mechanism besides
molecular motors.
For the lamellipodium it is known that actin polymerization is crucial for protrusion. It
has been shown also that depolymerization of polymers can generate contractile forces in
locomotion (Miao et al., 2003). Dynamic actin patterns consistent with this general frame-
work of cell motility have been observed by TIRF microscopy in migrating dictyostelium
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Figure 2.10: Actin structures and cell locomotion. Fluorescence micrograph (a) and trans-
mission electron micrograph (b) of a keratocyte. The box in (b) indicates the region of the
actin gel in the lamellipodium enlarged in (c).
(d) Model for how actin treadmilling drives lamellipodium protrusion.
(1) Extracellular signals activate receptors.
(2) The associated signal transduction pathways activate Rho-family GTPases and PIP2 that
in turn
(3) activate WASp/Scar proteins.
(4) WASp/Scar proteins bring together Arp2/3 complex and an actin monomer on the side of
a preexisting filament to form a branch.
(5) Rapid growth at the barbed end of the new branch
(6) pushes the membrane forward.
(7) Capping protein terminates growth within a second or two.
(8) Filaments age by hydrolysis of ATP bound to each actin subunit (white subunits turn
yellow) followed by dissociation of the inorganic phosphate (subunits turn red).
(9) ADF/cofilin promotes phosphate dissociation, severs ADP-actin filaments and promotes
dissociation of ADP-actin from filament ends.
(10) Profilin catalyzes the exchange of ADP for ATP (turning the subunits white), returning
subunits to
(11) the pool of ATP-actin bound to profilin, ready to elongate barbed ends as they become
available.
(12) Rho-family GTPases also activate PAK and LIM-kinase, which phosphorylates
ADF/cofilin. This tends to slow down the turnover of the filaments.
Composed from (Pollard and Borisy, 2003).
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Figure 2.11: Model for cell locomotion driven by forces generated in the actin rich cell
cortex. The actin polymerization protrusion of the lamellipodium moves the cell forward
(green arrow at the front) and stretches the cortex. Contraction at the rear of the cell drags
the cell body forward (green arrow at the back) New focal contacts are made in the front
while old ones at the back are weakened. Newly polymerized actin is shown in red. Figure
from (Alberts et al., 2002).
cells (Bretschneider et al., 2004). These patterns include traveling waves that are based on
recruitment of the Arp2/3 complex. The cortical network also exhibits foci with a lifetime
of 7-10 s that also depend on Arp2/3. These structures form even in the absence of myosin
II. Figure 2.10 shows a schematic model for polymerization driven cell motility and the
ABPs involved in the process. In this thesis we show that polymerization can play a role
also for traction in cell locomotion, as the contraction of stress fibers, usually believed to
be driven by motors, can also be driven by filament polymerization and depolymerization,
cf. section 3.2.3.
2.3 Microtubules and Microtubule Associated Proteins
Microtubules are another class of filaments found in cells. They provide the basis for
directed cellular transport, influence the cell’s shape and determine the positions of mem-
brane enclosed organelles. Mitotic and meiotic spindles as well as the pre-prophase band
in higher plant cells are among the most prominent microtubule structures. Like actin,
microtubules are also polymerized from smaller units hydrolyzing a tri-phosphate bond.
Many of the principles governing actin polymerization dynamics presented above also apply
to microtubules. In this section we will thus only briefly introduce microtubule structure
and highlight differences in the polymerization dynamics. Then we briefly introduce two
families of microtubule motors, kinesins and dyneins.
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Figure 2.12: Microtubules are stiff hollow tubes formed from 13 protofilaments. The
tube has an outer diameter of about 25 nm. Shown is a cross section and short segments of
microtubules. Figure modified from (Alberts et al., 2002).
2.3.1 Microtubules and Dynamic Instability
Microtubules (MTs) are hollow cylinders with an outer diameter of 25 nm, Fig. 2.12. With
a persistence length of about 5mm they are a lot more rigid than actin filaments. They
often form long structures that help to define the cell shape. MTs are made of tubulin
heterodimers that consist of globular proteins, α- and β-tubulin. Each MT is a hollow
cylindrical structure constructed from usually 13 protofilaments of alternating α- and β-
tubulin units, see Fig. 2.12. As all tubulin heterodimers are aligned in a microtubule,
the structural polarity of the subunits thus directly gives rise to the structural polarity of
the whole microtubule: at one end the MT exposes only α-tubulin and at the other only
β-tubulin, Fig. 2.12. The end exposing β-tubulin is the fast growing plus end and the
other is the slow growing minus end.
Each α- and β-tubulin binds a molecule of guanosine triphosphate (GTP). The nu-
cleotide bound to the α-molecule is never hydrolyzed or exchanged, it may thus be consid-
ered as an integral part of the tubulin heterodimer. The GTP bound to the β-tubulin on
the other hand can be hydrolyzed and exchanged and plays a similar role for the polymer-
ization dynamics of microtubules as ATP does for actin filaments. We will refer to a tubulin
heterodimer with a GTP(GDP) molecule bound to its β-tubulin as GTP(GDP)-tubulin re-
spectively. Actin filaments as well as microtubules have been observed to treadmill in vitro
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as well as in cells (Rodionov and Borisy, 1997a). It is believed that dynamic instability
is the predominant behavior of microtubules in cells.
Dynamic instability refers to the sudden switching of a MT from steady growth to rapid
shrinkage and then back to steady growth. The basis for this abrupt change is again
nucleotide hydrolysis. If a microtubule is surrounded by a tubulin concentration between
the critical concentrations for the GDP- and the GTP-form of tubulin respectively (i.e.
the concentration range where treadmilling is possible), any end exposing GDP-tubulin
will shrink while any end exposing GTP-tubulin will grow. If the rate of subunit addition
is of the same magnitude as the rate of hydrolysis in the microtubule, growth may start
out with GTP-tubulins, but eventually the hydrolysis can catch up with the addition of
GTP-units and thus the microtubule would expose GDP-tubulin at its end. But now
the concentration of tubulin is below the critical concentration for GTP elongation and
the end will start to depolymerize. This rapid depolymerization takes place until the
microtubule is completely anihilated or regains its GTP-cap and starts to grow again.
The rapid shrinking is called a catastrophe, while the change to growth is called a rescue
event.
Another reason for the rapid depolymerization of microtubules upon loss of their GTP-
caps besides the kinetic arguments described above is the structural difference between
GTP- and GDP-tubulin(Mahadevan and Mitchison, 2005) and their different bending flex-
ibility (Wang and Nogales, 2005). GTP-tubulin forms straight protofilaments that make
strong and regular lateral contacts with other protofilaments. Hydrolysis of GTP to GDP
induces a little structural change in the heterodimers which leads to curved protofilaments.
A GTP-cap on a fast growing microtubule constrains the curvature of the protofilaments
made of GDP-tubulin. When it is lost, e.g. by hydrolysis, the curvature is not restrained
anymore and the protofilaments curve apart, see Fig. 2.13. The individual filaments then
peel off rapidly.
2.3.2 Microtubule Associated Proteins
Like actin, microtubules interact with a large group of other proteins, collectively called
microtubule associated proteins (MAPs). Two important functions of MAPs are the sta-
bilization or destabilization of microtubules, thus promoting or hindering MT depolymer-
ization. Other MAPs mediate the interaction of MTs with other cellular components. In
neurons stabilized bundles of microtubules form the core of axons and dendrites. These
bundles are held together by MAPs such as MAP2 or tau. Bundles packed by different
MAPs have different characteristics. MAP2 bundles for example feature bigger spaces
between the microtubules while tau bundles are tightly packed. MAPs can also serve as
nucleation cores in solutions of tubulin, as they bind tubulin dimers and thus stabilize the
oligomers necessary to induce microtubule polymerization.
A very interesting class of MAPs is represented by XMAP215, a MAP found in the
frog Xenopus whose molecular weight is 215 kDa, hence the name. XMAP215 has close
homologs in many organisms that range from yeast to humans. XMAP215 binds to the side
of microtubules, but it also has the ability to stabilize free microtubule ends, preventing
catastrophes. This activity can be inhibited by phosphorylation of XMAP215. It has
been shown that this phosphorylation contributes to the ten-fold increase in MT dynamic
instability during mitosis (see also section 2.5.1). XMAP215 is one member of a large
class of MT end binding or tracking proteins (Akhmanova and Hoogenraad, 2005). Other
members of this class may processively depolymerize microtubules (Wordeman, 2005), such
as the Mitotic Centromere-Associated Kinesin/kinesin family 2 (MCAK/kif2) (Wordeman
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Figure 2.13: Dynamics instability due to structural differences of a growing (a,b) and
shrinking (c,d) microtubule end.
(a) Sketch of an intact microtubule with a GTP-cap, indicated by red dots. The GTP-tubulin
subunits in the protofilaments are forced into straight configurations.
(b) Electron micrograph of an intact microtubule.
(c) When the GTP-cap is lost, the GDP-protofilaments assume a curved configuration, desta-
bilizing the end. This leads to a catastrophe, a rapid depolymerization of the microtubule.
(d) Electron micrograph of a microtubule end with bent protofilaments.
Figure modified from (Alberts et al., 2002).
and Mitchison, 1995), recently named kin-13 family (Lawrence et al., 2004). Kinesins
found in the mitotic spindle can also change the structure of microtubules (Bringmann
et al., 2004). Generally the mitotic spindle abounds with MAPS, especially those acting
at the end of microtubules. Members of the kin-13 family for example are found both on
the centromere and on the centrosome, contributing to spindle morphology and dynamics.
Interestingly not only spindle function but also spindle positioning depend on end acting
MAPs (Grill et al., 2005, 2003). An extensive list of MAPs and their role during mitosis
is discussed in (Maiato et al., 2004).
2.3.3 Microtubule Motors: Kinesin and Dynein
Contrary to actin for which only one class of motors (myosin) is known, there are two
types of microtubule motor proteins: kinesins and dyneins. Kinesins are generally plus-
end directed while dyneins mostly walk towards minus ends. Dyneins reach speeds up to
14µm/s and are thus faster than kinesins that move with 0.02−2µm/s (Mallik and Gross,
2004; Vale, 2003). Compare this to myosin motors that move along actin filaments with
velocities between 0.2− 60µm/s.
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Kinesin
Kinesins were first discovered in the squid giant axon where they walk away from the cell
body towards the plus end of the MTs, carrying membrane-enclosed organelles. Kinesins
also play a role in mitosis, meiosis, transport of DNA and proteins, and MT polymerization
dynamics. In in vitro experiments kinesins have been shown to be strong enough to pull
membrane tubes from vesicles (Roux et al., 2002; Leduc et al., 2004; Leduc, 2005)
Kinesin is structurally similar to myosin II, as it also forms a dimer, having two globular
motor domains, possessing one heavy and two light chains each. These strucutral similar-
ities hint to a common evolutionary origin (Alberts et al., 2002). Like myosin, kinesin is
a member of a large protein superfamily - humans have 40 different kinesins for example.
Most members of the at least 10 families of kinesin that make up the super family have
their motor domain at the N-terminus of the heavy chain and walk towards the MT plus
end. There is however at least one family that has the motor domain at the C-terminus
and walks towards the minus end. Many kinesins are homo- or hetero-dimers; Kinesin-5
(BimC) is a KRP family, whose members can associate and form bipolar motors. They
can then slide two microtubules with respect to each others, similar to myosin II on actin
filaments. Most kinesins have binding sites for membrane-enclosed organelles or micro-
tubules in their tails. Besides providing intracellular transport, kinesins have specific roles
in mitotic and meiotic spindle formation and dynamics. It has recently been shown that
for example the mitotic kinesin Eg5, which is important for spindle integrity, can simulta-
neously move along two microtubules and even stay attached to MT plus ends (Kapitein
et al., 2005).
Kinesins generally walk on one protofilament towards the MT plus end making 8 nm
steps. They hydrolyze one molecule of ATP per step and average about 125 steps before
unbinding from the MT without any external force applied. The average velocity is on the
order of µm/s at 1mM ATP (Howard et al., 1989; Block et al., 1990). The stall force at
which the motor stops to advance is about 6 pN (Svoboda and Block, 1994) and depends
on the ATP concentration (Block et al., 2003). Kinesin seems to walk in a bipedal manner,
i.e. it walks like a person (Asbury, 2005).
Dynein
Dyneins are a family of minus end directed microtubule motors that are unrelated to
the kinesin superfamily. The dynein family has two branches: cytoplasmic and axonemal
dyneins. Cytoplasmic dyneins are heavy chain homodimers (the heavy chain of dyneins
contains the motor domain) and are the more ancient form of dyneins. They are responsible
e.g. for vesicle transport in the cell. As microtubules tend to originate with their minus
ends close to the nucleus and their plus ends radiating outwards, dyneins will usually
transport cargo towards the center of the cell. One particular example is the localization
of the Golgi apparatus close to the nucleus.
The other family are axonemal dyneins. They represent heavy chain heterodimers or
heterodimers with two or three motor domains respectively. They are responsible and
optimized for the sliding motion of microtubules in beating cilia and flagella (Gibbons,
1981; DiBella and King, 2001).
Dyneins are the largest known molecular motors and they are also among the fastest.
Dynein structure and function are not as well understood as those of myosin and kinesin,
e.g. as there is no crystal structure of dynein yet (Oiwa and Sakakibara, 2005). Dyneins
have been observed to take steps of 8 nm or 32 nm, depending on applied load and ATP
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Figure 2.14: Nucleation rate per unit volume versus concentration under conditions of
marginal nucleation at three different temperatures: T = 30◦C (solid circles), T = 22◦C (open
circles), and T = 20◦C (triangles). The lines represent 1/τ ∝ c12. The error bars allow for an
error ±2 in the exponent. Figure taken from (Kuchnir Fygenson et al., 1995).
concentration (Mallik et al., 2004). As seems useful for motors involved in directed trans-
port over long distances, dyneins are highly processive.
2.4 Dynamics of Individual Filaments
2.4.1 Nucleation, Polymerization and Treadmilling
Cytoskeletal filaments such as actin filaments or microtubules are formed from many pro-
tein subunits. They can thus polymerize and depolymerize depending on the conditions.
Generally nucleation of new filaments is the rate limiting step in polymerization dynamics.
The physical basis of nucleation and polymerization of filaments from subunits is given
e.g. in (Oosawa and Asakura, 1975; Hill, 1987). Here we will briefly present the basic
ideas and demonstrate how quantitative analysis of polymerization data can reveal details
about nucleation events.
Quantitative experiments on microtubule nucleation (Voter and Erickson, 1984) together
with a careful analysis based on a physical model for the nucleation mechanism have led to
a measurement of the size of the critical nucleus and shown that the nucleus is assembled
by different pathways depending on conditions (Kuchnir Fygenson et al., 1995). Direct
observation of microtubules in a regime where nucleation and polymerization are slow
shows that the density of MT ends increases linearly with time before leveling off. The
time between two nucleation events per unit volume, τ , obtained from these measurements
is very sensitive to changes in the tubulin concentration c: measurements show τ−1 ∝ c12±2
at three different temperatures, see Fig. 2.14.
These results can be explained in terms of a simple model: a subcritical aggregate of
size x grows or shrinks by one dimer at a time with probabilities g and s. As subcritical
aggregates are unstable and larger aggregates grow, s and g have to depend on x. The
simplest assumption is g < s for x < Nc and g > s for x > Nc, where Nc is the critical
size of the nucleus. A reasonable assumption is that g is proportional to c while s is
independent of c. The critical size Nc thus can decrease for higher c. Assuming g/s(N)
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to be a step function and ignoring events involving more than one aggregate, a constant
nucleation rate leads to a steady state of subcritical aggregates captured by
g n(N) = s n(N + 1) for N < Nc − 1 (2.3)
where n(N) is the number density of aggregates of size N . The nucleation rate in a Volume
V is then given by
1
τ
= g n(1)
(g
s
)Nc−2 ∝ cNc , (2.4)
where n(1) = c is the concentration of dimers. The exponent Nc = 12 ± 2 obtained from
measurements thus implies a critical size of 12. The model only demands subsequent
aggregation, not instantaneous condensation of 12 dimers.
In the other extreme regime of abundant nucleation microtubules are dense and cannot
be observed directly by light microscopy. It also turns out that the population of subcritical
aggregates is not steady state and that growth and shrinking depend on the size N . A
modified model to interpret the obtained measurements suggests that in he abundant
regime nucleation takes place in three to four steps and the nucleus comprises 12 to 15
dimers (Kuchnir Fygenson et al., 1995).
Once a filament is nucleated, new subunits can be added to its ends with rate kon and
removed with rate koff. The gain in length of a filament due to addition of a subunit is
denoted by a. It will be in general equal to or smaller than the length a˜ of an individual
subunit. For simplicity we assume that a = a˜ for the remainder of this thesis. The
velocities of a polymerizing (plus) and a depolymerizing (minus) end of a filament are
given by
v+ = a (k+on − k+off) = a k+ (2.5)
v− = a (k−on − k−off) = a k− . (2.6)
Here we have chosen to denote velocities towards the plus end with positive values. If
kon > koff the respective filament end will grow. We define k± = k±on−k±off. If k+ 6= k− the
length will increase. Typically we have k+ > k− as the faster growing, more dynamic end
is termed the plus end. If the concentration of subunits is constant, the filament grows
with velocity
vg = v+ − v− = a(k+ − k−) . (2.7)
If the rates k+ and k− are of the same magnitude but have opposites signs, so that the
velocities of both ends obey
v = v+ = −v− , (2.8)
the filament does not change its length. If v > 0 the filament center of mass as well as both
ends dislocate in space while the filament length remains constant. This type of filament
dynamics is called treadmilling, cf. section 2.2.2. The velocity v is called the treadmilling
speed.
2.4.2 Force Generation by Polymerization and Depolymerization
Forces in the cytoskeleton can be generated by molecular motors but also by the polymer-
ization and depolymerization of protein filaments (Oosawa and Asakura, 1975; Hill, 1987).
Due to their greater structural stability (e.g. greater persistence length) microtubules
seem to be better suited to transmit pulling as well as pushing forces than individual
actin filaments. In this section we concentrate on microtubules. The general ideas be-
hind the analysis do of course usually also apply to actin filaments. Examples of how the
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polymerization forces are used to achieve important functions in cells have been reviewed
recently (Dogterom et al., 2005). In this section we will briefly review possible physical
mechanisms for this type of force generation.
Depending on the exact conditions MTs gain ∆G = 5 − 10 kBT per addition of a
GTP-tubulin dimer. So in principle a microtubule that grows a = 8nm by adding one
tubulin dimer to each of the N = 13 protofilaments, could generate ∼ 50 pN force (F '
N∆G/a) (Inoue and Salmon, 1995; Desai and Mitchison, 1997). After hydrolysis of the
tri-phosphate, the disassembly of GTP-tubulin from a microtubule also releases 5−10 kBT
per dimer (Desai and Mitchison, 1997). Assembly and disassembly of microtubules are
thus processes that release energy. This energy stems from the GTP-hydrolysis and can
be harnessed to do mechanical work. In addition to that, the GTP hydrolysis itself could
also contribute to force generated by a microtubule. Forces due to polymerization and
depolymerization can be transmitted to other structures by proteins that track filament
ends. The efficiency of these end-tracking proteins in transmitting forces might also depend
on GTP-hydrolysis (Dickinson et al., 2004).
The polymerization forces of microtubules in vitro have been measured di-
rectly (Dogterom and Yurke, 1997). The stall force for microtubule growth is at least
5 pN, comparable to the stall force of molecular motors, e.g. 8 pN for kinesin (Verkhovsky
et al., 1999). The force-velocity curves of polymerizing microtubules depend on the concen-
tration of free tubulin (Janson and Dogterom, 2004a). Pushing on growing microtubules
in vitro increases the rate of catastrophes and slows growth (Janson et al., 2003).
These observations suggest a thermal or Brownian ratchet mechanism for MT force
generation by polymerization (Peskin et al., 1993). If a filament grows against an applied
force (cf. Fig. 2.15a) thermal fluctuations of the target will occasionally allow the addition
of new subunits to the filament. The filament will thus grow despite the applied force.
Increasing the force decreases the amplitude of the fluctuations and consequently the rate
of addition of new subunits (Mogilner and Oster, 1999). The stall force is the force at
which the rates of subunit addition and removal are exactly equal and no net growth
takes place (van Doorn et al., 2000). An important extension of this model was the
elastic Brownian ratchet (Mogilner and Oster, 1996), which also takes into account the
fluctuations due to bending of the filament.
In terms of thermodynamics the observation that applied forces influence the polymer-
ization dynamics can be understood as the presence of an external force Fext modifies the
on- and off rates by a Boltzmann factor exp(Fexta1/kBT ) (Dogterom and Yurke, 1997;
Kolomeisky and Fisher, 2001). Here Fexta1 is the most probable work needed to add a
subunit against the force Fext and kBT is the thermal energy. The length a1 is a parameter
which has to be determined experimentally. This give rise to a force dependent growth
velocity, i.e. Eq. (2.7) becomes
vg(Fext) = a
(
kon exp
(
q
Fexta1
kBT
)
− koff exp
(
(1− q)Fexta1
kBT
))
. (2.9)
Here q is a parameter that characterizes the relative strength of influence of the external
force on the on- and off-rate respectively. The stall force for which vg(Fs) = 0 is given by
Fs =
kBT
a1
ln
kon
koff
(2.10)
and independent of q and a.
These results have also been obtained by applying a generalized version of this Brownian
ratchet model to multi-filament microtubules (cf. Fig. 2.15b), which showed that the force
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Figure 2.15: Force generation by polymerizing protein filaments.
(a) The Brownian ratchet model for a single filament. Thermal fluctuations of the target
(gray box) allow the addition of subunits of length a with rates kon even in the presence of an
external force Fext. Subunits detach with a constant rate koff.
(b) Multi-filament polymers such as microtubules can be described by a generalized Brownian
ratchet model. The example shows four protofilaments that grow independently.
(c) Schematic representation of the ends of real growing and shrinking microtubules. MT
dynamics is regulated by end binding proteins that are present in the cell. This influences
force generation as well as the interaction with cellular sites. A few processes are schemati-
cally displayed: (I) delivery of regulating factors by molecular motors (II) MT polymerization
assisted by microtubule associated proteins (III) linking between the depolymerizing end of a
MT and a target. Figure adapted from (Dogterom et al., 2005).
velocity relation (Kolomeisky and Fisher, 2001) but not the stall force (van Doorn et al.,
2000) depends on the details of MT growth. When the microtubule growths regularly,
i.e. each added subunit pushes the target a small, equal distance, the force generation is
optimal, i.e. the velocity decrease per applied force is smallest. Irregular growth means
that not every addition of a subunit performs work, then the growth velocity decreases
faster with the force. Available data on growing MTs in vitro suggest that in the absence
of microtubule associated proteins growth is not optimal (Janson and Dogterom, 2004b;
Dogterom et al., 2002).
The disassembly of protein filaments can also generate forces and perform work (Lom-
billo et al., 1995). These forces are more difficult to determine in vitro because they can
only be measured if a persistent link with the depolymerizing end can be established, see
next section 2.4.3. At the moment no quantitative measurements are available (Dogterom
et al., 2005).
2.4.3 Force Generation by End-Tracking Proteins
The action of the force generated by polymerization and depolymerization of filaments can
be transmitted directly by pushing of polymerizing filament ends on an object, such as
the cell membrane in a lamellipodium. As argued in the previous section, exerting pulling
forces by depolymerizing ends is dependent on establishing a durable link between the
filament end and the object. Links of this kind could be established by proteins that are
attached to an object while simultaneously tracking filament ends.
Such proteins are present in cells and their action is not limited to the depolymerizing
end. Experiments have also identified many proteins that seem to link objects to polymer-
izing ends: on the surface of Listeria monocytogenes for example ActA binds VASP which
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links it to actin filaments in the comet (Niebuhr et al., 1997). In many cellular structures,
such as the contractile ring, formins are located at the plus ends of actin filaments, block-
ing capping proteins but allowing polymerization (Zigmond et al., 2003). In bacteria the
polymerization of the actin-like protein ParM generates the mechanical force that drives
separation of plasmids while being continuously attached to them. The situation in eu-
caryotic cells is similar: microtubules in the mitotic spindles whose plus ends are bound to
kinetochores polymerize and exhibit poleward flux despite being attached firmly enough
to push and drag chromosomes (Dewar et al., 2004; Kline-Smith et al., 2005).
Proteins involved in this kind of force transduction have to be located at filament ends.
These end-tracking proteins can generate forces using three different ways of converting
energy. They may passively follow the filament end or harness the energy freed by tri-
phosphate hydrolysis in the filament or themselves hydrolyze chemical fuel to exert forces.
Molecular motors are an example for this last class. If end-tracking proteins follow the end
passively, i.e. without converting energy themselves in order to exert forces or advance on
the filament, the force they transmit is based on the free energy of subunit addition or
loss, ∆G+add and ∆G
−
loss respectively. The third type are proteins that do not themselves
hydrolyze nucleotide tri-phosphate (NTP) but harness the free energy released by NTP
hydrolysis in the filament. A detailed estimate of the free energy steps in a treadmilling
cycle reveals that for actin the largest energy decrease is the hydrolysis of ATP which frees
about 14 kBT , while energy changes due to addition and removal of monomers are clearly
smaller with ∆G+add ' 1−2 kBT and ∆G−loss ' 6 kBT (Dickinson et al., 2004). These three
steps account for the lion’s share of the ∼ 20 kBT freed per hydrolysis cycle. Given these
circumstances it comes as no surprise that this second kind of end-tracking proteins that
harness energy from NTP hydrolysis in the filament can be more efficient in transmitting
forces (Dickinson et al., 2004).
Molecular motors which themselves hydrolyze NTPs and convert chemical energy into
mechanical force, can also serve as end-tracking proteins. A plus end directed motor
that advances with a velocity greater than the polymerization velocity for example will
eventually reach the filament’s plus end. If the motor does not fall off, it will always
advance when new subunits are added and thus track the plus end. An example is the
motor Eg5 which is able to stay attached to filament ends (Kapitein et al., 2005).
2.5 Cytoskeletal Structures
In this section we introduce four structures of the cytoskeleton that are central to this
thesis. They are crucial for two important cellular processes: cell division and locomotion.
Three of the structures are involved in cell division: the mitotic spindle, the contractile ring
and the pre-prophase band in plant cells. The fourth structure, stress fibers, is involved
in cell locomotion.
After the DNA of a cell has been duplicated, it is separated and distributed to the new
nuclei by the mitotic spindle. Spindles also are responsible for separating DNA during
meiosis in order to create haploid1 cells. We start by introducing these bipolar microtubule
structures first. Then we present the contractile ring, a band of actin, myosin and
many other proteins which constricts and cleaves most eucaryotic cells during cytokinesis.
Cytokinesis is the mechanical separation of a cell into two daughter cells. It occurs through
a series of stereotypical shape changes (Rappaport, 1996). Initially cells round up and
then elongate due to major rearrangements of the cytoskeleton. Consecutively the cleavage
1Cells that contain only one set of chromosomes, as in a sperm cell or a bacterium. Distinct from diploid
cells (having two sets of chromosomes).
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Figure 2.16: Morphological changes during cytokinesis in animal cells. (a) The cell is
rounded up. (b) The cell elongates into a cylindrical shape. (c) The cleavage furrow starts
to invaginate the cell cortex. (d) The cell has taken on a dumb-bell shape, with a discrete
midbody connecting the two daughter cells to be. (e) The bridge is severed and two daughter
cells are produced. Modified from (Robinson and Spudich, 2004).
furrow constricts, often driven by a contractile ring, until the midbody, a cylindrical bridge
forms between the two cell domains. This bridge thins and severs, the separation of the
two daughter cells is complete. Mechanical aspects of cytokinesis are extensively studied
experimentally and theoretically (Reichl et al., 2005; Robinson and Spudich, 2004) and
theories how cytokinesis works mechanically are plentiful2.
While cell cleavage by a contractile ring is the dominant mechanism of cytokinesis in
many cells (Fig. 2.17b-d), plant cells divide differently, Fig. 2.17a. Plant cells possess a
hard outer wall and do not divide by cell cleavage but by forming first a so called or
phragmoplast and then the cell plate between the two daughter nuclei, see e.g. (Guertin
et al., 2002; Jurgens, 2005) for recent reviews. They do however also exhibit a ring like
structure that determines the site of cell division prior to prophase, the so called pre-
prophase band (PPB) consisting mainly of aligned microtubules. The PPB marks the
future division site, the phragmoplast seems to always form in the plane of the PPB.
Like the contractile ring, stress fibers are linear contractile structures of actin and
myosin. They are important for cell locomotion, as they participate in cell body retraction
by coupling to the substrate via adhesions. We compare them to muscle myofibrils that
are responsible for muscle contraction and also are linear structures based on actin an
myosin motors.
2“Usually, it is easier to invent a new theory of cell division than to test an old one.”, L.V. Heilbrunn,
The Colloid Chemistry of Protoplasm (p. 256).
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Figure 2.17: General mechanisms of cytokinesis in eukaryotes. While the process of cytoki-
nesis results in the physical partition of a mother cell into two daughter cells, the approach
to cell division differs between several model organisms. (a) Higher plants mark the division
site by a pre-prophase band, a ring of microtubules around the equator of the cell. After
separating the nuclei, they use microtubules to deliver Golgi-derived vesicles to the equatorial
region. Vesicles fuse to form the phragmoplast, which, through continued vesicle fusion, grows
outward to the cell cortex, ultimately building a physical barrier between daughter cells called
the cell plate. (b and c) Yeast and animal cells, unlike plant cells, divide through use of an
actomyosin-based contractile ring. (b) In budding yeast cells, the ring is positioned at the
interface between the mother cell and daughter bud, termed the bud neck. (c) In fission yeast
and animal cells, the contractile ring is centrally placed, as both cell types divide by medial
fission. Both budding and fission yeasts synthesize a division septum behind the leading edge
of the constricting ring, which is eventually degraded, resulting in physical cell separation.
(d) In animals, the ingressing furrow constricts the spindle midzone components into a dense
structure called the midbody. Taken from (Guertin et al., 2002).
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Figure 2.18: Mitotic spindle in a vertebrate cell during metaphase. Microtubules are labeled
in green, kinetochores in red, and chromosomes in blue. Taken from (Desai, 2000).
2.5.1 Mitotic and Meiotic Spindles
Prior to cytokinesis, i.e. the division of the cytoplasm of the cell, each nascent daughter
cell needs to be equipped with one of the two identical sets of chromosomes. The cell’s
DNA thus has to be duplicated and then distributed to the two newly formed nuclei. In all
eucaryotic cells this distribution is achieved by a bipolar spindle during mitosis. Spindles
are composed of microtubules and various other proteins such as molecular motors, kinases
that interact with them and hundreds of other MAPs (Maiato et al., 2004). The typical
spindle is formed by two microtubule asters that become the spindle poles. These asters
are linked to the chromosomes via kinetochores, Fig. 2.18. Microtubules of both asters
also reach out into the cytoplasm and can make contact with MTs from the other aster
as well as the cell walls. Microtubules then shorten and spindle poles move away from the
center thus separating the chromosomes. Spindles are also involved in meiosis, i.e. the cell
division in which haploid sperm cells and eggs are produced. In this case they are referred
to as meiotic spindles.
The typical life cycle of a spindle is depicted in Fig. 2.19. Spindles generally start to
form outside the nuclear membrane during prophase while the chromosomes condense.
The centrosomes are duplicated and then separate. They start nucleating microtubules,
forming the nascent poles of the future spindle. After nuclear envelope breakdown at
prometaphase these microtubules can capture the condensed chromosomes. The chro-
mosomes become aligned between the poles in the metaphase plate perpendicular to the
spindle axis. During anaphase-A the chromosomes separate and move towards opposite
spindle poles. Anaphase-B marks the further separation of the spindle poles from each
other. In mammalian cells, the spindle elongates up to 2-fold during anaphase. In some
plant cells however, spindle length hardly changes at all while some protozoa represent
the other extreme: here the chromosomes become separated 15 times their distance in the
metaphase spindle (Bray, 2001).
Spindle Structure
The spindle microtubules (several thousands in mammalian cells) can be grouped into three
classes depending on their properties: astral microtubules radiate from the spindle pole in
all directions and are involved in force transmission between the pole and the cell mem-
brane (Grill et al., 2003, 2001). These forces are responsible for spindle positioning and
orientation (Grill and Hyman, 2005), spindle pole separation and spindle oscillations (Grill
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Figure 2.19: Schematic formation and dynamics of the mitotic spindle. (a) During prophase
the centrosomes separate outside the nuclear envelope and start nucleating microtubule asters.
(b) In metaphase the nuclear envelope has dissolved. Microtubules attach to the kinetochores
on the chromosomes and align them in the metaphase plate. Dashed lines mark the horizontal
position of spindle asters during metaphase. (c) The kinetochore microtubules shorten during
anaphase A and separate the sister chromatids. The distance between the spindle poles remains
constant. (d) During anaphase B the spindle elongates, further separating chromosomes and
spindle poles.
et al., 2005). Kinetochore microtubules link the spindle poles to the kinetochores, a region
on the centromeres of the duplicated chromosomes. Each kinetochore links several tens of
microtubules that form a kinetochore bundle. Overlap microtubules from both poles in-
terdigitate and are responsible for spindle bipolarity and structure. All these microtubules
have their minus ends at the centrosomes and their plus ends pointing away from the pole.
During metaphase the microtubules are a lot more dynamic than during interphase.
At the same time the centrosomes appear to nucleate more microtubules, so that overall
fewer, long, and rather stable microtubules during interphase change into more, shorter
and highly dynamic microtubules during metaphase. This change can be due to an in-
crease in the frequency of catastrophes, a decrease in the microtubule polymerization rate,
or both. The increase in the catastrophe frequency can be mediated by a class of pro-
teins called catastrophins. On the other hand microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs)
can stabilize microtubules. In Xenopus egg extract the catastrophe rate and the aver-
age length of microtubules is set by the balance between the catastrophin XKCM1 and
XMAP215 (Tournebize et al., 2000).
Yet another balance, i.e. the balance between plus end directed kinesins and
minus end directed dyneins, is important for spindle formation and length,
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Figure 2.20: Motor balance determines spindle pole separation. Microtubules orient their
minus ends at the spindle poles with the plus ends radiating out. Plus-end directed cross-
linking motors (red) increase and minus end directed motors (yellow) decrease spindle pole
distance. Chromokinesins (light green) can link chromosomes to microtubules and move them
towrards the plus end. Cytoplasmic dynein (dark green) in the cortex can pull on astral
microtubules or focus microtubule minus-ends into poles. Figure modified from (Gadde and
Heald, 2004).
Fig. 2.20. Because microtubules point their plus ends away from the poles, overlap micro-
tubules have opposite polarity. Plus end directed motors that link MTs such as kinesin
dimers (or polymers, of course) bound to a pair of overlap microtubules work to align the
plus ends of both MTs and thus push the spindle poles apart, leading to spindle elonga-
tion (Hyman and Karsenti, 1996). Minus-end directed cross-linking motors (e.g dyneins)
can balance this movement by pushing the poles towards the middle. Dyneins can also be
involved in pole formation, e.g. when a spindle forms in the absence of centrosomes, see
below.
Motor types are abundant in the spindle. At least seven members of the kinesin familiy
have been localized in the spindle. A recent RNAi scan in Drosophila yielded nine motors
with mitotic functions (Goshima and Vale, 2003). The function of related motors in several
systems seem to be remarkably conserved. Here we discuss some examples for motor action
in the spindle demonstrated in experiments.
In budding yeast, overexpression of the minus end directed motor Kar3p leads to shorter,
overexpression of Cin8p, a plus-end directed motor, to longer spindles (Saunders et al.,
1997). In cell free Xenopus egg extracts the inhibition of dynein/dynactin has been shown
to increase spindle lengths, Fig 2.21 (Gaetz and Kapoor, 2004). This treatment suppresses
MT depolymerization at the poles while pole-ward flux persists. Dynein is found to be
involved in targeting Kif2a, a MT depolymerizing kinesin, to the poles but does not inter-
fere with the localization of MCAK. In the same system it has been shown that inhibition
of MCAK perturbs the pole structure but does not lead to longer spindles (Mitchison
et al., 2005). Cytoplasmic dynein/dynactin complexes on the cell cortex can orient the
spindle when bound to astral MTs and plus-end directed kinesins at the kinetochores held
chromosome movement towards the metaphase plate (Gadde and Heald, 2004). Another
important class of motors in the spindle is the BimC/Eg5-familiy (tetrameric, plus end
directed kinesins), which is involved in spindle pole separation and spindle bipolarity. It
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Figure 2.21: Inhibition of dynein/dynactin increases spindle length in Xenopus egg ex-
tract. Spindles fixed 8min after addition of control buffer (a) or p150-CC1, a dynein/dynactin
inhibitor. Scale bars 10µm. Figure from (Gaetz and Kapoor, 2004).
has been found that dynein/dynactin and Eg5 play antagonistic roles in spindle forma-
tion (Mitchison et al., 2005). Inhibition of dynactin leads to spindles without focussed
poles. Additional inhibition of Eg5 rescues bipolarity.
Spindle Formation
Various mechanisms have been proposed for spindle formation. The main difference be-
tween them concerns spindle microtubule nucleation: MTs can be nucleated by the cen-
trosomes or by the chromosomes. It has been found however that higher eucaryotes re-
quire MTs nucleated at the chromosomes in order to form fully functional bipolar spin-
dles (Karsenti and Ne´de´lec, 2004), while lower eucaryotes such as yeast can form fully
functional spindles with MTs only nucleated from centrosomes. Both mechanisms thus
seem to be at work simultaneously in most cases.
Microtubules nucleated and grown from the centrosomes are highly dynamic and un-
dergo catastrophes and rescue events probing the cytoplasm. They seem to “search” for
the kinetochores of the chromosomes. When they are “captured” by these, they seem to
become stabilized. This mechanism is often referred to as the “search and capture”
mechanism, Fig 2.22a. The attachment of microtubules to kinetochores is a dynamic pro-
cess (Kline-Smith et al., 2005). Kinetochores are often observed to bind to the side of MTs
and then slide to the plus end. This kind of transport is probably mediated by plus-end di-
rected kinesins. The search and capture goes on until all kinetochores are attached to MTs
so that sister chromatids are attached to one pole each and chromosomes are bi-oriented.
The chromosomes then oscillate back and forth along the spindle axis, eventually forming
a metaphase plate in the middle between the spindle poles.
Spindles can also form in the absence of kinetochores or even chromosomes,
Fig 2.22b. In Xenopus egg extract spindle formation can be induced by adding DNA-
coated beads (Heald et al., 1996). Sometimes spindles can even form in the complete
absence of chromosomes. Some mutants of Drosophila form secondary spermatocytes that
completely lack chromosomes. These cells do however contain robust asters, form bipolar
spindles and even undergo a morphologically normal-looking anaphase (Bucciarelli et al.,
2003).
Spindles have also been observed to form in the absence of centrosomes, e.g. in
female meiosis, where microtubules polymerize in a disorganized way without common
focal nucleation sites. The subsequent formation of spindle poles depends on molecular
motors. Similar spindles form in cells in which the centrosomes have been ablated using
a laser (Khodjakov et al., 2000). Spindles without centrosomes are however more often
misoriented, probably due to loss of astral microtubules, which can decrease fidelity of
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Figure 2.22: Different pathways of spindle assembly. (a) “Search and capture” model:
microtubules nucleate from the centrosomes and capture chromosomes at their kinetochores
by chance. Chromosomes stabilize the microtubules upon attachment and by a gradient of
stabilizing factors. (b) “Nucleate and focus” model: chromosomes nucleate randomly oriented
microtubules which are organized into a bipolar spindle by molecular motors. (c) Combined
action of both pathways. Microtubules are labeled in red when nucleated at centrosomes, in
green when nucleated at chromosomes. Figure modified from (Gadde and Heald, 2004).
cytokinesis. This pathway has been named “Self organization” in distinction to the “search
and capture” pathway. Self-organization phenomena in a physical sense (i.e. out-of-
equilibrium organization in which a system continuously dissipates energy, cf. (Ne´de´lec
et al., 2003)) are certainly at work in both ways of spindle formation. We call this second
pathway of spindle formation “nucleate and focus”, as microtubules are nucleated by
the chromosomes and then focused into two spindle poles by molecular motors. It is an
interesting observation that a bundle of microtubules nucleated from chromosomes will
almost always evolve towards a bipolar structure since MTs in the bundle generally have
two orientations and thus are pushed into exactly two directions when molecular motors
are at work (Karsenti and Ne´de´lec, 2004).
These observations suggest multiple simultaneous mechanisms for bipolar spindle for-
mation in living cells. Studies of the distribution of MT plus ends in cells during the
transition from prophase to prometaphase suggest that MTs are nucleated all around the
nucleus and not only at the centrosomes (Piehl and Cassimeris, 2003). They are stabilized
in the vicinity of the nucleus in a dynein dependent way. At prometaphase the spindle
is dense with growing MT tips. Similar nucleation and plus end patterns have been ob-
served in plant cells (Chan et al., 2005), where the pre-prophase band was clearly shown
to be involved in determining spindle orientation. Besides stabilization of MTs, micro-
tubule motors are responsible for the generation of many of the forces involved in spindle
generation. A prominent example is cytoplasmic dynein, which is present at many sites
of the mitotic spindle (Karki and Holzbaur, 1999). It is e.g. responsible for microtubule
focussing in Xenopus egg extracts. When dynein is blocked, the poles splay apart - even
in the presence of centrosomes (Heald et al., 1997). These observations suggest that the
action of molecular motors, that cross-link microtubules and move them depending on
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their polarity, is essential for proper spindle bi-polarity and function (Heald and Walczak,
1999).
As bipolarity is a crucial feature of mitotic spindles, it is elucidating to study bipolar
assemblies made of microtubule asters. There are at least three different pathways
for aster formation (Ne´de´lec et al., 2003). The first is nucleation as e.g. performed by cen-
trosomes. The second is bundling and aster formation of microtubules under motor action
such as observed in spindles formed in the absence of centrosomes in the presence of dynein.
Another pathway was observed in fish melanophores (Rodionov and Borisy, 1997b). In
these cells pigment granules seem to nucleate MTs. These granules are coated with dynein
and are thus transported to the MT minus end. The microtubules are not moved (Vorobjev
et al., 2001) but the nucleators are. It has been shown in in vitro experiments that mixtures
of motors and microtubules can produce asters by self-organization (Surrey et al., 2001).
The dynamics of aster formation have also been studied in computer simulations (Surrey
et al., 2001; Cytrynbaum et al., 2004). Furthermore it has been shown experimentally (Piel
and Bornens, 2001; Faruki et al., 2002; Zhang and Nicklas, 1995) and in numerical sim-
ulations (Ne´de´lec, 2002a,b) that the interaction of microtubule asters (usually nucleated
from centrosomes) in the absence of chromosomes can lead to stable bipolar structures.
Spindle Dynamics
The microtubules in the metaphase spindle are highly dynamic. All MTs except the kine-
tochore MTs undergo dynamic instability. Speckle microscopy has revealed that kineto-
chore and overlap microtubules exhibit poleward flux of tubulin (Mitchison, 1989; Mitchi-
son and Salmon, 2001), i.e. these microtubules continuously treadmill so that individual
monomers in the filament move towards the spindle pole. Typical flux velocities are around
2µm/min (Waterman-Storer et al., 1998). The attachment of microtubules to the kineto-
chores thus has to be dynamic, allowing at least the polymerization of microtubules. At the
same time microtubules in the spindle are under tension as shown by laser ablation experi-
ments (Gonczy et al., 2001). Recently many molecular mechanisms involved in kinetochore
capture, transport and attachment have been reveiled (Tanaka et al., 2005). Kinetochores
are also known to depolymerize MTs, e.g. by means of mitotic centromere-associated
kinesin (MCAK) (Wordeman and Mitchison, 1995; Moore and Wordeman, 2004; Worde-
man, 2005). The active depolymerization of microtubules at the kinetochores as well as
the pole-ward flux contribute to chromosome segregation and spindle shortening (Rogers
et al., 2004; Gadde and Heald, 2004).
The dynamics of the spindle microtubules are influenced by many molecular factors and
MAPs, such as katanin, which severs MTs, KinI and Op18 (stathmin) that depolymerize
MTs and sequester tubulin dimers (Andersen, 2000), γ-TURCs that promote nucleation
at the centrosomes and many others (Maiato et al., 2004; Gadde and Heald, 2004). A
particularly interesting class in this context are the end-located groups of cytoplasmic
linker proteins (CLIPs) that promote MT growth and regulate dynein localization as well
as CLIP associated proteins (CLASPs) that can stabilize microtubules (Galjart, 2005).
The abundance of factors that are often believed to have very similar influence suggests
that the spatial control of these factors within the cell is key to understanding the process
of spindle formation and dynamics.
Many properties of spindles have been analyzed and characterized, many open ques-
tions remain. A spindle matrix, i.e. a scaffold not made of MTs for example has been
suggested but its existence is not clear. Studies in Drosophila for example have identified
a protein named Skeletor that forms a spindle-shaped structure prior to the microtubule
spindle (Walker et al., 2000). Imaging of Eg5 in spindles in Xenopus extract has shown
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that Eg5 is stationary with respect to MTs that undergo pole-ward flux (Kapoor and
Mitchison, 2001). This hints towards the existence of a spindle matrix also in this system.
Furthermore an amusing parallel has been drawn between the dynamics of the mitotic
spindle and a treadmilling actin gel in cell motility (Karsenti and Ne´de´lec, 2004). The
actin comet polymerized by Listeria could be compared with microtubules nucleated from
chromosomes in a mitotic spindle. The chromatin thus corresponds to the bacterium. Like
the actin comet the microtubules treadmill away from the chromosomes as indicated by
pole-ward flux. This can exert forces on the chromosomes either directly or by action of
plus end directed molecular motors such as kinesin. The most striking difference between
the two systems is their symmetry. While symmetry breaking and formation of a monopo-
lar structure in actin gels is essential for motility, the spindle is only functional when it
assumes a bipolar configuration.
2.5.2 The Contractile Ring
Once chromosome separation and distribution onto the two future daughter cells is com-
pleted, most eucaryotic cells (the exception being higher plant cells as discussed in sec-
tion 2.5.3 below) divide their cytoplasm by constriction of a contractile actomyosin bundle.
This ring is often located at the cell’s equator. In many cases such as the fission yeast
S. pombe (Pelham and Chang, 2002; Wu et al., 2003), Arbacia eggs (Schroeder, 1972),
human HeLa cells (Schroeder, 1970; Maupin and Pollard, 1986) and many more, the bun-
dle forms a contractile ring which encircles the cell, see Fig. 2.23. There is experimental
evidence that the location of the ring is dependent on microtubule structures (Pardo and
Nurse, 2003; Glotzer, 2004) that in turn depend on the actin ring (Murthy and Wadsworth,
2005). In chapter 5 we show that self-organization phenomena can also be sufficient for
ring formation and positioning.
Electron microscopy suggested that contractile rings consist of many fila-
ments (Schroeder, 1970). These filaments can be arranged in several distinct, closely
packed filament bundles, close to each other near the cell membrane (Maupin and Pollard,
1986). The filaments were found to be actin (Schroeder, 1970, 1973) and myosin (Fujiwara
and Pollard, 1976; Otto and Schroeder, 1990). These findings provided further arguments
for a muscle like, sliding filament contraction mechanism of the cleavage furrow. The
structure of the cleavage furrow could support this theory (Sanger and Sanger, 1980), but
uncontroversial evidence for structure and mechanism are still lacking (Schroeder, 1990).
The orientation of actin filaments in the ring has been studied (Fishkind and Wang, 1993)
during metaphase and anaphase. During metaphase the filaments have a slight orientation
along the spindle axis, while during anaphase the filaments in the furrow become oriented
along the equator. The degree of orientation seems to be largest in regions where the cell
adheres to a substrate or other cells.
Besides actin and myosin the ring contains many other proteins (Robinson and Spudich,
2000; Feierbach and Chang, 2001). Prior to ring formation actin and a large number of as-
sociated proteins are recruited to an equatorial domain of the cell cortex (Wu et al., 2003;
Glotzer, 2005), seemingly in a precisely timed sequence. These proteins include myosin
motor proteins and tropomyosin that is highly concentrated in muscles and stabilizes F-
actin. These proteins could play a role for the generation of contractile forces, bundling
proteins and cross-linkers such as alpha-actinin. Proteins can also be responsible for the
link between actin filaments in the ring and the cell’s plasma membrane (Satterwhite and
Pollard, 1992). Furthermore, several proteins are recruited that regulate the nucleation,
polymerization and depolymerization of actin filaments (cf. section 2.2.3). These include
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Figure 2.23: (a) Schematic representation of a contractile ring at the equator of an elongated
cell. The ring is formed beneath the cell membrane and constricts the cell when contracting.
(b) Electron micrograph of a section through the contractile ring of a dividing HeLa cell. CR
marks the contractile ring, GS the growth surface, B blebs, and IC a neighboring interphase
cell. This is the first published illustration showing the annular continuity of the contractile
ring around an entire cell circumference. Scale bar 1µm. Taken from (Schroeder, 1970).
capping proteins, that stabilize polymerizing ends, formins which nucleate and polymerize
actin filaments, Arp2/3 that nucleates filament branches, and ADF/cofilin which acceler-
ates depolymerization. This ring assembly is directed by the RhoA GTPase that induces
actin nucleation and activates myosin. The concerted action of these proteins leads to
the formation of actin bundles in the mature contractile ring. At the end of mitosis, the
mature ring begins to contract, in response to a cellular signal. The precise nature of this
signal is still unclear but a lot of progress has been made in recent years uncovering key
players in ring assembly and constriction (Wolfe and Gould, 2005).
The concept as well as the terminology of the “contractile ring” was first formulated
by Marsland in his contractile gel theory of cell furrowing (Marsland and Landau J.V.,
1954; Marsland, 1970). It was further developed by Wolpert (1960). This theory was suc-
cessful in accounting for many experimental observations regarding contractility during
cytokinesis, but based on the language of “sol-gel transitions”3 it did not specify con-
crete structures of the cleavage furrow. Inspired by the mechanics of muscle cells, similar
sarcomer-like mechanisms based on the filament sliding hypothesis were proposed to ap-
ply to the contractile ring (Schroeder, 1990); see also (Schroeder, 1975) for a detailed
discussion of prerequisites for this hypothesis. This “standard model” of cell division that
developed subsequently has been investigated using more rigorous physical descriptions
and considering chemical reactions as well as the different properties of the solvent and
a network phase of cytoskeletal filaments (He and Dembo, 1997). Recently Zhang and
Robinson (2005) proposed a physical theory to explain the characteristic cell shapes ob-
served in cytokinesis, based on active stresses and passive elements, such as the Laplace
pressure. Furthermore, Biron et al. (2005) investigated the influence of actin polymeriza-
3The transition of a substance from a liquid (sol) to an apparently solid, jelly-like phase (gel).
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tion and depolymerization for the dynamics. They suggest that the actin concentration
within the ring and thus the power the ring exerts both increase during contraction.
In this thesis we focus on the physical properties and mechanics of the contractile ring.
We aim at analyzing key mechanisms involved in ring contraction. Although the contractile
ring occurs in cells that are very different in character such as protozoa, squid eggs or tissue
culture cells, many ultrastructural features are very similar, even when the surrounding
circumstances vary (Schroeder, 1975). And although details of ring formation differ even
between budding yeast S. cerevisiae and fission yeast S. pombe, many aspects are similar
all the way from yeast to animal cells (Balasubramanian et al., 2004). While the radius
varies according to cell size, a “typical” contractile ring is a band about 5-10µm wide
(extreme cases beeing 20µm in large amphibean eggs and 3µm in tiny algal cells) and
0.1-0.2µm thick, see Fig. 2.24. It thus resembles a sheet (or a band) of microfilaments
wrapped around the cell’s equator. The microfilaments are 5 nm thick, spaced ca 15 nm
apart. In a cross section there are about 5000 of them (Schroeder, 1990). The thickness,
width and microfilament spacing are constant during ring contraction (Schroeder, 1972).
The ring has been measured to exert a force on the order of 10 nN (Schroeder, 1975;
Rappaport, 1967; Burton and Taylor, 1997), but these measurements only provide an
upper bound of the force generation and not necessarily the force employed during ring
constriction. The contraction velocity depends on the cell type: the ring constricts with a
velocity ' 0.07µm/min in fission yeast (Pelham and Chang, 2002) and ' 0.6µm/min in
Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts (DeBiasio et al., 1996).
How exactly the ring constricts is still a mystery (Alberts et al., 2002). It seems not
to operate by a simple “purse-string” mechanism in which the actomyosin ring simply
constricts by filament sliding due to myosin II motors such as in muscles. Electron micro-
graphs of meridional cross-sections through the ring show that the area of the cross-section
is conserved during ring constriction (Schroeder, 1972). As the density of material in the
ring does not change, this implicates that the ring looses material while constricting.
The ring thus appears as a dynamic structure that is not only assembled prior to and
disassembled after use, but also constantly reorganized while cleaving the cell. It has been
shown that an actin gel solates or disassembles if a pressure is applied to it (Condeelis and
Taylor, 1977). The tension generated by the ring itself could thus be a cause for partial
ring disassembly, similar to mechanisms proposed for the cell cortex (Paluch et al., 2005;
Paluch, 2005).
In chapter 6 we study a mechanism for ring contraction that besides the action of
molecular motors also can be driven by filament polymerization and depolymerization.
The dynamics of the constituents of the ring, especially the turnover of actin, could thus
be directly contributing to ring contraction. Here we present some experimental results
concerning ring dynamics. The view of the contractile ring as a highly dynamic structure
has been strengthened by investigation of ring dynamics in fission yeast cells (Pelham
and Chang, 2002). The formation of the ring depends on actin asssembly either from
preexisting actin cables or de novo nucleation and polymerization. This polymerization
depends on Arp2/3, formin, profilin or WASp, but not myosin II. It was shown that Arp3
colocalizes with actin in an equatorial ring, Fig. 2.25. During the time course of ring
contraction (∼ 25min for wild type S. pombe), many components of the ring (such ase
tropomyosin or a myosin light chain) are exchanged with a half time of usually less than
one minute. F-actin in particular is completely turned over about every minute. Similar
rates have been measured in LLCPK1 epithelial cells (Murthy and Wadsworth, 2005). In
normal rat kidney cells the turnover time of actin in the equatorial region was doubled to
about 30 s after cells had been exposed to blebbistatin, a myosin II inhibitor (Guha et al.,
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Figure 2.24: Section through a contractile ring or arbaccia eggs at two different times
during cytokinesis. (a) Detail (×9500) of a ring about 4min after onset of cleavage. The
contractile ring spans the concave surface between the asterisks (marked in red). The ring
prevents cytoplasmic particles, yolk, mitochondria (M) and echinochrome granules (EG) from
coming into direct contact with the plasma membrane. (b) Section through entire cell (×490).
Clusters of chromosomal vesicles (CV) characterize the reforming nuclei at this stage. The
cleavage furrow (F) is clearly visible. The box indicates the location of the detail shown in
(a) (not the same specimen). (c) Section about 5min after cleavage (×9500). The contractile
ring is about to disappear. Complex protrusions (P) occur at this stage. Stem bodies (SB)
and a few spindle microtubules (SMT) are remnants of the mitotic apparatus. (d) Full cell
at same time as in (c). Daughter nuclei (N) are now completely reformed. Figures modified
from (Schroeder, 1972).
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Figure 2.25: The contractile ring in a fission yeast cell S. pombe. (a) Three-dimensional
confocal images of a contractile ring (arrow head, visualized by Arc15-GFP, a component of the
Arp2/3 complex that localizes to the contractile ring) (b) Cell expressing Arc15-GFP (green)
stained for F-actin with rhodamine phalloidin (red). Scale bar 5µm. Taken from (Pelham and
Chang, 2002).
2005). The motor myosin II thus seems to be involved in actin turnover in the ring. Ring
assembly on the other hand did not seem to be affected by this treatment. In all cases, the
site of the ring remains an active site of actin assembly even after initial ring formation.
The rate of actin polymerization can furthermore influence the contraction velocity of the
ring (Pelham and Chang, 2002; Wu et al., 2003). When actin polymerization is attenuated
the ring still closes but the velocities are significantly reduced, see Fig 2.26. Polymerization
is inhibited (i) by adding the drug Latrunculin A (ii) in wsp1∆ mutants, that lack WASp,
or (iii) in cdc12− 112 mutants, i.e. cells with a temperature sensitive formin activity.
Some cells can divide without motors.
Although contractile rings are found in most eucaryotic cells, some cells are able to divide
without myosin II (Gerisch and Weber, 2000). Besides Dictyostelium this has also been
observed in budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Bi et al., 1998). In both cases division
is less efficient and depends on the genetic background or on attachment to a substrate.
Non-adherend myosin II deficient Dictyostelium cells are able to elongate but do not form
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Figure 2.26: (a) Actin polymerization influences the velocity of ring closure. (b) Kinetics
of ring closure. (c) Time-lapse images of GFP-Cdc4 rings. Scale bar 2.5µm. Figure modified
from (Pelham and Chang, 2002).
an ingressing cleavage furrow. When attached to a solid surface however, myosin-II-null
cells form cleavage furrows that are scarcely distinguishable from those in wild-type cells.
The precise mechanics of this ingression mechanism are not known, but it could be based
on forces generated from the disassembly of F-actin gels (Weber, 2001).
Bacteria also possess a contractile ring.
Although the contractile ring in eucaryotes consists mainly of actin, a protein that is not
present in bacteria, ring like structures also form in bacteria: prior to binary division
a distant tubulin homologue (FtsZ), localizes to the midcell division site and forms a
cytokinetic ring. This ring constricts the membrane during septation (Moller-Jensen and
Lowe, 2005). Additionally FtsZ filaments are essential for the recruitment of all other cell
division proteins to the division site. The Z-ring has furthermore been shown to be highly
dynamic, with half time of about 30 s in E. coli (Stricker et al., 2002) and ∼ 8 s in B.
subtilis (Anderson et al., 2004).
2.5.3 The Pre-Prophase-Band in Plant Cells
Because of their rigid cell wall, higher plant cells do not divide by mechanically cleaving the
cell membrane and cytoplasm, Fig. 2.27 (Smith, 2001). That’s why unlike yeast or animal
cells (Balasubramanian et al., 2004), higher plant cells do not form a contractile actomyosin
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Figure 2.27: Cytoskeletal organization in dividing plant cells. Drawings for prophase
and interphase cells represent projections of a three-dimensional view showing both the cell
surface and internal features. Drawings for cells in mitosis and cytokinesis represent mid-
plane, cross-sectional views showing only the outlines of the cell cortex. At all stages of
the cell cycle, cytoplasmic strands containing actin filaments span the vacuole, linking the
cytoplasm surrounding the nucleus with the cortical cytoplasm. During prophase, a cortical
preprophase band (PPB) of microtubules circumscribes the future plane of cell division. Actin
filaments are distributed throughout the cell cortex during prophase, but some are clearly
aligned together with the microtubules of the PPB. When the microtubule PPB is disassembled
on entry into mitosis, the actin component of the PPB also disappears, leaving behind an actin
depleted zone in the cell cortex that persists and marks the division site throughout mitosis and
cytokinesis. After completion of mitosis, a phragmoplast of microtubules and actin filaments
is initiated between daughter nuclei, which guides the movement of Golgi-derived vesicles
containing cell wall materials to the cell plate. As cytokinesis proceeds, the phragmoplast
expands centrifugally until it fuses with the parental plasma membrane and cell wall at the
cortical division site previously occupied by the PPB. Figure taken from (Smith, 2001).
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Figure 2.28: (a) Cortical array (CA) and (b) Pre-prophase band (PPB) of microtubules
in Tobacco BY2 suspension cells made visible by fluorescence microscopy. (c) Schematic
representation of a state of an active gel on a cylinder as discussed in chapter 5, resembling a
PPB. The blue bars indicate the nematic order of filaments by their orientation and length.
Figure taken from (Zumdieck et al., 2005a).
ring (Jurgens, 2005). Instead of they form an equatorial structure of aligned microtubules
and actin (Alberts et al., 2002), that appears before the beginning of prophase, the so
called pre-prophase band (PPB) (Wasteneys, 2002). The PPB is a circumferential band
around the cell that marks the future division site. It does not constrict and cleave the cell,
unlike the contractile ring. It becomes thinner during prophase and vanishes completely
before metaphase. Yet it has somehow marked the division site (Smith, 2001). The mitotic
spindle is held by cytoplasmic strands (filament fibers that contain actin) so that its mid-
plane coincides with the plane of the PPB, Fig. 2.27. First the phragmoplast and then the
cell plate, which divides the plant cell, grows for in this plane, and then grow outwards to
fuse with the cell wall exactly where the PPB was.
During interphase in higher plant cells microtubules form cortical arrays (CAs) with
a preferred orientation in the azimuthal direction (Wasteneys, 2002), see also Fig. 2.28a.
Experimental evidence indicates that in the CA filaments orient in a non-polar way (Chan
et al., 2003), i.e. in a small volume there are equally many filaments pointing in each
direction. It has been suggested, that this holds for the PPB as well (Tian et al., 2004;
Dhonukshe and Gadella, 2003). During the transition from the cortical array to the PPB
the total mass of polymerized microtubules is conserved (Vos et al., 2004). Figure 2.28b
shows an electronmicrograph of a PPB in tobacco cells. All these transitions usually take
place in an essentially two dimensional geometry, because in vacuolated plant cells micro-
tubules appear to be confined to a thin cortical region about 200− 500 nm thick between
the plasma membrane and the vacuole. Self-organization of microtubules in confined ge-
ometries has been studied in vitro Cosentino-Lagomarsino (2004).
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Figure 2.29: (a) Stress Fibers and moving focal adhesions in a fibroblast. F-actin is labeled
in red. Focal adhesions are shown for three different times (8 minute intervals, yellow for
earliest time, then green, then purple). Figure from (Smilenov et al., 1999). (b,c,d) Stress
fiber banding pattern in a gerbil fibroma cell. Myosin light chains (red) and α-actinin (green)
show complementary periodic localization along the fibers. Stripes in the bulk (c) are wider
than in the peripheral region (d). Figure from (Peterson et al., 2004). Scale bars 5µm in
(a,c,d) and 10µm in (b).
2.5.4 Stress Fibers and Myofibrils
Stress fibers are involved in propelling (dragging) the cell body forward during the trac-
tion phase of cell locomotion, cf. Fig. 2.11. The necessary forces seem to be generated
mainly by myosin motor proteins, especially myosin II (Hinz and Gabbiani, 2003; Peterson
et al., 2004). The dislocation of the cell body of myosin II deficient Dictyostelium cells
is significantly slower than in normal cells, although they are able to extend their lamel-
lipodium at equal speed. This result can be explained assuming that myosin II is necessary
to contract the stress fibers that link a focal adhesion in the front of the cell to its back,
cf. Fig 2.29. These results underline the importance of myosin II in cell locomotion.
Furthermore, stress fibers have been shown to possess a structure of alternating filament
orientations, similar to that of myofibrils (Cramer et al., 1997), suggesting that they act
like small muscles inside the cell. This is consistent with the striped patterns obtained in
staining experiments in stress fibers and muscles (compare Fig. 2.29b and Fig. 2.1c). In
chapter 5 we discuss a physical mechanisms of that also gives rise to striped patterns in a
fiber of active filaments.
Myofibrils are regular periodic structures of actin and myosin filaments in muscle
cells, Fig. 2.1. One repetitive unit of this structure is called a sarcomere in which thin
actin filaments and thick myosin filaments interdigitate, Fig. 2.30. Myofibrils appear to
be more controlled structurally than stress fibers. The actin filaments are of the same
length and are stabilized by associated proteins like troponin and tropomyosin. They are
attached to structuring components called Z-disks with their plus ends. No Z-disks have
been reported from stress fibers. Action of the myosin motors in the resulting bipolar
structure leads to bundle contraction.
Despite the structural similarities, there are important differences between stress
fibers and myofibrils. Recent studies revealed that unlike muscle cells, stress fibers do
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Figure 2.30: A sketch of a myofibril from muscle cells. Actin thin filaments and myosin
thick filaments form a periodic pattern. The elementary unit between two Z-disks where the
filaments interdigitate is called a sarcomere. Active movement of the myosin motors will lead
to contraction. Figure modified from (Kruse, 2005).
not contract uniformly along their length (Peterson et al., 2004). Furthermore actin and
myosin are continuously exchanged in stress fibers, which seems not to be the case muscle
cells. It seems that the length of actin filaments in muscle cells is well controlled Alberts
et al. (2002). This is unlikely in stress fibers as no structuring elements as Z-disks have
been reported.
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3 Physics of Active Filament Systems
In this chapter we present physical descriptions for the dynamics of active filament systems.
Our theory is based on considerations regarding microscopic processes, which distinguishes
it from the generic continuum description presented in chapter 5 that are based on sym-
metry considerations only. With a focus on dynamics driven by filament polymerization
and depolymerization, we also consider the action of molecular motors. Starting out by
presenting microscopic descriptions of cytoskeletal dynamics in section 3.1, we discuss the
details and properties of processes driven by de-/polymerization as well as by molecu-
lar motors. Central processes are filament treadmilling in the presence of cross-linking
proteins such as end-tracking cross-linkers or molecular motor dimers.
In active filament bundles all filaments are aligned along a common axis. We analyze
the collective dynamics due to filament polymerization and depolymerization, especially
filament treadmilling, with help of a microscopic mean field description for filament bundles
in section 3.2. We discuss bundle contraction and present state diagrams for active filament
bundles that show the conditions for stationary and localized as well as oscillating density
profiles to exist. Furthermore, we study the dynamics induced by polymerization and
depolymerization of entire filaments. Moreover, we derive an analytical expression for
the tension generated in an active bundle, which allows us to discuss the contribution of
different processes to bundle tension. Then we investigate the action of these processes
in active filament bundles by stochastic simulations and present some typical dynamics in
section 3.3. Furthermore in section 3.4 we link the mean field description to the stochastic
simulations quantitatively.
3.1 From Molecular Properties to Coarse Grained Descriptions
Here we present descriptions of cytoskeletal dynamics based on microscopic processes
that occur in the cytoskeleton. We start out by considering cross-linker binding and
unbinding from filaments and the motion of molecular motors in section 3.1.1. Then in
section 3.1.2 we turn to dynamics of filament pairs linked by such cross-linkers and the
ensuing collective dynamics. Finally we present a general framework for coarse grained,
mean field descriptions of cytoskeletal dynamics based on microscopic processes and apply
it to active filament bundles in section 3.1.3.
3.1.1 Motors and Other Cross-Linkers
Proteins that link cytoskeletal filaments to other cytoskeletal filaments such as molecular
motor dimers or cross-linkers are indispensable to generate and transmit forces in filament
systems. They provide the basis for collective effects that determine important charac-
teristics of cytoskeletal dynamics. If these cross-linkers do not themselves move along the
filaments, we call them passive cross-linkers. These proteins thus do not themselves induce
filament motion or dynamics. A more interesting case is the presence of a molecular motor
that actively walks along filaments using chemical fuel such as ATP.
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Figure 3.1: Cross-linkers in solution (black) can bind to a filament with rate ωa, actively
move a distance dm along the polar filament (red) with velocity vm and then detach with rate
ωd. Passive cross-linkers are described by vm = 0 and unbind from the site on the filament
where they attach.
Binding Dynamics of Cross-Linkers
Cross-linkers in solution can bind to a single filament in the system with rate ωa and unbind
from a filament with rate ωd, see Fig 3.1. The binding rate ωa will generally depend on
the concentration of cross-linkers in the solution as well as the length l of the filaments.
Here we assume the concentration to be homogenous and length and concentration to
be constant, so that ωa is an effective rate including these dependences. The unbinding
rate can be influenced e.g. by the application of a force or by other proteins that either
influence the cross-linker directly or change the properties of the filament. The probability
of a cross-linker to be bound is given by
pb =
ωa
ωa + ωd
. (3.1)
Moreover, the average time till detachment is given by τd = ω−1d . If the cross-linker, e.g. a
molecular motor, moves with a velocity vm along the filament it will thus cover a distance
dm = vmτd (3.2)
on the filament before detaching. A cross-linker that does not actively move along the
filament is described by vm = 0.
The attachment and detachment rates at the end of filaments Ωa and Ωd respectively
will generally be different from those in the bulk. End-tracking proteins that do not detach
from the filament ends have Ωd = 0.
Now we turn to cross-linker binding to filament pairs. We assume the following sequence
of events as they appear to be the most likely: A motor binds to a filament with rate
ωaN , where N is the number of filaments in the system and ωa is the attachment rate
as introduced in the previous section. For low filament densities the probability for this
assembly of a filament and a cross-linker to encounter another filament is proportional to
the number of neighboring filaments within a suitable distance. The unbinding events are
assumed to be independent of filament concentration and occur with rate ωd. The typical
binding time is again given by τd = ω−1d . Passive cross-linkers that do not move on the
filaments will stabilize the relative positions of the two filaments. Active cross-linkers such
as molecular motors on the other hand will induce relative sliding of the filaments with
respect to each other.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic working distance δ and path distance d for a molecular motor. The
length of a filament subunit is a. In this example the path distance is d = 4 a.
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Figure 3.3: Force-velocity relation of a motor. (a) A motor moves with velocity vm towards
the plus end of a filament against an applied force f . (b) The resulting motor velocity vm
is often to a good approximation a linear function in f (Howard, 2001). Without any force
appliied the motor moves with velocity v0. It stops when f reaches the stall force Fs.
Molecular Motors
While a phenomenological model of advancement of molecular motors has been presented
in section 2.2.4, here we will focus on the physical quantities characterizing a motor bound
to filaments.
The smallest length scale characterizing motor action is the working distance δ. For
this thesis we assume that the working distance is equal to the power stroke distance,
see (Howard, 2001) for the distinction. The working distance is the distance covered by a
configurational change during ATP hydrolysis, cf. Fig. 3.2. For skeletal muscle myosin the
working distance has been measured to be 5 nm, and for conventional kinesin it is 8 nm.
The path distance d is the distance between two consecutive binding sites of a motor
head. Although the discrete structure of the subunits of the filament is responsible for
the discrete steps a motor can take, the path distance can be larger thanthe length of a
filament subunit a, as motor binding can be hindered e.g. by filament twist in an actin
filament. The path distance is not well defined, if the motor moves irregularly. The path
distance for skeletal muscle myosin is d = 36nm and for conventional kinesin d = 8nm.
When motors are not moving freely, but are subject to a load, their behavior can often
be described by a linear force-velocity curve (Howard, 2001):
vm = v0 + χf , (3.3)
where vm denotes the resulting velocity of the motor with respect to the orientation of
the microtubule it is walking on (vm positive if the motor moves towards the ⊕-end), f is
the applied force and v0 is the motor speed without any force applied, both defined with
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Figure 3.4: (a) A filament pair bound by a cross-linker. The filaments are polar, indicated
by the open arrow heads. (b) Filaments are of length l. The position of their center is given
by x. Every point along the filament can be referenced by x + su, where u is a unit vector
pointing along the filament towards its plus end and l/2 ≤ s ≤ l/2 is the position along the
filament. Figure adapted from (Kruse, 2005).
respect to the microtubule orientation, χ > 0 is a coefficient (χ = −v0/Fs, with Fs the
stall force), see Fig. 3.3.
End-Active Motors and End-Tracking Proteins
As end-tracking proteins we term any kind of protein that is able to processively follow a
filament end. Examples include formin for actin filaments or mitotic centromere-associated
kinesin (MCAK) for microtubules. Another example could be a plus end directed motor,
that moves slightly faster than the polymerization speed vm > vg and does not fall off at
the end. It would always advance on the newly added subunit thus tracking the plus end.
A main difference between the above example is the activity of the motion. While e.g.
formins themselves do not use energy and hydrolyze ATP, and thus move passively along
with the end of polymerizing filament, molecular motors move actively along filaments
converting chemical energy into conformational changes. End-active motors could repre-
sent an interesting class in between those two extremes of active and passive motion. We
can imagine them as binding to the filament bulk and sitting there passively until depoly-
merization has brought a filament end into their vicinity. This may trigger the motor to
become active and cause it to stay attached to the depolymerizing end.
In this thesis we assume that motors that follow ends always move in steps of size a, i.e.
the length of a filament subunit. We thus neglect fluctuations of the cross-linker around
the filament end and possible additional movement dynamics. Proteins that are attached
to the polymerizing (plus) end thus move with a velocity v+ = a k+ and proteins at the
depolymerizing minus end move with v− = a k−.
3.1.2 Dynamics of Filament Pairs with Cross-Linkers
General Description
In this section we consider two filaments in solution that are connected by an active cross-
linker, Fig. 3.4a. The filaments are assumed to be rigid rods of length l. Their center of
mass is given by xi where i = 1, 2 indexes the two filaments. Points on the filaments are
referenced by xi+siui. Here ui is a unit vector (u2i = 1) pointing along the filament to its
plus end and si is a coordinate on the filament with −l/2 ≤ si ≤ l/2, see Fig. 3.4b. The
size of the cross-link is assumed to be much smaller than the filament length. It is thus
exactly located at the point where the two filaments overlap. Assuming that vm(s), the
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velocity of a motor along a filament as a function of the position on the filament is known,
the motion of the filaments was calculated by Liverpool and Marchetti (2005). Motion is
overdamped (Re ' 10−6) and filament friction with the surrounding fluid is assumed to
be local.
In the absence of external forces momentum is conserved and force balance between two
filaments 1 and 2 requires
η(u1)v1 = −η(u2)v2 , (3.4)
where
η(ui) =
[
η‖uiui + η⊥(1− uiui)
]
(3.5)
is the friction tensor of the rod. Here, η‖ and η⊥ are the friction coefficients for motion
parallel and perpendicular to the filament axis respectively. The center-of-mass velocities
of the two filaments are denoted by vi, i = 1, 2. For point-like cross-linkers there is no
rotation of the filaments with respect to their center of mass. The relative velocity between
the filaments
v12 = v1 − v2 = vm(s2)u2 − vm(s1)u1 (3.6)
and the velocity of the center of mass of the two filaments
V12 = A(η, ϕ) {(1− 2η)[vm(s1)u2 + vm(s2)u1] (3.7)
−[1− η − η cos2(ϕ)][vm(s1)u1 + vm(s2)u2]
}
. (3.8)
Here ϕ is the angle between the two filaments, η = (η⊥− η‖)/2η⊥, and A(η, ϕ) = η/2[(1−
η)2 − η2 cos2(ϕ)]. The center of mass moves due to the anisotropic friction of the rods.
This motion is not present if η⊥ = η‖. It also vanishes for aligned filaments with ϕ = 0 or
ϕ = pi.
Here we have assumed that the velocity vm(s) of the cross-linkers along the filaments is
independent of the applied force but depends on the position s of the motor on the filament.
This dependence could be due to properties of the filament that vary along its axis, e.g.
a coating with other proteins. Furthermore filament ends can have different properties
than the bulk. Sticky ends, i.e. filament ends to which motors remain attached for some
time before unbinding, have been proposed to be important for spindle formation (Hyman
and Karsenti, 1996). When motors are abundant, excluded volume effects of motors on
filaments can also lead to position dependent velocities (Kruse and Sekimoto, 2002).
Aligned Filaments
In a bundle all filaments are aligned along a common axis. This simplifies the dynamics
of cross-linked pairs of filaments in such structures. We explicitly discuss the processes
central to this chapter in this linear geometry.
Motor induced filament sliding. A motor dimer can link two filaments and slide them
with respect to each other. In the absence of external forces the total momentum of the
filament pair is conserved. This implicates that in the frame of reference in which the
center of mass of the entire system does not move the two filaments move in opposite
directions due to the force exerted by the motor, Fig. 3.5. We always choose this reference
system unless noted otherwise. The action of a motor dimer always works towards aligning
the filament ends that the motor is directed to (e.g. the plus ends for a plus end directed
motor). This means that the midpoints of parallel filaments are always moved towards each
other and the maximal distance between filament ends in the pair shrinks until the pair
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Figure 3.5: Motor action on filament pairs in an active bundle. Filaments can assume
two orientations along the bundle axis, depending on where they point their plus ends (also
called barbed ends, marked by wide side of the arrowhead). (a) A plus end directed motor
dimer induces relative filament sliding between two parallel filaments. The filament ends are
aligned in the end. The parameter for this type of interaction in the mean field description is
α. (b) The same motor dimer between antiparallel filaments leads to a maximal extension of
the minus ends. The strength of this interaction in the mean field description is given by β.
has reached a configuration of maximal overlap, see Fig. 3.5a. For antiparallel filaments
the tendency to align ends of the same polarity may also lead to shortening of the end to
end distance. Under the action of a plus-end directed motor this is only the case when
the filament minus ends are closer to each other than the filament plus ends, see first two
steps in Fig. 3.5b. Ultimately the action of a motor between antiparallel filaments leads to
an increase in the distance between the filament centers until only the ends towards which
the motor walks overlap. The strength of this interaction is characterized by a coefficient
β.
A motor bound to parallel filaments induces relative sliding between them only when it
walks with different velocities on each filament. For a motor dimer with two identical heads
this is the case for example when one head reaches a filament end and remains attached
to it while the other head walks along its filament (Fig. 3.5a). In this case the action of
motor dimers between parallel filaments can be seen as an end effect. The strength of this
effect is characterized by a coefficient α. Another way to achieve different velocities could
be proteins bound along the filament that influence the motor speed. Motors between
antiparallel filaments on the other hand induce relative filament sliding irrespective of
their position along the filament. The exception to this rule being that if the motor dimer
has reached the end on both filaments it cannot advance and thus does not induce relative
sliding anymore. This obviously holds as well for motors between parallel filaments.
Treadmilling. A treadmilling filament loses monomers at its minus end and gains
monomers at its plus end at equal rates so that the overall filament length is conserved
while the center of mass as well as both filament ends move in the direction of the plus
end Fig. 3.6a. The treadmilling velocity v of these ends is usually much greater than the
velocity of monomers in the bulk of the filament, i.e. the monomers between the ends.
To zeroth order approximation each monomer in the bulk of a treadmilling filament is
stationary in the absence of external forces.
Filament sliding due to passive cross-linkers. Passive cross-linkers are proteins that can
link two filaments. Unlike molecular motors, they do not actively (i.e. converting chemical
energy such as provided by ATP or GTP into directed motion) move along the filaments.
Generally they stabilize a bundle by hindering relative sliding of the filaments. When
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Figure 3.6: Treadmilling of filaments and action of end-tracking cross-linkers. (a) Subunits
are added to the filaments plus ends and removed from the minus ends at equal rates. The
length of the filament does not change. Both ends as well as the center are dislocated with
velocity v though. The direction of filament treadmilling depends on filament orientation,
indicated by the arrowheads. (b,c) A passive cross-linker that does not itself move actively
along the filaments but stays attached to the ends of treadmilling filaments induces relative
sliding between filament pairs. (b) Linking two parallel treadmilling filaments will ultimately
lead to pairwise alignment of ends of the same orientation. The parameter for this type of
interaction is α′. (c) Antiparallel filaments will only align their minus ends, with their plus ends
maximally distant. The parameter is β′. Note that these figures display a superposition of the
currents due to treadmilling as displayed in (a) and due to the action of passive cross-linkers.
attached to at least one polymerizing or depolymerizing end of filaments in a pair, passive
crosslinkers can also induce relative filament sliding. Their contribution to the collective
dynamics differs depending on if the cross-linkers are attached to the polymerizing plus-
ends or the depolymerizing minus-ends.
The action of passive cross-linkers that bind to minus-ends in the presence of treadmilling
can be similar in nature to that of molecular motors (Fig. 3.6b and c): starting bound
to a particular monomer in the bulk of one filament, treadmilling will eventually make
that monomer the minus end of the filament. If the cross-linker now stays attached to
this minus end (at least for a little while) while the filament treadmills, the cross-linker is
displaced in space and can exert a force on the second filament in the pair. Microscopically
we could imagine that the cross-linker binds to the next monomer in the bulk when the
monomer at the end falls off.
The contribution of passive cross-linkers that bind to filament plus-ends and stay at-
tached to them while the filament treadmills to the dynamics of the pair is different,
Fig. 3.7. A detailed discussion of their dynamics is given in section 3.2.3.
Our considerations illustrate the similarity between the action of motor dimers and
passive cross-linkers. But there are also important differences: passive cross-linkers always
have to be attached to one filament end in order to induce relative motion in the filament
pair. This is reminiscent of the requirement for a motor with identical heads between two
parallel filaments that also only slides the filaments with respect to each other when it
has reached exactly one end. However, as described above the action of motors between
antiparallel filaments is independent of their location along the filaments in contrast to
that of passive cross-linkers that depend on filament ends to move. In both cases all motion
stops when motors or cross-linkers have reached the ends of both filaments. Note also that
passive cross-linkers cannot have any effect in the absence of treadmilling. They can only
“modulate” the treadmilling currents. Figures 3.6b,c and 3.7 thus display the outcome of
a superposition of the currents due to treadmilling alone (as displayed in 3.6a) and the
currents due to the action of passive cross-linkers.
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Figure 3.7: Dynamics due to plus-end tracking cross-linkers in the presence of treadmilling.
The cross-linkers possess a domain that allows them to processively follow the filaments plus
end (blue ellipse) while another domain is linked to the bulk of the second filament (black
dot). The resulting dynamics is strikingly different from that found for minus-end tracking
cross-linkers, cf. Fig. 3.6b and c. (a) Between parallel filaments the action of cross-linkers
leads to a maximal separation of the filament centers. (b) Antiparallel filaments on the other
hand tend to get aligned under the action of these cross-linkers. The associated parameters
are α′′ and β′′ respectively.
3.1.3 Mean Field Description of Active Filament Systems
An analytical description of systems of many individual filaments and cross-linkers is not
to feasible because these are many body systems with complicated interactions. This side
of the challenge is more successfully tackled by computer simulations, cf. section 4.1.2.
Mean field descriptions do provide a way to gain analytical insight into the exciting dy-
namics of active filament systems despite this complexity (Nakazawa and Sekimoto, 1996;
Sekimoto and Nakazawa, 2000; Kruse and Ju¨licher, 2000; Liverpool and Marchetti, 2003).
These descriptions are based on densities of filaments and cross-linkers, whose evolution
is described in equations that neglect higher order correlations. A general framework for
the derivation of such descriptions in one spatial dimension has been presented by Kruse
and Ju¨licher (2003). Here we report the generalization to arbitrary dimension as given
in (Kruse, 2005).
General Description
The description is centered around the interaction of filament pairs that move with re-
spect to a non-moving background. As before filaments are described as thin, rigid rods.
Filament bending and rotation around the longitudinal axis are ignored. The density of
filaments that have their center at x and orientation u is given by Ψ(x,u). Motors are
assumed to be small compared to filaments and are treated as point particles. The number
density of motors bound to filaments is denoted by m. The two densities evolve according
to
∂tΨ−∇ ·
[
D‖uu+D⊥(1− uu)
] · ∇Ψ−DrR · RΨ+∇ · Ja +R · Jr = S
(3.9)
∂tm−Dm∆m+∇ · Jm = Sm ,
(3.10)
where R = u × ∂/∂u is the rotation operator. The filament currents Ja (translational)
and Jr (rotational) as well as the motor current Jm are generated by the active interaction
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between motors and filaments. The diffusion terms with diffusion constants D‖, D⊥, Dr,
and Dm account for fluctuations in the dynamics. The major source of these fluctuations
are the stochastically applied forces during filament motor interactions and not thermal
noise. For a one dimensional bundle the following argument motivating this statement
has been given in (Kruse and Ju¨licher, 2003): Thermal diffusion would lead to a diffusion
coefficient D ' kT/η‖l. Active interactions between filaments that do not generate a net
current in the homogenous state lead to an effective diffusion coefficientD ' d2mω(2)a , where
dm is the run length of a motor on a filament introduced in Eq. (3.2) and ω
(2)
a ∼ l is the
rate of cross-link generation.The effective diffusion constant thus scales like D ∼ l while
thermal contributions scale like ∼ l−1 and for long filaments the diffusion is dominated by
fluctuations due to active cross-linkers. All diffusion constants are thus effective diffusion
coefficients that in general do not satisfy an Einstein relation.
Nucleation and annihilation of filaments is described by the source term S. In the
following we will mostly consider S = 0 which corresponds e.g. to in vitro experiments
with stabilized filaments. The source term Sm describes the exchange of motors with the
surrounding solvent. Motors in the solvent are assumed to be abundant so that their
concentration is homogenous and constant.
Here again the dynamics take place in the regime of low Reynolds number, i.e. inertia
effects are negligible. Momentum conservation imposes a force balance everywhere along
each filament (parametrized by x+ su):
u∂sσ(x,u, s)− fint(x,u, s) = ffl(x,u, s) + fm(x,u, s) + fext(x,u, s) . (3.11)
Here, σ denotes the line tension along the filament. The internal force density fint de-
scribes all active filament interactions through cross-linkers, ffl describes the force density
resulting from friction with the surrounding fluid, fm the force density due to the action
of motors moving along a single filament that do not form cross-links between different
filaments, and fext is the density of external forces.
In a stationary solvent friction is local:
ffl(x,u, s) =
[
η‖uu+ η⊥(1− uu)
] · Ja(x,u)R(s) + η0sJr × uR(s) . (3.12)
Here, η‖ and η⊥ are friction coefficients per unit length, parallel and perpendicular to
the filament axis. The coefficient η0 describes the friction of a filament subunit. The
function R(s) describes dissipation of energy along a moving filament. It also captures
the distribution of filament lengths. When all filaments have the same length l, a simple
choice is R(x) = 1 on the filament for |x| ≤ l/2 and R(x) = 0 otherwise.
For the force density of motors we write
fm(x,u, s) = ηmΓum(x+ su)Ψ(x,u)R(s) . (3.13)
Here ηm is the motor friction coefficient and Γ is the average velocity of motors moving
on a filament. If we neglect steric exclusion between motors and in the limit of pairwise
filament interaction we obtain
Γ = vm . (3.14)
The active translational and rotational currents in Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) can be expressed
in terms of the internal, the motor and the external force densities. For simplicity, we will
assume that fext = 0. Furthermore the friction of motors is assumed to be small compared
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to the filament friction, i.e. the contribution of fm can be neglected. Integration of
Eq. (3.11) with respect to s then yields
−
∫
ds fint(x,u, s) =
∫
ds ffl(x,u, s) (3.15)
= l
[
η‖uu+ η⊥(1− uu)
] · Ja(x,u) . (3.16)
Here we have used
∫
ds R(s) = l and assumed R(s) = R(−s) so that
Ja(x,u) = −1
l
[
1
η‖
uu+
1
η⊥
(1− uu)
]
·
∫
ds fint(x,u, s) . (3.17)
Integrating Eq. (3.11) with
∫
ds su× yields
Jr(x,u) = − 1
η0χ2
∫
ds su× fint(x,u, s) . (3.18)
Here we have introduced χ2 =
∫
ds s2R(s) and used Jr(x,u) ⊥ u.
The internal force density fint depends on the densities of filaments and cross-linkers.
We assume the cross-linkers to be point-like particles so that filaments can only be cross-
linked when they cross. The internal force density acting at point s on a filament with
orientation u and center at x is then given by
fint(x,u, s) =
∫
dx′
∫
du′
∫
ds′Ψ(x,u)Ψ(x′,u′)Cx
′,u′,s′
x,u,s m(x+ su)F (x,u, s,x
′,u′, s′) .
(3.19)
Here Cx
′,u′,s′
x,u,s = R(s)R(s′)δ(x+ su− x′ − s′u′) restricts the integration to filaments that
cross. The function F captures the average force between two filaments depending on
their position and orientation. While the precise form of F is not determined, it has to
fulfill some symmetry requirements. Due to translation invariance, F can only depend on
the relative positions of the filament centers
F (x,u, s,x′,u′, s′) ≡ F (x− x′,u, s,u′, s′) . (3.20)
Under rotation F has to transform like a vector (i.e. F is covariant)
F (Rx,Ru, s,Ru′, s′) = RF (x,u, s,u′, s′) , (3.21)
where R denotes the rotation operator.
Newton’s law actio = reactio requires
F (x,u, s,u′, s′) = −F (−x,u′, s′,u, s) . (3.22)
And covariance under reflections imposes
F‖(x‖ + x⊥,u‖ + u⊥, s,u′‖ + u
′
⊥, s
′) = F‖(x‖ − x⊥,u‖ − u⊥, s,u′‖ − u′⊥, s′)
(3.23)
F⊥(x‖ + x⊥,u‖ + u⊥, s,u′‖ + u
′
⊥, s
′) = −F⊥(x‖ − x⊥,u‖ − u⊥, s,u′‖ − u′⊥, s′)
(3.24)
where the subscripts ‖ and ⊥ denote vector components along and perpendicular to the
reflection axis, respectively. In the following section we will apply this description to a
filament bundle.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Filaments of length l in a bundle can be described by two filament densities
c+ and c− depending on their orientation. (b) An active cross-link (i.e. a motor dimer) exerts
a force on a filament pair with opposite orientations, see text for explanations. The motor
moves towards the plus end on each filament.
Filament Bundles
Since linear cytoskeletal structures are important in live cells we will now derive a micro-
scopic description of active filament bundles. In a bundle all filaments are aligned along a
common axis. This represents an effectively one dimensional geometry in which filaments
can only have one of two orientations, depending on where they point their plus end. In
vitro experiments on such systems have shown that bundles of filaments with molecular
motors can contract and elongate and that filaments can be sorted due to their polar-
ity and depending on their orientation (Takiguchi, 1991; Tanaka-Takiguchi et al., 2004).
One dimensional structures in living cells include stress fibers, the contractile ring, and
myofibrils in muscle cells.
For the physical description of the bundle we choose the x-axis along the bundle axis. All
filaments have the same length l. As only two orientations are possible, the filaments are
characterized by two densities c+ and c−, for filaments that point their plus or minus end
along the positive x-axis respectively, see Fig 3.8a. The internal force densities acting on
plus and minus filaments are composed of contributions from interactions between parallel
and anti-parallel filaments:
f+int = f
++
int + f
+−
int (3.25)
f−int = f
−−
int + f
−+
int (3.26)
Here f+−int denotes the forces on plus filaments due to the interaction with minus filaments.
The expression for the internal force (Eq. (3.19)) then becomes
f±∓int (x, s) =
∫
dx′c±(x)c∓(x′)R(s)R(x+ s− x′)m(x+ s)F±∓(x′ − x, s) (3.27)
and corresponding expressions for f±±int . Here, F
+−(ξ, ζ) is the average force on a plus-
filament applied at a distance ζ from its center, exerted by minus-filaments located a
distance ξ from the first, see Fig 3.8b. The symmetry relations (3.20)- (3.24) become in
one dimension
F±±(ξ, ζ) = −F±±(−ξ, ζ − ξ) (3.28)
F±∓(ξ, ζ) = −F∓±(−ξ, ζ − ξ) (3.29)
F++(ξ, ζ) = −F−−(−ξ,−ζ) (3.30)
F+−(ξ, ζ) = −F−+(−ξ,−ζ) . (3.31)
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Here we have analyzed the symmetry of such a bundle with pairwise filament interaction.
It is independent of the precise nature of the forces acting on the filaments and the currents
they induce. The following section provides a simple choice that obeys all relations derived
here.
3.2 Minimal Model of Active Filament Bundles
A simple example for the dynamics of a bundle of polar filaments in the presence of
active cross-linkers such as molecular motors is presented in (Kruse and Ju¨licher, 2000).
It represents a minimal model of active bundle contraction in the sense that it is based
on strongly simplifying assumptions and strives to bring out clearly the key mechanisms
involved in stress generation in bundles. It is contained in the general framework presented
above and corresponds to a set of filaments with length l for which R(x) = 1 for |x| < l/2
and R(x) = 0 otherwise. Furthermore the forces are chosen as follows
F±±(ξ, ζ) ∼ sgn(ξ) (3.32)
F±∓(ξ, ζ) ∼ ∓1 . (3.33)
Here sgn(ξ) = 1 for ξ > 0 and −1 otherwise, so that the symmetry requirements Eq. (3.28)-
(3.31) are fulfilled. Motors are taken to be point-like cross-linkers that move with the same
speed everywhere on both filaments they link. The motor distribution is taken to always
be homogenous and thus its dynamics can be neglected.
So far only interactions of pairs of stable, i.e. non-polymerizing filaments have been
studied in this context. Here we present an extension of this framework to include
polymerizing and depolymerizing filaments. We especially focus on the dynamics caused
by treadmilling in the presence of motor proteins and passive cross-linkers as outlined in
section 3.1 but also consider the generation and destruction of entire filaments.
The description is formulated in terms of filament number densities c+ and c− for plus
and minus filaments respectively that have their center at position x. The number of
filaments in the interval [x, x+dx] is thus given by c(x)dx and N =
∫ L
0 c(x)dx is the total
number of filaments in a system of length L. Filaments are of length l and polymerize
from monomers that diffuse freely in the surrounding fluid. The monomer number density
is denoted by cm. These densities satisfy continuity equations of the form
∂tc
+ = D∂2xc
+ − ∂xJ+ − k+d c+ + k+p cm (3.34)
∂tc
− = D∂2xc
− − ∂xJ− − k−d c− + k−p cm (3.35)
∂tcm = Dm∂2xcm + µk
+
d c
+ + k−d c
− − µ(k+p + k−p )cm . (3.36)
Here, D is an effective diffusion coefficient as discussed in section 3.1.3, k±d and k
±
p denote
rates of filament polymerization and depolymerization of plus and minus filaments respec-
tively, µ is the number of monomers in a filament of length l, and Dm is the diffusion
coefficient of monomers in solution. Note that kd and kp describe the creation and annihi-
lation of entire filaments. Interactions between filaments as well as filament treadmilling
induce active filament currents J± describing the rate at which filaments slide locally. For
pairwise interactions of filaments, these active currents depend quadratically on the local
densities c±(x). They are proportional to the interaction strengths α, β, α′, β′, α′′ and β′′
as well as to the treadmilling speed v, which correspond to the processes indicated in
Figs. 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7.
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Figure 3.9: Example of a solitary wave obtained by numerically integrating Eqs. (3.44)
and (3.45) with periodic boundary conditions in x. Shown are the density profiles of the plus
filaments (blue) and minus filaments (red). Parameters are α = 1.3, β = 0.5, v = 0, L = 5.
Initial condition was a sinusoidal perturbation on the homogenous state with c+0 = 1 and
c−0 = 0.1.
3.2.1 Bundles of Stabilized Filaments
In this thesis we focus on the contribution of filament polymerization and depolymeriza-
tion. The minimal model however has first been studied for stabilized filaments in the
absence of any kind of filament polymerization dynamics (Kruse and Ju¨licher, 2000; Kruse
et al., 2001; Kruse and Ju¨licher, 2003). The interesting results obtained in this simplified
setting reveal some generic properties of the dynamics of active filament bundles.
When only molecular motors are present and no other active processes influence the
dynamics, the active currents can be decomposed into two contributions
J+ = J++α + J
+−
β (3.37)
J− = J−−α + J
−+
β (3.38)
reflecting the filament sliding due to motors between parallel and antiparallel filaments.
For simplicity we use dimensionless coordinates for space x˜ = x/l, time t˜ = tD/l2, and
concentration c˜ = cl. The parameters α and β that characterize the active processes are
then dimensionless as well. We drop the tildes for better readability, understanding that
all parameters and quantities in this section are dimensionless. The currents in ±-filaments
due to motors between parallel filaments
J±±α (x) = α
∫ 1
0
dξ
[
c±(x+ ξ)− c±(x− ξ)] c±(x) (3.39)
and the currents in ±-filaments due to motors between antiparallel filaments
J±∓β (x) = ∓β
∫ 1
−1
dξ c∓(x+ ξ)c±(x) (3.40)
were introduced in (Kruse and Ju¨licher, 2000).
Analysis of the ensuing description reveals that in a filament bundle the interaction
between parallel filaments (α) drives tension generation and pattern formation. The ho-
mogenous state in which the filament density is constant everywhere in the bundle is stable
for α ≤ αc, where the critical value αc depends on β, the coupling parameter between fil-
aments of opposite orientations. The value of αc is always positive, although it decreases
with increasing β. This indicates that in the absence of interactions between filaments of
the same orientation (i.e. α = 0), the homogenous state is always stable. Similar results
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Figure 3.10: Example of an oscillatory wave obtained by numerically integrating Eqs. (3.44)
and (3.45) with periodic boundary conditions in x. Shown are the density profiles of the plus
filaments (blue) and minus filaments (red) at three consecutive points in time (from left to
right, ∆t = 1.6). Parameters are α = 1.3, β = 0.5, v = 0, L = 5. Initial condition was a
sinusoidal perturbation on the homogenous state with c+0 = 1 and c
−
0 = 1.
have been obtained by Nakazawa and Sekimoto (1996). The authors studied the dynam-
ics of filament bundles in the absence of a motor-induced coupling between filaments of
the same orientation and only found an instability when they took into account friction
between the filaments, which effectively leads to a coupling between filaments of the same
orientation.
For periodic boundary conditions and β 6= 0 the homogenous state always loses stability
through a Hopf-bifurcation (Kruse et al., 2001), i.e. for α > αc oscillatory states appear.
These states are solitary waves advancing with velocity vs such that c±(x, t) = u±(x−vst),
where u±(x) is the corresponding stationary density profile. This wave-form u is the sum
of a localized distribution of filaments of one orientation and an extended distribution of
filaments of the opposite orientation. The moving wave can thus be pictured as a localized
distribution of filaments of one orientation gliding on a carpet of filaments of the opposite
orientation (cf. Fig. 3.9).
Interestingly two solitary waves moving in opposite directions can coexist if the concen-
trations of plus- and minus-filaments in the system are not too different and the interaction
β is comparatively small (compared to α). One can think of this as two oriented bundles,
both exhibiting coexistence of the homogenous and a localized distribution (Kruse and
Ju¨licher, 2003). Solitary waves are unstable for values of α beyond a second critical value,
where oscillatory waves are generated. The name stems from the fact that while the shape
of the density profiles is constant for solitary waves, it oscillates for oscillatory waves, see
Fig. 3.10. For oscillatory waves the density profile of both orientations is peaked and the
peaks are moving in opposite directions. When they encounter each other, they deform
due to the interaction with filaments of the opposite orientation. The peaks form again
after passing “through” each other and continue to travel around the ring. Note that even
though the profile of the total filament density c+ + c− moves along the system, in the
absence of polymerization dynamics the total current
I =
∫
dx(J+ + J−) = 0 (3.41)
vanishes due to conservation of momentum. Cytoskeletal waves have been found in several
cells (Vicker, 2002; Bretschneider et al., 2004; Giannone et al., 2004; Dubin-Thaler et al.,
2004; Do¨bereiner et al., 2004).
An oriented bundle in which all filaments have the same orientation allows the explicit
calculation of the critical value αc. In this case the dynamics is given by only one equation
for a density c which represents either c+ or c−. Given a system of length L with periodic
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boundary conditions, linear stability analysis of the homogenous state c(x) = c0 reveals
the critical value αc explicitly:
αc =
2pi2
c0L2(1− cos(2pi/L)) . (3.42)
Its critical mode has wave number kc = 2pi/L. The critical mode is thus determined by
the system size alone and not by features intrinsic to the dynamics. The critical value αc
decreases with increasing c0 and L. Beyond the instability, the homogenous state evolves
into a stationary, localized, inhomogenous state. In this state the density distribution
has a clear peak, so that most of the filaments are centered around one point. With
increasing values of α, this peak sharpens. For a range of parameter values αd ≤ α ≤ αc
an inhomogenous, stationary state coexists with the homogenous state.
3.2.2 Treadmilling and Molecular Motors
As filament polymerization is central to many cellular processes, we extend the minimal
model to include such dynamics. We start out with filament treadmilling in the pres-
ence of molecular motors but without passive end-tracking cross-linkers. We investigate
the influence of filament treadmilling alone, i.e. we do not consider polymerization and
depolymerization of entire filaments (kp = 0, kd = 0). Treadmilling induces only an orien-
tation dependent drift in an individual filament. The dynamics become more interesting
when interactions between filaments, e.g. via cross-linkers are taken into account.
Treadmilling gives rise to active currents of the form
J±v (x) = ±vc±(x) , (3.43)
which have to be added to the active currents J± as introduced in Eqs. (3.37)-(3.38).
We note that these currents, like the currents due to interactions between antiparallel
filaments, Eq. (3.40), depend on the orientation of the filaments. The sign of the currents
is fixed by the fact that filaments grow at their plus end and shrink at their minus end.
The dynamical equations are then explicitly (in dimensionless form):
∂tc
+(x) = ∂2xc
+(x)− α∂x
∫ 1
0
dξ
[
c+(x+ ξ)− c+(x− ξ)] c+(x) (3.44)
+β∂x
∫ 1
−1
dξ c−(x+ ξ)c+(x)− v∂xc+(x)
∂tc
−(x) = ∂2xc
−(x)− α∂x
∫ 1
0
dξ
[
c−(x+ ξ)− c−(x− ξ)] c−(x) (3.45)
−β∂x
∫ 1
−1
dξ c+(x+ ξ)c−(x) + v∂xc−(x)
In the following we will see, that although the treadmilling current introduced by
Eq. (3.43) seems just a minor change to the whole set of equations, it has a major im-
pact on the system. In particular treadmilling (i) destabilizes the homogenous state, (ii)
allows bundle contraction even in the absence of interactions between parallel filaments
(i.e. αc < 0, where αc is the critical value below which the homogenous bundle is stable),
(iii) can change the type of bifurcation by which the homogenous state loses stability and
finally (iv) increases the contractile tension in a bundle. We will now analyze the stability
of the homogenous state on a filament bundle with length L > 1, which sheds light on how
treadmilling achieves the first three points on the list above. The fourth point is discussed
in section 3.2.5.
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Linear Stability Analysis
The homogenous state c±(x) = c±0 (x) is a steady state of Eqs. (3.44) and (3.45). Here we
analyze its stability against small perturbations up to linear order and calculate the critical
value αc at which the homogenous state loses stability as a function of the treadmilling
speed v. In order to determine the development of a small perturbation δc±(x) around
the homogenous state, we expand the perturbation δc±(x) in Fourier modes
δc±(x) =
∞∑
k=−∞
c±k exp(ikx) , (3.46)
where c±k are coefficients of the Fourier sum. The details of this calculation are given in
appendix A.2. The dynamic equations can be written in a compact way in dimensionless
quantities:
∂t
(
c+k
c−k
)
=
(
Λ++ Λ+−
Λ−+ Λ−−
)(
c+k
c−k
)
, (3.47)
where
Λ±± = −k2 − 2αc±0 (cos k − 1)± 2iβkc∓0 ∓ ivk (3.48)
Λ±∓ = ±2iβc±0 sin k (3.49)
are the matrix elements.
Note that if only filaments of one orientation are present stability is given by the real
part of the only eigenvalue Λ++ (w.o.l.g). In this case treadmilling does not influence
the stability of the homogenous state, because it only enters in the imaginary part of Λ±±
while the stability is determined by the real part. Thus we still find αc = k2/2c0(1−cos k),
cf. (Kruse and Ju¨licher, 2000). Here treadmilling just induces a drift with velocity v in the
stationary state, be it homogenous or localized. This of course means that the stationary,
localized filament distribution found in fully polar bundles ceases to exist, the peak moves
with the treadmilling velocity v.
When filaments of both orientations are present, the stability of the modes is determined
by the real part of the eigenvalues of the above matrix:
λ1,2 =
Λ++ + Λ−−
2
±
√
(Λ++ + Λ−−)2
4
+ Λ−+Λ+− (3.50)
We use these expressions to numerically determine the critical value αc(v), at which the
homogenous state is unstable. The results are displayed by the thick lines in Fig. 3.11.
We find that treadmilling lowers αc, i.e. it destabilizes the homogenous state. In the
presence of treadmilling the homogenous state can become unstable even in the absence
of interactions between parallel filaments (α = 0). Interactions between antiparallel fila-
ments (β 6= 0) are still necessary. If the densities of both filament orientations are equal,
a new state emerges. For intermediate values of v the bifurcation becomes stationary
(solid line in Fig. 3.11b). The resulting inhomogenous state is thus different from the sta-
tionary or oscillatory waves observed without treadmilling. Note however, that unequal
concentrations of filaments of opposite orientations (c+0 6= c−0 ) suppress the stationary bi-
furcation. We will see below that polymerization and depolymerization of entire filaments
also destroy this stationary bifurcation. This is consistent with the results from stochastic
simulations where no stationary states are observed in the presence of treadmilling. This
stationary, localized state thus seems to be a particularity of the mean field description.
The dependence of αc(v) on the other parameters is discussed explicitly in appendix A.1.
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Figure 3.11: State diagram of an active bundle with molecular motors in the presence
of treadmilling. Due to treadmilling, the homogenous bundle can be unstable even in the
absence of interactions between parallel filaments (α = 0). (a) For unequal densities (here
c+0 = 32.5, c
−
0 = 17.5) the bifurcation is always of the Hopf kind (thick broken line). The
inhomogenous states are always solitary waves. (b) For equal densities of filaments (here
c+0 = 25, c
−
0 = 25) stability can be lost via a Hopf bifurcation (broken line) or via a stationary
pitchfork bifurcation (solid line). Increasing α causes the solitary waves to undergo another
subcritical bifurcation towards oscillatory waves. The interaction strength between antiparallel
filaments is β=0.1, the system length is L = 5.
State Diagram
While the linear stability analysis reveals the regions where the homogenous state is stable,
we need to integrate the dynamic equations (3.44)-(3.45) numerically in order to determine
the asymptotic states of the dynamics, i.e. the states the system finally assumes, in the
remaining regions. These states are typically stable against perturbations. As already
indicated by the linear stability analysis, for unequal densities of plus and minus filaments
the phase space features two different regions, Fig. 3.11a. In one region, below the crit-
ical αc(v) the homogenous state is stable against small perturbations. Above the phase
boundary solitary waves are the only stable asymptotic solution. While the bifurcation is
supercritical in the “valley” of the phase boundary, for small and large values of v it is
subcritical, giving rise to regions of coexistence as indicated by the thin dotted lines. An
example of a solitary wave is shown in Fig. 3.9. The direction of movement is determined
by spontaneous symmetry breaking in the absence of treadmilling and by the orientation
of the more abundant type of filaments when treadmilling is present. For c+0 > c
−
0 for
example the peaks will move in the direction of the positive x-axis, the direction of tread-
milling of the plus-filaments. Intuitively this solution can be understood as two peaks
that are held together by the bundling activity of motor action between parallel filaments
(α-term) and run around the ring circumference.
For equal concentrations of plus and minus filaments the phase space is more complex,
Fig. 3.11b. Besides the solitary waves, also oscillatory waves and stationary localized states
emerge. For small and large treadmilling speeds v, i.e. outside the “valley” the homogenous
state loses stability in a series of two subcritical bifurcations, first towards solitary and
then towards oscillatory waves. This leads to a region, where all three solutions coexist,
as indicated in the figure. For intermediate values of v, i.e. in the valley, stability is lost in
a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation towards a stationary, localized state. It corresponds
to a ruptured bundle, in which two accumulations of filaments of different orientations are
close to each other. Intuitively treadmilling would try to push them through each other
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Figure 3.12: Passive cross-linkers bound to at least one depolymerizing end of a filament
pair induce relative filament sliding. The velocities of the involved filaments are always of
equal magnitude and opposite sign, independent of the relative orientation of filaments which
can be (a) parallel or (b) antiparallel.
but the “repulsion” due to motors between antiparallel filaments (β-term) as well as the
bundling activity (α-term) do not allow them to pass.
3.2.3 Passive End-Tracking Cross-Linkers
Passive cross-linkers, i.e. proteins that link filaments without actively moving along them,
can cause treadmilling to introduce currents in the filament densities beside the tread-
milling current itself. One way to achieve this is when these cross-linkers can stay attached
to filament ends for some time, cf. Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. Here we derive an expression for these
currents and integrate it in our mean field description. We assume again that pairwise
interactions dominate. The general symmetry of the forces involved in pairwise filament
interactions mediated by cross-linkers has been discussed in section 3.1.3.
Minus-End-Tracking Cross-Linkers
Here we formulate the situation in form of the velocities that passive cross-linkers induce
in filaments of length l, as sketched in Fig. 3.6. If the cross-linker is bound to the bulk
of both filaments, it does not induce a current. The same is true for a cross-linker at the
depolymerizing ends of two parallel filaments. Linked to both minus ends of antiparallel
filaments a cross-linker would prevent both filaments from dislocating due to treadmilling
- if it does not detach. Here we concentrate on the situation in which a cross-linker is
bound to the bulk of one filament (subscript b) and to the depolymerizing end of another
(subscript e). The cross-linker then induces a velocity ve in the filament to whose end it is
bound and a velocity vb = −ve in the other filament, due to conservation of momentum.
Now we derive the currents due to these interactions. For the velocities due to passive
cross-linkers the symmetry requirements given in Eqs. (3.28)-(3.31) translate into
v±±e (ξ, ζ) = −v±±b (−ξ, ζ − ξ) (3.51)
v±∓e (ξ, ζ) = −v∓±b (−ξ, ζ − ξ) (3.52)
v++{b,e}(ξ, ζ) = −v−−{b,e}(−ξ,−ζ) (3.53)
v+−{b,e}(ξ, ζ) = −v−+{b,e}(−ξ,−ζ) . (3.54)
where ξ and ζ are the relative distance between the filament centers and the distance
to the cross-linker respectively, see Fig. 3.12. Note that due to the distinction between
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end-bound cross-linkers and those that are bound to the bulk of filaments (subscripts
e and b respectively) it is important if the symmetry requirement is due to momentum
conservation or space inversion symmetry. Conservation of momentum always links a
bulk- to an end-bound cross-linker (Eqs. (3.51) and (3.52)). Space inversion on the other
hand changes the sign of all coordinates and orientations, but not the type of attachment
(Eqs. (3.53) and (3.54)).
If we assume that the induced velocity is independent of the exact position in the bulk
of one filament, ζ, we can furthermore deduce
v±∓e (ξ) = −v∓±b (−ξ) = v±∓b (ξ) . (3.55)
As for the minimal model outlined in section 3.2, a simple choice for the induced velocities
is
v±±b,e (ξ) ∼ sgn(ξ) (3.56)
v±∓b,e (ξ) ∼ ∓1 (3.57)
A filament located at x will be subject to velocities induced by cross-linkers that bind to
its bulk as well as cross-linkers that bind to its depolymerizing end. The resulting currents
for parallel filaments in dimensionless quantities can then be written as
J++α′ =
∫ 0
−1
d ξ c+(x)c+(x+ ξ)v++e (ξ) +
∫ 1
0
d ξ c+(x)c+(x+ ξ)v++b (ξ)
=
∫ 1
0
d ξ c+(x)v++b (ξ)
[
c+(x+ ξ)− c+(x− ξ)]
= α′c+(x)
∫ 1
0
d ξ
[
c+(x+ ξ)− c+(x− ξ)] (3.58)
J−−α′ =
∫ 1
0
d ξ c−(x)c−(x+ ξ)v−−e (ξ) +
∫ 0
−1
d ξ c−(x)c−(x+ ξ)v−−b (ξ)
=
∫ 1
0
d ξ c−(x)v−−e (ξ)
[
c−(x+ ξ)− c−(x− ξ)]
= α′c−(x)
∫ 1
0
d ξ [c−(x+ ξ)− c−(x− ξ)] (3.59)
where we have used Eq. (3.56) and α′ is a dimensionless coupling coefficient.
In conclusion, the action of passive, end-tracking cross-linkers in the presence of tread-
milling gives rise to a current exactly equal to the current induced by molecular motors
between two parallel filaments, Eq. (3.39). So treadmilling in combination with passive
cross-linkers leads to an effective, (generally v-dependent) rescaling of the coupling coeffi-
cient α.
The situation is different for antiparallel filaments. A passive cross-linker that is at-
tached to the depolymerizing end of a plus-filament at position x may link to another
filament located between x − l and x (x and x + l for a linker attached to a minus fila-
ment). If the linker is attached to the bulk of a plus filament at x then it only contributes
to the current if it is linked to the end of a minus filament that is located between x− l and
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x (x and x+ l respectively for a linker in the bulk of a minus filament). This asymmetry
is reflected in the integrals of the ensuing currents:
J+−β′ (x) =
∫ 0
−1
d ξ c+(x)c−(x+ ξ)v+−e (ξ) +
∫ 0
−1
d ξ c+(x)c−(x+ ξ)v+−b (ξ)
=
∫ 1
0
d ξ c+(x)c−(x− ξ)(v+−e (−ξ) + v+−b (−ξ))
= −β′c+(x)
∫ 1
0
d ξ c−(x− ξ) (3.60)
J−+β′ (x) =
∫ 1
0
d ξ c+(x)c−(x+ ξ)v−+e (ξ) +
∫ 1
0
d ξ c+(x)c−(x+ ξ)v−+b (ξ)
= c−(x)
∫ 1
0
d ξ c+(x+ ξ)(v−+e (ξ) + v
−+
b (ξ))
= +β′c−(x)
∫ 1
0
d ξ c+(x+ ξ) (3.61)
Here we have used Eq. (3.55) and the simple choice presented in Eq. (3.57). The resulting
currents are different from the current due to molecular motors because motors contribute
to the current independent of whether they are attached to the ends or the bulk. This
leads to a different range of integration from that used in Eq. (3.40) for filaments coupled
by motors.
Adding these currents to the minimal model as given by Eqs. (3.44) and (3.45) gives
rise to the following dynamic equations:
∂tc
+(x) = ∂2xc
+(x)− v∂xc+(x)− (α+ α′)∂xc+(x)
∫ l
0
dξ c+(x+ ξ)− c+(x− ξ)
+β′∂x
∫ l
0
dξ c+(x)c−(x− ξ) + β∂x
∫ l
−l
dξ c+(x)c−(x+ ξ) (3.62)
∂tc
−(x) = ∂2xc
−(x) + v∂xc−(x)− (α+ α′)∂xc−(x)
∫ l
0
dξ c−(x+ ξ)− c−(x− ξ)
−β′∂x
∫ l
0
dξ c−(x)c+(x+ ξ)− β∂x
∫ l
−l
dξ c−(x)c+(x+ ξ) (3.63)
These equations reflect the fact that the currents due to the interaction between parallel
filaments are of equal functional form. In order to simplify the notation we introduce
αˆ = α+ α′ (3.64)
the combined coupling coefficient. This is mathematically sensible as both α and α′
capture currents of precisely the same form. Their assumed microscopic origin however is
different, so that we cannot identify one with the other. So would for instance the absence
of treadmilling require that α′ = 0 while it leaves α unchanged.
Now we investigate how the action of passive cross-linkers influences the dynamics of
active filament bundles. We start out by presenting the results regarding the linear sta-
bility of the homogenous state under these novel conditions and then briefly discuss the
asymptotic dynamics in this setting.
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Figure 3.13: Stability boundary of the homogenous state for a bundle with passive cross-
linkers in the presence of treadmilling but without molecular motors. Shown is the critical
interaction strength α′c(v) and its dependence on β
′ for equal concentrations of filaments (a)
and for more plus than minus filaments (b). The dependence is very similar to that observed
for motors with treadmiling: increasing β′ deepens and widens the “valley” in α′c(v), which for
equal concentrations also extends the region of the stationary bifurcation (solid line in (a)),
cf. Fig. A.1.
Linear Stability Analysis
Analyzing the stability of the homogenous state up to linear order again leads to Eq. (3.47),
but the matrix elements differ. The eigenvalues of the stability matrix are again given by
Eq. (3.50). Using the new expressions, we obtain
Λ±± = −k2 ∓ ivk − 2αˆc±0 (cos k − 1)± (2β + β′)ikc∓0 (3.65)
Λ±∓ = c±0 (±2iβ sin k − β′(e∓ik − 1)) (3.66)
The details of the calculation are given in appendix A.2.
In order to understand the dynamics due to the action of passive cross-linkers, it is
instructive to investigate the linear stability of the homogenous state in the absence of
molecular motors, i.e. α = 0, β = 0. The resulting function α′c(v) is displayed in Fig. 3.13.
We see immediately that the action of passive cross-linkers gives rise to a qualitatively
similar stability boundary, cf. Fig. A.1. Again we find the characteristic “valley” for
β′ 6= 0. For equal concentrations of filaments of either orientation the bifurcation in this
region is stationary. For unequal concentrations the bifurcation is always of the Hopf kind,
i.e. towards oscillating states. Note however that the “valley” is not as wide for a given
β′ as it would be for β of the same magnitude in the absence of passive cross-linkers,
cf. Fig. A.1. It is approximately half as wide and deep for passive cross-linkers between
antiparallel filaments. This is intuitively understood as this interaction only applies to
filaments that have an overlap with the minus end. Thus we exclude half of the filaments
that could interact via motors. It is thus not surprising that the resulting “valley” is only
half as big.
The typical shape of αc(v) also persists, when all interactions are present, Fig. A.3.
Note that a “valley” is created for either β 6= 0 or β′ 6= 0. All other characteristics are
unchanged.
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State Diagram
The dynamics and state diagram of a bundle with all interactions is qualitatively very
similar to the dynamics discussed in section 3.2.2. We again find solitary and oscillatory
waves and the overall topology of the state diagram is the same as displayed in Fig. 3.11.‘
In particular stationary localized states are also only found for equal concentrations of
plus and minus filaments.
Plus-End-Tracking Cross-Linkers
Until now we have considered the action of cross-linkers that track the minus end of the
filaments involved. It is interesting to also consider cross-linkers, that continuously (pro-
cessively) follow the polymerizing plus end of filament while being bound to another. Some
cytoskeletal proteins are know to follow filament ends processively. These include formins
that are located at the plus ends of actin filaments, or mitotic centromere-associated ki-
nesin, which has been shown to track the ends of microtubules.
If e.g. formin, while being bound to a filament end links to a second filament, this link
together with filament treadmilling will give rise to dynamics sketched in Fig. 3.7. This
dynamics is remarkably different from that found for minus-end tracking cross-linkers
(3.6b and c). These plus-end tracking cross-linkers tend to align ends of opposite polarity.
Parallel filaments are thus driven towards a configuration where their centers are maximally
separated, Fig. 3.7a. Antiparallel filaments on the other hand become aligned so that the
filament centers coincide. The associated parameters are α′′ and β′′ respectively.
These intuitive considerations can be formulated in the frame work of the mean field
description presented in this section. The corresponding current for parallel filaments is
J±±α′′ = −α′′c±(x)
∫ 1
0
d ξ
[
c±(x+ ξ)− c±(x− ξ)] (3.67)
which is exactly the same expression as found for the other currents between parallel
filaments, except for the sign. This directly reflects the diametrical action of these plus-
end tracking cross-linkers in the presence of filament treadmilling to the action of minus-
end tracking cross-linkers considered so far. The current due to interactions between
antiparallel filaments is given by
J±∓β′′ = ±β′′c±(x)
∫ 1
0
d ξc∓(x± ξ) (3.68)
which is different from the currents in Eqs. (3.60) and (3.61) by sign and range of integra-
tion, reflecting the different polarity of the tracked end.
Having obtained these currents it is straightforward to turn the crank and analyze
the effects of these novel interactions on the bundle dynamics. We find that these terms
stabilize the homogenous state and lower the tension. In fact, an explicit calculation shows
that the tension in a homogenous bundle with motors, cross-linkers that track both kinds
of ends in the presence of treadmilling is lower than without them (see section 3.2.5).
3.2.4 Polymerization of Entire Filaments
Until now we have considered bundles of filaments in which the the number and orientation
of filaments was conserved, as filaments could not entirely (de)polymerize or “flip” their
orientation. Now we turn to bundles in which filaments of length l can be generated
(polymerized) and destroyed (depolymerized) from a pool of monomers according to the
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system described by Eqs. (3.34)-(3.36). For simplicity we assume equal polymerization
and depolymerization rates for plus and minus filaments, i.e. k±d = kd and k
±
p = kp. We
first discuss the dynamics of this polymerization and depolymerization from monomers in
the absence of treadmilling and molecular motors. Then we describe its influence on the
dynamics of an active bundle in which all these effects are present.
Monomer Dynamics
We assume that only whole filaments of length l consisting of µ monomers are polymerized
or depolymerized and that the monomers diffuse freely if they are not incorporated in a
filament. If filaments of both orientations are polymerized with equal probability, the
ensuing description for the dynamics of homogenous filament and monomer distributions
in the absence of treadmilling and molecular motors reads:
∂tc
+ = kpcm − kdc+ (3.69)
∂tc
− = kpcm − kdc− (3.70)
∂tcm = −2kpµcm + kdµ(c+ + c−) (3.71)
Thus for any cm ∈ R+ the steady state is given by c±0 = cmkp/kd. Assume that the total
number of monomers M0 is conserved we write:
M0 = µc+ + µc− + cm
=
(
2µ
kp
kd
+ 1
)
cm (3.72)
so that the concentrations of the steady state read
m0 =
kd
2µkp + kd
M0 and c+0 = c
−
0 =
kp
kd
cm =
kp
2µkp + kd
M0 (3.73)
We consider small small perturbations around this state c+ = c+0 + δc
+, c− = c−0 +
δc−, cm = cm,0 + δcm. The perturbations evolve according to δc+δc−
δcm
 =
 −kd 0 kp0 −kd kp
µkd µkd −2µkp
 δc+δc−
δcm
 (3.74)
The eigenvalues of this matrix are
λ0 = −kd (3.75)
λ1/2 =
1
2
(
−kd − 2µkp ±
√
(kd − 2µkp)2 + 8µkpkd
)
= 0 (3.76)
so that the steady state is always marginally stable.
Note that the density of free monomers m is a free parameter in this model. For
given rates we can thus choose any concentrations c+0 = c
−
0 = cm,0 kp/kd as steady state.
Alternatively we can fix cm,0 by assuming conservation of the total monomer concentration
M0 as shown above. This makes M0 the free parameter. The steady state concentrations
of plus and minus filaments can be adjusted separately by choosing the (de)polymerization
rates accordingly.
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Figure 3.14: Dependence of the stability of the homogenous state on the polymerization
and depolymerization rates. Graphs show αc(v) for (a) a fixed depolymerization rate kd and
varying kp and (b) a fixed polymerization rate kp and varying kd. The red line marks the
stability in the absence of any polymerization and depolymerization. Parameters are c+0 = 25,
c−0 = 25, β = 0.1, L = 5.
Linear Stability Analysis
Considering an active bundle with motors, treadmilling and passive cross-linkers in the
presence of filament polymerization and depolymerization we obtain for the linear stability
of the homogenous state:
∂t
 c+kc−k
cm,k
 =
 Λ++ Λ+− Λ+mΛ−+ Λ−− Λ−m
Λm+ Λm− Λmm
 c+kc−k
cm,k
 . (3.77)
The matrix elements are given by
Λ±± = −k2 ∓ ivk − 2αˆc±0 (cos k − 1)± (2β + β′)ikc∓0 (3.78)
Λ±∓ = c±0 (±2iβ sin k − β′(e∓ik − 1)) (3.79)
Λmm = −Dmk2 − 2µkp (3.80)
Λm± = µkd (3.81)
Λ±m = kp . (3.82)
The resulting stability boundaries for equal rates kd and kp are displayed in Fig. A.4.
Filament turnover stabilizes the homogenous state. This can be credited to the action of
depolymerization: large rates of filament depolymerization kd stabilize the homogenous
state by shifting the stability boundary to larger values of αc, Fig. 3.14b. Due to the faster
depolymerization it is more difficult to locally exceed a critical concentration necessary for
bundle contraction. Varying c±0 has similar effects on the stability boundary. Enlarging
the polymerization rate kp on the other hand has no major effects on the stability of the
homogenous state, Fig. 3.14a. The asymptotic dynamics are the same as those found in
the absence of polymerization and depolymerization, see above.
3.2.5 Tension
Given the filament distributions in a bundle, the tension Σ in this bundle can be calculated
as discussed in (Kruse and Ju¨licher, 2003). To this end the contributions of all filaments to
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the tension at a point x are summed up (only filaments that overlap with x can contribute,
of course):
Σ(x) =
∫
dx′
[
σ+(x′, x) + σ−(x′, x)
]
. (3.83)
Here σ±(x′, x) is the tension at x due to plus- and minus-filaments with centers at x′.
Formally these tensions are obtained from the tension defined in Eq. (3.11) through
σ+(x′, x) = σ(x′, ex, s) with x = x′ + s and analogously for σ−.
In the absence of external forces and taking into account momentum conservation one
obtains
d
dy
Σ(y) =
∫
dx
[
f+fl + f
−
fl + f
+
m + f
−
m
]
, (3.84)
which permits the calculation of the tension when the filament currents are known. The
total tension in the bundle can be split in parts corresponding to the interaction of parallel
filaments Σ⇒ and antiparallel filaments Σ
Σ(y) = Σ⇒(y) + Σ(y) . (3.85)
From equation (3.84) it follows
Σ⇒(y) = −η
∫
dx(J++(x) + J−−(x))Q(x− y) + Σ(0)⇒ (3.86)
Σ(y) = −η
∫
dx(J+−(x) + J−+(x))Q(x− y) + Σ(0) , (3.87)
where (d/dx)Q(x) = R(x) with Q(0) = 0 and Σ(0)⇒ and Σ
(0)
 are constants of integration.
To stress the point that tension is a local quantity, the authors introduce the function
P (x, ξ) = Q(x+ ξ)−Q(x).
For the microscopic mean field description introduced in this chapter we set R(x) = 1
for |x| < l/2 and R(x) = 0 otherwise. We can thus calculate the contributions from the
currents due to molecular motors and treadmilling introduced in Eqs. (3.39)-(3.43) and
those due to the interaction via passive cross-linkers, Eqs. (3.58)-(3.61). We obtain as
expressions for tension due to the interaction of parallel filaments
Σ⇒(y) =
1
2
(α+ α′)η
∫ l
−l
dξ
∫
dx c+(x)c+(x+ ξ)sgn(ξ)P (x− y, ξ)
+
1
2
(α+ α′)η
∫ l
−l
dξ
∫
dx c−(x)c−(x+ ξ)sgn(ξ)P (x− y, ξ) (3.88)
and antiparallel filaments
Σ(y) =
1
2
η
[
−β
∫ l
−l
dξ
∫
dx c+(x)c−(x+ ξ)P (x− y, ξ)
+β
∫ l
−l
dξ
∫
dx c−(x)c+(x+ ξ)P (x− y, ξ)
−β′
∫ l
0
dξ
∫
dx c+(x)c−(x− ξ)P (x− y,−ξ)
+β′
∫ l
0
dξ
∫
dx c−(x)c+(x+ ξ)P (x− y, ξ)
]
, (3.89)
where we have dropped constant contributions arising from the boundaries. Note that for
periodic boundary conditions these boundary terms must vanish.
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The tension in a homogenous bundle c±(x) = c±0 is given by
Σ0 =
1
2
ηl3
[
(α+ α′)(c+20 + c
−2
0 ) + β
′c+0 c
−
0
]
. (3.90)
A positive Σ corresponds to contractile tension in the bundle. Note that in a homogenous
bundle only motors between parallel filaments (α) contribute to the tension, while passive
cross-linkers contribute always (α′, β′). This is due to the symmetry of the integrals from
−l to l in Eq. (3.89) for the homogenous state. The contributions of the first two terms
then exactly cancel. This is not the case for passive cross-linkers as this interaction is
intrinsically asymmetric.
It is straightforward to extend the above calculation to include the action of passive, plus-
end-tracking cross-linkers (Fig. 3.7). We find that these terms stabilize the homogenous
state and lower the tension. Our calculation shows that the tension in a homogenous bundle
with motors, cross-linkers that track both kinds of ends in the presence of treadmilling is
explicitly given by
Σ0 =
1
2
ηl3
[
(α+ α′ − α′′)(c+20 + c−20 ) + (β′ − β′′)c+0 c−0
]
(3.91)
The action of plus-end tracking cross-linkers thus lowers the tension in homogenous bun-
dles.
In muscle myofibrils the tension generation is due to motors linking antiparallel fila-
ments only. This difference is due to the different symmetries of both structures. In
myofibrils the filament position is very well defined and due to the attachment to the Z-
disk filament centers never slide past each other. In filament bundles that lack this strict
organization, antiparallel filaments will be positioned randomly with respect to each other
and thus on average not contribute to the tension. In contractile rings or stress fibers
no structuring elements such as Z-disks have been found. Furthermore the density seems
to be homogenous along the ring circumference. These observations shed light on motor
mediated interactions between parallel filaments for contractility.
Such a bundle may exert contractile forces. A ring can contract radially due to the
tension generated along its circumference, see chapter 6. A bundle with two open ends,
such as a stress fiber can pull on structures attached to its ends. Consider a homogenous
bundle with c±(x) = c±0 inside a box 0 ≤ x ≤ L of size L and c±(x) = 0 elsewhere in the
absence of treadmilling. With boundary conditions that immobilize filaments within the
intervals [0, l] and [L− l, L], this state is stable for α < αc on the interval [l, L− l].
The force balance equation (3.11) is only satisfied if a force density
fext(x) = ηl(l − x)
[
α(c+20 + c
−2
0 )
]
(3.92)
on x ∈ [0, l] is applied. Not immobilized filaments on [0, l] would flow according to
J±±(x) = αc±20 (l − x) (3.93)
J+−(x) = −βc+0 c−0 (l + x) (3.94)
J−+(x) = βc+0 c
−
0 (l + x) (3.95)
These fluxes are due to internal forces (cf. Eq. (3.16)). So the external force density, i.e.
the strength with which the bundle pulls on the boundaries is determined by
ηl
(
J++(x) + J−−(x) + J+−(x) + J−+(x)
)
= −
∫
dy [fint(x, y) + fext(x, y)] = 0 .
(3.96)
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3.3 Stochastic Simulation of Active Filament Bundles
Stochastic simulations provide an intuitive way of approaching the physics of active bun-
dles. Assuming that filament pairs in the bundle are temporarily cross-linked by motor
aggregates that move towards the plus ends of filaments and briefly stay attached at the
filament end, we define a simple model for the bundle dynamics, which we study using
stochastic simulations. Filaments can interact if they overlap along the bundle axis x.
We randomly select pairs of overlapping filaments. At each time-step of duration ∆t, an
interaction between the two filaments of the pair via a molecular motor occurs with proba-
bility α¯∆t, if filaments are parallel, and β¯∆t, if the filaments are antiparallel. Parameters
dressed with a bar correspond to the naked parameters in the mean field description, see
section 3.4 for details. If the interaction occurs, both filaments are displaced by a distance
δ, the working distance of a molecular motor (cf. Fig 3.2), according to the rules indicated
in Fig. 3.5. Assuming that the motors diffuse rapidly, we use a constant and homogenous
motor concentration for simplicity. We start our simulations from initially homogenous
profiles of filament density c¯+(x) = c¯0+ and c¯−(x) = c¯0− along the x coordinate, where
c¯±(x) denote the number densities of filaments with center at position x and their plus
ends pointing in positive and negative x-direction, respectively. In order to capture the
dynamics of a filament ring, we impose periodic boundary conditions c¯(x) = c¯(x + L),
where L = 2piR is the circumference of a ring with radius R. Simulations reveal that
for weak interactions between parallel filaments (corresponding to α¯ being smaller than a
critical value α¯c) the homogeneous bundle is stable. This is independent of the value of β¯
characterizing the interaction of antiparallel filaments. If α¯ exceeds the critical value α¯c,
the homogeneous bundle is unstable and develops into an inhomogenous density profile
that can be stationary or lead to complex dynamics after long times, which include prop-
agating density profiles. Note, that our stochastic simulations also include fluctuations,
captured by an effective diffusion constant D¯. Examples of simulation results are shown
in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16. If the ring ruptures, stationary density profiles can be attained
where the filaments of opposite orientation are localized and completely separated. The
homogenous bundle con only contract the ring, when it is stable (see chapter 6 for a de-
tailed discussion of ring contraction). Indeed, filaments are constantly moved relative to
each other and motors exert forces on filaments in the stable, homogeneous bundle. As
discussed in section 3.2, this generates a net contractile tension in the bundle, which we can
estimate with the mean field description (cf. section 3.2.5). In the spirit outlined here we
also include filament treadmilling, and the action passive cross-linkers in our simulations.
The details of the stochastic simulations are outlined in the next section (3.3.1). Then we
present the dynamics of active filament bundles as obtained by stochastic simulations in
section 3.3.2. Finally we conclude this section by calculating the filament currents in such
bundles in section 3.3.3.
3.3.1 Stochastic Simulation
We study the behavior of N individual filaments of length l along a linear position coor-
dinate x. We impose periodic boundary conditions with period L, corresponding to a ring
with circumference L. The position of the center of filament i with i = 1, .., N is denoted
by xi. Its orientation with respect to the positive x-axis is denoted by oi: this orientation
is oi = +1 if the plus end points in positive x-direction, oi = −1 implies that the minus
end points in x-direction. At every timestep of duration ∆t, each filament is displaced
by a distance ∆i as a result of diffusion, treadmiling, and the interaction with molecular
motors and with passive cross-linkers. Furthermore, filaments are removed and created at
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Figure 3.15: Instability of an active filament bundle obtained by a stochastic simulation of
125 plus filaments (blue) and same number of minus filaments (red). Graphs thus represent
a total of 250 aligned filaments in one dimension without treadmilling but in the presence
of molecular motors. A homogenous bundle (a) can be stable. If the interaction strength of
parallel filaments exceeds a critical value, such a state becomes unstable and evolves towards
an in-homogeneous filament distribution (a-c). (a) at time t = 0, the initial bundle is homoge-
neous. (b) At t = 0.75l2/D¯, the bundle becomes unstable and reaches a stable sorted filament
configuration at t = 1000l2/D¯ displayed in (c). Parameters are α¯l2/D¯ = 40, β¯l2/D¯ = 40,
L/l = 5, δ/l = 0.005 (no treadmilling, i.e. v¯ = 0, α¯′ = β¯′ = 0).
arbitrary position to capture effects of polymerization and depolymerization of filaments.
We assume that filaments cannot change their orientation.
Diffusion is described by a random displacement ∆(D)i with zero average and Gaussian
distribution with variance D¯∆t:
P (∆(D)i ) =
1√
2piD¯∆t
exp
−∆(D)i 2
2D¯∆t
 (3.97)
where the parameter D¯ is the effective diffusion coefficient of filaments of length l, capturing
thermal fluctuations as well as some fluctuations due to active stochastic events, such as
the action of molecular motors.
Treadmilling of filaments is characterized by the treadmilling speed v¯. Per time step ∆t
the filaments are displaced by
∆(v)i = oiv¯∆t . (3.98)
Note that the direction of displacement depends on the filament orientation oi. If two
filaments overlap, i.e. |xi − xj | < l, they may interact via molecular motors or passive
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Figure 3.16: The two sorted, concentrated filament groups fluctuate and can pass through
each other. Shown are three states of the bundle in Fig. 3.15 at three different times (a)
t = 911l2/D¯, (b) t = 913l2/D¯ and (c) t = 915l2/D¯).
cross-linkers. This is captured by determining stochastically for each filament if it interacts
with another filament during a given time step.
The interaction between parallel filaments due to motor dimers is described as follows:
For each filament i we count all candidates (n(c,α)i ) for interaction. Candidates are filaments
that have the appropriate orientation and overlap with i. The probability of an interaction
between filament i and a candidate filament to take place during the time interval ∆t is
then given by
p
(α)
i = α¯n
(c,α)
i ∆t ∈ [0; 1] . (3.99)
Here α¯ is the rate of interactions between parallel filaments due to molecular motors in
the stochastic simulation. The time step ∆t has to be chosen small enough, so that pi
is always smaller than 1. If p(α)i is larger than a random number drawn from a uniform
distribution on [0; 1], a filament k is chosen at random from the candidate filaments. The
displacements for the two parallel filaments i and k then depend on their relative positions
(cf. Fig 3.17):
∆(α)i =
δ
2
, ∆(α)k = −
δ
2
for xi < xk (3.100)
∆(α)i = −
δ
2
, x
(α)
k =
δ
2
for xi > xk (3.101)
respecting the conservation of momentum of the filament pair. Here we have assumed
that during the time ∆t only one motor executes a power stroke, so that δ is the working
distance of one motor head (Howard, 2001). Multiple powerstrokes during a time step ∆t
can be captured by using multiples of δ in Eqs. (3.100) and (3.101).
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Figure 3.17: For parallel filaments the direction of filament sliding depends on their relative
position. The vertical dashed lines mark the initial positions of the filament centers (top).
After the action of the molecular motors the filaments have shifted (bottom). Both filaments
in a pair move in mutually opposite directions due to conservation of momentum. (a) The top
filament is located left of the other filament and moves to the right. (b) The top filament is
located right of the other and moves to the left.
The interaction between antiparallel filaments due to molecular motors is very similar. In
this case filaments have to be of opposite orientations and the probability for an interaction
to occur is given by
p
(β)
i = β¯n
(c,β)
i ∆t ∈ [0; 1] . (3.102)
where β¯ ∈ [0; (N∆t)−1] is the rate of interactions between antiparallel filaments due to
molecular motors in the stochastic simulation, similar to α¯ in Eq. (3.99). The change in
filament position however now depends on filament orientation and not on the relative
position:
∆(β)i =
δ
2
, ∆(β)k = −
δ
2
for ok = 1 (3.103)
∆(β)i = −
δ
2
, ∆(β)k =
δ
2
for ok = −1 . (3.104)
Passive cross-linkers are described by similar procedures. The dynamics for parallel
filaments is identical for motors or passive cross-linkers, so that the stochastic procedures
for cross-linkers and motors between parallel filaments are the same. The only difference
is that passive cross-linker interaction occurs with rate α¯′ and that filaments are moved by
the length of a monomer a instead of the working distance δ. For antiparallel filaments the
interaction occurs with rate β¯′. The dynamics is however different from that induced by
motors. As a passive cross-linker is only effective when attached to a minus end, the range
of positions of candidate filaments {j} then depends on the orientation of the reference
filament i:
0 < xi − xj < l for oi = 1 (3.105)
0 < −(xi − xj) < l for oi = −1 . (3.106)
In this position range, only filaments of the opposite orientation oi = −oj are candidates.
The filament displacements are similar to those in Eqs. (3.103) and (3.104). Here we
replace the motor working distance δ by the monomer length a:
∆(β
′)
i =
a
2
, ∆(β
′)
k = −
a
2
for ok = 1 (3.107)
∆(β
′)
i = −
a
2
, ∆(β
′)
k =
a
2
for ok = −1 . (3.108)
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Figure 3.18: Asymptotic state of an active filament bundle with equally many plus and
minus filaments in the presence of treadmilling and passive cross-linkers, but without molec-
ular motors. (a) Instantaneous number density of filaments along the bundle axis. Filaments
are identified with their centers of mass. (b) Graph displaying fluorescence like representation
of this state. The intensity increases proportional to the number of filaments present. All
monomers of a filament contribute to the fluorescence at their respective position. (c) Rep-
resentation of the bundle state by rods. Plus filaments are represented by blue rods, minus
filaments by red rods. Parameters are N+ = 125, N− = 125, α¯′ = 40, β¯′ = 40, v¯ = 1, D¯ = 1,
L = 5.
The new position at time t+∆t is finally determined by
xi(t+∆t) = xi(t+∆t) + ∆
(D)
i +∆
(v)
i (3.109)
+∆(α)i +∆
(β)
i +∆
(α′)
i +∆
(β′)
i
Besides being displaced individual filaments are depolymerized with rate k¯d and simply
vanish. The steady state number of filaments is given by N0 = k¯p/k¯d. During each time
step filaments are generated with probability k¯p∆t. Their position and orientation are
random.
Periodic boundary conditions are modeled by allowing filaments to interact across the
0-L border. This is done by mapping filaments in [0; l/2] to [L,L+ l/2] and the other way
analogously. Filaments are also allowed to dislocate freely across this boundary. Fixed
boundary conditions do not allow interaction nor displacement across 0-L.
Parameters used in the simulations are L = 5 l, δ = 0.005 l, a = (1/370) l, α¯l2/D¯ = 40,
β¯l2/D¯ = 40, α¯′l2/D¯ = 40, β¯′l2/D¯ = 40, vl/D¯ = 1, k¯pl2/D¯ = 0, k¯dl2/D¯ = 0, unless stated
otherwise.
Experimental measurements reveal a typical value for the distance covered by one pow-
erstroke of a myosin motor of δ = 5nm (Howard, 2001; Veigel et al., 1999, 1998). One
micrometer of actin filament contains 370 monomers (Pollard and Borisy, 2003). For fila-
ments of length l = 1µm the values for δ and a thus faithfully reflect the ratios l/δ = 200
and l/a = 370 as measured for myosin (Howard, 2001) and actin (Pollard and Borisy,
2003) respectively.
3.3.2 Stochastic Filament Dynamics in Bundle Geometry
We use these stochastic simulations to explore the dynamics of active filament bundles.
Here we focus on interactions due to treadmilling and passive cross-linkers. The dynamics
caused by molecular motors in the presence of treadmilling is qualitatively identical.
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Figure 3.19: Dynamics of the active bundle introduced in Fig. 3.18. (a) Filament density
averaged over the whole trajectory. (b) Position of the center of mass of both filament distri-
butions and the whole system as a function of time. (c) Filaments represented by rods (blue
corresponds to plus filaments and red to minus filaments) at four time steps showing how the
bundle contracts. Parameters are N+ = 125, N− = 125, α¯′ = 40, β¯′ = 40, v¯ = 1, D¯ = 1,
L = 5.
We consider bundles of length L with periodic boundary conditions, corresponding to
filament rings. We study two distinct instructive cases,
• a bundle with an equal number of plus and minus filaments (Fig. 3.18 and 3.19) and
• a bundle with more plus than minus filaments (Fig. 3.20).
We use dimensionless time and space coordinates t˜ = tD¯/l2, x˜ = x/l, as well as parameters
˜¯α = α¯l2/D¯, ˜¯β = β¯l2/D¯, ˜¯′α = α¯′l2/D¯, ˜¯′β = β¯′l2/D¯, and ˜¯v = v¯l/D¯. From here on we drop
the tilde for better readability and without fear of confusion.
Independent of the relative number of filaments, both bundles contract under the action
of passive cross-linkers and treadmilling, if α¯′ is larger than a critical value α¯′c. The bun-
dles evolve from a homogenous random distribution to a compact aggregate of filaments.
We analyze the bundle evolution by computing the number density of filaments of each
orientation at each time step. Figure 3.18a shows an example of a contracted bundle with
an equal number of plus and minus filaments. The density at each time step is not smooth
because filaments are discrete. The configuration of the bundle is also displayed by a plot
of mock fluorescence in part b and by little rods in part c of the same figure.
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Averaging the filament densities over time we gain some insight into the collective dy-
namics of the bundle. Figure 3.19a shows an example of such filament distributions av-
eraged over a total time of t = 100 for the same bundle as displayed in Fig. 3.18. The
peaks of the two densities are clearly separated. Part b of this figure shows the position
of the center of mass of both distributions and the whole system as a function of time.
We observe that the center of mass fluctuates around a mean position. This is different
when one filament orientation dominates in the bundle, see below. Figure 3.19c displays
representations of the bundle at different points in time, showing how treadmilling and
passive cross-linkers contract the bundle. The graphics also indicate that the bundle con-
tracts quickly, so that t = 100 is sufficient to attain the asymptotic state of the dynamics.
The observed dynamics can be understood intuitively as follows: the action of passive
cross-linkers between parallel filaments makes the filaments aggregate in two groups, one
for each orientation. These groups would now move depending on their orientation due
to treadmilling. The repelling action of cross-linkers between antiparallel filaments how-
ever, prevents the two groups of passing through each other. They will thus fluctuate
around a mean position due to the stochastic nature of the interactions, but will not pass
through each other or show directed movement. This is precisely what we observe in these
stochastic simulations.
While the overall contraction dynamics is similar for unequal numbers of filaments of
either orientation, the center of mass of the system moves along the x-axis. The direction
of this movement is determined by the filament orientation that is more abundant, see
below.
The filament densities in such a bundle are different, Fig. 3.20a. The center of mass of
the bundle now periodically travels around the ring circumference, as shown in Fig. 3.20b.
The direction of motion is determined by the orientation of the bigger number of filaments,
in this case the plus filaments, hence the center of mass moves in positive x-direction (note
that for periodic boundary conditions we identify L = 0). The bundle dynamics is repre-
sented also with rods, highlighting the initial contraction phase. Again we can understand
this type of dynamics intuitively by considering that of the two unequal aggregates of
filaments that are held together by the interaction between parallel filaments and that
cannot pass through each other due to the interaction between antiparallel filaments, the
bigger one “wins”, i.e. it is potent enough to make its treadmilling direction the direction
of motion of the whole system and “push” the smaller aggregate in front of it against its
treadmilling direction.
While most aspects of the dynamics found for passive cross-linkers are exactly the same
for interactions mediated by motors, there is a difference: passive cross-linkers do not give
rise to any dynamics in the bundle in the absence of treadmilling (v¯ = 0), while motor of
course still can do so (Fig. 3.15). Also it seems that the passing of filament aggregates
through each other occurs more frequently in the absence of treadmilling.
3.3.3 Currents in the Stochastic Simulations
The dynamic processes described in the previous section lead to filament currents in the
ring. In order to describe the currents, it is useful to define the local filament density c¯:
let c¯±(x)∆x be the number of plus (minus) filaments in the interval [x−∆x/2, x+∆x/2].
The current due to treadmilling is then given by
J±v¯ (x) = ±v¯c¯±(x) (3.110)
For the interaction of pairs of parallel filaments due to molecular motors the current
is proportional to the number of filaments times their probability to move. Here we have
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Figure 3.20: Dynamics of the active bundle introduced in Fig. 3.18. (a) Filament density
averaged over the whole trajectory. (b) Position of the center of mass of both filament distri-
butions and the whole system as a function of time. (c) Filaments represented by rods (blue
corresponds to plus filaments and red to minus filaments) at four time steps showing how the
bundle contracts. Parameters are N+ = 163, N− = 87, α¯′ = 40, β¯′ = 40, v¯ = 1, D¯ = 1,
L = 5.
to exercise some care though, as the direction of motion depends on the relative filament
position. The current is thus given by
Jα¯(x) = c¯(x)× (p(r)α¯ − p(l)α¯ )×
δ
2
1
∆t
(3.111)
where p(r)α¯ is the probability to interact with a filament located right of the reference fila-
ments located at x, captured by the density c¯(x). Here we have dropped the ± superscripts
for better readability as the expressions are identical for plus and minus filaments. Let
n(c,r) be the number of candidate filaments with xk > x, then
p
(r)
α¯ = α¯n
(c,r)∆t (3.112)
The probability to interact with filaments left of the reference filament p(l)α¯ is defined
accordingly. We thus obtain for the current
Jα¯(x) = c¯(x)× α¯(n(c,r) − n(c,l))× δ2 . (3.113)
The current due to passive cross-linkers is given by replacing α¯→ α¯′ and δ → a. The cur-
rents due to cross-linkers and motors between antiparallel filaments are given by analogous
expressions.
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Figure 3.21: Comparision of stochastic simulations with mean field description in the
absence of treadmilling. The parameters have been chosen according to Eqs. (3.117)-(3.118).
(a) Asymptotic density profile obtained by numerical integration of the mean field equations.
Parameters are α = 0.1, β = 0.1, D = 1, v = 0, L = 5,
∫ L
0
dx c+ = 125,
∫ L
0
dx c− = 125.
(b) Density profile of filaments in an active bundle obtained by stochastic simulations. Graph
shows the filament densities of plus and minus filaments averaged over 100 instances in time.
Parameters are α¯ = 40, β¯ = 40, D¯ = 0.5, N+ = 125, N− = 125, L = 5, lmot = 0.05.
While these stochastic simulations are an intuitive way of gaining some understanding of
the dynamics of active filament bundles, they cannot provide a thorough, mathematically
rigorous insight in the system. This can be obtained by formulating the dynamics in the
framework of a mean field description that is based on active filament currents, as outlined
in the next section.
3.4 Relation between Stochastic Simulations and Mean Field
Description
We have seen in the previous sections that the results obtained by stochastic simulations
and by the mean field description are in good qualitative agreement with each other.
This is comforting, yet expected, as both deal with the same physics. In this section we
derive some quantitative relations between both descriptions. To this end we compare the
currents in the stochastic simulations to the currents used in the mean field description
and deduce relations between the corresponding coefficients.
The most simple example is the treadmilling current. If we compare this current in the
mean field description (Eq. (3.43)) to the current in the stochastic simulation (Eq. (3.110))
and take into account that in the continuum limit ∆x→ 0 the density of the filaments in
the stochastic simulation c¯ has to approach the mean field density c¯(x) = c(x), it follows
that
v ' v¯ . (3.114)
Next we turn to the currents due to filament interactions. We start with the current
due to motors between parallel filaments. In the mean field description this current for
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filaments of either orientation is given by Eq. (3.39). Compare this to the stochastic
current Eq. (3.113), taking into account that in the continuum limit we have
n(c,r) '
∫ l
0
dξc(x+ ξ) (3.115)
n(c,l) '
∫ l
0
dξc(x− ξ) . (3.116)
Here n(c,r) and n(c,l) are the numbers of candidate filaments left and right of filaments at
position x as introduced above Eq. (3.112). Hence the relation between coefficients in the
stochastic simulation and the mean field description is given by
α ' α¯ δ
2
. (3.117)
Recall that δ is the length of one power stroke of one motor. Similar arguments lead to
the relations
β ' β¯ δ
2
, α′ ' α¯′a
2
, β′ ' β¯′a
2
, (3.118)
where a is the length of one monomer.
The integral of the densities used in the mean field description taken over the whole
system has to give numbers of filaments used in the stochastic simulations:∫ L
0
dx c± ' N± (3.119)
How to relate the diffusion constants D and D¯, however, is less clear. The effective
diffusion in the mean field description D includes stochastic effects due to motor action
on multiple filaments that are not included in D¯. In order to determine D¯ we measured
the density distributions for stochastic simulations with parameters chosen according to
Eqs. (3.117)-(3.118) and different values for D¯. Figure 3.21 shows an example of distri-
butions of similar width. For this case we obtain obtain D¯ ∼ 0.5D. How this relation
depends on the choice of the other parameter is an interesting open topic.
3.5 Discussion
This chapter kind of provides the basis for all theories and results presented in this thesis.
It allows the identification of the contributions of individual microscopic processes to the
collective dynamics of active filament systems. This is of great importance when comparing
theoretical results to experimental observations.
Starting from considerations concerning the action of filament polymerization, depoly-
merization, and filament treadmilling in the presence of passive cross-linkers as well as
molecular motors we derive a description of the dynamics of active filament bundles. This
description covers central cytoskeletal processes, especially filament polymerization and
treadmilling.
We discuss bundle contraction and pattern formation by analyzing the stability of the
homogenous state. This state can lose its stability via sub- and supercritical bifurcations
that can be of the Hopf kind. Numerical integration of the system for parameters that ren-
der the homogenous state unstable reveals asymptotic, contracted states that usually take
the form of traveling waves. The shape of these waves can either be constant or oscillate.
In the presence of treadmilling, the localized density profiles can also be stationary. These
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states are also obtained by stochastic computer simulations of active filament bundles.
The parameters of the stochastic simulation can be quantitatively related to those of the
minimal model, allowing a deeper understanding of the contributions of the microscopic
processes involved.
Bundle contraction is due to tension generated in the bundle by active processes between
filament pairs, such as the action of motor dimers or passive cross-linkers in the presence
of treadmilling. We derive an expression for the tension in such bundles and discuss
the contribution of various microscopic processes. Motor dimers can only contribute to
the tension when bound to parallel filaments. Passive, end-tracking cross-linkers in the
presence of treadmilling can contribute independent of the orientation of the filaments they
bind to. If they track the depolymerizing end, they increase the tension in the bundle, if
they track the polymerizing end they lower it.
The minimal model is limited to the action of motors on filaments. In bacteria, rings
of FtsZ protein filaments are thought to initiate cytokinesis by contraction, although no
molecular motors like myosins are known to exist (Moller-Jensen and Lowe, 2005). Our
description of filament treadmilling in the presence of passive cross-linkers offers a possible
physical mechanism for ring contraction even in the absence of molecular motors and
provides an attractive framework of thought for these processes.
As cytoskeletal waves have been found in various motile cells (Vicker, 2002; Bretschnei-
der et al., 2004; Giannone et al., 2004; Dubin-Thaler et al., 2004; Do¨bereiner et al., 2004)
it is tempting to link the solitary waves found in the minimal model to cell locomotion.
Momentum conservation however prohibits a net filament transport by these waves. This
constraint can be released by coupling the system to the environment, e.g. by allowing
filaments to attach to a substrate. The minimal model with stabilized filaments has also
been studied in situations where filaments were allowed to attach to a substrate (Kruse
et al., 2001; Kruse and Ju¨licher, 2003) and with dynamics motor concentrations (Kruse
and Ju¨licher, 2003). Attachment of filaments may change the critical value of α but the
set of asymptotic states of the system remains unchanged. When the homogenous state
loses stability, it evolves either to solitary or oscillatory waves. In the absence of interac-
tion with filaments of the opposite orientation (β = 0) stationary localized states are also
possible. Because of a possible momentum exchange with the substrate, the waves are
now accompanied by a net filament current, I 6= 0,
Allowing for a dynamic motor density reproduces all types of asymptotic states presented
in this chapter. In addition a few interesting new features appear. First, oriented bundles
also support solitary waves. Interestingly it is only necessary to change the value (and
not the sign) of the average motor velocity on filaments Γ, as introduced in Eqs. (3.13)
and (3.14), in order to reverse the direction of propagation of solitary waves. Second, a
new intrinsic length scale emerges: the instability of the homogenous state towards these
waves can occur at wave numbers different from 2pi/L. Third, the homogenous state in
bundles of mixed orientation, can become unstable even in the absence of an interaction
between filaments of the same orientation. The generation of tension in the homogenous
state however still requires interactions between filaments of the same orientation. Fourth,
in bundles of mixed orientations the homogenous state can lose stability with respect to
stationary localized states if c+0 = c
−
0 . This is reminiscent of the stationary localized states
obtained in the presence of treadmilling, cf. Fig. 3.11b.
The treatment of microscopic processes in active filament systems in more than one
dimension is technically more cumbersome than for filament bundles, due to additional
degrees of freedom, e.g. filament rotations. A generalization of the minimal model to higher
dimensions in the absence of filament polymerization that takes rotations of filaments
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into account has been proposed by Liverpool and Marchetti (2003) and was subsequently
developed in (Liverpool and Marchetti, 2005; Liverpool, 2005). The homogenous isotropic
state is a stationary solution of the resulting equations. Assuming that friction is isotropic
the linear stability of this state was analyzed (Liverpool and Marchetti, 2003; Ziebert and
Zimmermann, 2004). As in one-dimension the homogenous isotropic state loses stability
at a critical value αc. For small densities, density fluctuations drive the instability, while
for larger densities fluctuations in the polarization are responsible. In either case the
bifurcation is stationary. If β 6= 0, the instability can be oscillatory if the density c0 is large
enough (Liverpool and Marchetti, 2003). The nature of the states beyond the instability
remains to be explored. Note that a similar derivation of active filament dynamics in more
than one dimension has revealed additional terms (Tanase, 2004).
It will be interesting future work to investigate how filament polymerization and espe-
cially treadmilling alters the dynamics of active systems with these extensions.
4 Stability of the Mitotic Spindle
4.1 Introduction
The mitotic and meiotic spindles that separate chromosomes during the cell cycle are
fascinating dynamic cytoskeletal structures that have captured the attention of biologists
and physicists alike. While aspects of aster formation and dynamics as well as spindle
formation have been studied by numerical simulations (Ne´de´lec, 2002a; Chakravarty et al.,
2004; Joglekar and Hunt, 2002), a comprehensive analytical description of spindle dynamics
is still lacking. Here we present first steps towards this goal developing a microscopic
description for cytoskeletal spindles.
We focus on the question of what determines the length of stable spindles, as e.g. mitotic
and meiotic spindles of the same organism often differ in size. Even more strikingly spindles
in Xenopus egg extract are longer when the minus-end directed dynein-dynactin complex
is inhibited. Our theory reproduces this observation. Furthermore we calculate conditions
for the stability of these spindles. We are confident that this description will also be
helpful in answering many other questions regarding mitotic and meiotic spindles, such as
e.g. spindle oscillations (Grill et al., 2005).
4.1.1 From Filament Bundles to the Mitotic Spindle
We describe a bipolar cytoskeletal spindle consisting of two interacting microtubule asters.
This corresponds to a model of mitotic spindles that is widely used in the literature. The
asters are characterized by a length distribution, which determines the microtubule den-
sity as well as the densities of microtubule ends. Due to the rotational symmetry of the
spindle we may project the system onto the spindle axis. This results in an effectively
one-dimensional, fiber-like geometry, Fig. 4.1. We consider pair-wise filament interactions
that are mediated by molecular motors. This approach is similar in spirit to the micro-
scopic description of motor-filament systems presented in chapter 3. In addition to the
concepts employed in the minimal model, here we also include a force dependent motor
velocity captured by a force-velocity relation. This allows us to discuss the influence of
aster movement on motor dimers bound to microtubules originating from both asters.
We furthermore explicitly consider motor binding to filament ends, which has important
consequences for the formation of stable spindles.
The geometry of the spindle determines the orientation of microtubules in the system.
Microtubules are bound with their minus end to the aster centers, so that the plus ends
always point outwards from each aster. Plus-end directed motor dimers that are bound to
one MT from each aster between the asters will thus push the asters apart, while minus end
directed complexes will pull them together. Furthermore due to the attachment of MTs
to the aster center, molecular motors cannot induce relative filament sliding between MTs
originating from the same aster. Forces generated by motors bound to MTs originating
from two different asters, contribute to an effective force that acts on both asters. We
calculate the resulting force between the two asters by summing up all contributions from
motors bound. Assuming that this active force is balanced by viscous forces that act on
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Figure 4.1: (a) Sketch of a metaphase spindle. Microtubules (green) originate from two
centrosomes (light green) and form two interacting asters. Motor complexes link MTs from
the two asters. The asters also interact by binding to kinetochores (red) on the same chromo-
some pairs (blue). (b) One-dimensional, simplified model geometry. MTs of different lengths
originate from two aster centers (black) and interact via motor dimers. MTs from one aster
can extend past the center of the other aster. We choose the x-axis of our description along
the spindle axis and its origin in the middle between the two asters, which are then located at
L and −L.
the asters, we write the dynamics for the spindle length. This allows us to analytically
discuss criteria for spindle existence and stability.
4.1.2 Computer Simulations of Interacting Asters
Systems of two interacting filament asters have also been studied using computer sim-
ulations. Ne´de´lec and coworkers have developed stochastic computer simulations of mi-
crotubules and motor complexes (Ne´de´lec et al., 1997; Ne´de´lec and Surrey, 2001; Surrey
et al., 2001; Ne´de´lec et al., 2001; Ne´de´lec, 2002a). They investigated formation of asters,
vortices and other patterns in filament motor systems and also studied the interaction
of two microtubule asters. In these simulations, filaments and motors are individual ob-
jects characterized by parameters that could in principle be obtained from single molecule
experiments.
In the simulations microtubules are modeled as linear, infinitely thin, polar ob-
jects (Ne´de´lec, 2002a). The length of microtubules can change by adding or removing
points at the plus end. Mechanically, the microtubules are inextensible elastic rods. Steric
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Figure 4.2: Diagrams of parameter space for stable interactions of microtubule asters
obtained by numerical screens of parameter values. Figure adapted from (Ne´de´lec, 2002a). Si
mark different solutions. See text for explanation of phase space.
or hydrodynamic interactions between the microtubules are neglected. Microtubules only
interact when they are linked by a molecular motor complex.
Single motors can stochastically attach to and detach from microtubules. The attach-
ment rate is the probability per unit time for a motor to bind to a microtubule at a point
on that microtubule that is spatially closer than a given parameter. Motors complexes
consist of two hands that are linked by a Hookean spring. The two hands of a complex
move independently of each other. Two hands of the same complex are not allowed to bind
to the same or two subsequent subunits of a microtubule. The two hands of a complex
might either move both into the same or into opposite directions. Free complexes diffuse
in the solvent.
Stochastic simulations according to these rules showed the evolution of an isotropic
homogenous distribution of microtubules into asters due to the action of molecular motors,
similar to what is observed in experiments (Ne´de´lec et al., 1997; Surrey et al., 2001). Asters
are only formed when a critical motor density is reached. The critical density depends on
the processivity of the motors. Less processive motors require a higher density to form
asters. The system evolves towards vortices instead of asters when the detachment rate of
motors at the filament ends is increased beyond a critical value.
These simulation tools have also been employed to investigate the interaction of mi-
crotubule asters. This work has shed light on the prerequisites necessary to form stable
spindles (Ne´de´lec, 2002a). A single aster consists of a set of microtubules whose minus
ends are connected by linear springs, mimicking a microtubule organizing center (MTOC).
Neighboring microtubules are also linked some distance from this center. The structural
integrity of the asters was maintained throughout the simulations. While some data is
known about microtubules in spindles, the motors involved have not been characterized
well enough to fix the parameters. The author thus systematically scanned the parameter
space for steady states of two interacting asters. He employed different motor complexes
(homo-complexes with both directionalities as well as hetero-complexes) acting alone and
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simultaneously on two asters and varied their number, their velocities vm and stall forces
Fs, as well as their attachment and detachment rates.
Stable bipolar aggregates depend on a balance of attracting and repelling forces between
their poles. Due to the orientation of the microtubules with the plus ends away from the
poles, a plus homo-complex will exert repelling forces on the poles while a minus homo-
complex exerts attracting forces. In the presence of both types of complexes the asters
thus will either separate or fuse depending on the relative strength and densities of motors,
see Fig 4.2 (Screen 1).
The same behavior resulted from the simultaneous action of plus end directed complex
together with a hetero-complex that had one minus end directed hand and one MT binding
site that did not move along the microtubule (Screen2). This screen was motivated by
two motors involved in spindle formation: Eg5, a plus end directed tetramer and NCD,
that has a minus end directed motor domain and a nonmotor MT binding site. Screen
3 covers hetero-complexes in which the motors can have different speeds and directions.
When motors detach immediately at the microtubule ends, stable spindles can form if the
two motors in a complex moved towards opposite ends and the velocity towards the minus
end is larger than the velocity towards the plus end, see Fig 4.2 (Screen 3b). In these
solutions the attractive force between asters results from the interaction between anti-
parallel microtubules while the repulsive force is due to the interaction between parallel
microtubules. The two asters thus have to be close enough so that MTs from one can reach
past the pole of the other and connect with MTs there. Stable spindle configurations were
also found when motors were allowed to stay attached to the ends of microtubules.
4.2 Mean Field Description of Mitotic Spindles
4.2.1 Spindle Geometry
In our approach we consider the interaction of two microtubule asters, which is reminiscent
of a spindle in the absence of chromosomes. The interaction of the asters is mediated by
numerous proteins such as molecular motors (e.g, Eg5, Ncd, MCAK,. . . ). We assume that
these proteins as well as the microtubules can be described by densities.
Motivated by the rotational symmetry of the spindle we project these densities on the
spindle axis yielding an effectively one dimensional description of the spindle, Fig. 4.1. We
choose the x-axis of our description along the spindle axis and the origin in the middle of
the spindle. This defines the reference system in which the center of mass is stationary. In
this setting a spindle then consists of two interacting asters located at −L and L, where
L is the spindle half length, Fig. 4.3.
Microtubules that originate from the asters have a specific, fixed orientation. They
all point their plus-ends away from their aster. In this one dimensional setting we define
plus-microtubules as those pointing their ⊕-end to the right along the positive x-axis (blue
bars in Fig. 4.3). We define forces and velocities directed to the right as positive. In the
absence of external forces and due to conservation of momentum a symmetric arrangement
of two asters at L and −L remains symmetric, as all forces considered in our description
conserve the system’s symmetry, so that when the right aster moves with velocity L˙ the
left one moves with −L˙ and the whole system is always symmetric with respect to space
inversions x→ −x.
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Figure 4.3: Two interacting asters of oriented microtubules. The black vertical lines in
the center of each aster symbolize microtubule organizing centers such as centrosomes, which
provide structural integrity to the asters. The microtubules (MTs) are fixed with their ª-ends
to these centrosomes, the ⊕-ends are distributed in space according to a length distribution.
MTs left of their centrosome are thus minus-MTs (red bars), MTs right of their centrosome
are plus-MTs (blue bars). The symbols ª and ⊕ mark the locations of the respective ends
of the microtubules shown. The two vertically stacked disks in the center represent a motor
dimer that has two heads with different properties, hence one black, one white.
4.2.2 Spindle Dynamics, Stability and Length
The actions of motor dimers between the spindle poles result in a total force F that brings
the poles closer to each other or drives them apart. Cytoskeletal motion takes place in an
environment that is characterized by a low Reynolds number. We can thus assume that
effects due to inertia are negligible and that motion of the two asters is over-damped and
viscous. If the system of two asters is symmetric with respect to the origin, it is fully
characterized by the position L and the velocity L˙ of the right aster. Because of symmetry
the left aster is then at position −L and has velocity −L˙. It is thus sufficient to calculate
the total force on the right aster F (L, L˙) that depends on the spindle half length L and
the pole velocity L˙.
Spindle dynamics. The spindle poles move driven by the force F (L, L˙) generated by the
active processes in the spindle. They separate in response to a positive force and approach
each other when F (L, L˙) is negative. Assuming that the asters are situated in a highly
viscous environment (low Reynolds number) so that motion is overdamped we may write
L˙ = ξ F (L, L˙) , (4.1)
where ξ is the mobility of the two asters when dragged through the surrounding medium.
Spindle length. Two asters that interact are stationary when no force acts on them
F (Ls, 0) = 0 , (4.2)
where Ls is the half length of the stationary spindle. This is the condition for station-
ary asters, i.e. a spindle of fixed length 2Ls. Obviously this only refers to physically a
meaningful situation if the stationary spindle length is larger than zero
Ls > 0 . (4.3)
Spindle stability. Having determined the stationary length 2Ls and conditions for exis-
tence of a spindle, we calculate its stability. The stability of the spindle is determined
by the systems reaction to small perturbations in length. In order to be stable, it should
produce a negative force when extended to larger lengths than Ls, i.e.
∂F (L, 0)
∂L
∣∣∣∣
L=Ls
< 0 (4.4)
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is the condition for a stationary spindle of length 2Ls to be stable.
4.2.3 Force on Asters
The total force that acts on the right aster is the combination of the force contributions
from anywhere along the spindle axis
F (L, L˙) =
∫ ∞
−∞
F (L, L˙, x) dx , (4.5)
where F (L, L˙, x) is the average force per MT hetero-dimer due to motor dimers at position
x. It is the sum of the forces exerted by various motor dimers types at different locations
in the spindle that are bound to the bulk or ends of microtubules:
F (L, L˙, x) =
∑
dimer type i
∑
zone j
∑
link type k
di(x)wi,j,k(x)Fi,j,k . (4.6)
Here i ∈ {p,m, h} denotes the three types of dimers: plus-plus, minus-minus, and hetero-
dimers, j ∈ {(a), (b), (c)} is summed over the three regions of a spindle, cf. blue regions
in Fig. 4.5, and k ∈ {b,⊕,ª} and marks the three types of possible links: bulk-bulk,
bulk-⊕-end, and bulk-ª-end. The motor dimer number density of motor dimers of type i
is denoted by di. The effective probability of a dimer of type i to form a link of type k at
position x in zone j is given by wi,j,k(x) and the average force contribution of such dimers
by Fi,j,k.
4.2.4 Interaction between Filament Pairs
Let us now discuss the forces that act on two asters due to molecular motors in the
spindle. Individual motors are characterized by a force-velocity relation. Depending on
their position in the spindle their contribution to the total force acting on both asters can
change.
Motor dimers consist of two linked motor heads that bind to MTs. We assume the
bending rigidity of the microtubules to be large. Hence we neglect MT bending by motors
in our one dimensional scenario. Thus we need not consider motor actions between MTs
originating from the same aster. In our description we only consider asters that do at least
partially overlap, so that motor dimers can bind to MTs from both asters simultaneously.
When bound to two different microtubules they will not only experience forces due to the
movement of the asters but they also actively exert forces on these MTs. Their contribution
to the total force on the asters, which is due to the collective action of all motors, depends
on their position in the spindle and also if they are attached to the bulk or the ends of the
microtubules.
We investigate the force a single motor dimer can exert when interacting with both
asters. This corresponds to a situation where the motor is not free to move with its
unloaded velocity v0 anymore, because it forms part of a dimer that is attached to a MT
from the other aster and is thus subject to a force. In our description a single motor
with unloaded velocity v0 is characterized by a linear force-velocity curve, Eq. (3.3). If
the microtubule itself moves with a velocity V with respect to the laboratory system, the
motor’s velocity in this system is given by
x˙ = ±v + V (4.7)
where the sign in front of v depends on the orientation of the microtubule (negative sign
when it is a minus MT). A free ⊕-end directed motor on a minus-microtubule has a
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Figure 4.4: Conventions in nomenclature used in this chapter. The right aster (at L) is
termed aster 1, the motor head bound to a MT emanating from that aster thus is head 1
(black disk). The motor heads experience forces due to the movement of the aster (example
here f1) and move along their respective MTs with a velocity given by Eq. (3.3) (example
here v2). Note that the positive direction for forces and velocities is given by the respective
orientation of the microtubules.
negative velocity in the laboratory system of reference and thus would enter as −v in
Eq. (4.7).
In the following we will calculate the force f a motor dimer exerts on the right aster.
This is accompanied by an opposing force of the same magnitude on the other aster as
actio=reactio. In this sense we can speak of f as acting on both asters. If f > 0 it tends
to increase the distance 2L between the asters, if it is negative, it pulls them together.
The force f a motor dimer exerts on the spindle asters depends on three characteristics:
first, the location of the dimer, because this defines the orientation of the MTs it binds
to. Second, the type of dimer, i.e. if the dimer consists of plus-end or minus-end directed
motor heads. And third if the dimer is bound to the bulk or to the end of the microtubules.
These three topics are discussed in the following.
Starting from the velocity of the dimer in the lab system and using the force velocity
curves of both motors, we derive an expression for the force f1 acting on motor 1, i.e. the
motor bound to a MT originating from the right aster, Fig. 4.4. As f1 is measured with
respect to the orientation of microtubule 1 and f is measured in the laboratory reference
frame, the two forces have opposite signs when MT 1 is a minus-microtubule. As the force
contribution of a motor dimer depends on the location and orientation of its binding, we
calculate the ensemble average for every type of dimer in each of the three regions. We
assume that motors that reach the ends of filaments can stall there for a short moment,
i.e. the velocity of the respective motor head becomes zero. These stalled heads then do
not actively contribute to the force between the asters, but still provide a structural link
between them.
Motor binding to MTs from different asters can occur either between the two aster poles
or on either side of these poles. The location defines the orientation of the MTs involved
which in turn influences the force contribution of the motor. Outside the asters, i.e. left
or right of the two asters the microtubules have the same orientation, i.e. they are either
both minus-microtubules (Fig. 4.5a) or both plus-microtubules (Fig. 4.5c). Between the
asters the interacting MTs have opposite orientation and motor dimers that exert forces
on both asters are always bound to one plus- and one minus-microtubule (Fig. 4.5b).
Force Contribution of a Single Motor Dimer. Here we consider the force of motor dimers
that bind to MTs originating from both asters. Due to the varying orientations of the two
microtubules involved, the calculation differs slightly for each region in the spindle. The
force a dimer exerts depends also on whether it is bound to the bulk or to the end of a
MT. For concreteness we first discuss a motor bound to the bulk between the two asters
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region (a) region (c)region (b)
f1 = -f2 f1 = -f2f1 = - -f2
f(a) = -f1 f(c) = f1f(b) = -f1
force on motors
force on aster 1
Figure 4.5: Motors can bind to the two asters in three different regions. Their influence on
the spindle dynamics depends crucially on their location. The motor heads (each depicted as
a black or white disk) bind to the bulk of either (a) parallel and minus-oriented microtubules
(red) when left of both centrosomes, (b) antiparallel MTs between the centrosomes or (c)
parallel and plus-oriented MTs (blue) when right of them. The relation between the forces
on the motors heads (f1, f2) is determined by Newton’s law actio=reactio. As the forces are
measured with respect to the orientation of their microtubule, the explicit expression depends
on the location of the motor as indicated in the figure. The force a motor dimer exerts on
aster 1 can be calculated from the force f1 as shown in the last line. Here we also need to take
the orientation of MT 1 into account.
(region (b) in Fig. 4.5) and then show how to calculate the average force contribution if one
head of the dimer is bound to a MT ⊕-end. These two examples illustrate the procedure.
The remaining 25 different cases follow the same logic and are calculated explicitly in
appendix C. The velocities in the laboratory frame of reference of the two heads of the
dimer are described by
x˙1 = −v1 + L˙ (4.8)
x˙2 = v2 − L˙ (4.9)
and x˙1 = x˙2, as the heads cannot separate. Note that v1 enters with a negative sign
because MT1 is a minus MT. The forces on the two motor heads are related by
f1 = −(−f2) (4.10)
where the first negative sign is due to the opposite orientation of MT1 (minus MT) and
MT2, and the second because the two heads form a dimer (actio=reactio). Using this
relation and the force velocity curves (3.3) of the motor dimers we can solve Eqs. (4.8)
and (4.9) and obtain
f1 =
−va − vb + 2L˙
χa + χb
(4.11)
and the force that the dimer exerts on the two asters in this case is given by
f = −f1 , (4.12)
where the negative sign in front of f1 is due to the orientation of microtubule 1. To further
illustrate this result we explicitly calculate the contribution of four types of motor dimers:
• p-p: a homo-dimer of two ⊕-end directed motors
• m-m: a homo-dimer of two ª-end directed motors
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Complex p-p m-m p-m m-p
Fig. 4.5b
Velocities va > 0, vb > 0 va < 0, vb < 0 va > 0, vb < 0 va < 0, vb > 0
Forces f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f = −f1 > 0 f = −f1 < 0 f = −f1 f = −f1
Effect expansive contractile depends depends
Ensemble F = f F = f F = f
Table 4.1: Force contributions of different individual motor dimers bound to the bulk of two
MTs between both asters. The asters are assumed to be stationary (L˙ = 0). The last line
shows the average force contribution per dimer F of an ensemble of motor dimers.
• p-m: a hetero-dimer of a ⊕-end directed motor bound to MT 1 (from the right aster)
and a ª-end directed motor bound to MT 2 (from the left aster)
• m-p: a hetero-dimer of a ª-end directed motor bound to MT 1 and a ⊕-end directed
motor bound to MT 2
Table 4.1 summarizes the results for different kinds of motor dimers and stationary asters.
For an ensemble of motors bound to the bulk of filaments the average force contribution
F is calculated by averaging the two possible ways of binding (motor head a bound either
to MT1 or MT2)1. When both heads are bound to the bulk between the two asters as
in our example here, both situations are equivalent (va and vb carry the same sign in
Eq. (4.11)) and contribute the same force. Thus for dimers with both heads bound to the
bulk of filaments we find
F = f (4.13)
for the average force contribution from an ensemble of motor dimers in this case. This is
different when the dimer is bound on one side of both asters (region (a) or (c)), so that the
two MTs have the same orientation and va and vb enter with the same sign in Eqs. (4.8)
and (4.9). In this case the contributions of either case cancel out and and ensemble of
motor dimers effectively acts like passive cross-linkers, cf. appendix C.1.
When one head in a motor dimer is bound to a MT end, the situation requires one more
distinction in the analysis as the MT can originate from aster 1 (case i in Fig. 4.6) or
from aster 2 (case ii). So when calculating the average force contribution of an ensemble
of motor dimers bound to the bulk one MT and to the end of the other MT, we have
to average over four configurations in total. Here we also have to take into account that
motor heads can stall at the ends and thus do not contribute actively to the force anymore.
The explicit expressions for four kinds of motor dimers are summarized in table 4.2.
4.2.5 Microtubule Length Distributions
An individual aster is characterized by a microtubule length distribution P (L) ≥ 0 which
is normalized
∫∞
0 P (L) dL = 1. On one side of the MT organizing center of an aster in
one dimension this results in a microtubule density
ρ(x) =
N0
a
∫ ∞
x
P (L) dL (4.14)
1This distinction is not necessary when both motor heads are identical, of course.
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Figure 4.6: Motor dimers linking the ⊕-end of a microtubule from one aster to the bulk of a
microtubule from the the second. The motors (each depicted as a black disk or a white disk)
bind to either either (a) parallel and minus-microtubules (red) when left of both centrosomes,
(b) antiparallel MTs between the centrosomes or (c) parallel and plus-MTs (blue) when right
of them. In each of these cases we distinguish the motor bound to the end of a MT from the
right aster (i) or from the left aster (ii) as the force contribution is different in each case (see
text for details).
Complex p-p m-m p-m m-p
Fig. 4.6b (i)
Velocities va = 0, vb > 0 va < 0, vb < 0 va = 0, vb < 0 va < 0, vb > 0
Forces f1 =
−vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f = −f1 f = −f1 f = −f1 f = −f1
Effect expansive contractile contractile depends
Fig. 4.6b (ii)
Velocities va > 0, vb = 0 va < 0, vb < 0 va > 0, vb < 0 va < 0, vb = 0
Forces f1 =
−va
χa + χb
f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−va
χa + χb
f = −f1 f = −f1 f = −f1 f = −f1
Effect expansive contractile depends contractile
Ensemble F = 12 va+vbχa+χb F =
va+vb
χa+χb
F = 12 2va+vbχa+χb , where va < 0, vb > 0
Table 4.2: Force contributions of different motor dimers bound to bulk and one ⊕-end of
MTs between of both asters (region(b)). The asters are assumed to be stationary (L˙ = 0).
The last line shows the average force contribution per dimer F of an ensemble of motor dimers.
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Figure 4.7: Sketch of the tubulin densities in the two microtubule asters. The superscript (l,r)
for left and right indicates the aster the MTs belong to, the subscript refers to the orientation
of the microtubules (m, minus, red and p, plus, blue respectively).
so that ρ(x) decreases monotonously as P (L) is always positive. The total number of
MTs is given by N0 and a is the length of a tubulin dimer, the basic building block of
microtubules. The mass M of the aster is then given by
M =
∫ ∞
0
dxρ(x) =
∫ ∞
0
dx
N0
a
∫ ∞
x
P (L) dL . (4.15)
The boundary of the MT density is
∂xρ(x) = −N0
a
P (x) (4.16)
so that the density of ends η(x) is given by
η(x) = N0P (x) = a|∂xρ(x)| (4.17)
where the domain of definition has to be chosen according to the ends in question (i.e. ⊕-
or ª-ends). Furthermore ∫∞−∞ η(x)dx = N0, i.e. every microtubule has exactly one end of
either type.
We assume the two asters to be identical (cf. Fig. 4.7). The densities of the tubulin
hetero-dimers bound in filaments ρ{l,r}{m,p}(x) have units of 1/length in our description. The
superscript refers to the aster the MTs originate from (left: aster at −L, right: aster at
L), the subscript to their orientation (minus-, plus-microtubules).
The distributions of ends of microtubules are given by densities η{l,r},{⊕,ª}{m,p} (x), where
the subscript as above refers to the orientation of the microtubule, the first superscript
again indicates the aster of origin and the second superscript denotes the type of the end
(⊕,ª). Thus the ⊕-ends of the minus-MTs originating from the right aster are given by
ηr,⊕m (x) and ηr,ªm denotes the ª-ends of the minus-microtubules at that aster’s center. Note
that we assume that the minus ends of all microtubules coincide in one point (L or −L
respectively). This allows us to simplify the notation for the density of minus ends and
use ηr,ª = ηr,ªm + ηr,ªp and for the left aster analogously. Our findings presented in this
chapter are robust against other choices, cf. appendix C.3.
Now we are in a position to discuss examples of half asters given by different types of
length distributions. Half asters are asters that possess only MTs oriented towards the
other aster. We will use half asters to illustrate the general ideas before discussing a system
of two full asters. The extension to full asters is straightforward.
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Length distribution P (x) = ke−kx (exponential)
Half aster at L (right) −L (left)
MT density ρrm(x) = ρ(L− x) ρlp(x) = ρ(L+ x)
= a−1N0e−k(L−x) = a−1N0e−k(L+x)
⊕-end density ηr,⊕m (x) = a|∂xρrm(x)| ηl,⊕p (x) = a|∂xρlp(x)|
= N0ke−k(L−x) = N0ke−k(L+x)
ª-end density ηr,ª(x) = N0δ(L− x) ηl,ª(x) = N0δ(−L− x)
Table 4.3: Densities describing a system of two half asters with exponential microtubule
distributions. Densities are defined on the interval [−L;L] and are zero everywhere else.
Exponential half asters refer to asters that only possess microtubules on [−L;L], i.e.
between the two centrosomes, and whose length distribution is an exponential
P (x) = ke−kx (4.18)
as would result from polymerization and depolymerization of a fixed number of aligned
microtubules, cf. (Dogterom and Leibler, 1993). The MT density of one half-aster with its
center at x = 0 is then also given by an exponential distribution :
ρ(x) =
N0
a
e−kx (4.19)
where N0 is the dimensionless number of microtubules, a is the length of a hetero-dimer
forming the MTs and k is the inverse of the characteristic length of the MT distribution
([k] = 1/length). For the aster at L we have to replace x→ −x in this definition. Table 4.3
summarizes the densities that describe two exponential half asters at L and −L.
Motor Binding Depends on Microtubule Density. The probability to form a link is
proportional to the densities involved. For simplicity we assume that the probability to
form a link is independent of the type of motor dimer, so that we can write wj,k(x) instead
of wi,j,k(x). For motors binding to the bulk of microtubules (link type b) between both
asters (zone (b)), the probability w(b),b(x) is given by
w(b),b(x) = Cbρ
l
p(x)ρ
r
m(x) , (4.20)
where Cb is a positive constant with dimensions [Cb] = length2 and Cb ≤
1/maxx(ρlp(x)ρ
r
m(x)). This means that with probability w(b),b(x) a link exists at posi-
tion x and with 1 − w(b),b(x) it does not. Note that there is no normalization condition
for w when integrating over the whole system.
For dimers linking ⊕-ends and bulk in region (b) beetween the asters, we obtain analo-
gously
w(b),⊕(x) = Cp(ρlp(x)η
r,⊕
m (x) + η
l,⊕
p (x)ρ
r
m(x)) (4.21)
where Cp is a positive constant with dimensions [Cp] = length2 and Cp ≤
1/maxx(ρlp(x)η
r,⊕
m (x) + η
l,⊕
p (x)ρrm(x)).
The probability for w(b),ª(x) is defined analogously with a constant Cm. The probability
left and right of the asters are calculated with the corresponding densities.
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Figure 4.8: Graphical representation of the general condition for stable spindles from
exponential half asters as given by Eq. (4.25).
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Spindle Stability
We demonstrate the power of the theory developed in this chapter by applying it to two
interacting exponential half asters, as discussed above. The force that ensembles of motor
dimers exert on such half asters is calculated explicitly in appendix C.1. The spindle is
stationary if F (L, 0) = 0. Using the expression for the total force as given by Eq. (C.41),
the stationary half length Ls is given by
Ls = − C
′
m(0)
C ′b(0)/a+ 2kC ′p(0)
. (4.22)
Here C ′b(0) is the function that characterizes the effectiveness of bulk-bulk links for station-
ary spindles (L˙ = 0), C ′p that of bulk-⊕-en-links and C ′m that of bulk-ª-end-links. This
expression thus reveals that for stationary spindles of finite length to exist, it is absolutely
necessary to balance the force contribution of the ª-end-bulk interactions with either one
or both of the other two interactions, as C ′m = 0 implies Ls = 0. This also holds for the
more general case of full asters.
A spindle furthermore only exists when the spindle length is positive Ls > 0. This leads
to the condition for spindle existence
C ′m(0)
(
C ′b(0)/a+ 2kC
′
p(0)
)
< 0 . (4.23)
Given existence, stability is determined by Eq. (4.4). With Ls from Eq. (4.22) we obtain[
C ′b(0)/a+ 2kC
′
p(0)
]
> 0 . (4.24)
as the condition for a stable spindle. Note that the condition for existence (4.23) is the
same as the condition for stability (4.24) when C ′m(0) < 0. All spindles that exist under
these circumstances are thus also stable.
Now we are in a position to discuss the existence and stability of a spindle formed by
two half asters as described above. We assume that in a dimer the velocity and the force-
velocity curve of one motor do not depend on the details of the other motor. Moreover
we assume that there are only two different kinds of motor heads (one ⊕-end directed
with velocity vp > 0 and one ª-end directed with vm < 0) and replace va, vb, χa, χb
accordingly. This results in simplified expressions for the functions C ′m(0), C ′b(0), and
C ′p(0), cf. Eqs. (C.53)-(C.55). So in this situation stationary spindles can only exist when
the velocities vm and vp obey the following condition (see appendix C.2.1 for detailed
calculations):
0 <
1
2
γ < − vp
vm
< Γγ (4.25)
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Figure 4.9: Qualitative agreement between theoretical description and experimental obser-
vation. (a,b,c) Force on asters in dependence of spindle length L as determined by our theory.
Spindle is stable with a stationary length Ls. Length is measured in units of the dimer length
a and forces in units of the stall force Fs as defined in Eq. (4.31). (b) Inhibiting the minus-end
directed motors in our theory (1% with respect to (a)) leads to longer spindles, similar to the
experimental observations. (c) F(L) like in (b), but with twice the probability to form a link
with the plus end Cp. (d) Normal spindle in Xenopus egg extract. (e) Spindles elongate when
the minus end directed dynein/dynactin complex is inhibited. (d,e) from (Gaetz and Kapoor,
2004).
where
γ :=
χp(χpm0 + χm(h0 +m0))
χm(χmp0 + χp(h0 + p0))
(4.26)
depends on the homogenous motor concentrations involved, but is independent of the
motor velocities. Note that γ is always positive. Further we have defined
Γ :=
Cb + 2akCp
Cb + akCp
(4.27)
for the prefactor in Eq. (4.25), which defines the range of −vp/vm in that stable spindles
exist. The constants Cb and Cp describe the linking probability in the bulk and at ⊕-
ends respectively and have been introduced in Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21). As they are always
positive, Γ is always between 1 and 2. Figure 4.8 displays a graphical representation of
the condition for spindle existence and stability, Eq. (4.25).
As the condition for stability of the spindle Eq. (4.24) coincides with the second condition
for its existence
[
C ′b(0)/a+ 2kC
′
p(0)
]
> 0, Eq. (4.25), stationary spindles formed by two
half asters under these conditions are always stable.
4.3.2 Spindle Length
Now we discuss the conditions for spindle existence and calculate the stationary length of
a few instructive examples.
Dimers with heads of the same directionality. We start out with two asters that only
interact via the two kinds of homo-dimers: p-p and m-m. In this case γ simplifies to
γ =
χpm0
χmp0
. (4.28)
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The length dependent force is given by
F (L) =
N20
a2χpχm
e−2kL × (4.29)
[χp(2CbL+ a(Cm + 4CpkL))m0vm + 2χm(CbL+ a(Cm + CpkL))p0vp]
and shows directly the force balance between ⊕- and ª-end directed motors. The station-
ary length simplifies to
Ls = − aCm(χpm0vm + 2χmp0vp)2(χp(Cb + 2akCp)m0vm + χm(Cb + akCp)p0vp) . (4.30)
Figure 4.9 shows graphs of F (L) in the absence of hetero-dimers. For this illustration
we have chosen the following dimensionless parameters: ak = 0.001, N0 = 100, h0 = 0,
χm/χp = 1, Cm/a2 = 1, Cb/a2 = 1, Cp/a2 = 1, and −vmm0/vpp0 = 1 for (a) and
−vmm0/vpp0 = 0.99 for (b), which completely determine the dynamics. Force is displayed
in units of the stall force of a plus-motor
Fs :=
∣∣∣∣ vpχp
∣∣∣∣ . (4.31)
Note that increasing the product of the density and velocity of the m-m dimers m0vm
by just 1% decreases the stationary spindle length by a factor of 10 from Ls/a = 500 in
(b) to Ls/a ' 45 in (a). The spindle is thus very sensitive to variations in the speed of the
motors. Our choice of parameters furthermore fixes Γ = 1.001. The value of γ depends on
the detailed choice of m0 and p0.
The stationary length is less sensitive to variations in Γ. Figure 4.9c shows the same
F (L) curve as before but with twice the probability to form links at ⊕-ends Cp/a2 = 2.
This halves the stationary length to Ls/a = 250. Doubling the probability for links at ª-
ends Cm doubles the spindle length, while changing the bulk probability Cb has no effect.
The spindle is thus more robust against variations in linking probabilities Cm, Cp, and Cb
than against variations in the relation of motor velocities and concentrations.
In conclusion we can say that we found stable spindles formed in the presence of the
two types of homo-dimers only. The observed F (L) dependence and the shortening of the
spindle when increasing the effectiveness of the minus end directed motors (−vmm0) are
in good agreement with experimental observation as well as an intuitive understanding
of the force balance in the spindle. These findings are even more interesting as no stable
spindles have been found in computer simulations of interacting asters in the presence of
two homo-complexes (Ne´de´lec, 2002a). See section 4.4 for a more detailed discussion of
this point.
Dimers with heads of different directionality. Figure 4.10 shows graphs of F (L) in the
absence of homo-dimers. In the presence of hetero-dimers only, the spindle exhibits a
similar behavior as for homo-dimers only. In this case we always have
γ = 1 (4.32)
because p0 = 0 and m0 = 0. The length dependent force is explicitly given by
F (L) =
N20
a2(χp + χm)
h0e
−2kL × (4.33)
[(aCm + 2CbL+ 4akCpL)vm + (2aCm + 2CbL+ 2akCpL)vp] .
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Figure 4.10: (a) Force on asters as a function of spindle half length L in the presence of
hetero motor dimers only. The stationary length Ls is defined by the intersection with the
horizontal axis. As the force is positive at smaller lengths and negative at larger lengths the
spindle is stable at Ls. Ls is determined by the balance between plus and minus directed
motor heads, but independent of the total concentration of hetero-dimers h0. The stationary
length is also directly influenced by the binding probabilities Cp, Cm, and Cp. (b) F(L) like
in (a), but with Cp doubled.
This expression reveals that the concentration of hetero-dimers h0 only scales the absolute
values of F (L), but does not influence its characteristics. The force balance in this case
is determined by the relative motor velocities and independent of motor concentrations.
The stationary length in this case is also independent of h0
Ls = − aCm(vm + 2vp)2(Cb(vm + vp) + akCp(2vm + vp)) . (4.34)
The dimensionless parameters are: ak = 0.001, N0 = 100, h0a = 1, m0 = 0, p0 = 0,
χm/χp = 1, Cm/a2 = 1, Cb/a2 = 1, −vm/vp = 1, and Cp/a2 = 1 for (a) and Cp/a2 = 1
for (b), which completely determine the dynamics. Note that as before, doubling the
⊕-linking probability Cp halves the stationary length Ls, while doubling the ª-linking
probabilityCm halves it. Varying the bulk-bulk linking probability Cb has no effect. On
the other hand the spindle is very sensitive to variations of the balance of motor velocities
−vm/vp. A 1% increase causes the spindle to shorten by a factor of 10, as is the case of
homo dimers only. Another interesting observation in this case is however that the total
concentration of hetero-dimers has no influence on the stationary spindle length, as it does
not appear in the balance of forces. This force balance is entirely determined by the motor
velocities and linking probabilities.
4.3.3 State Diagrams
Having discussed the force balance in the spindle by the action of homo- or hetero-dimers
alone in the previous sections, we now turn to the complete system in which all three kinds
of motors are present at the same time.
We normalize the densities with the total number of motor dimers, so that
p0a+m0a+ h0a = 1 . (4.35)
Solving the condition for existence of a stationary spindle, Eq. (4.25), for m0 as function of
p0, using the normalized densities from (4.35) we can calculate the phase boundary of stable
spindles. Figure 4.11 displays the result of the calculations. For clarity of presentation we
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Figure 4.11: Phase diagram for spindle formation by two exponential half asters in the
presence of all three types of motors. Stable, finite size spindles are formed in the blue region.
Each point in the triangle represents exactly one composition of homogenous motor dimer
densities. The three corners correspond to pure plus-, minus-, and hetero-dimers respectively.
On an edge only the two motor types named at the bordering corners are present. The arrows
along the sides point to the species whose fraction is given by the coordinate on that side, e.g.
m0/(m0 + p0) on the horizontal basis of the triangle.
assume two identical motor heads of opposite directionality, i.e. we set −vp/vm = 1 and
χm = χp. It is then convenient to define
Λ :=
Γ− 1
Γ + 1
=
Cpk
2Cb + 3akCp
(4.36)
with 0 ≤ Λ ≤ 1/3a and Γ ≥ 1 as defined in Eq. (4.27). Stable spindles exist if
−Λ + p0 < m0 < 13 + p0 , (4.37)
which results in the blue area in Fig. 4.11. To the left of this area the effect of the ⊕-end
directed motors dominates, leading to aster separation. On the right of the blue area
ª-end directed motors cause the spindle to collapse.
Until now we studied the somewhat artificial situation of two interacting half asters.
Here we extend our analysis to also include interaction in regions (a) and (c). The overall
structure of the calculation is not changed by these additional forces. The detailed cal-
culations are given in appendix C.2.2. We obtain the stationary half length of the full
spindle
Ls = − C
′(a)
m (0) + C
′(b)
m (0)
C
′(b)
b (0)/a+ 2kC
′(b)
p (0)
. (4.38)
In the presence of motor dimers made of two kinds of motor heads, as described above, a
spindle can attain this state when
0 < γ < − vp
vm
< Γγ , (4.39)
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Figure 4.12: State diagram for spindle formation by two exponential full asters in the
presence of all three types of motors. Stable, finite size spindles are formed in the blue region,
which is smaller than for two half asters, cf. Fig. 4.11. The region of spindle collapse on the
other hand has increased.
which is the same as Eq. (4.25) except that here the factor of 1/2 is missing. Also all
spindles that form under this regime are stable.
Assuming two identical kinds of motor heads we can again calculate the concentration
phase diagram, shown in Figure 4.12. Note that the obtained result is qualitatively similar
to that obtained for half asters. The additional forces from the outside regions increase
the tendency of the two asters to collapse, reducing the region in which stable spindles
can form.
4.3.4 Comparison to Computer Simulations
An important theoretical study of the interaction of microtubule asters was performed
with the help of computer simulations (Ne´de´lec, 2002a). As many parameters of these
simulations were not known, e.g. from experiments or independent theoretical considera-
tions, the author employed a screening technique to discover combinations of parameters
that give rise to stable interactions. The results from these screens are summarized in
Fig. 4.2. Here we briefly compare them with our findings.
An important difference is brought up by screen 1: two kinds of homo-dimers. While
our calculations indicate that stable spindles with finite length, Eq. (4.30), exist for a
range of velocities, no such interactions were found in computer simulations. One possible
explanation is that they just slipped through the mashes of parameters used in the screen.
For full asters the parameter region can be narrow depending on the value of Γ (compare
Figs. 4.11 and 4.12). Another possibility is that these kinds of solutions are due to special
properties of our 1D description. As all microtubules are arranged aligned along a common
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axis and cannot bend, they might support force balances that in higher dimensions would
cause these MTs to splay apart. The computer simulations are performed in 2D, so that
here MTs may splay. Another important difference is that end-effects are neglected in these
computer simulations, i.e. motors at filament ends detach immediately. In our description
this corresponds to setting Cp = 0, Cm = 0. Under these conditions no stable spindles can
be found, cf. Eq. (4.22). The precise role of end-binding cross-linkers in spindle formation
and stability thus remains an important open question.
Screen 2. Motivated by the biological situation in a spindle a combination of a plus-
plus dimer (Eg5) with a dimer that has one inactive and one ª-end directed head (Ncd)
was investigated. No stable spindles were observed in these computer simulations. In our
description an ensemble of such Ncd complexes corresponds to an ensemble of minus-minus
dimers with lower velocities. When bound to two MTs only on head in an Ncd-dimer can
contribute to the force on the microtubules. The situation is thus captured by the action
of two homo-dimers and stable spindles are possible. We furthermore find that spindles
lengthen when the velocity of minus-minus dimers is diminished.
The action of one kind of complex (screen 3a) gives rise to stable spindles. This is
interesting as these spindles are formed in the absence of end-effects, i.e. motors detach
immediately from microtubule ends. The complex can be of any kind (homo or hetero),
depending on the combination of motor velocities chosen. We do not find finite size spindles
in our description in the absence of end-effects. One possible reason for this is that the
simulations model the polymerization dynamics of the aster microtubules explicitly. The
smooth, idealized densities might not capture this faithfully. Microtubule densities with
two intrinsic length scales on the other hand could also give rise to such stable spindles.
End-effects give rise to additional solutions (screen 3b). One kind of complex with
two different heads (that need not necessarily be of different directionality), which can
stay attached to the ends of MTs for a short time gives rise to additional stable spindles.
This screen is the closest to our description as end-effects are included. Figure 4.13 shows
the phase diagram obtained by Ne´de´lec (2002a) and the corresponding diagram obtained
analytically from our theory. The overall structure is similar, yet our theoretical descrip-
tion is more restrictive on the region where finite size spindles exist. The most probable
reasons for this difference are the dimensionality (1D vs. 2D) and MT polymerization and
depolymerization as discussed above.
4.3.5 Generality of Our Results
The results obtained within the framework of theory could depend on the specific choices
of microtubule densities. Especially as the interaction with MT ª-ends plays such a
prominent role (cf. e.g. Eq. (4.22)). In part C.3 of the appendix we show that stationary
spindles of finite size do also exist for two different types of distributions of ª-ends as long
as these distributions possess a length scale that is smaller than the length scale of the
distribution of the microtubules.
The existence of finite size spindles furthermore is dependent on the length scale of the
microtubules, but independent of the precise form of the MT density. In the appendix we
show that finite size spindles do also exist for homogenous asters, i.e. asters in which all
microtubules have the same length. The stationary length of the spindle depends on this
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Figure 4.13: Comparision of phase diagrams for one type of motor dimers obtained by
computer simulations (a, adapted from (Ne´de´lec, 2002a)) and analytical theory (b). The
regions of the stable solutions S1 − S4 obtained by computer simulations are indicated in (a),
the blue region in (b) corresponds to stable spindles supported by the analytical theory.
length scale directly, be it k−1 as in Eq. (4.22) or the microtubule length l for homogenous
asters, cf. Eq. (C.91) in the appendix.
4.3.6 Microtubule Dynamics, Chromosomes and Motor Transport
Our analytical description of two interacting stationary microtubule asters is a first step
towards a theory of the mitotic spindle. Other aspects that are known about spindle
structure and dynamics can be added to this theory.
One of the most prominent features of microtubules in the spindle besides dynamic
instability (cf. section 2.3.1) is their continuous poleward flux (Mitchison, 1989; Mitchison
and Salmon, 2001). The expression refers to a treadmilling motion of microtubules towards
the spindle poles. In our description this kind of dynamics could be captured by adding
a ª-end directed bias to all motor velocities. It will then depend on the size of this
bias if the resulting spindles are still stable or if they collapse. Dynamic instability
of microtubules on the other hand is a stochastic event of individual microtubules. In
our mean field description this is accounted for by the filament densities. Its effect on the
binding of motor dimers is reflected in the effective binding constants Cb, Cp and Cm. Real
spindles also feature microtubules that are not attached to the spindle poles. These “free
microtubules” could have interesting effects on the dynamics. They could be included in
our description by a density of free mircotubules in addition to the densities of MTs that
belong to the asters.
Moreover, real spindles are formed around chromosomes to which they attach via kine-
tochore microtubules. These kinetochore microtubules do not undergo dynamic instability
and give more structural stability to the spindle. Spindles forming entirely from chromo-
somes in the absence of microtubule organizing centers have received a lot of attention
recently (Karsenti and Ne´de´lec, 2004). They present an interesting, complementary way
of spindle formation, which is not in the scope of the theoretical approach presented here.
Another important aspect is the transport of motors and the resulting inhomogenous
motor densities in the spindle. So far we have considered situations where the motor
concentrations are homogenous and not influenced by the dynamics. This is the case
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when motors are abundant and/or when the motors are not very processive and diffuse
rapidly when free. A straightforward form of the transport equations is
∂tp
(f)(x) = D(f)∂2xp
(f)(x)− ωp,ap(f)(x) + ωp,dp(b)(x) (4.40)
∂tp
(b)(x) = D(b)∂2xp
(b)(x) + ωp,ap(f)(x)− ωp,dp(b)(x) (4.41)
−∂x
[〈
vpa + v
p
b
2
〉
(ρp(x)− ρm(x)) p(b)(x)
]
and for the other motors analogously. The superscript refers to the bound or unbound
motor dimers, respectively. Free motors are subject to diffusion in the surrounding fluid
and may attach to microtubule pairs with rate ωp,a. Detachment occurs with ωp,d. The
mean field current due to motor interaction with the asters in the last line is proportional
to the average velocity of motor heads, the difference in orientation of microtubules and
of course the motor concentration. It is also possible to extend the description to motors
that are attached to asters with only one head.
While it is straightforward to write down dynamic equations including motor transport,
their solution is more involved and beyond the scope of this thesis.
4.4 Discussion
In this chapter we have shown how our analytic description of cytoskeletal spindles formed
by two interacting asters of microtubules allows us to gain a more in depth understanding
of the essential processes involved in spindle formation. A key result is that the formation
of stable spindles of finite length is only possible when motor dimers stay attached to the
minus end of spindle microtubules.
Our theory is based on considerations about the microscopic action of motor dimers
in the spindle. It is thus an application and extension of the microscopic descriptions
presented in chapter 3. We investigate two interacting filament asters that resemble a
simplified mitotic spindle. The symmetry of the spindle geometry allows us to project
the system on the spindle axis, yielding an effectively one-dimensional description. We
explicitly take force-velocity relations of motor dimers into account.
This analytical theory of the mitotic spindle reveals interesting results about essential
aspects such as forces in the spindle, spindle existence, length, and stability. Although
simplified, our one dimensional mean field description already captures many central as-
pects of spindle dynamics. For example it puts the hypothesis and ad hoc models of how
the balance of forces generated by molecular motors influences the spindle length on a
firmer physical ground.
We employ the theory to discuss the length scale of mitotic spindles and conditions
for the existence of stable, stationary spindles of finite length. Our theory qualitatively
reproduces observations of spindle formation in Xenopus egg extract, that found that
spindles are longer when minus-end directed motors are inhibited. It provides a framework
that also facilitates the study of spindle dynamics such as spindle oscillations.
Our description of the mitotic spindle already includes many of the crucial effects for
spindle formation. Although real spindles are three dimensional objects, their rotational
symmetry suggests that much of the essential physics can be captured by a one dimensional
description. This is even more likely, as most of the spindle material is concentrated around
the spindle axis, see appendix C.4 for an example.
But the extension to higher dimensions also introduces novel physics to the problem. We
already mentioned the possibility of microtubules to splay apart, i.e. MT in two or more
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dimensions do not necessarily support arbitrary stresses anymore. Another interesting
aspect is microtubule bending. Molecular motors are strong enough to bend MTs and this
is observed in spindles as well. MT bending could be captured by introducing an elastic
energy in the description. Finally, molecular motors in two or more dimension induce
MT rotation besides MT sliding (Liverpool and Marchetti, 2003; Tanase, 2004). This has
effects on microtubule bending as well as on the distribution of MTs in the asters.
5 Continuum Theory of the Cytoskeleton
Microscopic descriptions as presented in chapter 3 present an intuitive way of approaching
cytoskeletal dynamics. In real biological systems however the knowledge of the micro-
scopic details is usually incomplete. The parameters characterizing microscopic processes
in biology thus are often unknown and difficult to determine. In section 3.3 we have pre-
sented a way of tackling this biological complexity with the help of computer simulations.
Physical descriptions on the other hand often take the form of microscopically inspired
mean field descriptions with densities and effective parameters such as e.g. the model for
active filament systems presented in section 3.1.3. The advantage of these microscopic
approaches is that they are mathematically tractable and usually allow the identification
of microscopic key processes for the observed dynamics. On the other hand it is often
unclear if these models encompass all relevant biological details. We know that the “min-
imal model” as introduced in section 3.2 represents a minimal model for the contraction
of bundles of stabilized filaments by molecular motors. Real protein filaments however are
highly dynamic, i.e. they polymerize and depolymerize. Furthermore they will also bind
other proteins such as passive cross-linkers that influence bundle dynamics. In order to
understand the effect of these processes one has to include them explicitly into the micro-
scopic description. As additional biological details can only be accounted for by additional
terms. Obviously it is impractical and impracticable if not impossible to add all possible
protein interactions in that way.
In this chapter we present descriptions of cytoskeletal dynamics that are not limited in
this way. The behavior of systems on large length and time scales is frequently independent
of the microscopic details. Rather, it is often determined by the symmetries of the system
and the conserved quantities. Phenomenological descriptions of the cytoskeleton capture
dynamics on length scales large compared to the filament length and on time scales large
compared to typical microscopic time scales, e.g. the motor binding time. In contrast to
microscopic descriptions, phenomenological, continuum descriptions do not rely on explicit
microscopic details of the involved processes. They approach the problem from the other
end as it were. Based on symmetries and conserved quantities of the system, they are
generic in the sense that they capture the effects of all possible microscopic interactions
that respect these symmetries and conservation laws. The dynamics of the distributions of
cytoskeletal filaments, motors and other proteins are captured by their respective densities
and continuity equations. The orientational order of filaments is described by a hierarchy
of order parameters for e.g. polarization and nematic order. These order parameters are
usually not conserved. For cytoskeletal systems the conserved quantities are usually the
number densities of proteins and other molecules such as actin, myosin or ATP, the solvent
and momentum. This conservation usually applies only to the whole system, i.e. actin in
its G- and F-form together will be conserved, ATP, ADP and Pi together are conserved,
and so on.
Where microscopic descriptions need to include nonlocal expressions to capture e.g. the
transmission of stresses over finite distances by interactions of filaments (chapter 3), phe-
nomenological descriptions can be local, continuum theories, see section 5.1. A prominent
example for the phenomenological approach in physics is the Ginzburg-Landau theory for
phase transitions (Ginzburg and Landau, 1950). The cytoskeleton however is an active
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system, i.e. all terms allowed by symmetry have to be included, regardless of their signif-
icance for the energy of the system. Phenomenological descriptions have been applied to
cytoskeletal systems in situations, in which only motors are allowed to move in space (Lee
and Kardar, 2001; Kim et al., 2003; Sankararaman et al., 2004). The filament density
is taken to be homogenous at all times so that motors are influenced mainly by filament
orientation. The complementary case of filaments moving freely on a plane of localized
motors is reminiscent of e.g. microtubule motility assays and has also been studied (Bour-
dieu et al., 1995; Bassetti et al., 2000). We proposed a first phenomenological description
of the cytoskeleton as an active fluid, i.e. allowing motors and filaments to move in Kruse
et al. (2003). It is explained in greater detail in section 5.1 below.
The organization of this chapter is as follows: the following section 5.1 introduces the
general ideas behind our description of active fluids or gels. We then discuss the dynam-
ics of contractile fibers, i.e. linear aggregates of active material such as stress fibers or
contractile rings formed by cytoskeletal protein filaments and motors in section 5.2. We
analyze bundle contraction driven by stress release and show the emergence of sarcomere
like structures by self-organization. In section 5.3 we discuss these active gels in cylindrical
geometries such as found e.g. in the cell cortex. We show that rings in the cell cortex such
as the contractile ring or the pre-prophase band can form by self-organization phenomena.
The rings can be stationary or oscillate. Oscillating cytoskeletal rings have been observed
in various different cell types (Bornens et al., 1989; Paluch et al., 2005).
5.1 Phenomenological Description of Active Fluids
In (Kruse et al., 2003) we proposed a first phenomenological description for the dynamics
of the cytoskeleton as an active polar fluid. We investigated linear structures such as
contractile rings or stress fibers, taking into account polar order. This one-dimensional
description has been generalized to higher dimensions and nematic order (Zumdieck et al.,
2005a; Banik et al., 2005), see Fig. 5.1.
5.1.1 Dynamic Equations
The general idea is as follows: We describe the dynamics of filaments and free subunits
with respect to a non-moving solvent. This situation corresponds, e.g., to filaments and
motors in the vicinity of a stationary surface, such as e.g. a cell wall. The concentration of
subunits and motors is assumed to be homogenous and constant for all times, so that their
dynamics does not appear explicitly.1 In this case, the dynamics is completely specified by
the conservation law for the filaments and the dynamic equations for orientational order
parameters:
∂tc+∇ · j = s (5.1)
∂tp = ψ (5.2)
∂tq = ω (5.3)
where c is the filament density, p is the polar and q is the nematic order parameter. We as-
sume local friction and neglect hydrodynamic interactions between filaments. Disregarding
filament treadmilling, we can write the filament current as
jα = η−1∂βσαβ . (5.4)
1The values of e.g. the motor concentration do of course implicitly influence the phenomenological
constants of the theory.
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Figure 5.1: Order parameters used in this chapter. (a) Polar order captures orientations
and directions of filaments. It can thus be described by a vector p which is invariant under
rotations of 2pi. (b) Nematic order captures only the direction of the filaments. It corresponds
to rods that do not have a orientation, i.e. are invariant under rotations of pi. Mathematically
this can be described by a symmetric, traceless tensor.
Here, η is a parameter with dimensions of a friction coefficient and σαβ is the stress tensor.
We close the equations with a constitutive equation for the stress tensor σ and equations for
the rates of change in the orientational order parameters p and q. As the exact functional
dependence of the stress on the filament density and the order parameters is not known,
we systematically expand the stress in terms of these quantities with respect to a reference
state. We treat the rates of change ψ and ω of the orientation order parameters in the
same way. The details of this calculation are given in section 5.2. In this chapter we chose
the homogenous isotropic state as the reference state.
5.1.2 Order Parameters
We now briefly present the two types of order parameters used in this chapter. We start
out with polar order which is characterized by a vectorial order parameter, see Fig. 5.1a.
Second we discuss nematic order (Fig. 5.1b) that is familiar from the field of liquid crys-
tals (de Gennes and Prost, 1993) and characterized by a symmetric, traceless tensor.
Polar Order
Cytoskeletal filaments such as microtubules or actin filaments are typically extended ob-
jects that thus lie in a certain direction in space. They are furthermore structurally polar,
i.e. they are oriented along the direction in one of two possible ways. In a one dimensional
geometry the direction is the same for all filaments, but the orientation may be different.
We denoted the two different orientations “+” and “−” in the previous chapter.
In higher dimensions the direction and orientation of a filament i can be characterized
by a unit vector ui located at the filament center. Considering filaments in a volume V
we can define averages of the tensor products of u. The zeroth of these “moments” is the
number density c(V ) = 〈u0〉V , where 〈·〉V denotes the average over the filaments located
in V .
The polar order parameter is given by the next higher tensor product
p(V ) = 〈u〉V . (5.5)
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This order has vectorial character, the direction and orientation of p are the average
direction and orientation of filaments in V . The length of p is a measure of the magnitude
of the order, where 0 describes a completely disordered system and 1 corresponds to perfect
order (i.e. all filaments are aligned and oriented in the same way).
Nematic Order
Nematic order describes the direction of extended objects, but ignores their orientation,
see Fig. 5.1b. This type of order is invariant under rotations of pi. Mathematically nematic
order is based on the tensor product of u that is of the next higher, i.e. quadratic order.
It is represented by a symmetric and traceless tensor of rank d, where d is the dimension
of space. The definition of the tensor components is given by
qαβ(V ) = 〈uαuβ − 1
d
δαβ〉V (5.6)
where α, β are summed over the spatial dimension. In this thesis we only consider up to
two dimensional geometries. As the nematic order is trivial in one dimension, where all
filaments are aligned, we will focus on d = 2 for the rest of this section.
Physically nematic order describes only a direction in space (but no orientation). It is
thus instructive to interpret the components of the nematic tensor qαβ in this way. By
construction we have
q =
(
qxx qxy
qxy −qxx
)
, (5.7)
i.e. there are only two independent components. From these components we can derive
two quantities that are more intuitive to interpret:
S = 2
√
q2xx + q2xy (5.8)
tanφ =
S
2qxy
− qxx
qxy
(5.9)
Here S measures the magnitude of the order with S = 0 for a completely disordered system
and S = 1 for perfect order. The angle φ ∈ [−pi/2;pi/2] is the angle the nematic director
forms with the x-axis. Table 5.1 shows some examples of nematic order parameters.
For both perfect horizontal and perfect vertical alignment qxy = 0 which complicates the
calculation of tanφ. We obtain the values presented in table 5.1 by expanding Eq. (5.9)
up to second order in qxy:
tanφ =
√
q2xx + q2xy − qxx
qxx
'
|qxx|
(
1 + 12
q2xy
q2xx
)
− qxx
qxy
+O(q3xy) (5.10)
→
{ qxy
2 qxx
→ 0 for qxx > 0
2 |qxx|qxy +
qxy
2 |qxx| → ±∞ for qxx < 0
(5.11)
This calculation shows that the perfect horizontal and the perfect vertical orientation are
determined by the sign of qxx.
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n qxx qxy S tanφ φ Graphics
(
1
0
)
1
2 0 1 0 0
(
0
1
)
−12 0 1 ∞ pi2
1√
2
(
1
1
)
0 12 1 1
pi
4
Table 5.1: A few examples illustrating the nematic order parameter. The first column gives
the director of all filaments in the volume considered, i.e. the system is in perfect order. The
corresponding values of the nematic order parameter in the two representations introduced in
the text and a graphical representation are shown.
5.2 Active Filament Bundles
As already discussed, the one dimensional geometry of a fiber provides a good starting
point for our theoretical approach. We thus first developed a one dimensional, phenomeno-
logical description of active filament bundles (Kruse et al., 2003). Here all filaments are
aligned along a common axis and their movement is restricted to one dimension along that
axis. In this case, the stress is a scalar σ and the polarization p is a pseudo-scalar that
changes sign under the inversion of space x → −x (Kruse et al., 2003). The density c
and the stress σ are even under these reflections. As the nematic order is trivial in one
dimension we do not include it in our description of one dimensional filament bundles.
The dynamics is given by the continuity equations
∂tc+ ∂xj = s (5.12)
∂tp+ ∂xjp = sp . (5.13)
The filament current in the rest frame of the fluid j is given by a tension gradient as in
Eq. (5.4), which ignores filament treadmilling2:
j = η−1∂xσ . (5.14)
We expand the constitutive equation for σ up to second order in c and p and retain
derivatives up to second order:
η−1σ = −Dc+A1∂xp+A2∂2xc (5.15)
+B1c2 +B2p2 + E1c∂xp+ E2(∂xc)p
+F1c∂2xc+ F2p∂
2
xp+ F3(∂xc)
2 + F4(∂xp)2 .
Here we have kept only terms that are allowed by symmetry and have truncated the
expansion such that the dynamics does not generate singularities at finite times. The
latter requirement furthermore imposes F1 > 0 and F3 < 0. The stress as given in the
above equation contains the active stress generated by motor proteins.
2The density current due to filament treadmilling has the form j = −vp and can thus not be written as
the divergence of a stress. See also section 5.2.5
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The current jp is not induced by tension gradients, however we assume throughout this
calculation that c and p fully determine the state of the system. We thus may write for
the polarization current
jp = ²(c2 − p2)−D∂xp+A1∂2xc+A2∂3xp (5.16)
+B¯1c∂xp+ B¯2(∂xc)p
+E¯1c∂2xc+ E¯2p∂
2
xp+ E˜1(∂xc)
2 + E˜2(∂xp)2
+F¯1c∂3xp+ F¯2(∂
3
xc)p+ F¯3(∂xc)∂
2
xp+ F¯4(∂
2
xc)∂xp .
Again we have only kept terms allowed by symmetry. Furthermore, in the case of a fully
polarized fiber, polarization and density are proportional to each other, c ∝ p. This is due
to the proportionality of currents in this case: Let c+ denote the density of plus filaments
and c− that of minus filaments. Then we can relate the density c(x) = c+(x) + c−(x) and
polarization p(x) = c+(x) − c−(x). So in a fully polar fiber where only one orientation
is present we must have j ∝ jp. Without loss of generality we may assume j = jp.
Comparing the expressions for j and jp in the limit c = p then imposes the form (5.16)
of the polarization current and furthermore implies B¯1 + B¯2 = 2(B1 + B2), E¯1 + E¯2 =
E˜1 + E˜2 = E1 + E2, F¯1 + F¯2 = F1 + F2, and F¯3 + F¯4 = 2(F3 + F4) + F1 + F2.
The source and sink terms s and sp describe effects of polymerization and depolymer-
ization. Using the same arguments as described above, we can write simplified expressions
for them:
s = c− µc2 − νp2 (5.17)
sp = p− (µ+ ν)pc (5.18)
Again we have used the constraint s = sp for c = p. This constraint remains valid in
the presence of filament polymerization and depolymerization if spontaneous changes of
filament orientation (filament flips) are neglected and under the assumption, that filaments
of one orientation are generated by nucleation only if filaments of this orientation already
exist (i.e. a fully polar fiber with c = p remains fully polar at all times even in the
presence of source terms). For the expressions of the source terms we have assumed that
they only depend on the local density and order, which excludes the possibility of externally
controlled polymerization. The system is stable for µ and ν positive.
Now we analyze these dynamic equations in two limiting cases of a fully polar and a
non-polar fiber, cf. (Kruse et al., 2003), before discussing the general case.
5.2.1 Fully Polar Fibers
The dynamics of fully polarized fibers, i.e. fibers with p = c, in the absence of filament
polymerization and depolymerization is completely determined by a single equation for
the filament density
∂tc = −η−1∂22σ . (5.19)
The stress can then be written as
η−1σ = −Dc+A∂xc+ B2
(
c2 − λ2(∂xc)2
)
+ Ec∂xc+ Fc∂2xc , (5.20)
where λ is a length scale with λ2 = −(F3+F4)/(B1+B2), A = A1, A2 = 0, B = 2(B1+B2),
E = E1 + E2, and F = (F1 + F2). Here we will neglect the A2 term, as it is irrelevant
in for the remainder of this section. We impose F > 0 in order to avoid instabilities on
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Figure 5.2: Stationary filament density profile of a fully polarized fiber with tension as
given by Eq. (5.20). The curves were obtained by numerical integration with F = 0.05 (red),
F = 0.5 (blue), and F = 1 (black). The analytic solution for F = 0 as given by Eq. (5.27)
has a real kink at x = 0 (not shown). Parameters are B = 6, D = 1, λ = 1, c0 = 0.5, L = 5,
A = 0, E = 0.
small length scales. For periodic boundary conditions, the homogenous state c = c0 is a
stationary solution of the above equations. Here the homogenous density is determined
by c0 = L−1
∫
dx c where L is the length of the system. The homogenous state is linearly
stable as long as B < Bc with
Bc =
D
c0
+ 4pi2
F
L2
. (5.21)
For B > Bc the homogenous state becomes unstable with respect to a stationary, localized
state for A + Ec0 = 0, and otherwise with respect to oscillatory solutions that are soli-
tary waves. In either case the density profile has exactly one maximum and corresponds
to an accumulation of the filaments at one point (Fig. 5.2). The density profiles have
been obtained by integrating the dynamic equations (5.19) and (5.20) numerically, see
appendix B for details. The bifurcation can be sub- or supercritical, depending on the
values of Fc0/DL2 and λ/L, cf. Fig. 5.3.
As stated above, the system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation for A+Ec0 6= 0. The resulting
solitary wave solutions have the form c(x, t) = u(x − vt). Inserting this Ansatz into the
dynamic equation (5.19), we obtain an ordinary differential equation of third order for the
density profile u. Integrating once with respect to space leads to
−vu = ∂xσ +K (5.22)
where K, the constant of integration for periodic boundary conditions is fixed by
−v
∫ L
0
dx u =
∫ L
0
dx K ⇐⇒ K = −vN
L
. (5.23)
With periodic boundary conditions, equation (5.22) has a discrete set of solutions with
distinct values of v. Note, that a unique stationary solution with v = 0 always exists. As
the system size is increased, solitary waves maintain their shapes but cease to propagate
in an infinite system.
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Figure 5.3: Regions of supercritical and subcritical bifurcations for oriented bundles with
parameter values A = 0 and E = 0. In the case of a supercritical bifurcation at B = Bc,
a stable nonhomogeneous state exists only for B > Bc. For a subcritical bifurcation such
states coexist with the stable homogeneous state in an interval [Bd, Bc]. The character of the
bifurcation is determined by the values of Fc0/DL2 and λ/L.
It is instructive to consider the limit F = 0 where the differential equations is of second
order and can be represented by the pair of first order equations
σ′ = vη(u− c0) (5.24)
u′ =
1
λ2B
(Eu+A
±
√
(Eu+A)2 + 2λ2B(Bu2/2−Du− σ)
)
, (5.25)
where the primes denote derivatives with respect to x and where we have used the condition
σ(0) = σ(L). The resulting solutions u(x) are discontinuous in their first derivative at the
extrema of u where the two branches of solutions to Eq. (5.25) are connected. For finite F ,
solitary wave solutions can be obtained by numerically integrating the dynamic equations.
For small F these waves approach solutions to Eq. (5.25). Numerical solutions to the
dynamic equations reveal that the stationary solution with v = 0 is unstable if solitary
waves exist.
Stress release by contraction in a fully polar fiber. The homogenous state of the fiber
generates a tension σ0 with
σ0 = η
(
B
2
c20 −Dc0
)
. (5.26)
This tension is positive, i.e., contractile for B > 2D/c0. Thus for F > DL2/4pi2c0 the ho-
mogenous state of the fiber is stable and contractile. This regime represents a homogenous
contractile ring that can contract radially as described in chapter 6.
For a stationary bifurcation (A = 0, E = 0) we can analytically calculate the density
profile in the limit F = 0. For periodic boundary conditions of a system with length L, it
is given by
cs(x) = H cosh
x− L/2
λ
+
D
B
, (5.27)
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which has a discontinuity of c′ at x = 0 and x = L. The amplitude
H =
L(c0 −D/B)
2λ sinhL/2λ
. (5.28)
is determined by the total number of filaments c0L. This state has a constant tension
σs = η
(
B
2
H2 − D
2
2B
)
. (5.29)
which obeys σs < σ0 for B > Bc. This means that tension is relaxed via fiber contraction
at the instability of the homogeneous state.
5.2.2 Non-Polar Fibers
If the filaments in the fiber are disordered, so that in a small volume the average orientation
is p = 0, we are dealing with a non-polar fiber. Note that the filaments at very short scales
can be ordered regularly and still the fiber can be non-polar. This is e.g. the case in muscle
myofibrils (see Fig. 2.30) for dynamics on length scales larger than a sarcomere length. It
presumably also holds for contractile rings and stress fibers in animal cells and the pre-
prophase band in plant cells (cf. section 5.3). For vanishing polarization the dynamics
of the fiber is again given by one equation for the filament density only. The dependence
of the tension on the filament density is of the same form as in Eq. (5.20) but the non-
polarity additionally requires A = 0, E = 0, B = 2B1, F = F1, and λ2 = −F3/(2B1). This
implies that the stationary homogenous state always looses its stability via a stationary
bifurcation. Non-polarity thus suppresses oscillations. The stationary results discussed for
the fully polar bundle thus also apply to non-polar fibers.
5.2.3 Partial Polarization
In the general case, i.e. for arbitrary values of the polarization, the dynamics is given by
two coupled partial differential equations for c and p. The same classes of solutions as
discussed above can be obtained by numerical integration.
The stability of the homogenous state (c0, p0) is governed by
∂t
(
c
p
)
=
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)(
c
p
)
(5.30)
where the matrix elements are given by
A11 = (D − 2Bc0)∂2x − Ep0∂3x − (A2 + Fc0)∂4x (5.31)
A12 = −2Bp0∂2x − (A1 + Ec0)∂3x − Fp0∂4x (5.32)
A21 = −2²c0∂x − 2Bp0∂2x − (A1 + Ec0)∂3x − Fp0∂4x (5.33)
A22 = 2²p0∂x + (D − 2Bc0))∂2x − Ep0∂3x − (A2 + Fc0)∂4x (5.34)
The homogenous state is again stable for B < Bc, a critical value, and loses its stability via
a Hopf-bifurcation if A+ Ec0 > 0. In addition the parameter ², introduced in Eq. (5.16),
must be lower than a certain critical value ²c. For ² > ²c the bifurcation is stationary.
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Figure 5.4: Phase space for the dynamics of the source terms alone as given by Eqs. (5.35)
and (5.36). The arrowheads indicate the direction of flux in phase space. The colored dots
mark the three fixed points of the dynamics. Two states are unstable against homogenous
perturbations (red dots), only state (iii) with c = 1/µ and p = 0 is stable (blue dot).
5.2.4 Polymerization and Depolymerization of Filaments
So far we have discussed the dynamics of active fibers in the absence of polymerization
and depolymerization. Here we consider this dynamics as described by the source terms
(5.17) and (5.18). The dynamics of the sources alone
∂tc = s (5.35)
∂tp = sp , (5.36)
has three different stationary homogenous states (see Fig. 5.4):
i c0 = 0, p0 = 0
ii c0 = p0 = 1/(µ+ ν)
iii c0 = 1/µ and p0 = 0.
In order to determine the stability of a stationary state (c0, p0) against homogenous
perturbations, we perform a linear stability analysis. Up to linear order the dynamics is
governed by
∂t
(
c
p
)
=
(
1− 2µc0 −2νp0
−(µ+ ν)p0 1− (µ+ ν)c0
)(
c
p
)
(5.37)
The eigenvalues of the stability matrix are given by
λ1,2 = 1− 3µ+ ν2 c0 ±
1
2
(
(µ− ν)2c20 + 8ν(ν + µ)p20
) 1
2 (5.38)
Analysis of the larger eigenvalue reveals that only state (iii) is stable with respect to
homogenous perturbations for all parameter values.
Taken as the state of a homogenous fiber described by the full dynamical equations,
state (iii) becomes unstable with respect to non-homogenous perturbations when B > Bc,
a critical value. Linear stability analysis of this situation reveals that the instability occurs
with respect to an unstable mode that has a finite wave vector q, which introduces a new
length scale in the system, see Fig. 5.5. As discussed above for the dynamics without
source terms, the instability can be stationary or of the Hopf kind, depending on the value
of ² and F .
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Figure 5.5: Stability boundary of the homogenous state of an active fiber in the presence
of filament polymerization and depolymerization. Insets indicate the density profiles of the
corresponding unstable modes. Along the solid line the homogenous state loses stability via a
Hopf-bifurcation; the dotted line indicates a pitchfork-bifurcation.
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Figure 5.6: Density profile (solid line) and polarization profile (broken line) of an unstable
mode of an active fiber with filament polymerization and depolymerization. The associated
wavelength is smaller than the system size, leading to a periodic modulation of the unstable
mode. Density and polarization display a relative phase shift of pi/2. The mode corresponds
to an arrangement of filaments like the one indicated schematically.
Our analysis shows that the unstable mode possesses a phase shift of pi/2 between c and
p. The corresponding arrangement of filaments is comparable to the periodic arrangement
of filaments in a muscle myofibril, see Fig. 5.6 for an illustration.
Let us now discuss the case of a fully oriented bundle. We assume that the system
consists exclusively of filaments of one orientation and that filaments of the opposite ori-
entation are not generated by polymerization events. Therefore, the dynamic solutions
satisfy the condition c = p for all times. In this situation, two homogeneous states with
c = p = 0 and c = p = 1/(µ + ν) exist. The former is always unstable while the latter
becomes unstable for B > B¯c where B¯c = µ(2
√
F/µ +D). At the bifurcation, the char-
acteristic wave vector is given by q4 = (µ+ ν)/F and the frequency is ω = A+E/(µ+ ν).
Therefore, as in the absence of polymerization and depolymerization, the instability of the
homogeneous state occurs in general via a Hopf bifurcation.
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The source terms presented and discussed above are the simplest source terms in the
frame work of this generic continuum description that, when studied alone, do not have
trivial dynamics. We can extend these expressions in order to accommodate the poly-
merization dynamics discussed in the microscopic mean field description, section 3.2.4.
Neglecting explicit monomer dynamics, the corresponding expressions are
∂tc
+ = kp − kdc+ (5.39)
∂tc
− = kp − kdc− (5.40)
so that using c = c+ + c− and p = c+ − c− we immediately obtain
∂tc = kc − kdc (5.41)
∂tp = −kdp (5.42)
where we define a new constant polymerization rate kc = 2kp. The only stationary state
of this dynamics is given by c = kc/kd and p = 0, which is globally stable.
The situation becomes more interesting when we merge these expressions with the sim-
plified expressions in Eqs. (5.17) and (5.18):
∂tc = c− µ′c2 − ν ′p2 + k′c (5.43)
∂tp = p− (µ′ + ν ′)pc (5.44)
where we have rescaled time and the primes mark the resulting rescaled parameters. This
system has two types of fixed points
i c = ±1+
√
1+4k′cµ′
2µ′ , p = 0
ii c = 1µ+ν , p = ±
√
k′c
ν +
1
(µ+ν)2
The linear stability is governed by the larger eigenvalue given in Eq. (5.38) with the
appropriate rescaled parameters. This reveals that fixed point (ii) is always unstable and
that (i) is stable for µ′ 6= 0. This fixed point is qualitatively the same as point (iii) of the
simplified expressions, see Fig. 5.4. Thus its properties are not different and the results
presented in the previous section qualitatively hold also for these extended source terms.
5.2.5 Filament Treadmilling
As the filament current due to filament treadmilling is not induced by gradients in the
tension, it cannot be included by adding terms to Eq. (5.15). We thus have to alter the
currents in the theory directly by adding the following terms for treadmilling:
jv = −vp (5.45)
jp,v = −vc (5.46)
The dynamics of fully polar fibers in the presence of treadmilling is given by
∂tc = v∂xc+D∂2xc−A∂3xc−
B
2
∂2x
(
c2 − λ2(∂xc)2
)
+ Ec∂3xc+ Fc∂
4
xc . (5.47)
Writing c as a Fourier sum c = Σkck exp(ikx) reveals immediately that the treadmilling
current can only contribute to the oscillation frequency of the critical mode, but not to
its stability. Hence even in the presence of treadmilling the homogenous state is stable
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for B < Bc, where the critical value Bc is given by Eq. (5.21). As discussed above, we
generally expect the homogenous state to loose stability via a Hopf bifurcation towards
oscillation solutions. The presence of treadmilling will thus not alter the generic behavior
of the system qualitatively.
The stability of unpolar fibers in the presence of treadmilling is the same as without
treadmilling. As outlined above, the dynamics is described by Eq. (5.47) with A = 0 and
E = 0. In addition the treadmilling term is not present, as p = 0 implies jv = 0, cf.
Eq. (5.45). Thus literally nothing changes in the presence of treadmilling, as the dynamic
equation is unchanged.
For arbitrary polarization we expect the same types of solutions as discussed in sec-
tion 5.2.3. The homogenous state is stable for B < Bc a critical value.
5.2.6 Connection to the Minimal Model
The types of asymptotic state solutions of the generic continuum description of an active
fiber presented above are the same as found in the minimal model presented in chapter 3.
This is comforting as we can view the minimal model as a microscopic theory corresponding
to the generic continuum description. Interestingly the minimal model seems to capture the
generic behavior of active filament fibers, although it is based on simplifying assumptions
and limited to pair-wise filament interactions. In appendix A we put this statement on firm
grounds by coarse graining the minimal model and comparing the resulting expressions
with the generic description. The ensuing expressions are of the form presented above.
When derived from the minimal model, most coefficients of the expansion (5.15) and
(5.16) are non-zero. Only A1, A2, E˜1, E˜2, F¯3 and F¯4 vanish. The corresponding terms
thus are either generated by higher order processes involving three or more filaments, are
a consequence of anisotropy effects that manifest themselves only in higher dimensions or
are due to a different form of filament-filament interactions not included in the minimal
model. The equations derived from the minimal model show a higher degree of symmetry
than the generic description. Some coefficients mutually depend on each other (explicit
expressions given in Eqs. (A.20) - (A.25)), which further reduces the phase space of the
system.
The detailed dependence of the coarse grained expansion coefficients on the parameters
α and β (cf. Figs. 3.5 and 3.6) is given in tables A.2 and A.3. Here we note that B1
and F1 are proportional to α, while E1 is proportional to β. This confirms the finding
that instabilities in the minimal model are driven by interactions between filaments of the
same orientation and that oscillatory solutions in the absence of filament treadmilling are
driven by interactions between filaments of opposite orientation.
Furthermore we can compare the tension for the homogenous state with concentration
c0 and polarization p0 derived by coarse graining the minimal model (cf. Eq. (A.26))
σ = −c0 + l
2
8
[
(2(α+ α′) + β′)c20 + (2(α+ α
′)− β′)p20
]
(5.48)
and in the continuum theory derived from Eq. (5.15)
η−1σ = −Dc0 +B1c20 +B2p20 . (5.49)
These expressions agree (cf. tables A.2 and A.3) for D = 1 and η = 1, which are the
choices made for the minimal model and the continuum description respectively.
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5.3 Active Fluid in Cortical Geometry3
The continuum theory presented for active fibers in the last section can be extended
to more general geometries and orders. The cortex in eucaryotic cells, that often have
an elongated shape such as Tobacco BY2 cells, motivates a two dimensional, cylindrical
geometry. Evidence from plant cells indicates that in the cortical array (CA) filaments
orient in a non-polar way (Chan et al., 2003). It has been suggested that this holds for
the pre-prophase band (PPB) as well (Tian et al., 2004; Dhonukshe and Gadella, 2003),
see also section 2.5.3. After polar order, nematic order as introduced in section 5.1.2 is
described by the next order parameter in the hierarchy. Here we present a description of
an active fluid in a cylindrical (cortical) geometry with nematic order. As rings such as
the contractile ring or the pre-prophase band are prominent cytoskeletal structures, we
focus our attention on ring formation in the cell cortex. Neglecting influences of surface
curvature, we find that nematic order is sufficient to drive self-organization phenomena
that give rise to the formation of one or multiple rings. These rings can be stationary or
oscillate along the cylinder axis.
5.3.1 Continuum Description in 2D
In order to derive a generic continuum description of an active fluid in two dimensions,
we make the same assumptions as before, i.e. (i) all dynamics is overdamped as its origin
lies in the motion of colloidal sized particles in a viscous background fluid, (ii) all mass
transport is due to stresses generated in the system, and (iii) all driving terms that respect
the rotational invariance of space are allowed and could be generated by active processes
in the cell.
The basic structure of the system is again given by the dynamic equations (5.1)-(5.3).
And the current in the filaments is again given by active stresses generated in the material:
j = η−1∇ · σ (5.50)
Here we have assumed a system of cortical filaments that move in the vicinity of a cell
wall and that friction (coefficient η) is local and isotropic. Let L denote the system length.
We assume that the present state of the material completely determines the system. We
can thus again expand the stress σ and the rates of change of the order parameters ψ
and ω in the dynamic fields c, p, and q. We then expand these driving forces in terms of
perturbations of the dynamic fields around a homogenous reference state.
We describe the cell cortex as a two-dimensional active gel, embedded in three-
dimensional space along the cell surface. Since cortical filaments orient in a non-polar
way, we neglect the polarization p and only keep the nematic order q. In situations where
the total mass of polymerized microtubules is conserved (such as the transition from CA
to PPB (Vos et al., 2004)), the source term s of Eq. (5.1) can be neglected. The cylinder
axis is the x-axis of our coordinate frame, the second dimension described by the y-axis is
wrapped around the cylinder with radius R, see Fig. 5.7. For simplicity, we neglect effects
of surface curvature.
3This section is based on a collaboration with Marileen Dogterom, Marco Cosentino Lagomarsino, Catalin
Tanase, and Bela Mulder from the AMOLF, Amsterdam. See also (Zumdieck et al., 2005a).
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Figure 5.7: Cortical geometry. The system is described by a two dimensional gel that is
wrapped on a cylinder of radius R. The x-axis corresponds to the cylinder axis, the y-axis
is wrapped around the cylinder. Shown is a ring like state of the gel with no flux boundary
conditions in x-direction, similar to a contractile ring or pre-prophase band in a cell’s cortex.
The density of filaments is represented by the grey level on the cylinder. The blue bars indicate
the nematic order of filaments by their orientation and length.
We expand the stress σ and the rate of change ω around a state with constant concen-
tration c and order parameter q. Up to second order in c and q, and up to second order
derivatives the most general expression for σ is
−η−1σαβ = a1δαβc+ a2δαβc2 + a3δαβ∆c+ a4∂α∂βc (5.51)
+a5qαβ + a6δαβ∂γ∂δqγδ
+a7(∂αc)(∂βc)
+a8δαβqγδqγδ + a9δαβc∂α∂βc .
Here we have written all terms permitted by symmetry (under reflection x 7→ −x the
density c and the nematic order q are even, which limits the number of possible terms).
Assuming that the rate of change in the order parameter ωαβ is determined by the state
of the system we may expand it similarly:
ωαβ = b1qαβ + b2∆qαβ + b3∆2qαβ (5.52)
+b4
(
∂α∂βc− 12δαβ∆c
)
+b5
(
(∂αc)(∂βc)− 12δαβ (∇c)
2
)
+b6
(
c∂α∂βc− 12δαβc∆c
)
+ b7q3αβ
where we have added the term with coefficient b7 in order to stabilize the dynamics.
5.3.2 Rotationally Invariant Equations
As we focus on the formation of rotationally symmetric objects like rings etc., we may
project the above equations on the longitudinal axis so that they only depend on x and are
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thus essentially one dimensional. The dynamics of configurations, which are rotationally
invariant, obey a set of equations projected on the cylinder axis:
η−1σxx = A1c+A2c2 +A3c∂2xc+A4(∂xc)
2 +A5qxx (5.53)
ωxx = −B1qxx +B2∂2xqxx +B3∂4xqxx +B4∂2xc (5.54)
+B5(q2xx + q
2
xy)qxx
ωxy = −B1qxy +B2∂2xqxy +B3∂4xqxy (5.55)
+B5(q2xx + q
2
xy)qxy
where we have neglected higher order terms.
For the following it is convenient to introduce dimensionless densities, time, space,
marked with a tilde:
c˜ = cL2 (5.56)
t˜ = tτ (5.57)
x˜ = x/L (5.58)
The corresponding dimensionless parameters are
A˜1 = A1τL2 , B˜1 =
B1
τ
A˜2 = A2τL4 , B˜2 =
B2
τL2
A˜3 = A3τL6 , B˜3 =
B3
τL4
A˜4 = A4τL6 , B˜4 =
B4
τL4
A˜5 = A5τ , B˜5 =
B5
τ .
(5.59)
Here L denotes a typical length scale such as the system length, and τ has units of inverse
time.
Dimensional analysis reveals that these equations contain six independent parameters.
Four parameters can be fixed by measuring time in units of, say B5 and rescaling c, qxx,
and qxy. The values of only three of the remaining independent parameters turn out to
influence the dynamics qualitatively; they can be identified with A2, B2, and
F = −A5B4 . (5.60)
The other parameters describe nonlinear terms which are required to stabilize the dynam-
ics. We verified that stability requires A3 > 0, A4 < 0, B3 < 0, and B5 < 0. The specific
values of these parameters do not qualitatively influence the asymptotic dynamics.
We study these equations with two types of boundary conditions in the x-direction, cf.
Fig. 5.8:
• Periodic boundary conditions (Fig. 5.8a) are useful to gain a general insight into
the problem, as they are easier to access mathematically and often allow analytical
treatment.
• No flux or fixed boundary conditions (Fig. 5.8b) are biologically more realistic. They
obey j(0) = 0, j(L) = 0, which implies that the cortical material cannot leave the
cell. Additional boundary conditions have to be specified to fully determine the
asymptotic solutions.
Periodic boundary conditions are discussed in section 5.3.3 and fixed boundary condi-
tions in section 5.3.4.
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Figure 5.8: (a) Periodic boundary conditions correspond to a torus shaped cell. (b) Fixed
or no flux boundary conditions are biologically more appropriate. The density flux j vanishes
at x = 0 and x = L so that no material can leave the cell.
5.3.3 Stability and Phase Diagram
Periodic Boundary Conditions
We investigate the transition from a homogenous state such as e.g. the cortical array
to an inhomogenous state such as e.g. the pre-prophase band, by performing a linear
stability analysis of the homogenous, isotropic state c = c0, q = 0. For periodic boundary
conditions this state is a stationary state of the equations.
We consider small perturbations around this state c = c0+ δc and q = δq. We drop the
δ for clarity of presentation. Linearizing the dynamic equations derived from the projected
Eqs. (5.53)-(5.55) around c = c0, q = 0, the dynamic equation is
d
dt
 ckqxx,k
qxy,k
 = (5.61)
 D∂2x −A3c0∂4x −A5∂2x 0B4∂2x −B1 +B2∂2x +B3∂4x 0
0 0 −B1 +B2∂2x +B3∂4x
 ckqxx,k
qxy,k
 ,
where D = −(A1 + 2c0A2) is an effective diffusion constant.
Stability of qxy. We first note that at linear order the equation for qxy decouples from
the other two equations. We write the perturbation in a Fourier series
qxy =
∑
n
qxy,k exp(
2piinx
L
) (5.62)
where k = 2pin/L is the wave number of the modes and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Note that large
system sizes correspond to small k, i.e. k → 0 corresponds to L → ∞. We then obtain
the following equation for the coefficient
d
dt
qxy,k = (−B1 −B2k2 +B3k4)qxy,k . (5.63)
The isotropic state is thus unstable for k = 0 if B1 < 0. This instability corresponds to the
isotropic-nematic transitions of rod-like particles which generically sets in at high enough
concentrations, or low enough temperatures. We verified that in the case of spontaneous
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Figure 5.9: Examples of stationary solutions to the dynamic equations with periodic bound-
ary conditions. The density of filaments is represented by the grey level on the cylinder. The
blue bars indicate the nematic order of filaments by their orientation and length. (a) Chevron
pattern with homogeneous filament density for B˜2 = −1.25, D˜ = 0.75, and F˜ = −1. (b)
Multiple ring pattern for B˜2 = −1.5, D˜ = 1.5, and F˜ = −1.
nematic order, there exists a stationary homogenous state with tr(q2) = B1/B5, that is
stable against perturbations with k = 0.
Let us now focus on the instabilities of the isotropic state with B1 > 0. In this case
an instability occurs at finite wave number k∗ > 0, if B2 is smaller than a critical value
B∗2 < 0. The unstable mode corresponds to periodically alternating regions with nematic
order at an angle of pi/4 and −pi/4 with the x-axis. These structures are reminiscent of
chevrons in nematic liquid crystals, cf. Fig. 5.9a (de Gennes and Prost, 1993). In the limit
of infinite system size L→∞, we find
B∗2(∞) = −2(B1B3)1/2 (5.64)
k∗(∞) = (B1/B3)1/4 (5.65)
for the critical value of B∗2 and the critical wave number k∗. For smaller system sizes,
the critical value of B2 is smaller than B∗2(∞) and the critical mode is given by the value
kc = 2pin/L that is closest to (B1/B3)1/4.
Stability of c and qxx. The linearized dynamics of the coefficients ck and qxx,k, as defined
by δc =
∑
n cke
2piinx/L and δqxx =
∑
n qxx,ke
2piinx/L is given by two coupled equations
d
dt
(
ck
qxx,k
)
=
( −Dk2 −A3c0k4 +A5k2
−B4k2 −B1 −B2k2 +B3k4
)(
ck
qxx,k
)
, (5.66)
where D = −(A1 + 2c0A2) is an effective diffusion constant. The eigenvalues of this
stability matrix are
λ1,2 =
1
2
(−B1 − (D +B2)k2 + (B3 −A3c0)k4) (5.67)
±1
2
[(
B1 − (D −B2)k2
)2 + (4F − 2B1(B3 +A3c0))k4
+2(D −B2)(B3 +A3c0)k6 + (B3 +A3c0)2k8
] 1
2
Here we have used F as defined in Eq. (5.60). We see immediately that stability at small
wave lengths (small k) is guaranteed if A3 > 0 and B3 < 0. For k = 0 the eigenvalues are 0
and −B1. The homogenous mode k = 0 is thus unstable for B1 < 0. This instability does
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not respect mass conservation. In the following we will concentrate on pattern formation
in the case B1 > 0, so that the homogenous mode is always stable.
It is instructive to study a simplified case in which we only consider terms in k up
to quadratic order. Although truncated, the resulting expressions already exhibit key
features of the phase space of the full system. It is thus possible to analytically identify
the terms that determine the stability of the homogenous state, for example. Assuming
B3 = −A3c0, which does not influence the results qualitatively, the eigenvalues read in the
truncated form:
λ¯1,2 =
1
2
(
−B1 − (D +B2)k2 ±
√
(B1 − (D −B2)k2)2 + 4Fk4
)
+O(k3) (5.68)
As the instability is driven by the eigenvalue with the largest real part, it suffices to focus
on the eigenvalue with the plus sign. For large k, terms ∝ k2 dominate the eigenvalue.
The homogenous state can only be stable if
D +B2 > 0 ⇐⇒ B2 > −D , (5.69)
because the eigenvalue can only be negative if the first term is negative (as the square root
always has a positive real part by definition). In order to further discuss the stability of
the homogenous state, we now discuss two cases:
1. F > 0: in this case the argument of the square root is always positive and the
homogenous state is only stable for large k, if in addition to condition (5.69) the real
part of the square root is smaller than the first term (D +B2)k2:
(D −B2)2 + 4F < (D +B2)2 (5.70)
⇒
{
B2 > F/D > 0 for D > 0
B2 < F/D < 0 for D < 0
The resulting region of stability is sketched blue in Fig. 5.10a.
2. F < 0: here the argument of the square root can become negative, so that it does
not influence the stability but only the type of bifurcation (Hopf or stationary). Let
Γ = (D −B2)2 + 4F (5.71)
denote the argument of the square root for large k. The homogenous state is stable
for large k if −(D +B2) <
√
Γ. We distinguish two sub-cases:
a) Γ ≤ 0: in this case √Γ is purely imaginary, the homogenous state becomes
unstable via a Hopf bifurcation, but the stability boundary does not depend on
Γ. The criterion for negative Γ leads to the condition
Γ ≤ 0 ⇐⇒ |D −B2| ≤ 2
√
|F |
⇐⇒ D −B2 ≤ 2
√
|F | < G < D −B2 ≤ 2
√
|F | . (5.72)
If this is true, the stability is determined by condition (5.69). Both conditions
have to be fulfilled simultaneously. The borders of the resulting stripe-like area
in the B2-D-plane are indicated in Fig. 5.10b.
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Figure 5.10: Analytic stability boundaries of the homogenous state up to quadratic order in
k. The blue areas mark the regions of stability of the homogenous state against perturbations
with large k in the B2-D-plane for the two cases F > 0 (a) and F < 0 (b) in an infinite system.
The dashed lines mark the various stability boundaries discussed in the text. The striped area
in the right graph marks the region where instabilities with finite wave lengths can occur.
b) Γ > 0: here the root is real and directly influences the location of the stability
boundaries. The condition for positive Γ is
Γ > 0 ⇐⇒ B2 > D + 2
√
|F | or B2 < D − 2
√
|F | (5.73)
which is the region outside the stripe discussed in case (a). The homogenous
state is then stable if
−(D +B2) +
√
(D −B2)2 + 4F (5.74)
⇒
{
B2 > F/D > 0 for D > 0
B2 < F/D < 0 for D < 0
The resulting region of stability is sketched blue in Fig. 5.10b.
Up to now we have discussed the stability at small wave length, i.e. large k. Small
structures described by very large k are however not faithfully reproduced by our coarse
grained continuum description. Instabilities of modes with a finite, not too big k > 0 lead
to pattern formation that can be biologically meaningful if they occur in a region where
large k modes are stable. A necessary condition for such finite wavelength instabilities to
occur is that the slope of the eigenvalue λ(k) at k = 0 is positive. We again discuss this
for the analytically tractable eigenvalue λ¯ given in Eq. (5.68), which is a quadratic from
in k2. This has two consequences:
1. The eigenvalue λ¯ is symmetric with respect to k = 0. Thus its slope at k = 0 is zero:
dλ¯
dk
∣∣∣∣
k=0
(5.75)
2. Defining l = k2, we see that λ¯(l) has at most two roots. For positive B1 one of them
is at l = 0. For stability at large wave lengths we need λ¯(k) < 0 for k → ∞. This
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Figure 5.11: Schematic state diagrams of an active gel layer in cylindrical geometry with
periodic boundary conditions in the x-direction, are shown for two values of F˜ as a func-
tion of two dimensionless parameters B˜2 and D˜. Regions of linear stability of homogeneous
filament distributions are shaded blue. Outside these regions, the topology of the state di-
agram as determined numerically is indicated by dotted lines. Asymptotic states include
chevron patterns with parameter dependent spacing (regions marked 2 chevrons, and 3c for
three chevrons respectively) and single or multiple rings that are either stationary or do os-
cillate. Regions of oscillating solutions are shown in red. The long dashed line indicates a
Hopf bifurcation determined by linear stability analysis. Examples for stationary chevron
and ring patterns are displayed in Fig. 5.9. Parameters are defined as D˜ = −(A˜1 + 2c˜0A˜2),
B˜2 = B2/(B1L2), F˜ = F/(B21L
4) and A˜2 = A2/(B1L4). Parameter values are c˜0 = c0L = 0.5,
L(−2B1/A1)1/2 = 5, A˜1 = A1/(B1L2) = −2, A3/(B1L6) = 0.1, A4/(B1L6) = −1, A5/B1 = 1,
B3/(B1L2) = −0.05, B5/B1 = −10 and F˜ = 1 for (a) and F˜ = −1 for (b). L is the period of
the system.
is inconsistent with a positive root of λ¯ when B1 > 0 if the slope of λ¯ is negative at
k = 0. Thus we need a positive slope at the origin. The slope is given by
dλ¯
dl
∣∣∣∣
l=0
=
{ −D for B1 > 0
−G for B1 < 0 (5.76)
Thus for B1 > 0 pattern formation due to instabilities of modes with small wave lengths
can only occur for D < 0. This also implies that for F > 0 we cannot observe finite wave
length instabilities in regions where the homogenous state is stable for large k. The only
resulting “candidate region” is marked stripes in Fig. 5.10.
State Diagram. The analytical considerations above are useful to gain an insight in the
stability of the homogenous isotropic state. Here we explore the rich asymptotic behavior
of the system and present a schematic state diagram, see Fig. 5.11. The corresponding
asymptotic states are illustrated in Figs. 5.12, 5.13, and 5.14. Note that while the topology
of the boundaries in the state diagram depends only on the value of F , the orientation of
filaments in the asymptotic states depends on the values of A5 and B4.
The similarities between the phase diagrams shown here and the sketches shown in
Fig. 5.10 are striking. The regions of stability of the homogenous state hardly change
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Figure 5.12: Asymptotic states obtained by numerical integration with F˜ = −1. The
density of filaments is represented by the grey level on the cylinder. The blue bars indicate
the nematic order of filaments by their orientation and length. (a) Two chevrons (B˜2 = −0.75,
D˜ = 0.75) (b) Three chevrons (B˜2 = −1.25, D˜ = 0.75) (c) One ring (B˜2 = 1, D˜ = −1.5)
(d) Two rings (B˜2 = −1, D˜ = −1) (e) Three rings (B˜2 = −1.5, D˜ = 1.5) (f) Four rings
(B˜2 = −2.5, D˜ = 1.5). Furthermore A5 = 1, B4 = 1, the other parameters are the same as in
Fig. 5.11.
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Figure 5.13: Asymptotic states obtained for F˜ = −1. The density of filaments is represented
by the grey level on the cylinder. The blue bars indicate the nematic order of filaments by
their orientation and length. (a) Homogenous isotropic (B˜2 = 1.5, D˜ = 1.5) (b) One ring
(B˜2 = −1.55, D˜ = −1.5) (c) Two rings (B˜2 = 0.25, D˜ = −0.5) (d) Three rings (B˜2 = −1,
D˜ = −0.5). Furthermore A5 = 1, B4 = −1, the other parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.11.
at all. The essential physics for this stability is thus already contained in the truncated
expression for λ¯. An important difference is however, that for the full system (Fig. 5.11)
the stability of the homogenous state against perturbations with k = 2pi/L with finite L is
analyzed while the sketch of the truncated system was calculated also including k → 0. The
resulting shape of the stability region of the homogenouns, isotropic state in Figs.. 5.11b
and 5.10b is different, as the striped part is unstable against perturbations with small
k and thus does not form part of the stability region of the homogenous state for the
truncated expressions.
This difference is readily accounted for by the fact that the analytical calculation allowed
arbitrarily small k, corresponding to system with infinite length L, while the system length
for the analysis of the full system was taken to be L = 5. Thus there are no k-values
between k0 = 0 and k1 = 2pi/L, which explains the difference in shape, see Fig. 5.15. It
is thus truly remarkable how much we could learn about the full system by analyzing the
simplified expression in Eq. (5.68).
The stability boundaries of the homogenous, isotropic state are obtained by linear sta-
bility analysis. When F > 0, stability is lost in favour of inhomogenous states. The
wave-length of the critical modes is set by the values of D and B2. The unstable modes
at the instabilities towards stationary states correspond to periodic patterns of filament
accumulation combined with nematic order, parallel or perpendicular to the x-axis, at the
maxima of the filament density, cf. Fig. 5.9b.
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Figure 5.14: Asymptotic states obtained for F˜ = 1. The density of filaments is represented
by the grey level on the cylinder. The blue bars indicate the nematic order of filaments by
their orientation and length. (a) Homogenous isotropic (B˜2 = 1.5, D˜ = 1.5) (b) One ring
(B˜2 = −1.55, D˜ = −1.5) (c) Two rings (B˜2 = 0.25, D˜ = −0.5) (d) Three rings (B˜2 = −1,
D˜ = −0.5). Furthermore A5 = −1, B4 = 1, the other parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.11.
For F < 0 the homogenous state looses stability not only towards stationary states but
also via a Hopf bifurcation. The boundary where these oscillating critical modes occur is
marked by the dashed line in Fig. 5.11b. These solutions correspond to traveling waves.
Because of symmetry, these waves can propagate along the x-axis in both directions.
Although the linear stability analysis is indicative of the type of instabilities that can
occur in our model, a numerical analysis of the full nonlinear equations is necessary to
identify the asymptotic states. Numerical integration of the full system yields asymptotic
states as shown in Figs. 5.12, 5.13, and 5.14. The system thus exhibits the formation of
one or multiple rings with filaments aligned parallel or perpendicular to the cylinder axis.
Furthermore nematic order can emerge even if the filament density remains constant, this
is the consequence of instabilities in qxy as discussed above.
Numerical analysis also reveals oscillatory rings. Here one or multiple rings form from
the homogenous state and start oscillating along the x-axis. The direction of movement
is determined by the initial conditions, i.e. is due to spontaneous symmetry breaking.
A peculiar situation arises for F > 0, see Fig. 5.11. The linear stability analysis of the
homogenous isotropic state indicates a stationary bifurcation independent of parameter
values, while a neighboring region is colored red, marking oscillations. Numerical integra-
tion indeed shows oscillating asymptotic states in this region. The frequency of oscillation
however decreases when the parameters approach the boundary to the blue region from
the left. The two apparently contradicting observations are thus consistent. The detailed
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Figure 5.15: The precise location of the stability boundary of the homogenous state depends
on the system length. The boundary was obtained by linear stability analysis of the full system
as given by Eq. (5.66) for dimensionless system length L/l = 5 (a) and L/l = 100 (b) and
F˜ = −1. The dashed line indicates a Hopf bifurcation.
analysis of this region by numerical means unfortunately is hardly feasible, as close to
the boundary the oscillation frequencies become low requiring extremely long integration
times for the numerical analysis.
5.3.4 Stationary and Oscillating Rings
Up to now we discussed the system with periodic boundary conditions that are mathemat-
ically convenient but hardly biologically realistic, cf. Fig 5.8. Motivated by the situation in
biological cells, we investigate a set of boundary conditions with zero flux at the boundaries
j(0) = 0, j(L) = 0, which implies that cortical material cannot leave the cell. Additional
boundary conditions have then to be specified to fully define the asymptotic solutions. It
is observed that the end-faces of interphase plant cells are essentially free of microtubules.
This is consistent with the absence of imposed order at the boundaries and we therefore
set q(0) = 0, q(L) = 0. In the following we use for simplicity the boundary conditions
j = 0 (5.77)
q = 0 (5.78)
∂xc = 0 (5.79)
∂xqxx = 0 (5.80)
∂xqxy = 0 (5.81)
at both x = 0 and x = L.
Figure 5.7 shows a steady state solution of Eqs. (5.53)-(5.55) with these zero flux bound-
ary conditions. This solution corresponds to a stationary ring of filaments. The filaments
are oriented in the y-direction and localized in a ring-like pattern wound around the cylin-
der, strongly reminiscent of a pre-prophase band or a contractile ring. The corresponding
stress is anisotropic and for σyy > σxx the ring solution is contractile, see section 6.5.3
below. Additional asymptotic solutions are similar to the solutions shown in Fig. 5.9
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Figure 5.16: Snapshots at different times of an oscillating filament ring. The pattern
consists of a filament ring which forms near the center of the cell (cylinder) (a) and moves
towards the right pole (b,c), where the ring disappears. Simultaneously, a new ring is formed
near the center (d) which subsequently moves to the opposite pole. The whole process is
repeated periodically. The times correspond to phases φ = ωt of the oscillation with φ = 0
(a), φ = (4/36)2pi (b), φ = (7/36)2pi (c) and φ = (15/36)2pi (d). The density of filaments
is represented by the grey level on the cylinder. The blue bars indicate the nematic order of
filaments by their orientation and length. The parameters are B˜2 = 1, D˜ = 0.25 and F˜ = 1.
with periodic boundary conditions. Furthermore, oscillatory solutions appear along a line
of Hopf-bifurcations. An example of such a state with no flux boundary conditions is
shown in Fig. 5.16. The oscillating solutions for no flux boundary conditions correspond
to traveling waves in the case of periodic boundary conditions. Additional states can be
generated via the boundaries by imposing other boundary conditions.
Linear stability analysis of the system with no flux boundary conditions is technically
difficult. Numerical investigations however indicate that the phase space topology is often
similar for periodic and no-flux boundary conditions depending on the sign of F .
5.4 Discussion
In this chapter we presented generic continuum descriptions of the cytoskeleton. These
are phenomenological theories that are based on symmetry considerations only and do
not depend on microscopic detail. The description is formulated in the filament density
and the polar as well as the nematic order parameters. While the relation between the
terms in the description to biological mechanisms observable in experiments is not obvious
in general, the terms can be linked to microscopical theories of cytoskeletal systems that
allow an interpretation.
Applying this approach to one-dimensional filament bundles, we could observe stress
release by contraction of such a bundle. Adding source terms, which can directly be
identified with polymerization and depolymerization dynamics, to the evolution equation,
we find unstable modes that correspond to structures reminiscent of muscle myofibrils.
This could have interesting implications, e.g. for the formation of stress fibers, which are
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transient contractile filament bundles. In contrast to myofibrils, stress fibers seem to form
without any apparent structural cues such as Z-disks.
We furthermore investigate ring formation in the cell cortex. We apply the theory to a
two-dimensional geometry that corresponds to the surface of a cylinder, reminiscent of an
elongated cell. We find that single as well as multiple rings can form by dynamic instabil-
ities. The rings can be stationary or oscillate along the cylinder axis. Our theory could
be extended to include filament elasticity, which probably would tend to align filaments
along the cylinder axis rather than perpendicular to it. An alternative way of treating the
boundaries is to write explicit evolution equations for the quantities at the boundaries.
The phenomenological descriptions of cytoskeletal dynamics presented in the previous
sections all focused on the system’s behavior on long time scales. They thus neglected
that the cytoskeleton shows elastic behavior on short time scales (Thoumine et al., 1996;
Thoumine and Ott, 1997; Fabry et al., 2001; Beil et al., 2003; Mahaffy et al., 2004; Mi-
coulet et al., 2005; Balland et al., 2005). The viscoelastic response of an isotropic solution
of entangled, polar, semiflexible polymers in the presence of motor like forces has been
investigated in (Liverpool et al., 2001). Recently, a description of active gels has been
presented that includes viscoelastic behavior (Kruse et al., 2004, 2005). See (Kruse, 2005)
for a detailed discussion on how elastic effects can be incorporated into the theory of
cytoskeletal filament systems based on this description of active polar viscoelastic gels.
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6 Dynamics of the Contractile Ring
The contractile ring that cleaves the cell after mitosis is a truly fascinating structure. In
this chapter we present a physical description for the dynamics of ring contraction based
on a force balance equation. The ring generates tension and constricts against a restoring
force. The cytoplasm of a cell is usually densly packed with organelles and cytoskeletal
filaments that have to be rearranged when the ring constricts, which could give rise to such
an opposing force. For the force balance equation we take into account the structure of
the ring. Using parameters estimated from independent measurements, we show that our
description quantitatively fits ring constriction as observed in yeast cells, see Fig. 6.1. Our
theory explicitly captures filament polymerization and depolymerization of actin filaments
and we can show that these processes are indispensable in order to obtain ring contraction
dynamics as observed in experiments with fission yeast (Fig. 6.1).
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Figure 6.1: Good quantitative agreement between our theory (lines) and experimental data
(diamonds). Shown is the radius over time of a contractile ring. The red line represents the
dynamics with experimentally motivated values of filament turnover. Fast filament turnover
leads to the long dashed, straight line, while the absence of turnover gives rise to dynamics
represented by the short dashed line. Experimental data from (Pelham and Chang, 2002).
6.1 Structure of the Contractile Ring
The biology and general structure of a contractile ring was introduced in section 2.5.2.
Here we briefly recall its key features. The contractile ring is essentially a band of actin
filaments, myosin motors and other associated proteins that wraps around the cell at its
equator and contributes to cell cleavage when it contracts. A “typical” ring is formed
by Nb ∼ 200 bundles consisting of 25 aligned actin filaments so that there are about 5000
filaments in a cross-section at every point along the circumference (Maupin and Pollard,
1986; Schroeder, 1990). The ring forms in or below the cortex in an unconstricted cell
with radius R0, matures and then starts to constrict the cell, assuming radii R < R0. The
total number of filaments in an unconstricted ring with Nb bundles is given by
N = 2piR0Nbc , (6.1)
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where c is the instantaneous homogenous number density of filaments in one bundle, i.e. c
is constant along the ring circumference. If the filaments in the ring have a typical length l
the total mass of filaments in a ring with Nb bundles and radius R can be written as
M = Nml = 2piRNbcml , (6.2)
where ml is the mass of a filament of length l. The number of filaments in a cross section
is given by Nb c l. There is experimental evidence that the mass of a contractile ring is not
conserved during ring constriction (Schroeder, 1972). The contractile ring appears to be
losing material while constricting. A ring with a constant homogenous density c during
constriction (i.e. while decreasing ring radius R) would also have to lose material.
6.2 Force Balance and Material Exchange During Ring
Contraction
In this thesis we consider a contractile filament ring wrapped around a cylindrical surface
with radius R0, see Fig. 6.2a. The contractile stress Σ in the ring is generated by active
processes. It characterizes the mechanical work
δW = 2piΣδR (6.3)
required to change the ring-diameter by δR and thus has units of force. The stress Σ
in the ring leads to normal forces on the cylinder surface which are balanced by viscous
and elastic forces generated by the cell body. This force balance can be expressed by a
simplified dynamic equation for the ring radius R
R˙ = −ξ
(
∂E
∂R
+ 2piΣ
)
. (6.4)
Here we have assumed for simplicity that the elastic response of the cell can be described
by an elastic energy E(R). A typical dependence of E on R is sketched in Fig. 6.2b.
The viscous forces associated with the cell constriction are characterized by a friction
coefficient ξ−1. We assume that the radius R = R0 is locally stable and thus minimum
of E. As a first approximation we use a harmonic elastic energy
E(R) =
k
2
(R−R0)2 . (6.5)
We have verified that other choices of E(R) do not change our results qualitatively, see
section 6.4 for details.
The active stress Σ is generated by the action of motor proteins and the polymerization
and depolymerization of filaments. As we show explicitly in chapter 3, the contractile
stress is the result of the interactions of filament pairs via active processes. For a filament
ring consisting of Nb filament bundles, the total stress generated by filament interactions
can be expressed as
Σ ' ANbc2 . (6.6)
for sufficiently small filament numbers per bundle. Here A is an effective material coeffi-
cient which captures the force generation within a bundle, c denotes the number density
of filaments per unit length along a bundle and has units of inverse length. As shown in
chapter 3, the quadratic dependence on the filament density c corresponds to stress result-
ing from interactions between filament pairs within a bundle. The factor Nb signifies that
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Figure 6.2: (a) Schematic representation of a cylindrical cell with a contractile ring of
radius R0 (left) and R < R0 (right). (b) Energy needed to deform the cell E(R). The black
line shows a possible dependence of E(R). We approximate this curve by a parabola centered
at R0 (dashed, red line). Figure modified from (Zumdieck et al., 2005b).
the stresses generated by different bundles in the ring add up to the total stress generated
by the ring. Note that Eq. (6.6) includes the case of a single bundle forming a contractile
ring as the special case Nb = 1. In general, terms involving higher powers of c could
occur if more filaments interact simultaneously in the bundle. For large densities c, the
generated stress could increase proportional to the filament density Σ ∼ c as the number
of pairwise interactions does not grow unbounded due to geometrical constraints. This is
captured in our description by assuming Nb bundles with smaller densities c. The tension
will in general saturate at a maximal value as discussed below. However, this does not
affect the main results presented here.
Moreover, filaments can nucleate and polymerize from monomers and existing filaments
disassemble. Monomers from the ring are continuously exchanged with reservoirs in the cy-
toplasm. This balance of material exchanges between ring and cytoplasm can be described
as
c˙ = kp − kdc− R˙
R
c . (6.7)
Here kp/c and kd denote effective rates of filament assembly and disassembly. In the
limit kp = 0, kd = 0 when no material is exchanged with the cytoplasm, we obtain
c˙ ' −R˙
R
c ⇒ M˙ = 0 , (6.8)
which describes mass conservation during ring contraction. If the filaments in the ring have
a typical length l and no polymerization and depolymerization of filaments occurs, the
total mass of filaments in the ring as given by Eq. (6.2) is constant. As a consequence, the
filament density c ∼ 1/R in the ring increases with decreasing radius. Another interesting
limiting case is fast polymerization dynamics. The filament density is then given by
c =
kp
kd
⇒ M˙ = 2piNbcmlR˙ (6.9)
where we have assumed in both cases that the number of bundles, Nb, does not change.
6.3 Ring Dynamics
We discuss the contraction dynamics of a contractile ring described by Eqs. (6.4)-(6.7).
First we discuss the stability of an unconstricted ring with radius R0 to better understand
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the onset of ring contraction, section 6.3.1. Then we show the time course of contraction
determined by numerical integration and discuss the choice of parameters as well as the
dependence of the dynamics on these parameters.
6.3.1 Contraction of the Ring
When a ring forms in the cell cortex it usually does not contract right away but it “matures”
and then starts contraction upon a cellular signal. In the framework of the ring dynamics
as presented in the previous section this means changing a parameter so that a ring with
radius R0 becomes unstable towards smaller radii. Here we discuss the linear stability of
such a ring.
No Polymerization and Depolymerization
We start with the instructive case of a constricting ring in the absence of polymeriza-
tion and depolymerization. In this case the total number of filaments N = Nb2piR0c0 is
conserved. The filament density therefore is given by
c(t) =
N
2piR(t)
. (6.10)
The contraction velocity is thus given by
R˙ = −ξ
[
k(R−R0) + NbAN
2
2pi
1
R2
]
. (6.11)
The equation R˙ = 0 has three solutions in R, indicating three possible radii at which the
ring stalls. Typically only one of them is real and thus physically meaningful. If A > 0, a
ring with radius R0 will always constrict
R˙(R0) = −ξNbAN
2
2pi
1
R20
< 0 . (6.12)
If A is positive but smaller than some critical value Ac the ring will constrict, but stall
at an radius R(A) > 0 at which R˙ = 0. The explicit form of R(A) in the absence of
polymerization and depolymerization is given in appendix D. The critical value Ac can
thus be determined by R(Ac) = 0. As this is technically difficult, we chose a different path
to obtain Ac:
R˙ < 0 ⇐⇒ A(R) > −2pikR
2(R−R0)
N2Nb
(6.13)
⇒ Ac = max
R∈[0;R0]
(
−2pikR
2(R−R0)
N2Nb
)
=
8pi
27
k
R30
N2Nb
, (6.14)
which defines the critical Ac that is necessary for the ring to fully contract (i.e R→ 0) in
the absence of polymerization and depolymerization.
Fast Polymerization and Depolymerization
The other limiting case which allows us to discuss the conditions for ring contraction is
that of fast polymerization and depolymerization, so that
c(t) =
kp
kd
. (6.15)
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Figure 6.3: Dynamics of a contracting ring as a function of time for A larger and smaller
than Ac. (a) Ring radius R as a function of time. For A > Ac (dashed line) the ring
constricts completely in around 30min while for A < Ac (solid line) it approaches a radius
Rs > 0. (b) Corresponding filament density c as a function of time shown for the same
numerical calculations as in (a). Parameters are as in Fig. 6.4, so that by Eq. (6.18) Ac '
9.7×10−15Nµm2. Plots show A = 3.2×10−14Nµm2 (dashed lines) and A = 3.2×10−15Nµm2
(solid lines). The curves are calculated as described in section 6.3.2.
This leads to a dynamic equation for the radius
R˙ = −ξ
[
k(R−R0) + 2piNbA
(
kp
kd
)2]
. (6.16)
Therefore R˙(R0) < 0 for A > 0, so that a ring with radius R0 would start to contract
immediately. For any given A the ring contracts to the radius
R(A) = R0 −
2piNbAk2p
kk2d
. (6.17)
The critical value of A is determined by the condition R(A) = 0:
Ac =
kk2dR0
2pik2pNb
(6.18)
Intermediate Polymerization Rates
The general case of intermediate polymerization rates is described by Eqs. (6.4)-(6.7). As
in the two limiting cases a ring with radius R0 will start to contract as for A > 0 we
have R˙(R0) < 0. The system has a fixed point at
cs =
kp
kd
, Rs = R0 −
2piNbAk2p
kk2d
. (6.19)
The stability of this fixed point at linear order is given by(
δ˙c
˙δR
)
=
( −kd − 6piNbAξc2s/Rs −ξcs(2piNbAc2s − k)/Rs
−2Aξcs −ξk
)(
δc
δR
)
(6.20)
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Figure 6.4: Radius and filament density of a contracting ring as a function of time obtained
by numerical integration of Eqs. (6.4)-(6.7) . (a) Ring radius R as a function of time t
for different choices of parameters. The solid red line agrees with experimentally obtained
data for wildtype fission yeast indicated by diamonds (from ref. (Pelham and Chang, 2002)).
Parameters are: filament depolymerization rate kd = 1/(25s), initial filament density c0 =
25µm−1, number of bundles Nb = 200, R0 = 1.9µm, cell elastic modulus k = 4×10−9Nµm−1,
friction coefficient ξ−1 = 20 Ns/m and A = 3.2× 10−14Nµm2. The corresponding mechanical
tension is Σ = ANbc2 ' 4×10−9N. The contraction with almost constant contraction velocity
−R˙ requires rapid filament depolymerization. For kd = 0 s−1, i.e. no filament turnover, the
contraction becomes faster and the contraction speed increases with time (black line). In some
mutants, the observed contraction velocity is smaller (Pelham and Chang, 2002). This effect
can result from reduced contractile tension Σ. This can be achieved by either reducing the
filament density by reducing the nucleation/polymerization rate kp (green line, c0 = 20µm−1),
or by reducing the active force generation in the bundle (blue line, A = 2.6 × 10−14Nµm2).
(b) Filament density c as a function of time shown for the same calculations as in (a).
For the physically sensible conditions cs > 0, Rs > 0, k > 0, ξ > 0, A > 0, kd > 0, Nb >
0, the eigenvalues are always negative
λ1,2 < 0 , (6.21)
i.e. the fixed point is always stable and the ring does never fully contract, unless we
choose A > Ac, so that there is no fixed point in [0, R0]. The critical value of A is again
given by Eq.(6.18).
In conclusion we can say that a ring of radius R0 will always start to contract down
to a radius that is determined by the balance of forces involved, see Fig. 6.3. This means
that constriction upon a cell signal after a the maturation period as observed in live cells
corresponds to “switching on” A at some point. If the effective force generation exceeds a
critical value A > Ac the ring contracts completely and cleaves the cell.
6.3.2 Numerical Analysis of Ring Contraction
Equations (6.4)-(6.7) provide a physical description of the dynamics of ring contraction.
Having discussed the stability of the ring we now integrate these equations numerically in
order to obtain the whole trajectories R(t) and c(t). We start at time t = 0 with R = R0
and a steady state filament density c0 = kp/kd. We assume that a cell signal activates the
ring (i.e. A > 0 at t = 0), which then generates tension according to Eq. (6.6) and starts
to contract as described by Eq. (6.4). The turnover time of actin filaments is given by k−1d
and kp = c0kd. If this time is long compared to the contraction time, the filament density
increases during contraction, which in turn causes the contraction velocity to increase
significantly for small ring radii. As a consequence the function R(t) is curved downwards,
see black lines in Fig. 6.4. The opposite scenario is a situation where filament turnover
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(measured by k−1d ) is fast compared to the contraction time. In this case, the filament
density is controlled by the assembly and disassembly kinetics of the filaments, and during
contraction c ' kp/kd. As a consequence, the generated stress Σ remains constant. If
contractile stresses dominate over elastic stresses, as is required for robust contraction,
the contraction velocity is constant during contraction, see green lines in Fig 6.4. The
parameters for the numerical integration are determined by comparison with experimental
observations as explained in the following section.
6.3.3 Estimate of Parameter Values
We can compare our calculations to experiments that observe the kinetics of contraction
and the turnover of the ring components in fission yeast (Pelham and Chang, 2002). In
this case the initial cell radius is R0 ' 1.9µm. The total contraction time is T ' 30min.
The fluorescent signals of GFP-Cdc4 (a myosin light chain) does not change remarkably
during contraction which is consistent with a scenario where the ring density is constant.
The fluorescence recovery of GFP-Cdc8 (tropomyosin) is shorter than 30 s, which suggests
a choice of filament turnover rate
kd ' 125 s
−1 . (6.22)
This estimate is consistent with the regime of constant density c and constant contraction
velocity vR as is indeed observed, see experimental data points in Fig. 6.4a, where vR '
R0/T ' 1.1 nms−1. This observed contraction kinetics allows us to estimate
ξΣ ' vR
2pi
' 0.2 nm · s−1 (6.23)
if contractile stresses dominates, i.e. ΣÀ kR0.
In order to estimate kp, we need the number density of filaments in the ring. Electron
microscopy of human HeLa cells1 suggests that filament bundles forming the ring contain
about 25 filaments each in its crossection (Maupin and Pollard, 1986). A “typical” con-
tractile ring displays in total about 5000 filaments in its crossection (Schroeder, 1990). As
a rough estimate, we thus assume that
Nb ' 200 (6.24)
bundles exist with 25 parallel MTs each exist.
Treadmilling exchanges all actin in a filament of length 1µm in about 20 minutes (Pol-
lard, 1986). This can be sped up more than 30 times by proteins such as ADF/cofilin (Car-
lier et al., 1999) and formins (Pollard and Borisy, 2003) that are present in the ring. Given
that actin in the ring completely exchanges within 60 s, we use an average filament length
of l ' 1µm in our description. This suggests an initial concentration
c(0) = c0 ' 25µm−1 (6.25)
and thus
kp ' kd · c0 ' 1 s−1µm−1 . (6.26)
Here c0 is the density that is established by polymerization and depolymerization without
ring contraction. We choose the initial concentration c(0) = c0.
1It is not obvious that HeLa cells posses the same ring structure as yeast. Equivalent data on yeast is
unfortunately not available. There are however many similarities between rings in very diverse species
so that Schroeder (1990) speaks of the typical ring, cf. section 2.5.2.
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The elastic modulus of cells as a function of position on the cell surface has been mea-
sured by atomic force microscopy (AFM) for PtK2 cells by Matzke et al. (2001). In these
experiments, the observed Young modulus was Yi ' 1 kPa during interphase and increased
during cytokinesis up to Yc ' 10 kPa in the equatorial zone. Using the Young modulus at
interphase suggests an elastic modulus of PtK2 cells of the order of
k ' YiR0 ' 4× 10−9Nµm−1 , (6.27)
where R0 ' 4µm for PtK2 cells. The value of the Youngs modulus of the cleavage furrow
during cytokinesis provides a rough estimate for the tension generated in the contractile
ring of PtK2 cells:
Σ ' YcR20 ' 160× 10−9N . (6.28)
Motivated by these measurements and taking into account that fission yeast is smaller
than PtK2 cells but could possess a more rigid cell wall, we suggest
k ' 4× 10−9Nµm−1 (6.29)
for yeast. Note that the contractile tension 2piΣ must exceed kR0 ' 10 nN. We use
Σ = 4× 10−9N , (6.30)
which can be compared with direct measurements of ring forces. In echinoderm eggs for
example, the ring can generate contractile forces up to 3×10−8N (Rappaport, 1967). This
force was obtained by inserting glass needles in the cell and measuring their deflection.
An unperturbed ring probably does not contract with maximal force. Using our estimate
from above allows us to fit the inverse friction coefficient ξ and the effective material
coefficient A so that the dynamics reproduces the experimental behavior. We obtain
ξ = 5× 104 µm ·N−1s−1 (6.31)
A = 3.2× 10−14Nµm2 . (6.32)
The contraction dynamics with these parameter corresponds to the solid red lines displayed
in Fig. 6.4, and is consistent with the experimental data observed in yeast (Pelham and
Chang, 2002). For comparison, the experimentally observed ring diameter as a function
of time is shown as diamonds. For kd = 0, i.e. no polymerization and depolymerization,
the contraction velocity increases rapidly with time (Fig. 6.4, black line). Mutations and
drugs that affect the rates of filament nucleation and polymerization typically lead to slower
contraction velocities (Pelham and Chang, 2002). We imitate such effects by modifying
the contraction mechanics via a reduction of the parameter A (Fig. 6.4, blue line) or of
the polymerization rate (Fig. 6.4, green line).
6.3.4 Parameter Dependence of Ring Dynamics
In this section we discuss how the ring contraction dynamics depends on the parameters
involved. The parameters that lead to the contraction dynamics shown in Fig. 6.4 have
been determined directly and indirectly from various experimental sources. While some of
them are set with a high confidence, others could vary considerably e.g. because they are
obtained from another organism or inferred indirectly. It is thus important to investigate
how changes in the parameters will affect out results.
The two parameters that have been measured with the highest confidence are the ring
diameter R and the total contraction time T . Both parameters have been directly observed
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Parameter Examples of Values
Nb 10 100 200
Total # of filaments 250 2500 5000
A (10−14Nµm2) 64 6.4 3.2
Other parameters:
R(t = 0) = R0 = 1.9µm, c(t = 0) = c0 =
25µm−1,
kd = (1/25) s−1, kp = 1 s−1µm−1,
ξ = 5 · 104 µmN−1s−1, k = 4 · 10−9Nµm−1,
Σ = 4 · 10−9N
Table 6.1: Different numbers of filament bundles Nb. Each of the three cases (values of A
and Nb) gives rise to the dynamics shown by the solid in Fig. 6.4.
in the fission yeast experiments by Pelham and Chang (2002). All other parameters are
inferred from different organisms and could thus be different in fission yeast. The structure
of the contractile ring as captured by c and Nb was determined in human HeLa cells. They
are consistent with the sheet like appearance of a “typical” contractile ring (Schroeder,
1972, 1990). It seems likely that fission yeast contractile rings have a similar structure.
In any case the number of filaments in a cross section should not vary by more than one
order of magnitude. The forces per filament in rings with less than 100 filaments in a
cross section would be high enough to cause filament rupture or depolymerization. It is
thus unlikely that the number of filament bundles Nb varies by more than two orders of
magnitude.
The values for k and Σ are obtained from AFM measurements on PtK2 cells. These
cells are bigger and divide faster than S. pombe but do not posses a rigid cell wall. We thus
assume that the elastic modulus k is essentially the same in both cells, while the tension Σ
is significantly (40×) smaller in yeast. The inverse friction coefficient ξ and the effective
material parameter A are parameters that have not been determined experimentally. We
use them to fit the dynamics to the observed experimental behavior.
As the effective dynamics is essentially driven by the force balance between Σ and k(R0−
R) but does not depend on the details of stress generation, a change in the number of
filament bundles for example can be conveniently compensated by a change in A without
affecting the resulting dynamics, see table 6.1.
Now we turn to the generic features of the trajectories R(t) and c(t) and how they
depend on parameters.
General Form of R(t)
While changes in the number of bundles can easily be absorbed by other parameter without
changing the ring dynamics at all, the other parameters are determined by the ring dy-
namics and cannot be changed without altering the time course R(t). In order to facilitate
the discussion we rewrite Eqs. (6.4)-(6.7) in dimensionless form:
˙˜R = −α˜(R˜− 1)− β˜c˜2 (6.33)
˙˜c = γ˜ − δ˜c˜−
˙˜R
R˜
c˜ (6.34)
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where
R˜ =
R
R0
, c˜ = cR0, t˜ = tτ (6.35)
α˜ =
ξk
τ
(6.36)
β˜ = 2pi
ξANb
τR30
(6.37)
γ˜ =
kpR0
τ
= δ˜c0R0 (6.38)
δ˜ =
kd
τ
(6.39)
are the dimensionless quantities and parameters. We drop the tilde in this section under-
standing that all calculations are in dimensionless form. For the good fit to the experi-
mental data points (solid line in Fig. 6.4) we obtain with τ = 1 s−1
α = 2× 10−4, β ' 2.9× 10−7 (6.40)
γ = 1.9, δ =
1
25
. (6.41)
The slope of R(t) is set by R˙. For the unconstricted radius R0, the slope is given
by −βc2 and for R = 0 we find R˙ = α − βc2, where c = c(R, t) is the number density of
filaments that depends on R. A constant contraction velocity thus requires
α(R− 1)¿ βc2 (6.42)
for all R ∈ [0; 1] and c(R, t), which would give a straight line for R(t). In this case the
dimensionless total contraction time is given by
T =
1
βc2
. (6.43)
The dynamics observed for the parameters motivated by experiments (i.e. kd = 1/(25 s),
see solid line in Fig. 6.4), however shows a straight line for R(t) that curves downward
around some radius R∗ and quickly reaches R = 0. Experimental data does not allow to
measure R∗. We present an analytical estimate for R∗ below.
In the absence of polymerization and depolymerization (γ = 0, δ = 0), we have
c(t) =
M0
2piR(t)
(6.44)
where M0 = Nb2piR0c0 is the constant, dimensionless mass of the ring (cf. Eq. (6.2), m˜l =
1). The dynamics is entirely determined by the contraction of the ring and we are left
with one equation:
R˙ = −α(R− 1)− β
(
M0
2pi
)2 1
R2
. (6.45)
The slope at R = 1 is given by −βM20 /(2pi2); at R = 0 it diverges towards ∞.
If the dynamics is polymerization dominated so that the density of filaments is constant
c =
γ
δ
, (6.46)
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Polymerization Initial slope (R = 1) Final slope (R = 0)
None −βM20 /(2pi2) ∞
Intermediate −βc2 α− βc2
Fast −βγ2/δ2 α− βγ2/δ2
Table 6.2: Slopes of R(t) for the three different cases of dynamics at the maximal and
minimal radius in dimensionless units as discussed in the text.
we are also left with one equation that describes the dynamics of ring contraction in this
regime
R˙ = −α(R− 1)− β
(γ
δ
)2
. (6.47)
In this case the initial slope for R = 1 is given by −βγ2/δ2, and the slope for full con-
traction R = 0 is α − βγ2/δ2. Table 6.2 summarizes the slopes in the different regimes.
We present two ways to estimate the radius R∗ at which R(t) curves, which is another
important parameter that characterizes the time courses of R(t). First we obtain R∗ by
matching the slopes of R(t) coming from both ends, i.e. R = 0 and R = R0. Then we
determine R∗ by analyzing the change over from a polymerization dominated regime to a
contraction dominated regime in the mass equation.
1. Matching of slopes. The slope in the first part of the curve depends only weakly
on R, which is the case if c is essentially constant. That in turn is true for polymerization
dominated dynamics, when c = γ δ−1. We thus obtain
R˙1 = −α(R− 1)− βγ
2
δ2
(6.48)
for the slope of the first part. Towards full contraction, the mass conservation term
dominates in Eq. (6.34), so that c ∝ R−1 and the slope of the second part is
R˙2 ' α(R− 1)− β 1
R2
. (6.49)
Matching the two slopes yields
R∗ =
δ
γ
=
1
c0R0
(6.50)
This way of estimating R∗ is problematic, as the dynamics can change considerably
without affecting R∗. Figure 6.5 shows an example for two sets of parameters that have
the same R∗ ' 0.02. For the first case R∗ is too small, for the second it clearly is too
large.
2. Crossover in mass equation. A complementary way to estimateR∗ is to determine
at what radius the mass conservation term in Eq. (6.34) is of the same magnitude as the
polymerization terms. This conditions marks the crossover from the regime in which the
concentration c is dominated by the polymerization dynamics to the regime in which the
contraction dynamics influences c most. The condition in mathematical terms is
−
˙˜R(R∗)
R∗
= δ (6.51)
⇒ R∗ = α− βc
∗2
α− δ =
α− β (γδ )2
α− δ (6.52)
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Figure 6.5: Estimate of R∗ by matching slopes (Method 1, Eq. (6.50)). Shown are the
contraction dynamics in dimensionless variables (R˜, t˜) obtained by numerical integration (red
lines) and the estimated value of R∗ (dashed, black line). The diamonds are experimental
data points from (Pelham and Chang, 2002). The plots at the right show the relevant region
in detail. Parameters are (a,b) γ = 1.9, δ = 1/25 and (c,d) γ = 5 × 1.9, δ = 5/25. In both
cases α = 2× 10−4, β ' 2.9× 10−7, which leads to R∗ ' 0.02.
where c∗ = γ/δ is the solution of ˙˜c = γ − δc˜2.
R∗ is only positive if δ < α and βγ2δ−2 < α or δ > α and βγ2δ−2 > α. If αÀ βγ2δ−2
and α À δ then R∗ = 1. Generally R∗ becomes small when α is of the same order
as βγ2δ−2 or when α ¿ βγ2δ−2 ¿ 1. Figure 6.6 shows that R∗ as given in Eq. (6.52)
(dashed lines) systematically underestimates the radius of cross over in the dynamics. This
is due to the approximation of the density c∗ = γ/δ. The dotted line shows the values of
R∗c =
α− βc2c
α− δ (6.53)
where cc is the solution of
−R˙(cc)
R
= δ . (6.54)
These values fit the dynamics significantly better. Despite these shortcomings, the expres-
sion for R∗ can be used to explore some general dependences of parameters.
We can tune α as defined by Eq.(6.36) so that R∗ assumes an arbitrary value Γ:
R∗ = Γ
⇒ α = βγ
2 − Γδ
1− Γ .
But because of its definition, α has always to be positive, which limits the range of avail-
able R∗:
α =
βγ2 − Γδ
1− Γ > 0 (6.55)
⇒ Γ < βγ
2
δ
(6.56)
2This assumption is best for R ∼ 1 but cannot be expected to hold at the cross over point. This is likely
to be the biggest weakness of this approach, see Fig 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Estimate of R∗ by determining the crossover in the mass equation (Method 2,
Eq. (6.52)). Shown are the contraction dynamics in dimensionless variables (R˜, t˜) obtained
by numerical integration (red lines) and the estimated value of R∗ (long dashed, black line).
The diamonds are the experimental data points from (Pelham and Chang, 2002) and the
dotted lines are the improved estimate of R∗ as given by Eq. (6.53). The plots at the right
show the relevant region in detail. Parameters are α = 2 × 10−4, β ' 2.9 × 10−7 and (a,b)
γ = 1.9, δ = 1/25 so that R∗ ' 0.01 and R∗c ' 0.04. (c,d) γ = 5 × 1.9, δ = 5/25 so
that R∗ ' 0.002 and R∗c ' 0.01.
In order to reproduce the linear behavior observed in experiments, we want to choose the
parameters so that R∗ < 0.1 as the last datapoint corresponds to a dimensionless radius
of 0.15:
R∗ <
1
10
⇒ α > 10
9
βγ2 − 1
9
δ for α < δ
⇒ α < 10
9
βγ2 − 1
9
δ for α > δ
Unfortunately neither of the two ways to estimate R∗ is fully satisfactory. The best
approximation is given by R∗c , but this is no analytical estimate. The considerations
presented here do however allow some insight into the dynamics of the coupled partial
differential equations that would be difficult to gain by numerical integration alone.
6.4 Generality of the Description
In section 6.3.4 we discussed the dependence of the ring dynamics on parameters. Here
we will discuss the assumptions made for the formulation of the dynamics.
The harmonic approximation of E(R) seems problematic, especially for small radii. We
also investigated the dynamics using a clipped harmonic version of E(R). Here E(R) is
constant on [0;Rc] at a value E(Rc) for an Rc ∈ [0;R0] and harmonic on the remaining
interval, cf. Fig. 6.7. This did not qualitatively change the behavior. The trajectories
obtained by numerical integration are usually similar to those where we used the harmonic
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Figure 6.7: Influence of a cut off in the elastic energy E(R) on the dynamics. Top row shows
the elastic energy as a function of the radius without any cut (a), with a cut at R = 0.25µm (b)
and at R = 1µm (c). The next line (d,e,f) gives the correscponding elastic forces. The bottom
two lines give the trajectories R(t) (g,h,i) and c(t) (j,k,l) obtained by numerical integration.
The diamonds mark the experimental data points from (Pelham and Chang, 2002). The
parameters are the same as in Figure 6.4.
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approximation over the whole range of R, see Fig. 6.7. This behavior can be understood if
we assume that for smaller R the contraction dynamics is dominated by the active tension.
In that case a change in the exact form of the potential would not have a dramatic effect
on the dynamics.
This prompts us to take a closer look at the active tension. We assume that the tension is
generated by active processes in the ring. Motivated by the analysis of pairwise interactions
between filaments discussed in chapter 3, we propose a quadratic dependence of Σ on c.
This seems sensible as long as the density of filaments is low, so that the probability of
pairwise interactions is proportional to c2. When the filament density becomes large and
the filament bundle has a larger diameter, it is unlikely for filaments to interact with
filaments that are spatially distant. That is why for large densities the stress will probably
grow ∝ c, simply because the probability of filament pair interactions in a thicker bundle
grow linearly. The contractile ring as found e.g. in human HeLa cells appears to fit
well with these considerations: the ring is a flat, band-like structure composed of many
different filament bundles that are aligned next to each other. In every bundle the density
of filaments can be small enough so that Σ ∝ c2 holds. The stress of the various bundles
then just adds up, similar to Σ ∝ c in one thick bundle.
When the ring forms it can either form all bundles at the same time, so that Nb remains
constant over the period of ring constriction. In this case the structure of the ring just
leads to a rescaling of the coefficient of stress generation A as seen above. If however the
ring forms with only one bundle which consecutively splits during ring contraction, then N
would always increase monotonously, while c(t) should increase monotonously and then
decrease suddenly everytime a bundle splits. This behavior could lead to a different kind
of dynamics of the ring, that is beyond the scope of this thesis.
6.5 Stresses and Ring Contraction
Throughout this chapter we assumed that radial stresses in cytoskeletal structures such
as the contractile ring or the actin cortex can lead to forces normal to the cell surface, i.e.
forces that could lead to the contraction of this cytoskeletal structure. In this section we
briefly show how the normal forces are related to radial stresses and under which conditions
an active material in cortical geometry can generate normal forces.
6.5.1 Radial Stress and Normal Force
We have seen in section 3.2.5 that a ring of active filaments and molecular motors can
generate tension in the radial direction. If this ring is wound around the equator of a cell
and contracts like a contractile ring, this radial stress has to lead to normal forces directed
towards the center of the cell. Here we calculate this relation explicitly.
Consider a ring with radius R = 1 that exercises stress only in the radial direction, i.e.
in polar coordinates (x = R cosφ, y = R sinφ) the stress tensor is given by
σ =
(
σrr σrφ
σφr σφφ
)
=
(
0 0
0 σφφ
)
(6.57)
which in cartesian coordinates leads to
σ =
(
σxx σxy
σyx σyy
)
= R
(
0 0
0 σφφ
)
R−1 =
(
y2 −xy
−xy x2
)
σφφ (6.58)
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where
R =
(
cosφ − sinφ
sinφ cosφ
)
(6.59)
is the rotation operator. The force is given by the divergence of σ
F = divσ = − 1
R2
σφφer , (6.60)
where er is the unit vector pointing outward normal to the ring. The radial stress thus
indeed causes a normal force, which is proportional to its magnitude.
6.5.2 Forces of Arbitrary Stress Tensor
While the example presented in the last section is instructive in order to understand radial
stress generation in rings, here we consider forces pointing in arbitrary direction resulting
from stress tensors of the most general form:
σ =
(
σxx σxy
σyx σyy
)
= R
(
σrr σrφ
σφr σφφ
)
R−1 (6.61)
=
1
R2
(
σrrx
2 − (σrφ + σφr)xy + σφφy2 σrφx2 − (σφφ − σrr)xy − σφry2
σφrx
2 − (σrr − σφφ)xy − σrφy2 σφφx2 + (σφr + σrφ)xy + σrry2
)
where (x = R cosφ, y = R sinφ) and R is the rotation operator introduced in Eq. (6.59).
This stress gives rise to a force
F = divσ
=
1
R2
[(σrr − σφφ)er + (σrφ + σφr)eφ] (6.62)
where er = (cosφ, sinφ), eφ = (− sinφ, cosφ) are the unit vectors radial and tangential to
the cylinder. It is then trivial to see that e.g. a ring will contract radially if
σφφ > σrr , (6.63)
because in this case the force is oriented radially towards the cylinder axis.
6.5.3 Generic Condition for Radial Contraction
The condition for ring contraction σφφ > σrr (Eq. (6.63)) is a consequence of the symmetry
of the system. It is thus independent of the choice of coordinate system. Here we show
that this is indeed the case by presenting a generic calculation based on the symmetry
properties of the stress tensor.
Without fixing a coordinate system, we split the stress tensor σ into a diagonal, sym-
metric part σsδαβ that effectively describes an isotropic surface tension and a traceless part
σaαβ that is symmetric by construction (cf. Eq. (5.51)) and describes anisotropic tension:
σαβ = σsδαβ + σaαβ (6.64)
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where
σs =
σ11 + σ22
2
(6.65)
σa =
(
σ∗ σ12
σ12 −σ∗
)
(6.66)
σ∗ =
σ11 − σ22
2
(6.67)
are the diagonal and traceless components of σ and σ∗ is a constant. The ring exerts a
force in the radial direction, when σ∗ < 0, i.e. when σ22 > σ11. For polar coordinates this
argument thus leads to the same condition for radial contraction as the direct calculation
in the previous section, cf. Eq. (6.63).
6.6 Discussion
In this chapter we present a phenomenological description of cytoskeletal ring contraction
based on force balance arguments. We explicitly take into account filament polymeriza-
tion and depolymerization and show that they are indispensable for dynamics observed in
experiments. Using parameters derived from independent experiments we obtain quanti-
tative agreement with contraction trajectories measured in fission yeast.
The stress generated in the ring can result from the interaction between cytoskeletal
filaments and molecular motors as well as filament polymerization dynamics. In chapter 3
we discuss microscopic mechanisms that give rise to tension in filament rings which are of
the same form as Eq. (6.6). This allows us to identify how interfering with mechanisms at
work in the ring, such as actin polymerization, can influence its contraction dynamics.
The contractile ring is central for cell division in many cells. From our analysis it becomes
clear that its contraction trajectory yields much information about the processes that drive
contraction. Our approach can be furthered to include other effects like e.g. different
pressures in and outside the cell and in various regions of the cell. These pressure gradients
can give rise to currents in the cytoplasm, which might also influence the contraction
dynamics. Moreover the contribution of other organelles like e.g. the mitotic spindle to
ring contraction can be approached using the tools introduced here. This will allow us to
gain insight into this central question of cell biology from a novel point of view.
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7 Summary and Perspectives
7.1 Summary of the Results
In this thesis we studied physical aspects of active filament systems, like those that
form the basis of the cytoskeleton, i.e. the protein scaffold that e.g. allows cells to
move and determines their shape. The central focus of our investigations was the role of
polymerization and depolymerization of protein filaments for the formation and dynamics
of prominent cytoskeletal structures such as the contractile ring, stress fibers or the
mitotic spindle. These structures are indispensable for vital cellular processes such as
cell division and cell locomotion, which play a crucial role e.g. for the development of
organisms, in wound healing, or diseases such as cancer.
The processes that drive the dynamics of these structures are far from equilibrium and
depend on a constant supply of chemical energy. While the energy delivered to motors
is used to generate directed motion along protein filaments, these protein filaments
themselves use energy to assemble and disassemble. The filaments are structurally
polar and polymerization occurs with different rates at both ends due to the supplied
energy. Filament polymerization and depolymerization together with the action of
molecular motors and other cross-linking proteins generates forces at the microscopic
scale, whose interplay gives rise to complex phenomena on the cellular level. We
exemplified explicitly how physical tools and concepts such as self-organization and dy-
namic instability can contribute to our understanding of these truly fascinating structures.
In chapter 3 we presented a microscopic mean field description of active filament
systems. Our focus was on the role of filament polymerization and depolymerization for
the dynamics of filament bundles. We showed that filament treadmilling in the presence
of end-tracking cross-linkers can lead to tension in the bundle and to bundle contraction
even in the absence of molecular motors. Filament polymerization and depolymerization
also change the type of bifurcation by which a homogenous bundle loses its stability. A
particularly striking result is that passive, end-tracking cross-linkers in the presence of
filament treadmilling do always generate stress in a bundle, while molecular motors have
to be bound between filaments of the same polar orientation to contribute to the stress.
The second part (chapter 4) shows an extension and application of the microscopic
description developed in chapter 3 to mitotic and meiotic spindles. Meiotic and mitotic
spindles of the same organism can have vastly different lengths, although in principle they
fulfill the same task. We showed how the action of many proteins gives rise to interesting
collective behavior such as the formation of stable, finite size spindles. Our theory allows
a detailed, analytical discussion of the contributions of different microscopic aspects of
cytoskeletal dynamics such as motor force-velocity curves and binding probabilities on
spindle formation and dynamics. In particular we showed how the balance of motors
influences the spindle length.
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Chapter 5 introduced phenomenological descriptions of cytoskeletal systems based
on generic symmetry considerations. These theories are helpful tools to investigate the
physics of these systems, because they highlight properties independent of microscopic
details, which are often unknown. We showed in particular that bundle contraction is a
consequence of the system’s symmetry and calculate explicitly how stress is released by
contraction. We linked this phenomenological description to the microscopic mean field
theory presented in chapter 3. Applying this description to a cylindrical geometry, we
uncovered physical mechanisms of ring formation in the cell cortex.
Finally in the last part of this thesis (chapter 6) we studied the dynamics and mechanics
of contractile actin rings, which cleave cells during cytokinesis. Quantitative comparison
of experimental data from S. pombe with the results obtained with a phenomenological
description of ring contraction allowed us to estimate the essential parameters that char-
acterize the mechanical and dynamical properties of such a contractile ring. We related
our theoretical findings to experiments, which showed that ring contraction in fission yeast
proceeds with constant velocity. We found that filament turnover due to polymeriza-
tion and depolymerization is indispensable for such ring contraction with constant velocity.
In summary we presented ways to approach the dynamics of active filament systems
from different angles and on different length and time scales. Starting out from consider-
ations about the microscopic processes in active filament systems we presented a theory
for active bundles that explicitly takes filament polymerization and depolymerization into
account. This microscopic description is helpful as it provides an intuitive way of relating
theoretical results to concrete processes in the cytoskeleton. Extending this theory with
force dependent motor dynamics allowed us to discuss spindle formation, stability and
length in chapter 4. The following chapter showed a generic way to analyze the physics of
active filament systems on larger length and time scales. The phenomenological descrip-
tions are useful to investigate situations in which the precise nature of the microscopic
details is not known, as is often the case in biological systems. The power of such phe-
nomenological approaches is demonstrated by investigations about ring formation in the
cell cortex as well as by our study of the contraction dynamics of the contractile ring in
chapter 6.
7.2 Outlook and Perspectives
The physics of the cytoskeleton has attracted the attention of many physicists for years
now. Many important insights have been gained, but many fundamental questions are
still open. It is safe to say that most of the work still lies ahead.
In the context of the topics presented in this thesis there are two main directions in
which we may further our considerations. One is to apply the tools to other cytoskeletal
structures and try to uncover more physical processes underlying the observed cellular
dynamics. Detailed, microscopic descriptions are getting very complex and are hard
to deal with when many players are involved. Furthermore, much of the biological
detail remains yet to be discovered, which makes it impossible to cover them faithfully.
Phenomenological descriptions such as those presented in chapter 5 might prove to be
extremely valuable tools in these settings. Being independent of microscopic details and
only based on symmetry considerations, they will help to clarify the physics of complex
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situations involving many (even partially unknown) proteins and mechanisms.
The investigation of physical mechanisms behind biological phenomena is more than
just purely academic. Concepts originally developed in a more classical physical setting,
such as e.g. self-organization in systems out of equilibrium (Cross and Hohenberg, 1993),
phase transitions or bifurcation have been shown to be useful also for the description of
biological systems and thus changed the way we think about them. Hopf bifurcations
that mark the transition to oscillations are particularly fascinating and appear often in
biological systems (Kruse and Ju¨licher, 2005).
The other direction is relating our theoretical approaches more closely to experiments.
Investigations of how the cell achieves what it does profited remarkably from advances in
experimental manipulation techniques, such as optical tweezers, atomic force microscopy
or micro-pipettes that allowed better controlled and more quantitative experiments in
vivo and in vitro. Equally impressive advances in microscopy enabled scientists to obtain
more detailed information about cellular structures, e.g. by (cryo-) electron microscopy.
Light microscopy, especially in combination with fluorescence based techniques such as
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), fluorescence recovery after photobleach-
ing (FRAP) or fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) now enable us to follow the
dynamic processes of individual molecules and living cells (Schwille and Kettling, 2001).
They also allow us to follow microscopic details of cytoskeletal dynamics even inside living
cells. The advances in manipulation and observation are furthermore complemented by
advanced in reconstitution of biological systems from purified components. Biomimetic
systems and in vitro assays now enable us to quantify more and more aspects of cellular
dynamics. This allows the fruitful combination and comparison of physical descriptions
with (quantitative) experiments, see e.g. (Leduc et al., 2004; Boukellal et al., 2004).
Our theories make several predictions that could be tested in real cytoskeletal systems.
Prominent examples are traveling density profiles in actin rings or the observation that
binding to filament minus ends is crucial for spindle formation. A crucial step will be
to make these results and the theoretical considerations that lead to them more easily
accessible to experimentalists, e.g. by providing them with directly measurable quantities.
This should go along well with the encouraging trend towards more quantitative mea-
surements on biological systems supported by the advent of systems biology (Sorger, 2005).
More concretely, future work should extend our theories to higher dimensions. This
seems to be especially interesting for the mitotic spindle. Furthermore the elasticity
and pole-ward flux of the microtubules are new aspects that could be included in the
description explicitly. The same is true for chromosomes and microtubules that are not
attached to asters. The spindle will also interact with other cytoskeletal structures, be
it another scaffold in the central region of the spindle or with the actin cortex of cells.
Moreover, it is also believed to influence ring formation and dynamics.
Our understanding of the formation of the contractile ring will profit by linking the
phenomenological description explicitly with microscopic processes in higher dimensions.
Considering the microscopic action of other proteins besides motors and cross-linkers will
be useful to understand ring and bundle dynamics. Another open question is the influence
of arbitrary filament polymerization and depolymerization, which gives rise to filaments
of various lengths. To incorporate these effects explicitly into microscopic theories is an
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important open challenge. Microscopic descriptions also seem to be a good starting point
to investigate effects of fluctuations on cytoskeletal dynamics. This will strengthen the
link to real cytoskeletal systems in which e.g. motor binding and unbinding seem to be
stochastic events.
Independent of the tools employed, the effects of polymerization on the dynamics of
cytoskeletal structures will continue to be a fascinating topic of research. This is certainly
also due to the importance of the cytoskeleton for many cellular processes such as cell
locomotion, which in turn are prominent in diseases, such as metastasis formation in
cancer. A better understanding of the physics of the basic and collective processes involved
in cytoskeletal dynamics will contribute to a more comprehensive appreciation of the cell’s
toolbox and its behavior. This knowledge has a great potential for application in medicine,
e.g. development of drugs that target cytoskeletal structures, or in the design of novel
materials. Ultimately the physics of the cytoskeleton will also help us to understand
fundamental processes in living organisms. I am sure the long quest (Frixione, 2000) for a
better understanding of the cytoskeleton will go on and am happy if I could contribute a
tiny bit.
A Supplementary Analytic Calculations
A.1 Minimal Model: Linear Stability Analysis
Here we present additional results concerning the linear stability of the homogenous state.
First we investigate how the critical interaction strength α depends on the other param-
eters. In a second part we discuss the influence of creation and annihilation of entire
filaments on the stability of the homogenous state.
A.1.1 Parameter Dependence of the Critical Alpha
In chapter 3 we showed that the stability boundary αc(v) qualitatively and quantitatively
depends on the concentrations of filaments of either orientation. In addition it also depends
on the value of the interaction strength between antiparallel filaments, β, in a quantitative
way, Fig. A.1. Increasing β widens and deepens the “valley” where αc(v) < αc(0). It thus
enlarges the interval of treadmilling speeds v in which the homogenous state is destabilized
and where (for equal concentrations) a stationary bifurcation occurs. The strength of this
effect seems to be independent of the filament concentrations as long as the total number
of filaments in the system is identical, compare Fig. A.1a and b. Furthermore, in the
absence of this interaction (β = 0) the critical value of α does not depend on v.
We obtain similar results for the stability of a homogenous bundle in the presence of
passive cross-linkers, but in the absence of molecular motors, see Fig. 3.13. The combined
action of motors and passive cross-linkers does not change this trend.
Another peculiar observation is that when varying c+ and c− while keeping their sum
fixed, all resulting curves αc(v) intersect at the same point (v∗, α∗), see Fig. A.2. While
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Figure A.1: Dependence of αc(v) on β. Graphs show αc(v) for different values of the
interaction strength between antiparallel filaments β and (a) equal concentrations c+0 = 25,
c−0 = 25 as well as (b) for unequal concentrations c
+
0 = 32.5, c
−
0 = 17.5. Increasing β deepens
and widens the “valley” in αc(v), which for equal concentrations also extends the region of
the stationary bifurcation (solid line in (a)). Outside the valley and everywhere for unequal
concentrations the bifurcation is of the Hopf kind (broken lines).
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Figure A.2: Critical αc(v) for β = 0.5 and varying concentrations. All curves intersect
in the same point v∗ with critical value α∗c . While α
∗
c is independent of β, v
∗ grows with
increasing β, as do width and depth of the “valley” (a-c).
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Figure A.3: Stability boundary of the homogenous state in a bundle with treadmilling,
motors and passive cross-linkers. The graphs show αˆc(v) as defined in Eq. (3.64) for different
values of the interaction strength between antiparallel filaments β and (a) equal concentrations
c+0 = 25, c
−
0 = 25 as well as (b) for unequal concentrations c
+
0 = 32.5, c
−
0 = 17.5. Increasing
β depends and widens the “valley” in αc(v), which for equal concentrations also extends the
region of the stationary bifurcation. The interaction strength of passive cross-linkers between
antiparallel filaments is β¯′ = 0.05. Similar results are obtained when fixing β and varying β′
(not shown).
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(a) Motors and treadmilling
β = 0.05 v∗ ≈ 0.72 α∗c ≈ 0.23
β = 0.10 v∗ ≈ 1.27 α∗c ≈ 0.23
β = 0.20 v∗ ≈ 2.46 α∗c ≈ 0.23
(b) Treadmilling and passive cross-linkers
β′ = 0.05 v∗ ≈ 0.25 α′∗c ≈ 0.23
β′ = 0.10 v∗ ≈ 0.27 α′∗c ≈ 0.23
β′ = 0.20 v∗ ≈ 0.36 α′∗c ≈ 0.23
(c) Treadmilling, motors and passive cross-linkers
β = 0.05, β′ = 0.05 v∗ ≈ 0.9 αˆ∗c ≈ 0.23
β = 0.10, β′ = 0.05 v∗ ≈ 1.5 αˆ∗c ≈ 0.23
β = 0.20, β′ = 0.05 v∗ ≈ 2.74 αˆ∗c ≈ 0.23
Table A.1: Varying the interaction strength between antiparallel filaments shifts the tread-
milling speed of the intersection v∗ but not the critical α∗c . This is true for the action (a) of
motors alone, (b) passive cross-linkers in the absence of motors or (c) for both motors and
cross-linkers acting at the same time.
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Figure A.4: Dependence of the stability of the homogenous state on the polymerization
and depolymerization rates. Graphs show αc(v) for different values of kp and kd and (a)
equal concentrations c+0 = 25, c
−
0 = 25 as well as (b) for unequal concentrations c
+
0 = 32.5,
c−0 = 17.5. Increasing the rates stabilizes the homogenous state. Parameters are β = 0.1,
L = 5.
the value of α∗ remains constant, when β is varied, v∗ increases with increasing β, see
table A.1. Equivalent results are found when analyzing the stability of a homogenous
bundle in the presence of passive cross-linkers, but in the absence of molecular motors or
in the presence of both motors and passive cross-linkers. Calculating the point (v∗, α∗)
analytically, which will help to determine whether it is physically meaningful or just an
artifact of the mean field description is still an open challenge.
A.1.2 Polymerization of Entire Filaments
The linear stability analysis of a system in the presence of an explicit dynamics for protein
subunits as presented in section 3.2.4 reveals that the stability of the homogenous state
also depends on the polymerization and depolymerization rates of the filaments, Fig. A.4.
Higher turnover rates stabilize the homogenous state and destroy (for equal concentrations
of plus- and minus-filaments) the stationary bifurcation in the “valley”.
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A.2 Minimal Model: Interaction Integrals
The transformation of the dynamic equations (3.44) and (3.45) into their representation
in Fourier space is straightforward for the diffusion and treadmilling term. The overlap
integrals require more care. Here we discuss the approximation of the integral reflecting
the interaction between antiparallel filaments via molecular motors (cf. Eq. (3.40)):
β∂x
∫ l
−l dξ c
−(x+ ξ)c+(x)
= β∂x
∫ l
−l dξ
∑
k c
−
k e
ikxeikξ
∑
k c
+
k e
ikx keeping only linear terms
; β∂x
∫ l
−l dξ
∑
k c
−
0 c
+
k e
ikx +
∑
k c
+
0 c
−
k e
ikxeikξ exchanging derivative and integral
; β
∫ l
−l dξ c
−
0 c
+
k ik + c
+
0 c
−
k ik e
ikξ using
∫ l
−l
dξeikξ =
1
ik
[
eikξ
]l
−l
= 2iβ
(
c−0 klc
+
k + c
+
0 sin(kl)c
−
k
)
(A.1)
The α-integral is evaluated analogously.
For the action of passive, end-tracking crosslinkers the α′-integral is identical to the
α-integral. The β′-integral leads to a different expression:
β′∂xc+(x)
∫ l
0 c
−(x− ξ)dξ
= β′∂x
∑∞
k=−∞ c
+
k e
ikx
∫ l
0
∑∞
k=−∞ c
−
k e
ikxe−ikξdξ linear terms
= β′∂x(c+0
∫ l
0
∑∞
k=−∞ c
−
k e
ikxe−ikξdξ +
∑∞
k=−∞ c
+
k e
ikx
∫ l
0 c
−
0 dξ) derivative
= β′(c+0
∫ l
0
∑∞
k=−∞ c
−
k ike
ikxe−ikξdξ +
∑∞
k=−∞ c
+
k ike
ikx
∫ l
0 c
−
0 dξ) integrals
= β′(−c+0
∑∞
k=−∞ c
−
k e
ikx(e−ikl − 1) +∑∞k=−∞ c+k ikeikxlc−0 ) one mode
; ∂tc
+
k = β
′iklc−0 c
+
k − β′c+0 (e−ikl − 1)c−k (A.2)
A.3 Continuum Limit of the Minimal Model
On length scales large compared to the length of an individual filament, the dynamics of
active filament bundles can be captured by a continuum description in the filament density
c and the local polarization p, cf. chapter 5. Here we calculate a coarse grained version of
the more microscopic minimal model presented in chapter 3. By comparing the coefficients
in the resulting expressions we show that already the pairwise interactions captured by
the minimal model give rise to almost all terms considered in the symmetry based generic
descripition.
We define
c(x) := c+(x) + c−(x) (A.3)
p(x) := c+(x)− c−(x) (A.4)
and expand
c±(x± ξ) = c±(x)± c±′(x)ξ + 1
2
c±
′′
(x)ξ2 ± 1
6
c±
′′′
(x)ξ3 + . . . (A.5)
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in order to approximate the overlap integrals used in the minimal model (cf. chapter 3,
Eqs. (3.39), (3.40), (3.58), (3.60)) as follows:
α, α′ : c+(x)
∫ l
0
(c+(x+ ξ)− c+(x− ξ))dξ
' c+(x)(l2∂xc+(x) + l
4
12
∂3xc
+(x)) (A.6)
β : c+(x)
∫ l
−l
c−(x+ ξ)dξ
' c+(x)(2lc−(x) + l
3
3
∂2xc
−(x)) (A.7)
β′ : c+(x)
∫ l
0
c−(x− ξ)dξ
' c+(x)(lc−(x)− l
2
2
∂xc
−(x) +
l3
6
∂2xc
−(x)− l
4
24
∂3xc
−(x)) . (A.8)
Inserting these expressions into the dynamic equations of the full minimal
model (3.62),(3.63)), we obtain
∂tc = ∂t(c+ + c−)
' ∂2xc− v∂xp− (α+ α′)∂x
[
l2
2
(c∂xc+ p∂xp) +
l4
24
(c∂3xc+ p∂
3
xp)
]
(A.9)
+β∂x
[
l3
6
(p∂2xc− c∂2xp)
]
+β′∂x
[
− l
2
4
(c∂xc− p∂xp) + l
3
12
(p∂2xc− c∂2xp)−
l4
48
(c∂3xc− p∂3xp)
]
∂tp = ∂t(c+ − c−)
' ∂2xp− v∂xc− (α+ α′)∂x
[
l2
2
(p∂xc+ c∂xp) +
l4
24
(p∂3xc+ c∂
3
xp)
]
(A.10)
+β∂x
[
l(c2 − p2) + l
3
6
(c∂2xc− p∂2xp)
]
+β′∂x
[
l
2
(c2 − p2)− l
2
4
(c∂xp− p∂xc) + l
3
12
(c∂2xc− p∂2xp)−
l4
48
(c∂3xp− p∂3xc)
]
,
where we have used the identities
c+c− =
1
4
(c2 − p2) (A.11)
c+∂xc
− − c−∂xc+ = 12(p∂xc− c∂xp) (A.12)
c+∂xc
+ − c−∂xc− = 12(p∂xc+ c∂xp) (A.13)
c+∂xc
+ + c−∂xc− =
1
2
(c∂xc+ p∂xp) (A.14)
c+∂xc
− + c−∂xc+ =
1
2
(c∂xc− p∂xp) . (A.15)
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Term in Factor in coarse grained Coefficient in
current j microscopic model, Eq. (A.9) continuum description
∂xc 1 D
∂2xp −A1
∂3xc −A2
c∂xc −l2(2(α+ α′) + β′)/4 −2B1
p∂xp −l2(2(α+ α′)− β′)/4 −2B2
(∂xc)∂xp −2(E1 + E2)
c∂2xp −l3(2β + β′)/12 −E1
p∂2xc l
3(2β + β′)/12 −E2
(∂xc)∂2xc −(F1 + 2F3)
c∂3xc −l4(2α+ β′)/48 −F1
(∂xp)∂2xp −(F2 + 2F4)
p∂3xp −l4(2α− β′)/48 −F2
p −v −v
Table A.2: Relation of the coefficients used in the density currents from the generic con-
tinuum description presented in chapter 5 and the coarse grained minimal model given by
Eqs. (A.9) and (A.10).
This coarse grained continuum limit of the minimal model can be compared with the
generic continuum description, cf. chapter 5. In that description the respective currents
read (cf. Eqs. (5.14), (5.15), (5.16))
j = η−1∂xσ
= D∂xc−A1∂2xp−A2∂3xc− 2B1c∂xc− 2B2p∂xp− E1
(
(∂xc)∂xp+ c∂2xp
)
−E2
(
(∂xc)∂xp+ p∂2xc
)− F1 ((∂xc)∂2xc+ c∂3xc)− F2 ((∂xp)∂2xp+ p∂3xp)
−2F3(∂xc)∂2xc− 2F4(∂xp)∂2xp (A.16)
and
jp = ²(c2 − p2) +D∂xc−A1∂2xc−A2∂3xp− B¯1c∂xp− B¯2p∂xc
−E¯1c∂2xc− E¯2p∂2xp− E1(∂xc)2 − E˜2(∂xp)2
−F¯1c∂3xp− F¯2p∂3xc− F¯3(∂xc)∂2xp− F¯4(∂xp)∂2xc . (A.17)
In addition to these currents we also have to take into account the treadmilling currents,
Eqs. (5.45) and (5.46):
jv = −vp (A.18)
jp,v = −vc (A.19)
The tables A.2 and A.3 summarize the resulting relations between the coefficients in the
coarse grained model and the continuum description.
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Term in Factor in coarse grained Coefficient in
current jp microscopic model, Eq. (A.10) continuum description
c2 − p2 l(2β + β′)/2 −²
∂xp 1 D
∂2xc −A1
∂3xp −A2
c∂xp −l2(2α+ β′)/4 −B¯1
p∂xc −l2(2α− β′)/4 −B¯2
c∂2xc l
3(2β + β′)/12 −E¯1
p∂2xp -l
3(2β + β′)/12 −E¯2
(∂xc)2 ˜−E1
(∂xp)2 −E˜2
c∂3xp −l4(2α− β′)/48 −F¯1
p∂3xc −l4(2α+ β′)/48 −F¯2
(∂xc)∂2xp −F¯3
(∂xp)∂2xc −F¯4
c −v −v
Table A.3: Relation of the coefficients used in the polarization currents from the generic
continuum description presented in chapter 5 and the coarse grained minimal model given by
Eqs. (A.9) and (A.10).
We thus find the following additional relations between the expansion coefficients when
derived from the coarse grained minimal model:
E1 = −E2 (A.20)
E˜1 = −E˜2 (A.21)
F3 = −12F1 (A.22)
F4 = −12F2 (A.23)
In the absence of passive cross-linkers (α′ = 0, β′ = 0), additional relations exist:
B1 = B2 (A.24)
F1 = F2 (= −2F3 = −2F4) (A.25)
We use j = η−1∂xσ to write the tension for the coarse grained microscopic description:
σ = −c+ l
2
8
[
(2(α+ α′) + β′)c2 + (2(α+ α′)− β′)p2] (A.26)
+
l3
12
(2β + β′)(c∂xp− p∂xc)
− l
4
48
[
(2(α+ α′) + β′)c∂2xc+ (2(α+ α
′)− β′)p∂2xp
]
+
l4
96
[
(2(α+ α′) + β′)(∂xc)2 + (2(α+ α′)− β′)(∂xp)2
]
Here the last term ∝ l4/96 has to be added so that Eqs. (A.22) and (A.23) are fulfilled.
This expression can be directly compared with Eq. (5.15) which yields the relations listed
in tables A.2 and A.3.
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B Numerical Methods
B.1 Numerical Integration of the Mean Field Description
We numerically solve the equations (3.44) and (3.45) that describe the evolution of the
filament densities c± in the minimal model. In this appendix we present a detailed de-
scription of the methods used to this end. For the integration in time we employ the
forward Euler scheme (Press et al., 2002) in which the partial derivative of a function f is
approximated by
∂tf(t) =
f(t+∆t)− f(t)
∆t
. (B.1)
This simple scheme is sufficient for the temporal integration of our system. The spatial
integration of the partial integro-differential equations requires more care. We now describe
the discretization scheme explicitely.
The mean field descriptions presented in chapter 3 capture linear structures of length
L. We discretize space and introduce a one dimensional lattice with lattice constant
∆x. The concentrations of filaments and monomers are sampled on the sites. We define
the concentrations c±i = c
±(i∆x, t), with i = 0, 1, . . . NL = L/∆x and the monomer
concentrations accordingly. Quantities with a dagger † denote the distributions at time
t + ∆t, i.e. c±,†i = c
±(i∆x, t + ∆t). Currents in these quantities exist between sites, cf.
Fig. B.1.
In the bulk, i.e. for i ∈ [1;NL−1] the discretization of the various currents is then given
by the following expressions:
Diffusion The diffusion current between two sites depends on the difference of the con-
centrations on the respective sites:
j
(D)±
i =
D
∆x
(
c±i−1 − c±i
)
(B.2)
Motors between parallel filaments (Eq. (3.39)) The current is given by
j
(α)±±
i = α
(
c±i−1S
±
i − c±i S±i−`+1
)
(B.3)
ii-3 i-2 i-1 i+1 i+2 i+3
j
i
c
i+1
p
i+1
s
i+1
Figure B.1: Discretization scheme for mean field and continuum description. The densities,
order parameters or stresses represented by c, p, σ respectively, are defined on the sites (here
exemplified on site i+1). The currents are defined between two sites. They point to and have
the same index as the site with the larger index, shown for ji.
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where
` =
⌊
l
∆x
⌋
(B.4)
is the length of one filaments in units of ∆x. The symbol b·c denotes the floor, i.e.
the next lower integer of the argument. We only consider cases when ` is an integer,
odd number, as an even number would leave the center of the filaments between two
sites. Furthermore we define Si, the number of filaments on sites i to i+ `− 2:
S±i =
i+`−2∑
j=i
c±j ∆x (B.5)
Here the range of j = i· · · + ` − 2 represents interval in which filaments located at
site i can interact with other filaments located to their right.
Motors between antiparallel filaments (Eq. (3.40)) The direction of the current is dif-
ferent for either filament orientation:
j
(β)+−
i = −βc+i
(
S−i−`+1 + c
−
i + S
−
i+1
)
(B.6)
j
(β)−+
i = βc
−
i−1
(
S+i−` + c
+
i−1 + S
+
i
)
(B.7)
Treadmilling (Eq. (3.43)) The treadmilling current depends on the orientation of the
filaments
j
(v)+
i = vc
+
i−1 (B.8)
j
(v)−
i = −vc−i (B.9)
Passive cross-linkers between parallel filaments (Eqs. (3.58) and (3.59)) The current
is identical to that for motors between parallel filaments (Eq. (B.3)) for α′ = α:
j
(α′)±±
i = α
′ (c±i−1S±i − c±i S±i−`+1) (B.10)
Passive cross-linkers between antiparallel filaments (Eqs. (3.60) and (3.61)) The cur-
rent is given by
j
(β′)+−
i = −β′c+i S−i−`+1 (B.11)
j
(β′)−+
i = β
′c−i−1S
+
i (B.12)
All these partial currents are added up to give the effective filament current
j±i = = j
(D)±
i + j
(α)±±
i + j
(β)±∓
i + j
(v)±
i + j
(α′)±±
i + j
(β′)±∓
i . (B.13)
The new concentrations are then given by
c†±i = c
±
i +
∆t
∆x
[
j±i − j±i+1
]
(B.14)
= c±i +
∆t
∆x
[(
j
(D)±
i − j(D)±i+1
)
+
(
j
(α)±±
i − j(α)±±i+1
)
+
(
j
(β)±∓
i − j(β)±∓i+1
)
+
(
j
(v)±
i − j(v)±i+1
)
+
(
j
(α′)±±
i − j(α
′)±±
i+1
)
+
(
j
(β′)±∓
i − j(β
′)±∓
i+1
)]
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B.2 Numerical Integration of the Continuum Theory
The integration of the continuum theory is not trivial and features a few caveats. Again
we introduce a lattice as in section B.1 on which the concentration c and the components
of the order parameter px, qxx, qxy as well as the tension σ are defined. Denoting p = px
in one dimension the discretization of σ defined in Eq. (5.15) is given by
η−1σi = −Dci +A1 pi+1 − pi−12∆x +A2
ci+1 + ci−1 − 2ci
(∆x)2
(B.15)
+B1c2i +B2p
2
i + E1ci
pi+1 − pi−1
2∆x
+ E2pi
ci+1 − ci−1
2∆x
+F1ci
ci+1 + ci−1 − 2ci
(∆x)2
+ F2pi
pi+1 + pi−1 − 2pi
(∆x)2
+F3
(
ci+1 − ci−1
2∆x
)2
+ F4
(
pi+1 − pi−1
2∆x
)2
.
Note that here we have used the symmetric first order derivative
∂xf(x) =
f(x+∆x)− f(x−∆x)
2∆x
(B.16)
for c and p to assure that σ is localized on the sites. An asymmetric derivative would
lead to contributions to σ that are not located on the lattice sites. The change in the
concentration for the bulk terms i ∈ [1;NL − 1] is then given by
c†i = ci +∆t
σi+1 + σi−1 − 2σi
(∆x)2
(B.17)
for η = 1. The change in the polarization p is discretized analogously. The filament current
between sites i− 1 and i is given by
ji = −σi − σi−1∆x . (B.18)
B.2.1 Description with Nematic Order
The discretization of the projected tension (Eq. (5.53)) is given by
η−1σxx,i = A1ci +A2c2i +A3ci
ci+1 + ci−1 − 2ci
(∆x)2
(B.19)
+A4
(
ci+1 − ci−1
2∆x
)2
+A5qxx,i
Here again we have to use the symmetric first order derivative in order to assure that σ is
located on the sites. And the change in concentration c is then again given by Eq. (B.17).
For the changes in the components of the nematic order parameter, Eqs. (5.54) and
(5.55), we obtain analogously:
ωxx,i = −B1qxx,i +B2 qxx,i+1 + qxx,i−1 − 2qxx,i(∆x)2 +B3
q
(2)
xx,i+1 + q
(2)
xx,i−1 − 2q(2)xx,i
(∆x)2
+B4
ci+1 + ci−1 − 2ci
(∆x)2
+B5(q2xx,i + q
2
xy,i)qxx,i (B.20)
ωxy = −B1qxy,i +B2 qxy,i+1 + qxy,i−1 − 2qxy,i(∆x)2 +B3
q
(2)
xy,i+1 + q
(2)
xy,i−1 − 2q(2)xy,i
(∆x)2
+B4
ci+1 + ci−1 − 2ci
(∆x)2
+B5(q2xx,i + q
2
xy,i)qxy,i (B.21)
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where q(2)xx,i is the second order derivative at site i:
q
(2)
xx,i =
qxx,i+1 + qxx,i−1 − 2qxx,i
(∆x)2
(B.22)
and for qxy analogously. The update in the order parameter is then given by
q†xx,i = qxx,i + ωxx,i∆t (B.23)
and qxy analogously.
B.2.2 Boundary Conditions
The update rules for the sites in the bulk i ∈ [1;NL − 1] have been given above. How to
update the sites 0 and NL depends on the boundary conditions, which can have a huge
influence on the observed dynamics and asymptotic states.
Periodic Boundary Conditions
Periodic boundary conditions are readily implemented by using
c†0 = c0 +∆t
σ2 + σNL − 2σ1
(∆x)2
, c†NL = cNL +∆t
σ0 + σNL−1 − 2σNL
(∆x)2
, (B.24)
and calculating ωxx,1, ωxy,1, ωxx,NL and ωxy,NL accordingly.
No Flux Boundary Conditions
No flux boundary conditions can be more complicated to implement correctly. Their
numerical application is somewhat subtle. We illustrate the approach employed here,
using the boundary conditions presented in Eqs. (5.77)-(5.81):
j = 0 (B.25)
q = 0 (B.26)
∂xc = 0 (B.27)
∂xqxx = 0 (B.28)
∂xqxy = 0 (B.29)
at both x = 0 and x = L.
Condition (B.25) is discretized by setting j0 = 0 and jNL+1 = 0. This can be realized by
introducing virtual sites i = −1 and i = NL + 1 and setting σ−1 = σ0 and σNL+1 = σNL
at each time step before updating the concentration. The across the boundaries currents
as given by Eq. (B.18) are then zero.
Condition (B.26) is trivially implemented by setting qxx,0 = 0, qxy,0 = 0, qxx,NL = 0,
qxy,NL = 0.
The remaining three conditions (B.27)-(B.29) are again captured by introducing quan-
tities on the virtual sites. For the concentration choosing c−1 = c0 and cNL+1 = cNL at
each time step prior to calculating σ and ω does the trick. We treat qxx and qxy in the
same way.
These ad-hoc choices of virtual values may seem problematic as they need not be self
consistent, i.e. the choices for c and q on the virtual sites determine the stresses on these
sites. The filament current determined by the stresses could thus be different from zero.
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While this is the case for many possible choices of boundary conditions, the boundary
conditions discussed above can always be made self consistent as the calculation of σi
requires values from sites i− 1, i, i+1, which e.g. for σ−1 means it depends on the virtual
value of e.g. ci−2 that is not restricted otherwise and can always be chosen so, that all
boundary conditions are fulfilled.
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C Supplementary Calculations to the Spindle
C.1 Forces between Asters
The general idea of hoe to determine the force contribution of motor dimers in the spindle
has been outlined in section 4.2.4. Here we complete the list of explicitly calculated
instructive examples and show in detail how to calculate the force between two half and
full asters. This section concludes with a concise overview of the force contributions of all
kinds of motors bound at all positions to two asters in section C.1.5. Explicit calculations
for all possible cases are given in section C.5 at the end of this chapter.
C.1.1 Motors Bound to the Bulk
A motor dimer can bind to parallel microtubules of either minus- or plus-orientation,
regions (a) and (c) of Fig. 4.5 respectively. Because it is the easiest (as all MTs involved
are plus-microtubules), we discuss region (c) first.
Region (c): parallel plus-microtubules. Here the velocity of the motor bound to the
first MT (motor 1, black disk) and the second motor (motor 2, white disk) individually
are given by Eq. (4.7):
x˙1 = v1 + L˙ (C.1)
x˙2 = v2 − L˙ (C.2)
where the different signs in front of L˙ are due to the opposing directions of movement of
the two asters. Note that the subscripts 1, 2 refer to the aster the motor is bound to.
The two motors in the dimer are referred to as a, b, so that va is the load-free velocity of
motor head a, and v1 is the speed of the motor bound to MT 1, which could in principle
be either motor a or b. Here we assume for simplicity and without loss of generality that
motor a is bound to MT 1 and and b to 2. In terms of the force-velocity curves (Eq. (3.3)):
v1 = va + χaf1 (C.3)
v2 = vb + χbf2 , (C.4)
where f1, f2 are the forces acting on motors bound to MT 1 and 2 respectively, measured
with respect to the microtubule orientation. As the motors form a dimer we know that
x˙1 = x˙2 ⇒ v1 + L˙ = v2 − L˙ . (C.5)
We thus obtain
va + χaf1 + L˙ = vb + χbf2 − L˙ . (C.6)
Furthermore the dimer implies
f1 = −f2 . (C.7)
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Complex p-p m-m p-m m-p
Fig. 4.5c
Velocities va > 0, vb > 0 va < 0, vb < 0 va > 0, vb < 0 va < 0, vb > 0
Forces f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
< 0 f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
> 0
f = f1 f = f1 f = f1 < 0 f = f1 > 0
Effect depends depends contractile expansive
Table C.1: Force contributions of different individual motor dimers bound to the bulk of two
MTs right of both asters (region (c), cf. Fig. 4.5c). The asters are assumed to be stationary
(L˙ = 0).
Hence we can solve Eq. (C.6) to obtain
f1 =
vb − va − 2L˙
χa + χb
(C.8)
x˙ =
χavb + χbva
χa + χb
+
χb − χa
χa + χb
L˙ (C.9)
The force that this single dimer exerts on the two asters in this case is given by
f = f1 =
vb − va − 2L˙
χa + χb
. (C.10)
To further illustrate this result we explicitly calculate the contribution of four types of
motor dimers:
• p-p: a homo-dimer of two ⊕-end directed motors
• m-m: a homo-dimer of two ª-end directed motors
• p-m: a hetero-dimer of a ⊕-end directed motor bound to MT 1 (from the right aster)
and a ª-end directed motor bound to MT 2 (from the left aster)
• m-p: a hetero-dimer of a ª-end directed motor bound to MT 1 and a ⊕-end directed
motor bound to MT 2
Table C.1 summarizes the results for different kinds of motor dimers and stationary asters
(L˙ = 0).
For the calculation above and the expressions presented in table C.1 we assumed that
motor a is bound to MT 1, and b to 2. For an ensemble of motors however it is equally
likely that b binds to MT 1. Thus when considering an ensemble of many motors, the
average force contribution due to a single motor bound to the bulk of both MTs right of
both asters is
F = 〈f1〉 = 12
vb − va − 2L˙
χa + χb
+
1
2
va − vb − 2L˙
χa + χb
=
−2L˙
χa + χb
(C.11)
where 〈·〉 denotes the average over all possible binding configurations. On average these
motors thus do not contribute to the force acting on the asters, but oppose aster movement,
because they lead to forces of opposite sign than the velocity of the asters. In conclusion:
an ensemble of motors right of both asters acts essentially like passive cross-linkers. Note
that this result holds independent of the type of motor dimer (p-p, m-m, etc.).
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Region (a): parallel minus-microtubules. The case of a dimer between two parallel
minus-microtubules left of both asters is very similar to the case above. The details of the
calculation are given in C.5.1. We obtain for the force that a single dimer exerts on the
two asters
f = −f1 = −vb − va + 2L˙
χa + χb
(C.12)
where the negative sign in front of f1 is due to the orientation of microtubule 1. As f1 is
measured with respect to the microtubule orientation and f is measured in the laboratory
reference frame, the two forces have opposite signs as MT 1 is a minus-microtubule. Ta-
ble C.13 summarizes the resulting forces for different kinds of motor dimers and stationary
asters.
Considering an ensemble of many motors the average force contribution of a single motor
is given by
F = −〈f1〉 = −12
vb − va + 2L˙
χa + χb
− 1
2
va − vb + 2L˙
χa + χb
=
−2L˙
χa + χb
. (C.13)
Not surprisingly the motors on the left of both asters act the same way as the motors right
of both asters, i.e. an ensemble of motors left of both asters acts essentially like passive
cross-linkers.
Region (b): Between the Asters: Antiparallel Microtubules Here we consider motor
dimers that bind to plus-MTs originating from the left aster and to minus-MTs from
the right aster. Due to the different orientations of the two microtubules involved, the
calculation is slightly different than above. The equations for the velocity of the dimer
read
x˙1 = −v1 + L˙ (C.14)
x˙2 = v2 − L˙ . (C.15)
Note that v1 and v2 enter with opposite signs due to the orientation of their respective
microtubules. The next important difference is that
f1 = −(−f2) (C.16)
where the first negative sign is due to the opposite orientation of both MTs (more pre-
cisely because MT 1 is a minus-MT) and the second because the two heads form a dimer
(actio=reactio). This yields
f1 =
−va − vb + 2L˙
χa + χb
(C.17)
x˙ =
χavb − χbva
χa + χb
+
χb − χa
χa + χb
L˙ (C.18)
and the force that the dimer exerts on the two asters in this case is given by
f = −f1 = va + vb − 2L˙
χa + χb
(C.19)
where again the negative sign in front of f1 is due to the orientation of microtubule 1.
Table C.14 summarizes the results for different kinds of motor dimers and stationary
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asters. For an ensemble of motors the average force contribution due to a motor bound to
the bulk of both MTs and right of both asters is
F = −〈f1〉 = −12
−vb − va + 2L˙
χa + χb
− 1
2
−va − vb + 2L˙
χa + χb
=
va + vb − 2L˙
χa + χb
. (C.20)
This average force F will generally not be proportional to −L˙. Thus, an ensemble of
motors between both asters may exert an active force on the asters.
C.1.2 Motors at the ⊕-Ends
When one motor head of a dimer reaches the end of its MT, it may either detach and
the dimer will not exert any force on the asters anymore, or it may stall at the end (at
least for a short time) and provide a mechanical link between the two asters. We consider
only dimers that remain attached to both MTs when reaching the end, as only they may
contribute to the dynamics directly. The motion of the other motor of the dimer is assumed
not to be influenced by the stalling of the first. Here we describe the contribution of dimers
with one stalled head to the force on the asters.
Region (a): Left of Both Asters: Parallel Minus-Microtubules. The force contribution
of a dimer between two parallel minus-microtubules when the dimer is bound to the bulk
is given explicitly by Eq. (C.12). Either one of the two motor heads may be bound to
an end of a MT originating from either aster, Fig. 4.6a (i) and (ii). Depending on the
details of the situation this may change the force contribution. Table C.2 summarizes the
results for stationary asters (L˙ = 0), which clearly reveals the effects binding to ends has
on the force contributions. Being attached to an end only affects motors that have the
corresponding directionality (e.g. a plus-motor at a ⊕-end enters with velocity 0, while
the velocity of a minus-motor remains unchanged) the force contribution depends on the
type of motor dimer under consideration. The motion of a dimer with two ª-end directed
motors for example is not at all influenced by being attached to a ⊕-end, but all other
types are, compare the respective columns for end-binding cross-linkers in table C.2 and
for bulk-binding cross-linkers in table C.13. Especially the columns showing the results
m-p and p-m dimers reveal the structure.
Ensemble averaging yields
F = −〈f1〉 = −12
vb − va + 2L˙
χa + χb
− 1
2
va − vb + 2L˙
χa + χb
(C.21)
where the first term represents motor a bound to MT 1 and the second motor b bound
to MT 1. As being attached to an end only affects motors that have the corresponding
directionality (e.g. a plus-motor at a ⊕-end enters with velocity 0, while the velocity of a
minus-motor remains unchanged) it depends on the type of motor dimer under consider-
ation how we have to calculate the average of Eq. (C.21).
As an example, let us consider an ensemble of one type of hetero-dimers (w.o.l.g: va ≤
0 ≤ vb). As va < 0 the a motor is not affected by the ⊕-end. In case (i) the b motor is
only affected when bound to MT 1:
F = −〈f1〉 = −12
vb − va + 2L˙
χa + χb
− 1
2
va + 2L˙
χa + χb
=
1
2
−vb − 4L˙
χa + χb
(C.22)
and in case (ii) it is only affected when bound to MT2:
F = −〈f1〉 = −12
−va + 2L˙
χa + χb
− 1
2
va − vb + 2L˙
χa + χb
=
1
2
vb − 4L˙
χa + χb
(C.23)
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Complex p-p m-m p-m m-p
Fig. 4.6a (i) va > 0; 0 va < 0
Velocities va = 0, vb > 0 va < 0, vb < 0 vb < 0 vb > 0
Forces f1 =
vb
χa + χb
> 0 f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
f1 =
vb
χa + χb
< 0 f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
> 0
f = −f1 < 0 f = −f1 f = −f1 > 0 f = −f1 < 0
Effect contractile depends expansive contractile
F = −1
2
va + vb
χa + χb
< 0 0
Effect contractile passive
Fig. 4.6a (ii) va > 0 va < 0
Velocities va > 0, vb = 0 va < 0, vb < 0 vb < 0 vb > 0; 0
Forces f1 =
−va
χa + χb
< 0 f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
< 0 f1 =
−va
χa + χb
> 0
f = −f1 > 0 f = −f1 f = −f1 > 0 f = −f1 < 0
Effect expansive depends expansive contractile
F = −1
2
−va − vb
χa + χb
> 0 0
Effect expansive passive
Table C.2: Force contributions of different motor dimers bound to the bulk and one ⊕-end of
MTs left of both asters (Fig. 4.6 region a). The asters are assumed to be stationary (L˙ = 0).
Averaging over both situations (i) and (ii) thus yields
F = 1
4
(
−vb − 4L˙
χa + χb
+
vb − 4L˙
χa + χb
)
=
−2L˙
χa + χb
. (C.24)
Thus these hetero-dimers act like passive cross-linkers, i.e. they do on average not con-
tribute to the total force on the asters. This result holds for all types of motor dimers,
cf. Eq. (C.21). We can thus conclude: an ensemble of motors left of both asters acts
essentially like passive cross-linkers, even when bound to one ⊕-end.
Region (b): Between Both Asters: Antiparallel Microtubules. The force contribution
of a dimer between two antiparallel microtubules is given by Eq. (C.17). Either one of the
two motors may be bound to an end of a MTs originating from either aster (Fig. 4.6b (i)
and (ii)). The force contributions for the four types of motor dimers are summarized in
table C.15. Averaging over an ensemble of motors yields
F = −〈f1〉 = −12
−va − vb + 2L˙
χa + χb
− 1
2
−vb − va + 2L˙
χa + χb
(C.25)
where the first term represents motor a bound to MT 1 and the second motor b bound to
MT 1.
For a hetero-dimer as described above, we obtain (see section C.5.2 for details)
F = 1
4
(
2va + vb − 4L˙
χa + χb
+
2va + vb − 4L˙
χa + χb
)
=
va + 12vb − 2L˙
χa + χb
. (C.26)
This result holds qualitatively for all types of motor dimers. We can thus conclude: an
ensemble of motors between both asters exerts a force on both asters, even when bound
to one ⊕-end.
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Figure C.1: Motor dimers linking the ª-end of a microtubule from one aster to the bulk of a
microtubule from the the second. The motor heads bind to (a) the bulk of a minus-microtubule
(red) and a minus end when left of both centrosomes, (b) a MT of either orientation and a
minus end between the centrosomes or (c) a plus-MT (blue) and a minus end when right of
them. Other combinations are not possible due to the geometry of the system. In each of
these cases we distinguish the motor bound to an end of a MT from the right aster (i) or from
the left aster (ii) as the force contribution is different in each case).
Region (c): Right of Both Asters: Parallel Plus-Microtubules. This case is qualitatively
equal to region (a) due to symmetry. Motors bound to the bulk and ⊕-end in this region
effectively act like passive cross-linkers. The results and details of the calculation are
given in C.5.2.
C.1.3 Motors at the ª-Ends
The situation when one motor head reaches a ª-end of a microtubule is similar to the case
when it reaches a ⊕-end, described in the previous section. Again the motor head may
detach and not contribute to the dynamics of the asters anymore or it may stay attached
and then work like a passive cross-link. The number of possible situations are reduced due
to geometry as shown in Fig. C.1. Trivially only ª-end directed motors are effected when
bound to a minus end. Tables summarizing the results for motors bound to minus ends
are given in C.5.3. Here we illustrate the character of the force contributions and calculate
the average forces due to an ensemble of hetero-dimers (p-m, m-p).
For region (a) left of both asters the force contribution of an ensemble of hetero-dimers
is given by (w.o.l.g: va ≤ 0 ≤ vb):
F = −〈f1〉 = −12
vb − va + 2L˙
χa + χb
− 1
2
−vb + 2L˙
χa + χb
=
1
2va − 2L˙
χa + χb
(C.27)
Interestingly motors bound to the minus end can contribute forces to the total force. This
is in contrast to motors bound to the bulk or plus ends only in region (a).
For region (b) between the asters the force contribution of an ensemble of hetero-dimers
is given by
F = 1
2
(
1
2va + vb − 2L˙
χa + χb
+
1
2va + vb − 2L˙
χa + χb
)
=
1
2va + vb − 2L˙
χa + χb
(C.28)
Like above, motors between both asters contribute to the total force on the asters.
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Dimer type Velocities of heads Density
p: plus-plus 0 ≤ vpa ≤ vpb p(x)
m: minus-minus vma ≤ vmb ≤ 0 m(x)
h: hetero-dimer vha ≤ 0 ≤ vhb or vhb ≤ 0 ≤ vha h(x)
Table C.3: Three different kinds of motor dimers. The densities of the two homo-dimers
in which both heads move towards the same end are marked by p(x) and m(x) respectively.
As it is impossible to distinguish an m-p from a p-m complex in solution they are described
by only one density for hetero-dimers h(x). We assume that a hetero-dimer binds with equal
probability either way to the two MTs.
For region (c) right of both asters the force contribution of an ensemble of hetero-dimers
is given by
F = 〈f1〉 = 12
vb − 2L˙
χa + χb
+
1
2
va − vb − 2L˙
χa + χb
=
1
2va − 2L˙
χa + χb
(C.29)
Like the motors bound left of both asters, also motors bound to the minus end right of
both asters contribute to the total force. In conclusion: motors bound to minus ends do
always contribute to the total force.
An overview of the force contributions of ensembles of the three different types of motor
dimers (p-p, m-m, p-m/m-p) under the three different ways of attachment (bulk-bulk,
bulk-⊕-end, bulk-ª-end) in all three zones of a spindle (a, b, and c) is given in C.1.5.
C.1.4 Example: Forces Between two Half Asters
As given by Eq. (4.6) the total force on both asters is the sum of the forces exerted by all
the motor dimers bound to MTs from both asters. In order to demonstrate the procedure
we calculate the forces acting on two half asters for three different types of motor dimers:
homo-dimers p and m, and hetero-dimers h, cf. table C.3. The constraint to half asters
eliminates all interactions left or right of both aster poles (zones (a) and (c)). It turns out
that the essential physics is already contained in this simplified scenario. The extension
to full asters is straightforward and discussed in section C.2.2. We furthermore discuss
here only the forces between asters with an exponential microtubule distribution. An
application to homogenous asters is given in C.3.2.
Forces due to bulk-bulk bound motors. The forces per MT dimer on two half asters
characterized by L and L˙ due to bulk-bulk -interactions at x are given by (cf. Eq. (C.19)):
Fb(L, L˙, x) = −Cbρlp(x)ρrm(x)
(
p(x)
−vpa − vpb + 2L˙
χpa + χ
p
b
(C.30)
+m(x)
−vma − vmb + 2L˙
χma + χmb
+ h(x)
−vha − vhb + 2L˙
χha + χhb
)
= −Cbρlp(x)ρrm(x)
(
p(x)f ′p +m(x)f
′
m + h(x)f
′
h
+2L˙[p(x)f ′′p +m(x)f
′′
m + h(x)f
′′
h ]
)
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where the superscripts on the velocities denote the dimer type as introduced in table C.3
and we have introduced the following variables:
f ′p =
−vpa − vpb
χpa + χ
p
b
≤ 0 , f ′′p =
1
χpa + χ
p
b
> 0 (C.31)
f ′m =
−vma − vmb
χma + χmb
≥ 0 , f ′′m =
1
χma + χmb
> 0 (C.32)
f ′h =
−vha − vhb
χha + χhb
{ ≤ 0 vha + vhb ≥ 0
≥ 0 vha + vhb ≤ 0
, f ′′h =
1
χha + χhb
> 0 (C.33)
The constants f ′ describe the force on the 1st head of a dimer between stationary asters.
For homogenous motor densities p(x) = p0 ≥ 0, m(x) = m0 ≥ 0, h(x) = h0 ≥ 0 and
exponential MT-densities as given by the equations in table 4.3 we obtain
Fb(L, L˙, x) = −Cba−2N20 e−2kL
(
p0f
′
p +m0f
′
m + h0f
′
h (C.34)
+2L˙[p0f ′′p +m0f
′′
m + h0f
′′
h ]
)
.
This expression is independent of the position x. The force on both asters is thus given
by
Fb(L, L˙) =
∫ L
−L
Fb(L, L˙, x)dx = 2LFb(L, L˙, x) (C.35)
= −2Cba−2N20Le−2kL
(
p0f
′
p +m0f
′
m + h0f
′
h + 2L˙[p0f
′′
p +m0f
′′
m + h0f
′′
h ]
)
.
As 2Cba−2N20Le−2kL is always strictly positive, we can only have a stationary spindle if
the term in the brackets is zero. This does not depend on the spindle length 2L, so that
half asters which only interact via motors bound to the bulk can form stable, stationary
(L˙ = 0) spindles when p0f ′p +m0f ′m + h0f ′h = 0.
Forces due to bulk-⊕-end bound motors. The same procedure can be applied to dimers
linking the bulk and the ⊕-end of their two microtubules. For homogenous motor densities
p(x) = p0 ≥ 0, m(x) = m0 ≥ 0, h(x) = h0 ≥ 0 and exponential MT-densities as given by
the equations in table 4.3 we obtain
Fp(L, L˙, x) = −2Cpa−1kN20 e−2kL
(
1
2
p0f
′
p +m0f
′
m +
1
2
h0f
′
h (C.36)
+
1
2
h0min(vha , v
h
b )f
′′
h + 2L˙[p0f
′′
p +m0f
′′
m + h0f
′′
h ]
)
This expression is again independent of the position x. The force on both asters is thus
given by
Fp(L, L˙) =
∫ L
−L
Fp(L, L˙, x)dx = 2LFp(L, L˙, x) (C.37)
= −4Cpa−1kN20Le−2kL
(
1
2
p0f
′
p +m0f
′
m +
1
2
h0f
′
h
+
1
2
h0min(vha , v
h
b )f
′′
h + 2L˙[p0f
′′
p +m0f
′′
m + h0f
′′
h ]
)
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The structure of this expression is similar to that in Eq. (C.35). As always
2Cpa−1kN20Le−2kL > 0, a stationary spindle can only exist if the term in the brackets
is zero. This does not depend on the spindle length 2L, so that half asters which only
interact via motors bound to the bulk of the MTs of one spindle and the ⊕-ends of MTs
from the other can form stable, stationary spindles when
1
2p0f
′
p +m0f
′
m +
1
2h0f
′
h − 12h0min(vha , vhb )f ′′h = 0.
The forces due to bulk-ª-end bound motors are calculated analogously. We obtain
Fm(L, L˙, x) = −Cma−1N20
(
e−k(L+x)δ(L− x) + e−k(L−x)δ(−L− x)
)(
p0f
′
p +
1
2
m0f
′
m
+
1
2
h0f
′
h +
1
2
h0max(vha , v
h
b )f
′′
h + 2L˙[p0f
′′
p +m0f
′′
m + h0f
′′
h ]
)
(C.38)
for homogenous motor densities and exponential microtubule densities. The force on both
asters is thus given by
Fm(L, L˙) =
∫ L
−L
Fp(L, L˙, x)dx (C.39)
= −2Cma−1N20 e−2kL
(
p0f
′
p +
1
2
m0f
′
m +
1
2
h0f
′
h
+
1
2
h0max(vha , v
h
b )f
′′
h + 2L˙[p0f
′′
p +m0f
′′
m + h0f
′′
h ]
)
And again we can only have stationary spindles when
p0f
′
p +
1
2m0f
′
m +
1
2h0f
′
h − 12h0max(vha , vhb )f ′′h=0.
Thus none of the forces due to one specific type of binding is sufficient to
define the spindle length. We will see in section 4.2.2 that their combined action
however gives rise to a spindle with well defined length 2L and transparent conditions for
spindle stability.
The total force per dimer length on the two half asters is the sum of the three forces
calculated in Eqs. (C.35), (C.37), (C.39):
F (L, L˙, x) = Fb(L, L˙, x) + Fp(L, L˙, x) + Fm(L, L˙, x) (C.40)
= −C ′b(x, L˙)ρlp(x)ρrm(x)− C ′p(x, L˙)
(
ρlp(x)η
r,⊕
m (x) + η
l,⊕
p (x)ρ
r
m(x)
)
−C ′m(x, L˙)
(
ρlp(x)η
r,ª
m (x) + η
l,ª
p (x)ρ
r
m(x)
)
where we have introduced three new functions C ′b(x, L˙), C
′
p(x, L˙), C
′
m(x, L˙), see
Eqs. (C.44)-(C.46) for details. For homogenous motor densities these variables do not
depend on space. So when discussing homogenous motor densities we will write C ′(L˙)
instead of C ′(x, L˙) to reflect this. Integrating Eq. (C.40) over the whole system we thus
obtain for homogenous motor densities and the exponential MT densities (cf. table 4.3):
F (L, L˙) = −2C ′b(L˙)a−2LN20 e−2kL − 4C ′p(L˙)a−1kLN20 e−2kL − 2C ′m(L˙)a−1N20 e−2kL
= −2a−1N20 e−2kL
(
[C ′b(L˙)/a+ 2kC
′
p(L˙)]L+ C
′
m(L˙)
)
(C.41)
We will now put this expression to use and determine the emergent length scale of the
spindle and the conditions under which the spindle will be stable.
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C.1.5 Overview of Force Contributions from Ensembles of Motors
For an ensemble of one kind of motor dimers we can write the force contribution as
F = 1
χja + χ
j
b
~v · ~f (C.42)
where ~v =
(
vja , v
j
b , L˙
)
is a 1× 3 vector and j ∈ {p,m, h} labels the three different types
of motor dimers, cf. table C.3. For each region we can thus calculate ~f for each type of
dimers explicitly:
Region (a) bulk-bulk bulk-⊕-end (12(i+ii)) bulk-ª-end
p-p
 00
−2
 1
2
 −1−1
−2
+ 12
 11
−2
 =
 00
−2
  00
−2

m-m
 00
−2
  00
−2
 1
2
 11
−4

hetero
 00
−2
 1
2
 0−1
−2
+ 12
 01
−2
 =
 00
−2
 1
2
 10
−4

Table C.4: Force contributions ~f of different kinds of motor dimers in region (a).
Region (b) bulk-bulk bulk-⊕-end bulk-ª-end
p-p
 11
−2
 1
2
 11
−4
  11
−2

m-m
 11
−2
  11
−2
 1
2
 11
−4

hetero
 11
−2
 1
2
 21
−4
 1
2
 12
−4

Table C.5: Force contributions ~f of different kinds of motor dimers in region (b).
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Region (c) bulk-bulk bulk-⊕-end (12(i+ii)) bulk-ª-end
p-p
 00
−2
 1
2
 11
−2
 1
2
 −1−1
−2
 =
 00
−2
  00
−2

m-m
 00
−2
  00
−2
 1
2
 11
−4

hetero
 00
−2
 1
2
 01
−2
 1
2
 0−1
−2
 =
 00
−2
 1
2
 10
−4

Table C.6: Force contributions of ~f different kinds of motor dimers in region (c).
So that the forces are explicitely given by:
Region (a) F (L, L˙, x)
bulk-bulk = Cbρlm(x)ρ
r
m(x)
(
p(x) −2L˙
χpa+χ
p
b
+m(x) −2L˙χm1 +χm2 + h(x)
−2L˙
χha+χ
h
b
)
bulk-⊕-end
= Cp
[
ρlm(x)η
r,⊕
m (x)
(
p(x)12
−vpa−vpb−2L˙
χpa+χ
p
b
+m(x)(−2L˙) + h(x)12
−vhb−2L˙
χha+χ
h
b
)
+ηl,⊕m (x)ρrm(x)
(
p(x)12
vpa+v
p
b−2L˙
χpa+χ
p
b
+m(x)(−2L˙) + h(x)12
vhb−2L˙
χha+χ
h
b
)]
bulk-ª-end = Cmηl,ª(x)ρrm(x)
(
p(x) −2L˙
χpa+χ
p
b
+m(x)12
vma +v
m
b −4L˙
χm1 +χ
m
2
+ h(x)12
vha−4L˙
χha+χ
h
b
)
Table C.7: Force contributions of different kinds of motor dimers in region (a).
Region (b) is the region where the asters overlap most and is the only important region
for calculations regarding half asters. Table C.8 displays the force contributions from
motor dimers in this region.
Region (b) F (L, L˙, x)
bulk-bulk = Cbρlp(x)ρ
r
m(x)
(
p(x)v
p
a+v
p
b−2L˙
χpa+χ
p
b
+m(x)v
m
a +v
m
b −2L˙
χma +χ
m
b
+ h(x)v
h
a+v
h
b−2L˙
χha+χ
h
b
)
bulk-⊕-end
= Cp
[
ρlp(x)η
r,⊕
m (x) + η
l,⊕
p (x)ρrm(x)
]
×
(
p(x)12
vpa+v
p
b−4L˙
χpa+χ
p
b
+m(x)v
m
a +v
m
b −2L˙
χma +χ
m
b
+ h(x)12
2vha+v
h
b−4L˙
χha+χ
h
b
)
bulk-ª-end = Cmηl,ª(x)ρrm(x)
(
p(x)v
p
a+v
p
b−2L˙
χpa+χ
p
b
+m(x)12
vma +v
m
b −4L˙
χm1 +χ
m
2
+ h(x)12
vha+2v
h
b−4L˙
χha+χ
h
b
)
Table C.8: Force contributions of different kinds of motor dimers in region (b).
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Region (c) F (L, L˙, x)
bulk-bulk = Cbρlp(x)ρ
r
p(x)
(
p(x) −2L˙
χpa+χ
p
b
+m(x) −2L˙χm1 +χm2 + h(x)
−2L˙
χha+χ
h
b
)
bulk-⊕-end
= Cp
[
ρlp(x)η
r,⊕
p (x)
(
p(x)12
vpa+v
p
b−2L˙
χpa+χ
p
b
+m(x)(−2L˙) + h(x)12
vhb−2L˙
χha+χ
h
b
)
+ηl,⊕p (x)ρrp(x)
(
p(x)12
−vpa+−vpb−2L˙
χpa+χ
p
b
+m(x)(−2L˙) + h(x)12
−vhb−2L˙
χha+χ
h
b
)]
bulk-ª-end = Cmηrm(x)ρlp(x)
(
p(x) −2L˙
χpa+χ
p
b
+m(x)12
vma +v
m
b −4L˙
χm1 +χ
m
2
+ h(x)12
vha−4L˙
χha+χ
h
b
)
Table C.9: Force contributions of different kinds of motor dimers in region (c).
This notation reflects clearly that the force action of motor dimers is a priori independent
of the density of microtubules. The MT density enters in form of densities in the prefactor
only, but not in the motor parts. A particularly important example of a microtubule
density is given by asters with an exponential length distribution, cf. Eq. (4.38). As the
asters are symmetric in this case, the prefactors for the different endbinding cases (i) and
(ii) are identical as shown explicitly in the following table:
Binding Region (a) Region (b) Region (c)
bulk-bulk Cb
N20
a2
e2kx Cb
N20
a2
e−2kL Cb
N20
a2
e−2kx
bulk-⊕-end Cp N
2
0
a ke
2kx Cp
N20
a ke
−2kL Cp
N20
a ke
−2kx
bulk-ª-end Cm
N20
a
e−k(L−x)
×δ(−L− x)
Cm
N20
a ×(
e−k(L+x)δ(L− x)
+e−k(L−x)δ(−L− x))
Cm
N20
a
e−k(L+x)
×δ(L− x)
Table C.10: Prefactors of force expressions for exponential asters, cf. Eq. (4.20) etc..
C.2 Existence and Stability of Spindles
C.2.1 Half Asters
Here we present supplementary calculations to the example of two interacting half asters
with exponential microtubule densities as discussed in sections C.1.4 and 4.3.1.
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The total force per dimer length on the two half asters is the sum of the three forces
calculated in Eqs. (C.34), (C.36), and (C.38):
F (L, L˙, x) = Fb(L, L˙, x) + Fp(L, L˙, x) + Fm(L, L˙, x) (C.43)
= −Cbρlp(x)ρrm(x)
(
p(x)f ′p +m(x)f
′
m + h(x)f
′
h
+2L˙[p(x)f ′′p +m(x)f
′′
m + h(x)f
′′
h ]
)
−Cp(ρlp(x)ηrp(x) + ηlp(x)ρrm(x))
(
1
2
p(x)f ′p +m(x)f
′
m +
1
2
h(x)f ′h
+
1
2
h(x)min(vha , v
h
b )f
′′
h + 2L˙[p(x)f
′′
p +m(x)f
′′
m + h(x)f
′′
h ]
)
−Cm(ρlp(x)ηrm(x) + ηlm(x)ρrm(x))
(
p(x)f ′p +
1
2
m(x)f ′m +
1
2
h(x)f ′h
+
1
2
h(x)max(vha , v
h
b )f
′′
h + 2L˙[p(x)f
′′
p +m(x)f
′′
m + h(x)f
′′
h ]
)
= −C ′b(x, L˙)ρlp(x)ρrm(x)− C ′p(x, L˙)
(
ρlp(x)η
r
p(x) + η
l
p(x)ρ
r
m(x)
)
−C ′m(x, L˙)
(
ρlp(x)η
r
m(x) + η
l
m(x)ρ
r
m(x)
)
in the last step we have introduced three new functions C ′b(x, L˙), C
′
p(x, L˙), C
′
m(x, L˙):
C ′b(x, L˙) := Cb
(
p(x)f ′p +m(x)f
′
m + h(x)f
′
h (C.44)
+2L˙[p(x)f ′′p +m(x)f
′′
m + h(x)f
′′
h ]
)
C ′p(x, L˙) := Cp
(
1
2
p(x)f ′p +m(x)f
′
m +
1
2
h(x)f ′h (C.45)
+
1
2
h(x)min(vha , v
h
b )f
′′
h + 2L˙[p(x)f
′′
p +m(x)f
′′
m + h(x)f
′′
h ]
)
C ′m(x, L˙) := Cm
(
p(x)f ′p +
1
2
m(x)f ′m +
1
2
h(x)f ′h (C.46)
+
1
2
h(x)max(vha , v
h
b )f
′′
h + 2L˙[p(x)f
′′
p +m(x)f
′′
m + h(x)f
′′
h ]
)
The stability of this system is determined by the derivative of F (L, L˙) (cf. Eq. (4.4)).
For exponential half asters we obtain:
∂
∂L
F (L, L˙) = −2a−1N20 e−2kL
(
(1− 2kL)
[
C ′b(L˙)/a+ 2kC
′
p(L˙)
]
− 2kC ′m(L˙)
)
(C.47)
so that with Ls from Eq. (4.22)
∂
∂L
F (L, L˙)
∣∣∣∣
L=Ls
(C.48)
= −2a−1N20 e
+2k
C′m(0)
C′
b
(0)/a+2kC′p(0)
×
((
(1 + 2k
C ′m(0)
C ′b(0)/a+ 2kC ′p(0)
)[
C ′b(L˙)/a+ 2kC
′
p(L˙)
]
− 2kC ′m(L˙)
)
= −2a−1N20 e
+2k
C′m(0)
C′
b
(0)/a+2kC′p(0)
[
C ′b(L˙)/a+ 2kC
′
p(L˙)
]
.
This directly gives the condition for spindle stability, Eq. (4.24).
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Existence and stability of a spindle formed by two exponential half asters. We assume
homogenous motor densities and two types of motor heads (one ⊕-end directed with
velocity vp > 0 and one ª-end directed with vm < 0) and replace va, vb, χa, χb accordingly:
vpa = v
p
b = v
h
b = vp > 0 (C.49)
vma = v
m
b = v
h
a = vm < 0 (C.50)
χpa = χ
p
b = χ
h
b = χp > 0 (C.51)
χma = χ
m
b = χ
h
a = χm > 0 . (C.52)
We obtain simplified expressions for the functions C ′m(0), C ′b(0), and C
′
p(0):
C ′b(0) = Cb
(
−p0 vp
χp
−m0 vm
χm
− h0 vp + vm
χp + χm
)
(C.53)
C ′p(0) = Cp
(
−1
2
p0
vp
χp
−m0 vm
χm
− h0
1
2vp + vm
χp + χm
)
(C.54)
C ′m(0) = Cm
(
−p0 vp
χp
− 1
2
m0
vm
χm
− h0
vp + 12vm
χp + χm
)
(C.55)
so that it is straight forward to discuss the signs of all terms we need:
C ′b(0) > 0 ⇐⇒ 0 < vp < −vm
χp(χpm0 + χm(h0 +m0))
χm(χmp0 + χp(h0 + p0))
(C.56)
=: −vmγ
C ′p(0) > 0 ⇐⇒ 0 < vp < −vm
2χp(χpm0 + χm(h0 +m0))
χm(χmp0 + χp(h0 + p0))
(C.57)
= −vm2γ
C ′m(0) > 0 ⇐⇒ 0 < vp < −vm
χp(χpm0 + χm(h0 +m0))
2χm(χmp0 + χp(h0 + p0))
(C.58)
= −vm 12γ[
C ′b(0)/a+ 2kC
′
p(0)
]
> 0 ⇐⇒ 0 < vp (C.59)
< −vm
(
Cb + 2akCp
Cb + akCp
)
χp(χpm0 + χm(h0 +m0))
χm(χmp0 + χp(h0 + p0))
= −vm
(
Cb + 2akCp
Cb + akCp
)
γ
=: −vmΓγ
which defines two positive constants γ and Γ as introduced in Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27).
There are in principle two ways to fulfill the conditions for the existence of a spindle
consisting of two half asters (Eq. (4.23)):
1. C ′m(0) > 0 and
[
C ′b(0)/a+ 2kC
′
p(0)
]
< 0
⇒ −vpvm <
γ
2 and
−vp
vm
> Γγ
⇒ No spindle possible as Γ ≥ 1 > 12 .
2. C ′m(0) < 0 and
[
C ′b(0)/a+ 2kC
′
p(0)
]
> 0
⇒ −vpvm >
γ
2 and
−vp
vm
< Γγ
⇒ Spindle can exist for 0 < 12γ < −vpvm < Γγ.
The second case forms the basis of the existence and stability discussion in section 4.3.1.
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C.2.2 Full Asters
In the preceding section we studied spindle formation by two half asters, i.e. we have only
calculated forces due to interactions that occur in region (b), i.e. x ∈ [−L,L]. We will
now extend this approach to two full asters. Thus we will also consider force contributions
due to interactions in regions (a) and (c).
General Forces The force between the asters in region (b) is given by (cf. Eq. (C.40))
F (b)(L, L˙, x) = −C ′(b)b (x, L˙)ρlp(x)ρrm(x)− C
′(b)
p (x, L˙)
(
ρlp(x)η
r,⊕
m (x) + η
l,⊕
p (x)ρ
r
m(x)
)
−C ′(b)m (x, L˙)
(
ρlp(x)η
r,ª
m (x) + η
l,ª
p (x)ρ
r
m(x)
)
(C.60)
where the superscript (b) of the functions F and C ′{b,p,m} reflects their corresponding
region. Analogously we can write for the force from region (a)
F (a)(L, L˙, x) = −C ′(a)b (x, L˙)ρlm(x)ρrm(x)− C
′(a)
p (x, L˙)
(
ρlm(x)η
r,⊕
m (x) + η
l,⊕
m (x)ρ
r
m(x)
)
−C ′(a)m (x, L˙)
(
ηl,ª(x)ρrm(x)
)
(C.61)
and region (c)
F (c)(L, L˙, x) = −C ′(c)b (x, L˙)ρlp(x)ρrp(x)− C
′(c)
p (x, L˙)
(
ρlp(x)η
r,⊕
p (x) + η
l,⊕
p (x)ρ
r
p(x)
)
−C ′(c)m (x, L˙)
(
ηr,ª(x)ρlp(x)
)
. (C.62)
The total force between two asters is thus given by
F (L, L˙, x) = F (a)(L, L˙, x) + F (b)(L, L˙, x) + F (c)(L, L˙, x) . (C.63)
The force functions C
′(b)
{b,p,m}(x, L˙) for region (b) are given explicitly in Eqs. (C.44)-(C.46).
For region (a) we find
C
′(a)
b (x, L˙) = Cb
(
2L˙[p(x)f ′′p +m(x)f
′′
m + h(x)f
′′
h ]
)
(C.64)
C
′(a)
p (x, L˙) = Cp
(
2L˙[p(x)f ′′p +m(x)f
′′
m + h(x)f
′′
h ]
)
(C.65)
C
′(a)
m (x, L˙) = Cm
(
1
2
m(x)f ′m +
1
2
h(x)min(vha , v
h
b )f
′′
h (C.66)
+2L˙[p(x)f ′′p +m(x)f
′′
m + h(x)f
′′
h ]
)
and for region (c) the same expressions, compare tables C.4 and C.6. Note that as
C
′(a)
b (x, 0) = 0 and C
′(a)
p (x, 0) = 0, motors in the bulk and at ⊕-ends on average do
not contribute to the forces in stationary asters and only act like passive crosslinkers.
Having these expressions under our belts, we now turn to investigate the influence of
the microtubule densities in regions (a) and (c) on the spindle dynamics.
Forces on Exponential Full Asters. The densities of two full asters with exponential
length distribution P (L) located at ±L are given table C.11. Making use of the prefactors
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Length dist. P (L) = ke−kL
Aster at L −L
MT densities ρrp(x) = ρ(−L+ x) ρlp(x) = ρ(L+ x)
= a−1N0e−k(−L+x) =a−1N0e−k(L+x)
on D = [L;∞[ on D = [−L;∞[
ρrm(x) = ρ(L− x) ρlm(x) = ρ(−L− x)
= a−1N0e−k(L−x) = a−1N0e−k(−L−x)
on D =]−∞;L] on D =]−∞;−L]
⊕-end ηr,⊕p (x) = a|∂xρrp(x)| ηl,⊕p (x) = a|∂xρlp(x)|
densities = N0ke−k(−L+x) = N0ke−k(L+x)
on D = [L;∞[ on D = [−L;∞[
ηr,⊕m (x) = a|∂xρrm(x)| ηl,⊕m (x) = a|∂xρlm(x)|
= N0ke−k(L−x) = N0ke−k(−L−x)
on D =]−∞;L] on D =]−∞;−L]
ª-end ηr,ª(x) = N0δ(L− x) ηl,ª(x) = N0δ(−L− x)
densities on D = [−∞;∞] on D = [−∞;∞]
Table C.11: Densities describing a system of two full asters with exponential microtubule
densities. D denotes the domain of definition. Densities are zero outside their domain.
given in table C.10 and assuming w.o.l.g. vha < 0 < v
h
b we can directly write the force on
two stationary asters due to motors in region (a):
F (a)(L, 0, x) = Cm
N20
a
e−k(L−x)δ(−L− x)
(
m(x)
1
2
vma + v
m
b
χm1 + χ
m
2
+ h(x)
1
2
vha
χha + χhb
)
, (C.67)
which integrated over region (a) results in
F (a)(L, 0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
F (a)(L, 0, x)dx (C.68)
=
1
2
Cm
N20
a
e−2kL
(
m(−L) v
m
a + v
m
b
χm1 + χ
m
2
+ h(−L) v
h
a
χha + χhb
)
.
For region (c) we find analogously
F (c)(L, 0, x) = Cm
N20
a
e−k(L+x)δ(L− x)
(
m(x)
1
2
vma + v
m
b
χm1 + χ
m
2
+ h(x)
1
2
vha
χha + χhb
)
(C.69)
which integrated leads to
F (c)(L, 0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
F (c)(L, 0, x)dx (C.70)
=
1
2
Cm
N20
a
e−2kL
(
m(L)
vma + v
m
b
χm1 + χ
m
2
+ h(L)
vha
χha + χhb
)
So that the total additional force contribution of full asters to the forces between two
half asters as given by Eq. (C.41) is
F (a)+(c)(L, 0) =
1
2
Cm
N20
a
e−2kL (C.71)
×
(
(m(L) +m(−L)) v
m
a + v
m
b
χm1 + χ
m
2
+ (h(L) + h(−L)) v
h
a
χha + χhb
)
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For homogenous motor densities this expression simplifies further and leads to
F (a)+(c)(L, 0) = Cm
N20
a
e−2kL
(
m0
vma + v
m
b
χm1 + χ
m
2
+ h0
vha
χha + χhb
)
(C.72)
The total force on two stationary full asters with exponential microtubule distribution
due to homogenous motor from all three regions is then
F (L, 0) = −2N
2
0
a
e−2kL
(
[C
′(b)
b (0)/a+ 2kC
′(b)
p (0)]L+ C
′(a)
m (0) + C
′(b)
m (0)
)
(C.73)
The conditions for existence and stability of stationary finite size spindles are thus only
quantitatively changed with respect to the half asters discussed in section 4.3.1. The
stationary half length Ls of the spindle is given by
F (L, 0) = 0 ⇐⇒ Ls = − C
′(a)
m (0) + C
′(b)
m (0)
C
′(b)
b (0)/a+ 2kC
′(b)
p (0)
. (C.74)
Again this expression reveals that in order for stationary spindles of finite length to exist,
it is absolutely necessary to balance the force contribution of the ª-end-bulk interactions
with either one or both of the other two interactions. A spindle furthermore only exists
when
Ls > 0 ⇐⇒
(
C
′(a)
m (0) + C
′(b)
m (0)
)(
C
′(b)
b (0)/a+ 2kC
′(b)
p (0)
)
< 0 . (C.75)
The stability of the spindle is again determined by Eq. (4.4). For the exponential asters
we obtain from Eq. (C.73):
∂
∂L
F (L, 0) (C.76)
= −2N
2
0
a
e−2kL
(
(1− 2kL)
[
C
′(b)
b (0)/a+ 2kC
′(b)
p (0)
]
− 2k
[
C
′(a)
m (0) + C
′(b)
m (0)
])
so that with Eq. (4.38)
∂
∂L
F (L, 0)
∣∣∣∣
L=Ls
= −2N
2
0
a
e+2kLs (C.77)
×
(
((1 + 2kLs)
[
C
′(b)
b (0)/a+ 2kC
′(b)
p (0)
]
− 2k
[
C
′(a)
m (0) + C
′(b)
m (0)
])
= −2a−1N20 e
+2k
C
′(a)
m (0)+C
′(b)
m (0)
C
′(b)
b
(0)/a+2kC
′(b)
p (0)
[
C
′(b)
b (0)/a+ 2kC
′(b)
p (0)
]
.
As the prefactor is always negative, the sign is determined by the expression in the
square brackets. A stationary spindle is stable if[
C
′(b)
b (0)/a+ 2kC
′(b)
p (0)
]
> 0 . (C.78)
The conditions for existence and stability of spindles in the presence of motor dimers
made of two different motor heads, i.e. motor characteristics as given by Eqs. (C.49)-
(C.52) do hardly change with respect to the case of half asters. The same calculation as
detailed in section 4.3.1 leads to
0 < γ < − vp
vm
< Γγ (C.79)
which is the same as Eq. (4.25) except for missing the factor of 1/2 on the left. Again all
spindles formed are stable.
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C.3 Generality of Our Description
In chapter 4 we applied our description to asters with exponential MT densities, which
interact via motor dimers that stay attached to the ends of the microtubules. For the
emergence of a stationary spindle length, motors that stall at ª-ends were particularly
important. In this section we show that this effect is independent of a specific choice of
a distribution of ª-ends, as long as the intrinsic length scale of the distribution is small
compared to k−1, the length scale of the exponential distribution of aster MTs.
Furthermore we show that the scale of the stationary length is set by the length scale
of the MT density. For exponential asters this is given by k−1 (Eq. 4.38). In section C.3.2
we present calculations regarding homogenous asters, i.e. asters in which all MTs have
the same length l and show that this is sufficient for stable, finite size spindles to exist.
C.3.1 Various distributions of ª-ends
In chapter 4 we consider asters in which the ª-ends are precisely aligned in space, math-
ematically described by a δ-distribution, which is singular and represents a special case.
Here we investigate if the phenomena described above persist for two half asters when the
density of ª-ends has a different form. We consider half a Gaussian distribution with half
width λ:
ηr,ª(x) =
2N0
λ
√
2pi
e−(L−x)
2/2λ2 , ηl,ªm (x) =
2N0
λ
√
2pi
e−(L+x)
2/2λ2 (C.80)
both defined on D = [−L;L], and an exponential distribution:
ηr,ª(x) = N0kme−km(L−x) , ηl,ª(x) = N0kme−km(L+x) (C.81)
also both defined D = [−L;L]. The MT density as well as the ⊕-end distribution of the
half asters are exponential as given in table 4.3. The domains of definition assure that there
are no MTs of the left half aster at x < −L and no MTs of the right half aster at x > L.
The forces due to bulk-bulk and bulk-⊕-end interactions as calculated in Eqs. (C.34) and
(C.36) remain unchanged.
Motivated by the biological system where the centrosome is small compared to the
spindle, we assume the characteristic lengths of both distributions to be small compared to
the length of the MTs. The perturbation of the microtubule density due to the distribution
of ª-ends is thus taken to be negligible:
λ¿ k−1 and k−1m ¿ k−1 respectively. (C.82)
Now we calculate the overlap for bulk-ª-end interactions as given in Eq. (C.38). We
begin with the Gaussian distributions, Eq. (C.80):∫ ∞
−∞
dx (ρlp(x)η
r,ª(x) + ηl,ª(x)ρrm(x)) (C.83)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
N0
a
2N0
λ
√
2pi
(
e−k(L−x)e−(L+x)
2/2λ2 + e−k(L+x)e−(L−x)
2/2λ2
)
=
N20
a
e−2kL+
1
2
k2λ2
(
erf(
kλ√
2
) + erf(
2L− kλ2√
2λ
)
)
= a−1N20 e
−2kL+ 1
2
k2λ2E(k, λ, L)
where we have introduced E(k, λ, L) := erf( kλ√
2
) + erf(2L−kλ
2√
2λ
). As generally k ¿ L and
λ¿ L, we may approximate E(k, λ, L) ≈ 1 and −2kL+ 12k2λ2 ≈ −2kL and thus obtain
F (L, L˙) ≈ C ′mN20 e−2kL/a . (C.84)
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Length distribution P (x) = δ(l) (homogenous)
Half aster at L (right) −L (left)
MT density ρrm(x) = ρ(L− x) = N0/a ρlp(x) = ρ(L+ x) = N0/a
on D = [L− l;L] (ª-MTs) on D = [−L;−L+ l] (⊕-MTs)
⊕-end density ηr,⊕m (x) = N0δ(L− l − x) ηl,⊕p (x) = N0δ(−L+ l − x)
on D = [−L;L− l/2] on D = [−L+ l/2;L]
ª-end density ηr,ª(x) = N0δ(L− x) ηl,ª(x) = N0δ(−L− x)
on D = [L− l/2;L] on D = [−L;L+ l/2]
Table C.12: Densities describing a system of two half asters with homogenous microtubule
densities. D denotes the domain of definition. Densities are zero outside their domain.
The most important characteristic of this expression is, that F (L, L˙) is not proportional
to Le−2kL and thus the structure of Eq. (4.22) remains unchanged.
For exponential distributions we calculate:∫ ∞
−∞
dx (ρlp(x)η
r,ª(x) + ηl,ª(x)ρrm(x)) (C.85)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dx N20a
−1km
(
e−k(L−x)e−km(L+x) + e−k(L+x)e−km(L−x)
)
= 2
N20km
a(k − km)
(
e−2kL − e−2kmL
)
So this expression is neither proportional to Le−2kL and thus does not lead to a qualita-
tively different expression for Ls.
In conclusion: the importance of the interaction by motors linked to the bulk and ª-
ends for the emergence of finite size spindles of two half asters is a generic feature of this
theory and does not depend on a special choice of the distribution of ª-ends ηm(x).
C.3.2 Homogenous Half Asters
In chapter 4 we studied the interaction of two half asters with exponential microtubule
densities. This choice was motivated by considerations of aligned MTs undergoing catas-
trophes and rescue events (cf. (Dogterom and Leibler, 1993)). In order to test the robust-
ness of our approach we repeat the calculations for homogenous half asters, i.e. half asters
with MTs of the same length. For homogenous motor densities the functions C ′b, C
′
p and
C ′m as defined in Eqs. (C.44)-(C.46) are not changed by a change of MT densities. Only
the overlap integrals are different.
Let P (l) = δ(l) be the distribution of MT lengths. Then l is the length of all MTs of
one half-aster with its center at x = 0. Its microtubule distribution is then given by
ρ(x) =
{
N0/a for 0 < x < l
0 else
(C.86)
where N0 is the dimensionless number of microtubules and a is the length of a heterodimer
forming the MTs. Table C.12 summarizes the quantities used to describe a system of two
half asters at L and −L.
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We obtain the following results for overlap of bulk-bulk, bulk-⊕-ends, and bulk-ª-ends:∫ L
−L
dx ρlp(x)ρ
r
m(x) =

2(N0/a)2(l − L) for L ≤ l ≤ 2L
2(N0/a)2L for l > 2L
2(N0/a)l for l < L
(C.87)
∫ L
−L
dx
(
ρlp(x)η
r
p(x) + η
l
p(x)ρ
r
m(x)
)
=
{
2N20 /a for L ≤ l ≤ 2L
0 else
(C.88)∫ L
−L
dx
(
ρlp(x)η
r
m(x) + η
l
m(x)ρ
r
m(x)
)
=
{
2N20 /a for l > 2L
0 else
(C.89)
For our discussion, we distinguish three cases:
1. l < L: the half asters do not overlap, no interaction due to motors, no formation of
spindles
2. L ≤ l < 2L: the half asters overlap but the MTs of one asters do not overlap with
MT organizing center (centrosome) of the other half aster. In this case an overlap
exists only in region (b) and the total force between the two asters is given by (cf.
Eq. (C.41))
F (L, L˙) = 2
N20
a
(
C ′b(L˙)(l − L)/a+ C ′p(L˙)
)
(C.90)
⇒ Ls = l + a
C ′p(0)
C ′b(0)
(C.91)
and
∂F (L, L˙)
∂L
= −2N
2
0
a2
C ′b(L˙) . (C.92)
This leads to the following condition for a stationary spindle to exist (as we need
L ≤ l < 2L):
−Ls < a
C ′p(0)
C ′b(0)
≤ 0 (C.93)
and for stability we obtain
C ′b(0) > 0 . (C.94)
3. 2L ≤ l: the half asters overlap completely, i.e. no interaction between the bulk and
the ⊕-ends.
In this case the total force is given by
F (L, L˙) = 2
N20
a
(
LC ′b(L˙)/a+ C
′
m(L˙)
)
(C.95)
⇒ Ls = −aC
′
m(0)
C ′b(0)
(C.96)
and
∂F (L, L˙)
∂L
= 2
N20
a2
C ′b(L˙) . (C.97)
This leads to the following condition for a stationary spindle to exist (as we need
2L ≤ l):
0 < a
C ′m(0)
C ′b(0)
≤ l
2
(C.98)
and for stability we obtain
C ′b(0) < 0 . (C.99)
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Example: Two Types of Motor Heads. We consider two asters in the presence of motor
dimers made up of two types of motor heads with velocities vp and vm only. Using
Eqs. (C.49)-(C.52) we can now discuss conditions for the existence of stable, finite size
spindles.
Case 2: L ≤ l < 2L The condition for a stable, finite size spindle is
C ′b(0) > 0 and C
′
p(0) ≥ 0 and a
C ′p(0)
C ′b(0)
> −Ls (C.100)
⇐⇒ 0 < −vp
vm
< γ and l > 0
Stable spindles thus can exist in this case.
Case 3: l ≥ 2L The condition for a stable, finite size spindle is
C ′b(0) < 0 and C
′
m(0) > 0 (C.101)
which can never be fulfilled. In this case the asters do not form stable spindles.
In conclusion we have shown that homogenous asters do also support finite size spindles.
The existence of spindles is thus robust against the choice of different microtubule length
distributions.
C.4 Microtubule Distributions in 2D
Finally, we extend the description of microtubule asters to two spatial dimensions. Like in
section 4.2.5 asters are primarily characterized by a distribution of microtubule lengths.
An aster in two dimensions is characterized by a MT length distribution P (L, θ) which is
normalized ∫ ∞
0
dL L
∫ 2pi
0
dθ P (L, θ) = 1 . (C.102)
The angle θ determines the direction in space, L the length of the microtubules. For any
given direction θ the MT density is given by
ρ(r, θ) =
N0
a
∫ ∞
r
dL P (L, θ) (C.103)
so that the MT density on a circle of radius r is given by
ρ(r) =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ rρ(r, θ) (C.104)
and the mass of the aster by
M =
∫ ∞
0
dr
∫ 2pi
0
dθ rρ(r, θ) =
N0
a
∫ ∞
0
dr
∫ 2pi
0
dθ r
∫ ∞
r
dL P (L, θ) . (C.105)
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Isotropic Distributions. We assume that the 2D length distribution P (L) of microtubules
is independent of the direction. The normalization condition Eq. (C.102) then yields∫ ∞
0
dL 2piL P (L) = 1 . (C.106)
The MT density ρ(r, θ) is again given by Eq. (C.103). We furthermore obtain
ρ(r) = 2pir
N0
a
∫ ∞
r
dLP (L) , (C.107)
so that the 2D ρ(r) differs from the 1D ρ(x) as given by Eq. (4.14) only by a factor of 2pir.
The mass is given by
M =
∫ ∞
0
drρ(r) = 2pi
N0
a
∫ ∞
0
dr r
∫ ∞
r
dL P (L) . (C.108)
Let us assume a two-dimensional isotropic, exponential length distribution:
P (L) =
k2
2pi
e−kL , (C.109)
which fulfills the normalization condition
∫∞
0 dL
∫ 2pi
0 dθ L P (L) = 1. Then the isotropic
MT density is given by (cf. Eq. (C.107))
ρ(r, θ) =
N0
a
∫ ∞
r
d L P (L) =
N0
a
k
2pi
e−kr (C.110)
ρ(r) = 2pir
N0
a
∫ ∞
r
d L P (L) =
N0
a
rke−kr (C.111)
and the aster’s mass is
M =
∫ ∞
0
dr ρ(r) =
N0
ak
(C.112)
like in one spatial dimension. The Distribution of ends is given by
η⊕(r) = 2pir
∫ ∞
0
dLP (L) = rk2e−kr (C.113)
ηª(r) = δ(r) (C.114)
This describes an aster centered around the origin in polar coordinates. We transform
the density ρ(r, θ) to cartesian coordinates by substituting r =
√
x2 + y2:
ρ(x, y) =
N0
a
k
2pi
e−k
√
x2+y2 (C.115)
Thus we can define the densities of two asters at (±L, 0):
(−L, 0) : ρl(x, y) = N0
a
k
2pi
e−k
√
(x+L)2+y2 (C.116)
(L, 0) : ρr(x, y) =
N0
a
k
2pi
e−k
√
(x−L)2+y2 (C.117)
and calculate the total density of microtubules
ρ(x, y) (C.118)
= ρl(x, y)ρr(x, y)
=
N20
a2
k2
2pi2
e
−k
“√
(x+L)2+y2+
√
(x−L)2+y2
”
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Figure C.2: Most material in a spindle is centered along the spindle axis. Left: microtubule
density of two isotropic asters centered at x±L, y = 0 respectively. Darker shading represents
higher density. Right: contour plot of the same arrangement.
It is not trivial to integrate this expression analytically over space. We can however
easily gain a feeling for the density by plotting the total density like in Fig. C.2. It is
obvious that the MT density is highest around the spindle axis between the two centers
of the asters.
The analytical 1D description presented in chapter 4 seems thus to be a sensible ap-
proximation to the two dimensional case, as it covers most of the spindle material.
C.5 Additional Force Contributions of Motor Dimers
Here we present the calculations for the remaining kinds of motor dimers bound to two
asters.
C.5.1 Motors bound in the Bulk
The calculation for motors bound to the bulk right of both asters (region (c)) is detailed
in section C.1.1. Here we present the derivation of the explicit expressions for the other
two regions (a) and (b).
Parallel minus-microtubules (region (a)). Left of both asters the velocities are given by
x˙1 = −v1 + L˙ (C.119)
x˙2 = −v2 − L˙ (C.120)
where the negative sign in front of v1 and v2 is due to the orientation of the microtubules.
Repeating the calculation outlined by Eqs. (C.1)-(C.7) for this case yields
f1 =
vb − va + 2L˙
χa + χb
(C.121)
x˙ = −χavb + χbva
χa + χb
+
χb − χa
χa + χb
L˙ , (C.122)
which directly leads to the force exerted by the dimer as given in Eq. (C.12). The resulting
force contributions for different motor dimers between stationary asters are summarized
in table C.13. Averaging over the possible binding configurations we obtain the expression
for F given in Eq. (C.13).
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Complex p-p m-m p-m m-p
Fig. 4.5a
Velocities va > 0, vb > 0 va < 0, vb < 0 va > 0, vb < 0 va < 0, vb > 0
Forces f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
< 0 f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
> 0
f = −f1 f = −f1 f = −f1 > 0 f = −f1 < 0
Effect depends depends expansive contractile
Table C.13: Force contributions of different motor dimers bound to the bulk of two MTs left
of both asters (region (a)). The asters are assumed to be stationary (L˙ = 0).
Complex p-p m-m p-m m-p
Fig. 4.5b
Velocities va > 0, vb > 0 va < 0, vb < 0 va > 0, vb < 0 va < 0, vb > 0
Forces f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f = −f1 > 0 f = −f1 < 0 f = −f1 f = −f1
Effect expansive contractile depends depends
Table C.14: Force contributions of different individual motor dimers bound to the bulk of
two MTs between both asters. The asters are assumed to be stationary (L˙ = 0).
Between the Asters: Antiparallel Microtubules (region (b)) The detailed calculation
for this region is given by Eqs. (C.14)-(C.20). Table C.14 gives the explicit force contri-
butions for the various kinds of motor dimers.
C.5.2 Forces due to Interactions between Bulk and ⊕-end
The results for motors left of both asters in region (a) is given in the main text in table C.2
and Eq. (C.21). Here we present the explicit results for the remaining two regions (b) and
(c).
Between Both Asters: Antiparallel Microtubules (region (b)). The explicit expressions
for four kinds of motor dimers are summarized in table C.15.
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Complex p-p m-m p-m m-p
Fig. 4.6b (i)
Velocities va = 0, vb > 0 va < 0, vb < 0 va = 0, vb < 0 va < 0, vb > 0
Forces f1 =
−vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f = −f1 f = −f1 f = −f1 f = −f1
Effect expansive contractile contractile depends
Fig. 4.6b (ii)
Velocities va > 0, vb = 0 va < 0, vb < 0 va > 0, vb < 0 va < 0, vb = 0
Forces f1 =
−va
χa + χb
f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−va
χa + χb
f = −f1 f = −f1 f = −f1 f = −f1
Effect expansive contractile depends contractile
Table C.15: Force contributions of different motor dimers bound to bulk and one ⊕-end of
MTs between of both asters (region(b)). The asters are assumed to be stationary (L˙ = 0).
We have to exercise some care as the force contribution generally depends on which of
the two binding possibilities (i) or (ii) the motor is in, cf. Fig. 4.6. We illustrate this point
considering a hetero-dimer (w.o.l.g: va ≤ 0 ≤ vb). As va < 0 the a motor is not affected
by the ⊕-end. In case (i) the b motor is only affected when bound to MT 1:
F = −〈f1〉 = −12
−va − vb + 2L˙
χa + χb
− 1
2
−va + 2L˙
χa + χb
=
1
2
2va + vb − 4L˙
χa + χb
(C.123)
and in case (ii):
F = −〈f1〉 = −12
−va + 2L˙
χa + χb
− 1
2
−va − vb + 2L˙
χa + χb
=
1
2
2va + vb − 4L˙
χa + χb
(C.124)
Averaging over these two cases leads to the average force contribution of a heterodimer
bound to a ⊕-end in region (b):
F = 1
2
(
1
2
2va + vb − 4L˙
χa + χb
+
1
2
2va + vb − 4L˙
χa + χb
)
=
va + 12vb − 2L˙
χa + χb
(C.125)
Right of Both Asters: Parallel Plus-Microtubules (region (c)). The force contribution
of a dimer between two parallel ⊕-microtubules is given by Eq. (C.8). Either one of the
two motors may be bound to an end of a MTs originating from either aster (cf. Fig. 4.6c
(i) and (ii)). Table C.16 summarizes the results:
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Complex p-p m-m p-m m-p
Fig. 4.6c (i)
Velocities va = 0, vb > 0 va < 0, vb < 0 va = 0, vb < 0 va < 0, vb > 0
Forces f1 =
vb
χa + χb
f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
f1 =
vb
χa + χb
f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
f = f1 f = f1 f = f1 f = f1
Effect expansive depends contractile depends
Fig. 4.6c (ii)
Velocities va > 0, vb = 0 va < 0, vb < 0 va > 0, vb < 0 va < 0, vb = 0
Forces f1 =
−va
χa + χb
f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
f1 =
−va
χa + χb
f = f1 f = f1 f = f1 f = f1
Effect contractile depends depends expansive
Table C.16: Force contributions of different motor dimers bound to bulk and one ⊕end of
MTs right of both asters (region (c)). The asters are assumed to be stationary (L˙ = 0).
And for the heterodimers we otain (w.o.l.g: va ≤ 0 ≤ vb):
F = 〈f1〉 = 12
vb − va − 2L˙
χa + χb
+
1
2
va − 2L˙
χa + χb
=
1
2
vb − 4L˙
χa + χb
(C.126)
and in case (ii):
F = 〈f1〉 = +12
−va − 2L˙
χa + χb
+
1
2
va − vb − 2L˙
χa + χb
=
1
2
−vb − 4L˙
χa + χb
(C.127)
and combined
F = 1
2
(
1
2
vb − 4L˙
χa + χb
+
1
2
−vb − 4L˙
χa + χb
)
=
−2L˙
χa + χb
, (C.128)
which means that heterodimers right of both asters effectively act as passive crosslinkers.
C.5.3 Forces due to Interactions between Bulk and ª-end
Complex p-p m-m p-m m-p
Fig. C.1a
Velocities va > 0, vb > 0 va < 0, vb = 0 va > 0, vb = 0 va < 0, vb > 0
Forces f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
f1 =
−va
χa + χb
> 0 f1 =
−va
χa + χb
< 0 f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
> 0
f = −f1 f = −f1 < 0 f = −f1 > 0 f = −f1 < 0
F = 0 −1
2
−va − vb
χa + χb
< 0 n.a. n.a.
Effect passive contractile expansive contractile
Table C.17: Force contributions of different motor dimers bound to bulk and one ª-end of
MTs left of both centrosomes (region (a)). The asters are assumed to be stationary (L˙ = 0).
Left of Both Asters: Parallel Minus-Microtubules (region (a)).
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Complex p-p m-m p-m m-p
Fig. C.1b (i)
Velocities va > 0, vb > 0 va = 0, vb < 0 va > 0, vb < 0 va = 0, vb > 0
Forces f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−vb
χa + χb
f = −f1 > 0 f = −f1 < 0 f = −f1 f = −f1 > 0
Effect expansive contractile depends expansive
Fig. C.1b (ii)
Velocities va > 0, vb > 0 va < 0, vb = 0 va > 0, vb = 0 va < 0, vb > 0
Forces f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f1 =
−va
χa + χb
f1 =
−va
χa + χb
f1 =
−va − vb
χa + χb
f = −f1 > 0 f = −f1 < 0 f = −f1 > 0 f = −f1
Effect expansive contractile expansive depends
Table C.18: Force contributions of different motor dimers bound to bulk and one ª-end
of MTs between of both centrosomes (region (b)). The asters are assumed to be stationary
(L˙ = 0).
Between Both Asters: Antiparallel Microtubules (region (b)).
Complex p-p m-m p-m m-p
Fig. C.1c
Velocities va > 0, vb > 0 va = 0, vb < 0 va > 0, vb < 0 va = 0, vb > 0
Forces f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
f1 =
vb
χa + χb
f1 =
vb − va
χa + χb
f1 =
vb
χa + χb
f = f1 f = f1 < 0 f = f1 < 0 f = f1 > 0
F = 0 1
2
va + vb
χa + χb
< 0 n.a. n.a.
Effect passive contractile contractile expansive
Table C.19: Force contributions of different motor dimers bound to bulk and one ª-end of
MTs right of both centrosomes (region (c)). The asters are assumed to be stationary (L˙ = 0).
Right of Both Asters: Parallel Plus-Microtubules (region (c)).
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D Stability of the Contractile Ring
The contractile ring forms on a cell with radius R0 and starts to contract in response to
a cellular signal. In our description this signal corresponds to changing the parameter
corresponding to stress generation from A = 0 to some A > 0, see Eq. 6.6. The value of A
determines how much stress is generated by active processes in the ring and how far the
ring can contract. For the two limiting cases of
i no polymerization and depolymerization and
ii fast polymerization and depolymerization
in the ring we obtain analytic expressions for the minimal radii in dependence of A.
(i) In the absence of polymerization and depolymerization the radius in dependence of
A is given by
R(A) =
1
6
(2R0 (D.1)
+
(2 · 22/3kpi1/3R20)
(−27Ak2N2Nb + 4k3piR30 + 3
√
3
√
Ak4N2Nb(27AN2Nb − 8kpiR30))1/3
+
1
kpi1/3
[
−54Ak2N2Nb + 8k3piR30 + 6
√
3
√
Ak4N2Nb(27AN2Nb − 8kpiR30)
]1/3)
.
(ii) When polymerization and depolymerization are fast compared to the contraction
dynamics, the radius R(A) is given by
R(A) = R0 −
2piNbAk2p
kk2d
. (D.2)
The ring thus fully contracts (R(A)=0) for values of A larger than a critical value A ≥ Ac
with R(Ac) = 0. The radius R(A) ∈ [0;R0] is always stable.
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